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CHAPTER – I 

 

INDIA POST - AN INTRODUCTION 

 

1:1 INDIA POST – AN INTRODUCTION 

 

1:1:1 The Department of Posts is an organization socially committed connecting individuals and 

business and an easy reach for everyone with its vast infrastructure and network 

spreading over the Nation providing basic Postal facilities besides various social welfare 

and business activities. Extensive Postal facilities are available throughout the country in 

terms of regular delivery of Mails at the doorsteps of every customer, collection of letters 

from letter boxes and selling of stamps/stationery is provided in every village irrespective 

of the terrain through delivery agents while on their regular visit to their respective beats. 

Besides, there are ancillary activities such as Banking, Insurance, collection of Custom 

Duty and various business and ‘e’bill services etc. 

  

1:1:2 While tracing out the History of Indian Post, a regular Postal Service in India was 

established by the East India Company in 1766.  It was, however, run by Private Agencies. 

The East India Company, by an Act No. XVII of 1837 nationalized the Postal Services and 

brought it under the monopoly of the Government. Thereafter, in 1854, the separate 

Postal Department was formed and the First Postage Stamp was introduced. The First 

Railway Mail Service was established in 1863. The post office Savings Bank was 

introduced in the year 1882. Booking of parcels and its transmission was introduced in 

1854. The Value Payable Service was established in 1878.  First Sorting Section was 

created between Allahabad and Kanpur. During 1927, the RMS was amalgamated with 

the Postal wing. The Posts and Telegraphs, which were integrated in 1914 were 

subsequently bifurcated w.e.f. 01.01.1985 and the Department of Posts was created. 

 

1:1:3 Thus, the Postal Department is one of the oldest departmentally run Public Service 

departments of the Government of India.  Its’ legislative basis is the Indian Post Office 

Act, 1898.  The Department of Posts is dedicated to fulfilling the Universal Service 

Obligation in terms of providing basic postal services throughout the country, irrespective 

of terrain at an affordable price. 

 

1:1:4 The Department of Posts created is responsible for the Operation, Maintenance and 

Development of Postal services throughout the country. Postal operations, in fact, are a 

chain of multifarious activities such as collection, sorting, transmission and delivery of 

mails.  

 

1:1:5 India has the largest number of Post Offices in the world.  At the time of Independence, 

the number of post offices was 23,344.  Now the number of post offices has been 

expanded to 1, 54,822 as on 31-03-2012 of which 1,39,086 are in rural areas and as an 
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average, a post office serves an area of 21.23 sq. km and a population of 7817.  Mail 

processing, transmission and delivery are the core activities.  Mail is collected from 5, 

62,075 letter boxes in the country. This is processed by a network of 390 RMS offices, and 

522 transit sections. During 2011-2012 the Department of Posts handled 637.18 Crore 

articles, including 19.11 Crore registered articles.  It also handled 698.65 lakh of money 

orders amounting to Rs.10201.49 Crore.  

 

1:2 SAVINGS BANK – A GLANCE  

 

1:2:1 The Department of Posts operates Savings Bank on behalf of the Ministry of Finance.  The 

accumulated savings deposits as on 2011-2012 is amounting to over 605697.43 Crore, 

which is almost equivalent to the deposit of a leading nationalized bank in India. Thus the 

Post Office Savings Bank is the oldest and the largest banking institution in the country.  

The POSB is an agency function performed by the Department of Posts on behalf of the 

Ministry of Finance, Government of India. 

 

1:2:2 The PO Savings Bank provides an avenue for the customers through the network of 

1,54,822 post offices.  As of 31.3.2013, its outstanding balance under the PO Savings 

scheme arrived at Rs. 6.05 lakh crore. This is half the deposits of the State Bank of India 

and doubles that of the largest private lender ICICI Bank. 

 

1:2:3 The POSB is having a customer base of 287431078 account holders and the outstanding 

balance under all Nationalized Savings Schemes in post offices is over 605697.43 crores. 

 

SAVINGS BANK – A PROFILE AS ON 31.03.2012 

Sl. No. Name of the Scheme No. of 

Accounts 

Total Amount 

Deposited  

(In Crores) 

1. Savings Accounts (SB) 115825520 34068.43 

2. RD Accounts 85921440 62662.48 

3. TD Accounts 9424638 27389.37 

4. MIS Accounts 24260438 205286.62 

5. NSS Accounts (87 & 

92) 

373471 4467.97 

6. PPF Accounts 2345861 35999.56 

7. Senior Citizen 1217620 26762.99 

8. MGNREGS 43978080 ----------- 

9. Cumulative Time  

Deposit 

314882 6.71 

10. Fixed Deposit 21000 24.19 
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11. NSC VIII ---- 55069.37 

12. MSY Account 3748128 4.05 

13. K.V.P. ------- 153963.68 

 

1:2:4 The following is the revenue figures of the Postal Department earned from its traditional 

service. 

 

Particulars Rs. (in crore) 

Sale of Stamps 663.03 

Postage realised in cash 2277.61 

Commission on M.O & IPOs etc. 490.77 

Remuneration on Savings 

Bank/Certificate 

4304.08 

Other receipts 163.83 

 

Note: -  'Other receipts' includes service charges retained by the Department of Posts 

from Sale of Passport Application Form, CRF stamps, receipts from other postal 

administration etc. 

 

   1:3 INSURANCE SECTORS 

 

1:3:1 The major operation in Insurance Sector is the PLI / RPLI which is now run by the 

department itself and it has 5006060 & 1,35,47,355 policies in PLI and RPLI respectively 

with an aggregate assured sum of Rs.76541.33 crore &Rs.69754.17 crore respectively as 

on 31-03-2012. It had a deposit of Rs.16656.02 crore.  Postal Life Insurance (PLI) operated 

by the Department of Posts is one of the oldest welfare schemes for Government 

employees.  It was introduced in the year 1884 for the postal employees as a welfare 

measure and it today cover employees of Central & State Governments, the Armed 

Forces personnel, employees of Central and State Public Sector Undertakings, employees 

of Autonomous bodies, Financial Institutions, Nationalized Banks, Local Bodies, 

Universities and Government aided educational institutions. RPLI is common to every 

citizen of the rural India. 

 

1:4 PREMIUM SERVICES 

 

1:4:1 The Department of Posts, introduced the Speed Post service which carried 10,89,000 

articles and earned a revenue of Rs. 3.17 crore in 1987-88 has grown many fold times 

with 40.2 crore articles during 2011-12. At present, the speed post ensuing 100% and 

time bound delivery with Track & Trace facilities received a tremendous response by the 
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common and business societies. The speed post revenue has shown a growth of 20.15% 

in 2011.12 over the previous years. 

 

1:5         CHANGES IN VARIOUS ACTIVITIES 

 

1:5:1 The Department of Posts also performs other items of work like payment of Military 

Pension, Coal Miner's Pension, and Family Pension, Railway, Telecom, BSNL Pension etc. 

for which it gets mutually agreed remuneration from the respective principals. 

 

1:5:2 The post office is undergoing vast changes, supplementing the traditional postal activities 

by its various new services.  A number of new products and services were introduced to 

meet the requirements of customers and modernise the postal operation through the 

induction of technology.  

 

1:5:3 The value added postal services now offered by the India Post in recent years include 

Speed Post, Business Post, Express Parcel Post, Greetings Post, Data Post, Speed Post 

Passport Service, Bill Mail Post, E-Post, Logistic and E-Bill Post etc..  Besides these, the 

India Post has ventured into various financial services which include International Money 

Transfer, Electronic Fund Transfer, Electronic Clearance Services, MO Videsh, e-MO, 

Mobile Money Transfer, EVPP, COD, Aadhar Enrolment, Warrant Payment, Sale of Mutual 

Funds and Bonds etc.  There are services like Direct Post, Express Parcel Post, Media Post, 

Meghdoot Post Card, Logistics Post, Retail Post, Bill Mail Services introduced by the 

Business Directorate. Thus the India Post has diversified the postal operations into 

different areas through the business development. The works related to serving 

summons of the court are also being entrusted to PO by the High Courts. 

 

1:5:4 The Department of Posts has a tie up with the Western Union which provides the facility 

of receiving remittances from more than 205 countries on a real time basis.  The service is 

currently available from more than 7251 post offices. Money gram also which provides 

the facility of receiving remittance in 2500 locations. It has 74851 transactions held in the 

year 2011-12 worth of 116.89 crore. The MGNREGS introduced in Postal is now operating 

in 19 circles with the 5.57 Crore accounts by distributing 10065 crores through 97709 

Post offices across the country as on 31.12.2012.  Remittances to the extent of more than 

the value of 298 million US Dollars have been delivered through this service in April 2001.  

The service has sought into the extent of 2944.25 crore. As per the Department of Posts’ 

Annual report 2012-13, 18.38 crore UADI (Aadhar) letters were delivered by the postmen 

up to the period of December 2012. It also handled 698.65 lakh of money order per year, 

amounting to Rs.10201.49 crore. 

 

1:5:5 The Vision & Mission of the India Post has been declared and defined as under  

 
Vision 

India Post's products and services will be the customer's first choice. 
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Mission 

• To sustain its position as the largest postal network in the world, touching the lives 

of every citizen in the country. 

• To provide mail parcel, money transfer, banking, insurance and retail services with 

speed and reliability. 

• To provide services to the customers on value-for-money basis. 

• To ensure that the employees are proud to be its main strength and serve its 

customers with a human touch. 

• To continue to deliver social security services and to enable last mile connectivity as 

a Government of India platform. 

 

Core Values 

We will maintain our iconic status as a unique and trusted national institution by: 

• Always providing the human touch in all our interactions with society 

• Being responsive and reliable 

• Demonstrating the highest order of integrity, honesty, transparency and 

professionalism 

• Discharging our responsibilities towards the society in an environment of deep trust, 

mutual respect and a culture of service before self 

 

Strategic Goals 

• Achieve the long term goal of financial self-sufficiency by generating surpluses from 

services (existing & new) outside our universal service obligation 

• Develop, implement and operate a system of standards with accountability for 

performance 

• Develop a scalable and flexible technology infrastructure to support our operations 

• Be the preferred, trusted and reliable service partner for all customers 

• Ensure that India Post acquires all required people capabilities to deliver its chosen 

services portfolio 

• Be the interface between citizens and the government 

 

1:5:6 Based on the above vision and mission, there is a sea change taken place in the 

Department of Posts and various new activities have been launched. At this juncture, it 

is pertinent to mention that all these new services were introduced with the existing 

staff and in particular, in the midst of unscientific reduction of posts under 2/3rd Direct 

recruitment quota since 2001, all of them are being carried out very efficiently and 

effectively by the Postal staff even though there are inadequacy in the training and 

retraining. The skills and capabilities of the existing Postal employees are being 

extracted to the maximum extent without granting any higher pay for such technical 

work or granting any incentive / honorarium for the extra work being performed by 

them.   
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CHAPTER – II 

 

POSTAL SET UP & PROPOSED MODERNIZATION 

 

2:1       POSTAL SET UP & ESTABLISHMENT 

 

2:1:1 The following are the statistics about the employees on roll furnished from the Annual 

Report of Department of Posts from the year 2001-02 to 2005-06 & 2011-12 

 

DECLINE IN NON-GAZETTED STAFF 

Year Group 'C' 

including 

Postman 

Gr. D 

(Now 

MTS) 

 Total 

2000-2001 228579 52292 = 280871 

2001-2002 220448 49773 = 270221 

2002-2003 212021 48036 = 260057 

2003-2004 201421 46523 = 247944 

2004-2005 200302 43656 = 243958 

2011-2012 173007 20696 = 203703 

 

Total Departmental Staff 203703 + 610 Gazetted (Senior) plus 3087 Group ‘B’ = 211107.

  

 Thus, to the extent of 69764 Posts have been abolished, which will constitute more 

than 35% of the total establishment as per the current strength. 

 

2:1:2 As on 31-03-99, the department had 2,92,672 full time regular employees and 3,09,915 

Gramin Dak Sewaks and this has been shrunk to the extent of 211107 & 263467 as on 

31.03.2012 respectively in both the categories. The postal employees are being 

overburdened and facing untold miseries every day due to this unscientific drastic cut in 

the establishment. As per the Government of India order issued in 2001, out of every 

three vacancies arising due to retirement or death two vacancies were abolished. This cut 

continued up to 2009. Thereafter, only as per the recommendations of Sixth CPC, Ban on 

filling up of vacant posts is lifted. But, the ban on creation of new posts continues even 

now. 

 

2:2          POSTAL SET UP 

 

2:2:1 The Postal Department is headed by a Secretary who is also the Chairman of the Postal 

Services Board and also the Director General of Postal Services. There are 22 postal circles 
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headed by Chief Postmaster General or Principal Chief Postmaster General as the case 

may be.  Each circle is co-terminus with a state except Gujarat circle which includes 

Daman & Diu, Dadra & Nagar Haveli; Kerala Circle includes the Union Territory of 

Lakshadweep; Maharashtra Circle includes Goa; North Eastern Circle consists of 

Arunachal, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland and Tripura; Punjab Circle includes 

the union territory of Chandigarh; Tamil Nadu Circle includes Pondicherry; West Bengal 

Circle includes Sikkim & the Union Territory of Andaman and Nicobar Islands. 

 

2:2:2 Each circle is divided into regions comprising groups of field units, called divisions (Postal 

/ RMS Divisions).  Each region is headed by a Postmaster General and assisted by a 

Director of Postal Services. Each division is headed by Senior Superintendent of Post 

Offices / Superintendent of Post Offices. 

 

2:2:3 Post Offices in the country are categorized as Head Post Office; Sub Post Offices and 

Branch Post Office.  The Branch Post Offices are manned by the Gramin Dak Sevaks earlier 

called as Extra Departmental employees.  Such offices open for three to five hours daily in 

rural areas.  The Sub and Head Offices are the departmental offices maintained by the 

regular departmental employees.  

 

2:2:4 "India, during the past hundred years, has built up a great postal system of her own" – 

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru said in October 1954. The strength of the post office lies in its 

connectivity to each and every village and personal knowledge of the delivery staff of 

every house in the village.  The strength of the India Post is its staff. 

 

2:3 MODERNISATION OF INDIA POST 

 

2:3:1 The Government of India has adorned and approved the Department of Posts I. T. 

Modernization Project 2012, with a total outlay of Rs. 4909 crore in November 2012. The 

Project aims at Modernization and Computerization of all post offices in the country, i.e. 

1,54,822 including 1,29,378 Branch Post offices in rural areas, the Department will be 

able to harness the benefits of consolidated information and capabilities across various 

functional silos as well as geographical reach.  The I. T. Modernisation project has been 

structured into eight silos. Accordingly 8 RFPs were floated. Contracts have been signed in 

6 RFPs and implementation is in progress. The project is scheduled for completion by July 

2014 within the 12
th

 Plan period. 

 

2:3:2 The transformation from physical to digital network will provide a national asset for all 

the users apart from post offices, including various Government departments, business 

houses and citizens to use the IT enabled country wide network for communication, 

banking, insurance and service delivery needs. After completion of this project, the India 

Post shall emerge as an engine to transform the rural economic landscape in the country, 

but also providing value added mail and financial services to the urban customers.  
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2:3:3 The proposed I.T. Modernization Project, particularly the Rural ICT solutions will rebuild 

the Rural Postal network to create an institutionalized last mile infrastructure for the 

delivery of all Government services to the citizens. This Project will make the Post office 

the focal point of delivery of social security and employment guarantee schemes, 

including the disbursement of wages under MGNREGS schemes of the Central and State 

under the Direct Benefit Transfer, will provide biometric authentication of financial 

transactions provide multiple channels like ATM, Mobile Banking, Net Banking for Savings 

Bank customer. It will provide an electronic and secure mode of money transfer, 

particularly in rural areas. 

 

2:4 POST BANK OF INDIA 

 

2:4:1 The India Post proposes to set Post Bank of India for which it sought the approval from 

RBI and the Government of India. If Post Bank of India is launched, it will have 1,54,822 

branches across the country out of which 1,39,086 are rural post offices which is the 

largest in the World and this is more than four times of the rural branches of the Indian 

Banking System. If the letter boxes, numbering 5,73,749 strewn around the country are 

used as cheque collection boxes, there will be dramatic change in the banking landscape 

in India. 

 

2:4:2 The Department of Posts is also implementing Core Banking Solutions (CBS) in all 

departmental post offices which is the Finacle Networking of all post offices and enable 

the customers to operate their accounts and avail account related services from any post 

offices on CBS network regardless of where the customer maintains his account. The 

Project introduces the facilities of ATM banking, Mobile Banking, Phone banking, National 

Electronic Fund Transfer (NEFT) and Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) to the Post Office 

Savings Bank (POSB) customers. This Project enables the Branch Post offices with a bio-

metric and handheld device and printer with solar power to charge the battery. 

 

2:4:3 The department in the last few years has also computerized 24,969 post offices and 

networked 22,177 post offices (as on 30 June 2012) in urban and rural areas. The 

department has also taken up Project Arrow for modernisation of post offices, as a part 

of which, 1736 post offices have been modernised. India Post, 2012 Project aims to roll 

out integrated software for Postal Banking, Postal Life Insurance, e-commerce and 

retailing, it will also provide rural ICT solution to more than 1,30,000 POs. “Speed Post” 

was expanded to cover more than 1,200 towns. The department has also completed 

construction of 95 post offices, 13 administrative offices and 15 staff quarters projects, 

besides organizing the 6
th

 World Philatelic Exhibition INDIPEX. Some of the other 

achievements include the introduction of e-Post Office, and providing necessary 

infrastructural equipment to more than 1 lakh Branch Post Offices (BPOs). 
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2:4:4 As on the day, the postal service has reached every nook and corner of the country with 

modernisation and there is no village not covered by the Postal Department.  This is why 

the postal service is known as a second line of defence.  This service of National 

Importance is mainly rendered by the 5 lakh Postal Employees. 

 

2:5          POSTAL ACT 1898 - AMENDMENT 

 

2:5:1 It is most pertinent to place before the Hon’ble Chairman, Seventh Pay Commission that 

even though the legal monopoly of the postal department still exists, this has been 

eroded illegally on the ground of eruption of mushroom growth of unlicensed couriers 

who had taken away a good proportion of the higher revenue yielding traffic from the 

State owned monopoly operator of the Department of Posts.  The amendment to the 

Post Office Act 1898 which provides a legal basis to private couriers and legal protection 

of monopoly over letters up to 300 grams service with the Department of Posts has been 

diluted further for arranging a level playing field to the courier and 2½ times of premium 

service charges had been insisting for granting license to the Couriers under the proposed 

Bill. 

 

2:5:2 The Post Office Act 1898, (Section 4) conferred upon the Central Government the 

exclusive privilege of conveying by post all letters and of performing all the incidental 

services of receiving, collecting, sending, dispatching and delivering all letters except in 

the following three cases:- 

 Letter sent by a private friend on his way, journey or travel, to be delivered by him to the 

person to whom they are directed, without hire, reward or other profit or advantages for 

receiving, carrying or delivering them; 

(i) Letters solely concerning the affairs of the sender or receiver thereof, sent by a 

messenger on purpose; and 

(ii) Letters solely concerning goods or property, sent either by sea or by land to be 

delivered with the goods or property which the letter concern, without hire, reward of 

other profit or advantage of receiving, carrying or delivering them; 

 

2:5:3 While the Act has included postcards within the definition of letters, the term 'letters' has 

not been defined in law. This lacuna and imprecision in law along with the exceptions 

provided in the law has led to the large number of private couriers conveying letters 

purportedly as documents which "concerns the affairs of the sender or receiver, sent by a 

messenger on purpose." 

 

2:5:4 The Department of Posts, knowing well that this interpretation and the mushroom 

growth of couriers over two decades has failed to arrest the menace which cornered high 

revenue and the Department of Posts as a part of its universal service obligation left with 

lower revenue and the proposed Courier Bill will further strengthen the Couriers and 
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eaten away the traffic of the Department of Posts which is still remaining as a mute 

spectator and allow things as it is which is against to the interest of India Post. 

 

2:5:5 In order to fulfil its universal service obligation, India Posts operates a network of 

1,54,822 post offices, including 1,39,086 Post offices in rural areas. 4.74 lakh employees, 

including 2,11,197 departmental and 2,63,467 lakh GDS run by operations. 

 

2:5:6 Over the last Four, Five year Plans, the focus on Technology induction to support its 

operations has increased exponentially. The glory of the organization is due to the 

dedication, discipline and integrity of the personnel working in the Postal Department 

with the motto of ‘Service before Self’. Postal is the only organization where the 

modernization and computerization taken place without engaging any outside 

personnel or agencies, but with that of their own officials working in the department 

that too without incurring any extra expenditure to the Government exchequer. 
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CHAPTER - III 

 

STRUCTURE OF ESTABLISHMENT 

 

POSTAL & RAILWAY MAIL SERVICE 

 

3:1:1 Post Offices 

  

Post Office caters to the needs of millions of people every day in every nook and corner 

of the country and operates though a vast number of field units which may briefly be 

summed up as under:- 

  Post Offices     As on 31-03-2012 

  Departmental Head Post Offices           810 

  Departmental Sub Post Offices      24,634 

  Extra Departmental Branch Post Offices   1,29,378 

    Total   --  1,54,822 

  Postal Divisions   --           442 

 

3:1:2    Railway Mail Service 

 

Articles booked in Post Offices and posted in letterboxes are enclosed in sealed bags and 

dispatched to specified RMS Offices. The Mails are processed, sorted and intended for 

delivery are despatched to Post offices by the RMS in sealed bags. Such bags are 

transported to and from Post offices by the Mail Motor Services at big cities and towns 

and by Mail Peons to smaller post offices. The Railway Mail service (RMS) field units are 

as under: - 

 

  RMS Divisions  -   68 

 Speed Post Hubs -   89 

  R. M. S. offices  - 390 

  Transit Section - 522 

 

It handles 637.18 crore articles, including 19.11 crore registered articles per year.  

 

3:1:3      Mail Motor Service 

 

The Mail Motor Service is responsible for maintenance, operations and administration 

of 1293 Mail Motor Vehicles and 486 Staff Cars / Inspection Vehicles of the Dept. of 

Posts. The Dept. operates its own fleet of Mail Motor Vehicle at 96 stations. Full-fledged 

workshop facilities for major repairs and maintenance are available at 17 of these 
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stations. MMS comprises mainly of Drivers, Skilled Tradesmen, Dispatch Riders, Clerks 

and Technical Supervisors. Total staff strength is in Group ‘C’ 1664 and Group ‘D’ 407. 

 

M.M.S. Vehicles covered 32.75 million Kilometers for conveyance of mails during the   

years 2011.12. The utilization of vehicles is increased by 7.12%, i.e. 2.178 million 

Kilometers over the previous year. 

 

3:2          OTHER WINGS 

 

(1) Administrative Offices Known as the offices of the Chief Postmaster 

General/Postmaster General, which exercise administrative control of their 

jurisdiction. 

(2) Postal Accounts carry out the work of supervision and auditing of the Postal 

accounts and transactions. 

(3) Saving Bank Control Organizations - The work of audit of Savings Bank 

Transactions has been withdrawn from the P&T Audit and is now being 

performed by the staff of the Savings Bank Control Organization, attached to 

Post Offices. 

(4) Postal Civil Wing looks after the maintenance of Postal buildings and staff 

quarters. 

(5) Postal Electrical Wing looks after electrical fittings and maintenance. 

(6) Postal Life Insurance: The work of Postal Life Insurance is performed, 

expanded and developed by the special efforts of the Postal Life Insurance 

Branch. 

(7) Postal Training centers impart initial and periodical trainings. 

(8) Posts and Telegraphs Dispensaries cater for medical need of the Postal 

employees. There are 52 Postal dispensaries in 45 cities/Towns are functioning 

as on 31.03.2012. Out of these, 19 Postal Dispensaries in 12 cities where CGHS 

existed had been merged with CGHS. Thus, as on date only 33 Postal 

Dispensaries are in existence. 

 

3:3         The adjuncts to the Postal Organization are: - 

 

(1)  Returned Letter Offices which dispose of undelivered articles without senders’ 

address both registered and unregistered sent to them by the delivery Post 

offices/Sorting Sections. 

(2)  Foreign Post Offices which deal exclusively with international mails (letters, 

etc. and parcels) and serve as the offices of exchange. They are dealing direct 

with Customs Department. 

(3)  Postal Stamp Depot, which supply Postal Stamps and Stationery to Head Post 

Offices. They are procuring revenue stamps from State Govt. and supply to 

HPOs. 
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(4) Postal Stores Depot procures stores and distributes postal stores to Post 

Offices and RMS Offices print and supply postal forms and procure and supply 

articles of stationery. 

(5) Postal Printing Press Bhubaneshwar caters to the needs of printing forms and 

other materials of the Post offices and RMS offices. 

 

3:4       POSTAL FUNCTIONING 

 

3:4:1 For the purpose of exercising administrative, executive and inspectorial control, the 

Headquarter organization of the Directorate has been divided into 22 Circles each of 

which is held charge by a Principal/Chief Postmaster General. The Circle is further divided 

into regions under the charge of PMG/Directors of Postal services. A Circle corresponds, 

more or less to the jurisdiction of a state and is sub –divided into Divisions held charge of 

by Superintendents of Post Offices /RMS (Group ‘A’ or ‘B’). Post Office in Group ‘A’ is 

independent units under the control of PMG. A division is sub-divided into sub-division 

held charge by Assistant Superintendent of Post Offices (ASPOs) / Inspector of Post 

Offices (IPOs) and Asstt. Supdt. / Inspector RMS. Extra Departmental Branch Post Office is 

placed in the accounts jurisdiction of a Departmental Sub Post Office and between 20 to 

60 Departmental Sub Offices are placed in the accounts jurisdiction of a Head Post office. 

 

3:4:2 Sub Offices supply to and withdraw cash / stamps from Branch Offices and similarly the 

Head Offices to and from Sub Offices. The Sub Offices integrate the accounts of BOs in its 

own accounts and similarly the Head Offices, the accounts of SOs in its jurisdiction. 

Accounts are closed and submitted daily at all levels. There is no carry over. Each Head 

Post office consolidates the accounts of all Sub Offices under its control, draws up a Cash 

Book and submits returns to the Director of Postal accounts. HRO/SROs (RMS) function in 

the same manner. 

 

3:4:3 Accounting functions were separated from the Audit Organization. Director of Postal 

Accounts functions under the control of Chief Postmaster General. There are General 

Managers (Finance). 

 

3:4:4 Each Head Post Office has an Account Branch, which prepares the establishment bills and 

acquitance rolls for payment of salaries for staff, maintains service books, security bonds, 

casts leave accounts, grant advances of all kinds and maintains a record of all personal 

matters of the staff under its jurisdiction and prepares schedules in respect of all other 

payments and receipts of misc. nature and submit returns to the Director, Accounts 

(Postal). 
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3:5      R. M. S. FUNCTIONING 

 

3:5:1 The Railway Mail service (RMS) has been organized on the same pattern. The Divisional 

Office exercises administrative and inspectorial control. Under it functions the Head 

record Office (HRO) which functions as the Accounts Branch of the Division. The Sub 

Record Offices function as the controlling unit for the office attached to it. It makes 

payments and makes day-to-day arrangement of duties. It submits accounts to the Head 

Record Office. 

 

3:5:2 Transit Sections carry bags and deliver bags through the Railways. The beat of the section 

is fixed. The in charge of sorting section or Head Mail Guard drops closed bags at stations 

where the train halts and collects bags from that station preparing detailed mail lists 

which are exchanged. 

 

3:5:3 As stated earlier, the RMS Sorting / Mail Offices receive the bags, open them sort out the 

mail (registered / unregistered, etc.) for various stations within or outside a Circle and 

dispatch the mail in closed bags. Airmail Sorting offices deal exclusively with mails to be 

sent or received by Air. It is a perpetual race against time in the sorting offices. The 

sorting orders can never be uniform throughout the day. This varies depending upon the 

time of departure of trains and air services. 

 

3:6 ESTABLISHMENT IN POSTAL DEPARTMENT 

 

3:6:1 The strength of establishment of the Postal Department in each cadre of Croup ‘C’ and 

Group ‘D’ in the Postal and RMS branches of the Postal Department was as under as on 

31-3-2012 as per the figures published by the Department. 

 

(1)  POSTAL 

 

Group ‘C’ 

   

     Inspectors of Post Offices    1425 

  Higher Selection Grade –I)   1624 

  Higher Selection Grade –II)   1711 

  Lower Selection Grade   6929 

  Postmaster Grade III      495 

  Postmaster Grade II      511 

  Postmaster Grade I    2097 

  APM Accounts LSG      322 

  PA Circle office    4464 

  LSG Circle office      250 

  HSG II           57 
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  Postal Circle office Assistants            89,684 

  PO & RMS Accountants   1083 

  Mail / Cash Overseers         2926+735 

  Sorting / Overseer Postmen        2135+308 

  Head Postmen         510 

  Postmen     41989 

 

Group ‘D’ now called as MTS (Group ‘C’) 

   

     Packers      4429 

  Mail Peon     1244 

  Letter Box Peons, Messengers    629 

  Peons / Daftries      602 

  Jamadars       239 

  Chowkiders       745 

  Farash, Sweepers & Watermen    905 

 

(2) Railway Mail service 

Group ‘C’ 

 

  Inspector of RMS       92 

  Higher Selection Grade-I     415 

  ---------do--------     -II    415 

   (Head Record Clerks, Sub Record Clerks) 

     Head Sorting Assistants& 

  Lower selection grade    1197 

  (Including Head Sorting Assistants, 

  sub record clerks) 

  Accountants &Asstt. Accountants    110 

  Asstt. Head Record Officer                   49 

  Sorting Assistants             14728 

  Platform Inspectors                   16 

  Head Mail Guards     223 

  Mail Guards      938 

  LSG Accountants       46  

 

Group ‘D’ now called as MTS (Group ‘C’) 

 

  Jamadars     127 

  Orderly Peons / Office Peons   148 

  Mailmen               9120 

  Van Peons, Sweepers, Watermen,            789 
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     Farash, Chowkiders, Office Peon  

    Cleaner, Gatemen & Porter  

 

(3)  Mail Motor service 

Group ‘C’ 

  Drivers (S. G. incl.)    982 

  Clerks        39 

  Supervisors, Technical / Inspectors    13 

  Despatch Riders       22     

 

 MTS         255 

 

3:6:2 The consolidated strength of non-gazetted employees of the Operative Offices of the 

Postal Dept. was as under on 31-3-2012 

 

 

Establishment    Groups     Total 

     ‘C’                       MTS 

1 Post Office   1,53,304   18,927  1,72,231 

2. Railway Mail service     15,899    9,729     25,628 

3. Mail Motor Service          1,295       255       1,550 

   Grand Total  1,70,498  28,901  1,99,409 
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CHAPTER IV 
 

PAY STRUCTURE 

PAY SCALES PROPOSED 
 

4:1 The Postal Federations are adopting the JCM (Staff Side) Memorandum in respect of 

general issues relating to wage revision such as Pay structure, increment, DA, HRA etc,. 

The Postal Federations solicit the consideration of the proposed qualification, risk and 

responsibilities of Postal/RMS/MMS services, health hazards and conditions of service. 

The Federations in view of the submissions made above in this chapter, suggest the 

following existing scales of pay for different categories of Postal and RMS Employees 

with the new Pay Scales. We also suggest that the increment rate may be fixed 5% of 

Pay. 
 

Categories  Existing pay 

scales 

Grade Pay Proposed 

minimum pay 

Increment 

5 % 

1.  Multi Tasking Staff 

2.  Postmen/ Mail Guard 

3.  Postal/Sorting     

Assistants 

4.  Group D (MACP-I) 

5.  Group D (MACP-II) 

6.  Group D (MACP-III) 

7.  Postmen (MACP-I) 

8.  Postmen (MACP-II) 

9.  Postmen (MACP-III) 

10.Supervisor (LSG)/ 

MACP-I PA 

11.Senior Supervisor 

(HSG-II)/MACP-II PA 

12. Chief Supervisor 

(HSG-I)/MACP-III PA 

13. Postmaster Grade I 

14. Postmaster Grade II 

15. Postmaster Grade III 

16. MMS Driver Entry 

17.  “        “   Grade –II 

18.  “        “  Grade –I 

19.  “ Special Grade 

20.  Artisan  Entry 

21. “   “      Grade- II 

22.  “   “      Grade _I 

23. Semi-Skilled Artisan 

in MMS 

5200-20200 

5200-20200 

 

5200-20200 

5200-20200 

5200-20200 

5200-20200 

5200-20200 

5200-20200 

9300-34800 

5200-20200 

 

9300-34800 

 

9300-34800 

 

5200-20200 

9300-34800 

9300-34800 

5200-20200 

5200-20200 

5200-20200 

9300-34800 

5200-20200 

5200-20200 

9300-34800 

5200-20200 

1800 

2000 

 

2400 

       1900 

2000 

2400 

2400 

2800 

4200 

2800 

 

4200 

 

4600 

 

2800 

4200 

4600 

1900 

2400 

2800 

4200 

1900 

2400 

4200 

1800 

33000 

46000 

 

56000 

41000 

46000 

56000 

51000 

56000 

66000 

66000 

 

74000 

 

78000 

 

66000 

74000 

78000 

46000 

51000 

56000 

74000 

46000 

51000 

74000 

33000 

5% 

5% 

 

5% 

5% 

5% 

5% 

5% 

5% 

5% 

5% 

 

5% 

 

5% 

 

5% 

5% 

5% 

5% 

5% 

5% 

5% 

5% 

5% 

5% 

5% 
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NB: -Sixth Pay Commission has recommended separate minimum entry pay for direct 

recruits in those cadres where an element of Direct Recruitment exists. This has created 

an analogous situation wherein officials in the same cadre performing the same duties 

are given different initial pay, thereby violating the principle of equal pay for equal work. 

Our request is to grant entry pay of direct recruits to promotee also, thus ending 

discrimination. 

 

In the Department of Posts, we the National Federation of Postal Employees and 

Federation of National Postal organizations are the two major recognized Federations 

consisting around 85% total workforce of the Department. We are submitting this 

Memorandum on behalf of 5.2 lakh employees of the Department of Posts. 
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CHAPTER-V 

 

JOB EVALUATION 

 

5:1:1 In this Chapter, we are discussing in brief about the qualification required for 

appointments, nature and hazards of duties, and working conditions prevailing in the 

Department of Posts. It is to submit that the duties of postal employees, which are more 

onerous and of greater importance and responsibility where right from Group ‘D’ to 

Higher Selection Grade I having heavy responsibilities and personal involvement. All the 

affiliated unions of NFPE & FNPO are submitting their own sectional memorandums on 

the categories of staff represented by them. The views expressed by the affiliated unions 

are summarized in this joint memorandum of two recognized Federations. We also 

request the commission to give due consideration to the points raised by the affiliated 

unions in their memorandums. 

 

5:1:2 The special nature of duties and responsibilities of various categories of Postal employees 

has been placed before the previous Pay Commissions as they are unique only to the 

Postal Department. They have more or less appreciated the responsibilities, but could not 

provide proper scale on one pretext or the other. We are placing the following 

submissions before the Seventh Pay Commission in the following paras for its judicious 

considerations. 

 

5:1:3 It may be noted that since the 6
th

 CPC recommendations, the vast change in the nature of 

the duties of the Postal employees have taken place due to large scale induction of high 

technology and modernization. On completion of IT Modernization Project 2012 with a 

total outlay of 4909 crore allotted by the Government, and 100% computerization of all 

Post office and RMS offices and also with the introduction of Core Banking solutions, 

PLI/RPLI computerization etc., the Postal Department is going to become High-tech 

Department. 

 

5:2         WORKING CONDITIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

5:2:1 As the service conditions and job profiles have been submitted by the affiliated Unions of 

these Federations, we are confining a brief on this and the complete submissions are 

made in their respective Memorandums. 

 

The Postal and RMS employees have longer hours of duties, lesser holidays, a stringent 

set of rules, regular transfers liability, unfavorable working conditions, health hazards, the 

liability to make good losses, liability for contributory  negligence and liability of 

completion of the days’ work generally without and compensation. e.g. 

(a)  In a reply to the questionnaire of the 1
st

 Pay Commission, the then Director General 

P&T had stated that; 
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“In the P&T Service, the following special features are also involved; 

(i)          Intimate contact with the public,  

(ii)          Heavy financial responsibility and liability to make good losses,  

(iii) Inconvenient and long duty hours. 

 

These factors were taken into consideration when the 1926 scales of pay were taken into 

consideration. 

 

5:2:2 Postal and RMS Divisions are spread over a vast area. As a matter of rule, the Postal and 

RMS employees are required, periodically, to be transferred not only from one branch 

/section to another in the same office or at the same station, but two different stations in 

the Division and Circle. A person working in a single-handed office is required to be 

transferred every four years. Those working in the cash savings bank, sub accounts and 

other sections are also required to be periodically rotated. The transfer liability in the 

Department of Posts is very severe and dislocates the stability of the family including 

education of children. 

 

5:2:3 There are no set duty hours for the Postal employees and the duty runs round the clock. 

Most of the duties are in two spells. Some of the duties start early at 4 AM and some 

duties terminate as late as 1 PM. Railway Mail Service duties mostly run round the clock. 

 

5:2:4 Most of the offices of the Department of Posts are housed in private rented houses. The 

position of the private rented buildings is such that even basic facilities and amenities like 

drinking water and toilet are not available. The space in such buildings is short and 

ventilation facilities are totally wanting.  

 

5:2:5 In the majority of offices/units, the facilities of recreation club, subsidized canteens and 

rest rooms are not available. The facilities for women employees who are 34994 in 

strength consisting around 13% of the establishment are totally lacking. Unlike other 

departments, the postal employees are required to work in small numbers and in many 

cases in ones and twos. 

 

5:2:6 The postal work is discharged under a set of numerous rules spread over in eight 

volumes, apart from the guidelines given in the Postal Guide. The accounting work is 

discharged under the provisions of the Financial Hand Book and Fundamental and 

Supplementary Rules. Since any postal employee may be required to work in any section 

(department) of the Postal service, he is required to have a thorough knowledge of the 

rules. He has to have a thorough knowledge in all these volumes & rules, as they have to 

do single handedly in many places across the counters. 

 

5:2:7 Time factors have been prescribed for discharge of each item of the Postal and Railway 

Mail Service. According to these factors, immediate relief is not possible. Shri RV 
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Marathe, who evolved the Time Test for Postal and RMS operative jobs, has himself 

observed. 
 

“Before entering into a detailed discussion of the time allowance, now proposed, it is 

necessary to emphasize on the inherent limitation of the time test itself. The time test is 

merely an arithmetical formula and like all other formulae its application could only yield 

results approximately correct, particularly in relation to a human organization like the 

post office. It cannot obviously serve like a magic wand, which could give out finished 

staff figures as soon as raw material in the shape of traffic statistics is put into it. The 

peculiarities of the traffic and conditions of workers are not of a set pattern. 
 

It is, therefore, necessary, where a review of establishment is undertaken to supplement 

the application of time test by an independent enquiry and personal observation of the 

working conditions by responsible officers.” 
 

5:2:8 On the contrary, instead of supplementing the time factor in view of working conditions, 

the Department has undertaken to slice down the time factor at the cost of efficiency of 

the service and to the exploitation of the Postal staff under the revised S.I.U. Formula.  

They have unrealistically reduced time factors in many cases such as Sorting, registration, 

Counter transactions, Stamp vendors, Treasury and accounts, branches, etc. They have 

also arbitrarily and unscientifically evolved very meager time factors for Speed Posts 

Services. The Post and RMS employees are working under such conditions and with acute 

shortage of staff to the tune of 30 % existing as on date. 
 

5:2:9 Sir Gurunath Bawoor, who had evolved time factor in respect of Postal items of work had 

a perspective, knowledge of the working of the Postal organization and therefore, 

envisaged and observed that to cope up with the intensity of Postal Work, the only 

alternative for the postal clerk is to ignore the rules and get through the work somehow 

or the other. But this method exposes the Postal employees to all sorts of punishment 

under the provisions of Rule 191 of the P&T Manual Volume V, even without the 

remotest direct involvement. The rule says- 

 

“ Officials who by their carelessness of neglect of rules have impeded or frustrated the 

prosecution of the inquiry, should be severely dealt with, and if necessary, held 

responsible for the value of the missing article even though there is no suspicion against 

them of actual theft or complicity in the offense. Similarly, when a fraud took place the 

innocent employees are brought under the net of contributory negligence factor and 

punished severely besides the recovery of an amount to the extent of loss sustained to a 

Department. 

 

5:2:10 Unhealthy Conditions: Almost all Postal and RMS employees who have to handle bags, 

which are never washed or sterilized. Such bags pass through different stages and all 

sorts of germs are generated. It causes severe health hazards and harness deaths in the 

Dept. of Posts are very large. 
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CHAPTER – VI 

 

JOB EVALUATION  –  POSTAL ASSISTANT 

 

 6:1       Introduction 

 

6:1:1 The Postal Clerical employees called as Postal Assistants constitute the nerve of the 

Postal Administration and the nature of work assigned to them spreads over long hours 

besides shouldering heavy responsibilities including monetary and otherwise. Postal 

Assistant is the main functionary in the Postal Network and translates the policies and 

planning into practice.  He is the first Public Relation Officer of the department who has 

direct dealings with the members of the public and transacts with them at the counters.  

He is the main link behind the delivery of all postal mails and articles.  The Postal 

Assistants are regarded as the symbol of 'Service before Self!'  

 

6:1:2 The Postal Assistants have to perform the duties of the multifarious nature of work as 

well as nomenclatures like that of Executives, System Administrators, Inspectors, 

Accountants, Post Masters, Auditors, and Managers. But in respect of payment of wages, 

they are only assistants. Such type of nomenclature as well as mistreatment never is in 

existence in any other Department excluding the Postal. The same official when 

posted/ordered to work in different branches/offices of the Post office by rotation or on 

deputation shall perform the work of a different nature. 

  

6:1:3 The Postal Assistant is to perform Banking Work, Insurance work, Accounting work, 

Treasury work, System administrators’ work, Marketing Executive work, Postmasters 

work, Public Relation Inspector work, philately work, counter works including handling of 

heavy cash apart from all the business and traditional mails related work being 

performed by him. In no other department such variety and kind of work is being 

performed by one and the same official other than the Postal Assistants. Their job profile 

is very critical and contains enormous responsibilities. 

 

6:2        Observations of earlier Committees 

 

 The history of the recommendations of the earlier committees considering the pay of the 

Postal Assistants is furnished in gist.  

 

6:2:1 The first committee presided over by Mr. H.N. Haseltine in 1920 enquired into the 

conditions of service of the non-gazetted supervisory, clerical, sorting, delivery and 

menial establishments employed in the postal branch with special reference to their rates 

of pay and allowances, the hours of duty and the principles which have been laid down 

for fixing the staff strength. The committee came to the irresistible conclusion after an 
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elaborate investigation and recognized that the Postal Clerk performs duties of a special 

nature although the remuneration did not commensurate. 

 

6:2:2 The Committee further observed that "the conditions of service of postal clerks differ 

very much from those of ordinary clerks of the Government offices, their hours of work 

are longer and much more irregular beginning; in some cases at 5:00 AM and ending at 

10:00 PM. 

 

6:2:3 The subsequent committee appointed in the 1940's headed by Sir Gurunath Bewoor 

while making his report on Time Test observed inter alia:- 

 

 "It is necessary to point out here the peculiar conditions of work in other offices.  In an 

ordinary administrative office if the staff cannot finish the day's work, the unfinished work 

is left over for the next day……… in the post offices, the accumulation of arrears is not 

possible.  Day's mail must be delivered on the same day and despatched on the same 

day." 

 

"The accounts and abstracts must be adjusted the same day and returns to the audit 

office must be sent on due dates.  The staff of post offices cannot leave office unless all 

this work is completed.  If the staff is inadequate, it might work beyond the fixed hours of 

duty and late in the night to finish the work." 

 

6:2:4 Sir Gurnath Bewoor visualised that “to cope with the intensity of the postal work, the 

only other alternative for the Postal Clerk is to ignore the Rules and get through the work 

somehow or other.  But it invariably leads to losses, commission of errors, resulting in 

punishments and recoveries from the staff”. 

 

6:2:5 After considering the Bewoor remarks as stated in para supra, the P&T Department 

sanctioned relief exclusively for the Postal Clerks in 1946 vide letter No. A17-8/46 dated 

04-08-46 which reads as follows:- 

 

 "Taking into consideration also the nature and conditions of work of the P&T employees, 

as a special measure of relief for them, the Government decided to increase the "Good 

Conduct Pay" and the quantum of this special pay was also enhanced subsequently." 

 

6:2:6 Thus, it is very clear that the Postal Clerks were treated as superiors when compared to 

other employees in the Government of India and granted with special pay considering 

their hard work and responsibilities. 

 

6:2:7 Meanwhile, the Retrenchment Committee headed by Sir Gowasjee Jehangir suggested a 

combination of graded pay and thus introduced the time scale system for clerical cadres.  
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This was the starting point provided for the reduction of the status of the Postal Clerk 

since they were equated with other clerks in the Government service. 

 

6:2:8 The scale of pay of the other Government departments should not be considered as a 

criterion for fixing the scales of pay of Postal Clerks who stand on a different footing 

altogether. 

 

6:2:9 The 1
st

 Pay Commission has pointed out in their report, "that the work of the post office 

clerk which involves split duty, contact with the public and heavy financial responsibilities 

is of a more onerous character. The post office clerks should be equated on a par with the 

Civil Accounts and currency office clerks who perform more or less identical and similar 

duties." 

 

6:3 Job Profile 

 

6:3:1 The Postal Assistant in the Postal Department does the similar work being performed by 

officials of all other departments while no other department does the work of the post 

office.  The Postal Assistant; 

 

(i) Does the work of 'Bank' involving huge monetary responsibility in the Postal 

Savings Bank, deals in Savings Certificates, Time Deposits, Senior Citizen Schemes, 

Recurring Deposit, Public Provident Fund, Monthly Income Scheme, BPL Accounts, 

Mahila Accounts etc. After the introduction of Core Banking solution, the Postal 

Assistant must perform all the duties being performed by Bank employees and 

adore onerous responsibilities including ‘e’ transfer, ATM, Debit cards etc. 

(ii) Does the work of cheque clearance from various banks 

(iii) Does the work of 'Insurance Department' as the postal department itself runs the 

PLI / RPLI and knows the different rules and regulations on the subject. He should 

be conversant with the insurance work and does all the works related to 

Marketing, Accounting, Claim receipt and sanction etc. In particular after the 

decentralization of PLI at Head Post office level, the Postal Assistant is shouldering 

various responsibilities in maintaining records, pertaining to claims, maturity 

sanctions, Loan processing, issue of premium notices, revival of lapsed policies, 

acceptance of the new proposal and commission payment etc.,. 

(iv) Does the work of the Election Commission in collecting and verifying the Electoral 

rolls.  

(v)       Does the work of 'Pension Payment' work of other departments as well like 

Railway, BSNL Telecom, etc.; 

(vi) Does the work relating to the Railway Department in booking of train tickets. 

(vii) Does the work of Police in issuing identity cards; 
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(viii) Does the work of various branches, like mail and sorting, Delivery and Deposit, 

Registration and Parcel, Money Orders, Indian Postal Orders, British Postal Orders, 

Delivery of Aadhar Cards etc. 

(ix) Does the work of enquiry clerk; enquiry covering multifarious subjects; 

(x)       Does the work of 'Treasurer'; and all the treasury related works being performed 

by him and handles heavy cash. 

(xi) Does the work of an 'Accountant'; as well as classifying the accounts, preparation 

of budget estimates, processing of pension cases, etc. 

(xii) Does all the work of a 'Counter clerk'; which also involves handling of huge 

amounts of cash such as Money Orders, Telephone Bills, Savings Bank, MNREGS, 

Old age pension, Widow Pension etc.  

(xiii) Does the work of 'Correspondence clerk’. 

(xiv) Does all the work of an Auditor, a Typist, Despatcher and correspondence clerk 

when posted in a divisional office; 

(xv) Does the work of an Accounts clerk with the various accounts procedure. 

(xvi) Does the work of ‘Sale Executive’ by selling Gold Coins in the Post offices. 

(xvii) Does the work Income Tax by deduction of taxes and submission of TDS returns. 

(xviii) Does the work of 'Promoter' in various financial schemes developed under the 

Business tie up; 

(xix) Does the work of State Government/Public Sectors in collection of Taxes, like 

House Tax, Water Tax, professional Tax, Electricity bills, Sale of application, forms 

and collection of Recruitment Fee etc. 

(xx) Does the work of logistic and promote its business. 

(xxi) Handles lakhs of rupees worth insured / foreign articles daily involving great risks; 

(xxii) Helps the Excise department in the checking and transmission of contraband 

goods; 

(xxiii) Does the customs department work by collecting Customs Due on foreign articles 

etc.   

(xxiv) Has direct contact and moves with different types of public; 

(xxv) Expected to know thousands of rules running in several volumes. Breach of any 

rule is attracted with the severest punishment; Change of rule a day is the routine 

and he has to update his ruling knowledge every day to perform his duties. 

(xxvi) Has to be conversant not only with the Indian Postal business, but complicated 

Foreign Postal business as well; 

(xxvii) Will not be let off even after 8 hours of work, but will have to work till accounts for 

the day tally which in most cases result in long hours; 

(xxviii) Must be conversant with hundreds of Multiple letters, circulars, etc. issued by the 

divisional heads, circle heads and the Director General which will be changing 

every day; 

(xxix) Involves great attention, concentration and intelligence, even in ordinary 'mail 

branch'. If a tag is mislabelled, thousands of letters will be delayed for more than a 

day; 
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(xxx) Not only his work is brain killing and nerve eating, he should also be very honest 

in word and deed. 

(xxxi) He has to hold meetings of periodical, post forum and meetings with public to 

sort out local issues. 

(xxxii) Due to the introduction of various new schemes and tying up with UTI, Oriental 

Insurance Scheme, Clearance of cheques for various private companies like TVS, 

Bajaj Auto, HDFC Bank, verification of address proof for Hutch and BSNL, 

acceptance of all bills in PO Counters, Accepting recruitment fees for all State 

Government recruitments, Direct Posts and other schemes, the Postal Assistants 

are put into enormous pressures.  

(xxxiii) There is also a huge task of filing Tax Deduction Source (TDS) returns to the 

Income Tax Department, Acceptance of IT returns, etc., now shouldered by the 

Postal Assistants.  Apart from these, several services were introduced depending 

on the local needs like cable TV verification, Book sales, etc.   

(xxxiv) The verification / compilation work of accounts which is a laborious job was now 

looking after by the HO instead of Director of Postal Accounts.  

(xxxv) Now the Postal Assistants are entrusted with the work of Electoral verification, 

driving licence verification work, loan payments through post offices like NABARD 

etc.   

(xxxvi) They are now working as a System Administrator by creating around 53 

softwares, their maintenance and prepare necessary patches, etc. The Post office 

counters are having more than 1100 screens while working at the counters. 

(xxxvii) They are also performing the duties of Marketing Executive.   

(xxxviii) In quarter’s post offices, they are guarding the properties of post offices as the 

Night Watchman too, since they are bound to sleep in the office as per the rules 

on the subject.   

(xxxix) The PAs working at philatelic Bureau and philatelic Museum are required to take 

responsibilities and discharge the skill like the curators of the National museums. 

(xl) PAs working as Trainers/Instructors at the different RCTC (Regional Computer 

Training Centers) and WCTC (Work Place Training Centers) are discharging their 

duties with more skill and more profession. 

(xli) All these extra works are being shouldered by the existing staff even after a 

drastic staff cuts exercised in the post office for more than 30%, while 

comparing the figures from 2000-01 to 2011-12. 

(xlii) He must be thorough with the computer related works not only in software, but 

also in hardware to maintain the Post office without any interruption.  

(xliii) Postal Department is the only Department is being computerized fully only with 

the assistance of the Postal Assistants who know computer operations and 

developed software and maintaining the hardware etc. The Department has 

spent nothing for this modernization. No extra pay or honorarium was paid.  
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(xliv) There was a massive recruitment in the last four years to the extent of 30% in 

which many of them are engineers and Post Graduates and they are posted as 

Postal Assistants. 

(xlv) Apart from the above, Postal Assistants are working as Postmasters of Single 

handed and double handed offices numbering about 25,000. They are also to 

supervise the Postmen, MTS & GDS in such offices.  

(xlvi) They have four year tenure and every Postal Assistant is liable for rotational 

transfer once in four years, unlike many other departments. No Postal Assistant is 

posted permanently in any one of the above branches. 

(xlvii) He has to work in all the above branches when ordered/posted to work. These 

branches are frequently changed as per the exigencies of the service. Hence a 

Postal Assistant should be ready at all times to perform the duties of any of the 

above mentioned nature and be conversant with the rules and procedure relating 

to all the branches. 

 

6:4         ENVIRONMENT & RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

6:4:1 The Postal Assistants perform a variety of duties and shoulders a heavy responsibility in 

handling valuables besides the cash and currency. Unless one is fully conversant with the 

rules and regulations which are changing every day and month, efficient discharge of 

duties cannot be expected from him. He should be conversant with all the rules spread 

over in the following volumes & Guides.   

   

1. P.O. Guide Part-I 

2. P.O. Guide Part-II 

3. PO Guide Part-III 

4. P.O. Guide Part-IV 

5. Postal Manual Vol. I 

6. The Indian Post Office Act 1898 

7. Indian Post Office Rules 

8. Postal Manual Vol. II 

9. Postal Manual Vol. III 

10. Postal Manual Vol. IV Part-I 

11. Postal Manual Vol. IV Part-II (Appendices) 

12. Postal Manual Vol. V 

13. Postal Manual Vol. VI Part-I 

14. Postal Manual Vol. VI Part-II 

15. Postal Manual Vol. VI Part-III 

16. Branch Post Office Rules 

17. F.H.B. Vol. I 

18. F.H.B. Vol. II 

19. Foreign Post Manual 

20. P.O. S.B. Manual Vol. I 

21. P.O. S.B. Manual Vol. II 

22. P.O. S.B. Manual Vol. III 
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23. P.O. S.B. Orders 

24. Post Office Insurance Fund 

25. Alphabetical List of Post Offices 

26. All India PIN Code Directory 

27. CCS (CCA) Rules 1964 

28. CCS (Conduct) Rules 1965 

29. CCS (Leave) Rules 1972 

30. GDS (Conduct & Engagement) Rules 2011 

31. Fundamental Rules & Supplementary Rules 

 

Such huge number of volumes of rules & manuals and procedures are not available in any 

other department except the Postal. 

 

6:4:2 The Postal Assistant who is in charge of post office also performs a variety of works.  He 

acts as a liaison officer with the public and ensures secrecy, security and confidence of 

the people.  He should possess thorough knowledge in the matter of various rules and 

regulations and should have abundant, resourceful intelligence to tackle the customers – 

the public. 

 

6:4:3 The Postal Assistant is not doing a "Sedentary Type" of job in the general run of the 

category of clerks.  He is responsible for all the transactions that take place both before 

and after the incidence since he is liable to make good the losses suffered by the 

department under the nomenclature of "Contributory Negligence." 

 

6:4:4 In case of loss or fraud or misappropriation, the liability thereof is squarely put on the 

shoulders of the post office clerk whatever be the circumstances, whether fortuitous or 

deliberate.  Besides, he is also subjected to disciplinary action and awarded with severe 

punishments for such acts even after making good the loss sustained by the department. 

 

6:4:5 The Postal Assistant is made to work under unhygienic conditions. The location of post 

office buildings in dilapidated conditions, inadequacy of space are the glaring examples to 

quote at many levels, even after the Department initiated changeover of buildings under 

the Project Arrow. 

 

6:5         Comparison with other clerks 

 

6:5:1 The Postal Assistants are performing more volume of work as compared to the other 

Government Administrative Offices. The comparative figures between other Government 

Administrative Offices and Post Offices will prove that both should not be equated with 

the volume of work done qualitatively and quantitatively. 
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 Operative Staff in Post 

Offices 

Other Government 

Administrative Offices 

Holidays (effective) 18 days 18 days 

Casual Leave & RH 10 days 10 days 

Closed Saturdays 0 52 days 

Weekly Off / Sundays 52 days 52 days 

Total in a year 80 days 132 days 

Working days in a year 285 days 233 days 

One year 365 days 365 days 

 

 

6:5:2 Conversion of working hours. 

 

Working hours 

converted into hours 

for Postal Assistants 

 

285 X 8 hours 

 

= 2280 hours 

Working days 

converted into hours 

for Assistants working 

in the Administrative 

Offices 

 

 

233 X 8 ½ hours 

 

 

= 1980.5 hours 

Excess of work hours 

for Postal Assistant  

 

 

2280-1980.5 

 

= 299.5 (i.e.) 300 hours 

 

6:5:3 Thus, it could be seen that the Postal Assistant working in post offices is doing 300 

hours extra work in a year for that additional work he has not been properly 

compensated. 

 

6:5:4 The working condition of the postal service is entirely different from the employees of 

the other Central Government Services. 

 

(i)       The postal staff is subjected to prolonged over inconvenient hours of attendance.  

They could leave the office only after the works of the day completed. Sometimes 

they are involving attendance in split duty barring them to attend their homely 

needs and other social obligations; 

(ii)       They have to shoulder heavy monetary and financial responsibility; 

(iii) They are required to perform duties of a very arduous nature; 
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(iv) The postal officials are required to put in long hours of duty, i.e. 48 hours weekly 

duty instead of 42 hours in other Central Government departments; 

(v)       The PO is now engaging various business activities and required to do much more 

work apart from their conventional work of transmission and delivery of articles. 

Such a laborious and multifarious variety of works are not available in any other 

department other than Postal. 

 

6:6 JUSTIFICATION OF HIGHER PAY BY THE EARLIER PAY COMMISSIONS 

 

6:6:1 The first and foremost principle which should be ensured is that the Central Government 

should be the model employer of the country and the employees should have a pride and 

proud of their job. It is very much essential that the Postal Assistant should receive salary 

much higher than the counterparts of the other departments considering the multifarious 

activities of profound by the Postal Assistant.  

 

6:6:2 The Fourth Pay Commission in its report vide para 7.48 observed that “the pay scale 

should not give rise to a sense of frustration in the employee”.  

 

6:6:3 Though six pay commissions have submitted their reports, this vital aspect has not been 

duly considered.  The condition of living of the Postal Assistant has been frustrated due to 

the inflationary spiral soaring up of price every day.  As the Fourth CPC rightly observed 

that “A satisfactory structure of emoluments should also enable the employees to lead a 

simple life at a level or standard considered satisfactory by him and he likes and the 

society where he belongs, the Postal Assistants did not get justice till date by fixing 

reasonable and justified entry scale. 

 

6:6:4 However, the Sixth CPC vide in para 3.1.10 and 3.1.12 observed that ‘emphasis should be 

on recruiting multi skilled personnel at Assistant level designed as Executive Assistant 

who will discharge the functions of present day requirement and be designated as 

Executive Assistants. 

 

6:6:5 Postal Assistants are also similarly situated having more responsibilities and arduous 

nature of duties, The multifarious responsibilities and works are unique only to Postal 

Assistants and they may be elevated so that of ‘Executive Assistant’ with enhanced Grade 

Pay.  

 

6:6:6 The Administrative Reforms commission observed inter alia: 

 “If on the basis of job evaluation the job index is the same – the same salary should be 

attached to the Job – (both Page 31 para 1. Chapter IV volume I) As the Postal Assistants  

Supervisory and Operative possess a higher qualitative and quantitative nature of work, 

they can be called as Executive Postal Assistant with higher pay. 
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6:7 POSTAL - OBSERVATION OF EXCELLENCE COMMITTEE 

 

6:7:1 The Fourth Central Pay Commission in its report observed in chapter 10 para 10.56 that 

the postal services and personnel management may be reviewed by a committee to be 

specially set up for the purpose so that it may be possible to achieve postal excellence 

and give satisfaction to those employed in the vast infrastructure of the department. 

 

6:7:2 In pursuant to the recommendation stated in para supra, the Government has set up an 

'Expert Committee on Excellence in Postal Services in 1987.  The Committee in its interim 

report (December 1988)" Quest for Postal Excellence", observed that almost 86% of the 

population are quite satisfied regarding timely opening of post offices.   (5-1 Appendix IV). 

 

6:7:3 It further observed that "this seems to be a strong point for postal employees with about 

92% of the sample population being quite positive oriented as far as honesty of postal 

employees is concerned. Educational institutions and banks are more satisfied with the 

honesty of employees than other Government institutions.   (Appendix IV. 6 (a)) 

 

6:7:4 While elaborating the sincerity of the Postal employees, it observed that "Postal 

employees are seen to be quite sincere in their work by the general public.  Only 12% of 

the sample population have some serious doubts about the sincerity of postal employees.

 (Appendix IV. 6 (b)) 

 

6:7:5 The following tabulation observed in the said Excellence Committee will exhibit the 

personal traits of the postal employees working in the Department of Posts. 
 

Personal Traits of Postal Employees % show the level of population satisfied. 
 

Trait Satisfied 

(In % age) 

Partially Satisfied  

(In % age) 

Dissatisfied 

(In % age) 

Honesty 73 25 2 

Courtesy 57 38 5 

Helpfulness 56 38 6 

Patience 52 41 7 

Efficiency 53 42 5 

Knowledge ability 52 43 5 

Skill at Handling 

Complaints 

52 40 8 

Sincerity 59 36 5 

Hardworking 64 31 5 

        (Consumer Survey – Appendix IV Para 6) 
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6:7:6 Such being the performance of the postal employees, they are still denied and deprived 

of their due pay and perks.  The said committee in its 'quest for Postal Excellence 

observed that' the postal service suffers from:- 

 

(a) Failure to attune itself to the changing needs of the various segments of postal 

users; 

(b) Failure to increase the productivity of postal employees in the context of increasing 

manpower costs and availability of new technology; 

(c) Insensitivity to the low morale of the postal employees who do routine manual jobs 

which offer no chance for upgradation of their skill and self development.   (Chapter 

VI para 6.2) 

 

6:7:7 Based on the recommendations of the committee, there were vast changes in the 

operation as detailed in various paras. The department had launched an extensive 

modernization covering all facets of its activities like counter, mail, ‘e’ MOs, MIS SB, PLI 

and for various business activities including money transfer service. Similarly, there was 

drastic staffs cut exercised unscientifically; whereas the dire need of extending more 

promotional avenues had been totally ignored and denied.  

 

6:8 DEPARTMENT SUGGESTS HIGHER PAY TO POSTAL ASSISTANT 

 

6:8:1 Considering all these aspects, the Department of Posts also in its memorandum to the 

5th Pay Commission has requested to consider higher pay to Postal Assistant.  The 

excerpts of the observation are furnished hereunder for the kind consideration. 

 

6:8:2 "Both in terms of number of the personnel employed and cost, in reference to total 

establishment of the Central Government, the department has exercised strict economy in 

the use of the manpower by optimizing human resources.  During this period, the staff has 

offered higher productivity, but for which it would not have been possible to handle the 

higher work load with decreasing manpower base.  At the same time, during this period 

there has been the ban on sanction of additional posts, justified or in the basis of 

approved norms.  Introduction of technology for modernization of postal services has 

been taken place without offering any economic package to its employees, as has been 

done in the case of banking and insurance industries. 

 

6:8:3 For computerization of banks, the employees were offered pension, wage rise and cash 

incentives.  The staff side while accepting the need for modernization of the services to 

maintain its edge in the communication market have been demanding a share of the fruits 

of technology induction for upgrading services.  There is a force in the demand made by 

the staff side and the department submits to the commission for favour of sympathetic 

consideration of this demand." 
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6:8:4 "That apart, introduction of modern technologies and consequent all round upgradation 

of skills of the postal employees calls for re-categorisation of the postal operative and 

supervisory cadres which were hitherto being treated as clerical cadres.  (Para 3.6 of the 

report) 

 

6:8:5 Among all the Government employees, the Postal Assistant is the only cadre who 

handles 58 different types of Software/modules and they are performing the work with 

more than 1200 screens in the computers. This type of computer operation is no where 

available and it requires very high skill and knowledge.  

The following will exhibit the no. of screens used by a Postal Assistant working at the 

counters. 

 

The screens used  by a Postal Assistant in MPCM  

 

Modules Supervisor Operator 

Menu No. of 
Screens 

Menu No. of 
Screens 

Total No. 
of 

Screens 
in the 

module  

Tool 19 Inland Mail 29 

Report 24 Financial 23 

Treasury 7 Foreign Mail 25 

IPO 6 Service 8 

My Office 9 IPO 3 

Configure 38 Reports 14 

Help 3 Treasury 9 

Exit 2 Tools 21 

Help 3 

Exit 2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Point of Sale 

Total 108 

Total 137 

 
 
 
 
 

245 

My Office 9 Invoicing 65 

Treasury 15 Return 15 

Tools 29 Window 
Delivery 

7 

Configuration 2 Report 75 

Help 2 Tools 4 

Exit 2 Help 2 

Total 59 Exit 2 

 
 
 
 

  Postman 

  Total 170 

 
 
 
 

     229 

Master 15 Receipt 7 

Tools 20 Payment 13 

Editing 1 Edit 18 

Sub Office 10 Report 18 

Reports 2 Tools 7 

Help 2 Help 2 

 
 
 
Treasury 

Exit 2 Exit 2 

 
 
 

    119 
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6:8:6 Even though, the 5th Pay Commission had considered the plight of the Postal Assistants 

with higher pay, the justified upgradation of pay scales considering the multifarious 

functions have not been recommended.  

 

6:9 POSTAL ASSISTANTS IN DIVISIONAL OFFICES 

 

6:9:1 It is most apt to see the nature of jobs performed by the Postal Assistants when they are 

ordered to work in divisional offices. The Postal Assistants from the post offices are being 

drafted to man the different branches of the Postal Superintendent's office for a tenure 

period of 4 years.  The administrative work in the office of the Superintendent of Post 

Offices is of a very high order. 

 

6:9:2 The correspondence work of high caliber has necessarily to be performed by the 

divisional office assistants.  They have to be thorough with the rules of the Postal 

Department and the various orders issued from time to time.  The nature of work in the 

divisional office is such as to demand a high intellectual standard; patience, willingness to 

Total 52  67 

Despatch  23  25 48 

Main Page 28 Main Page 26 

Common 9 Cheque 
Clearing 

9 

Day 
Begin/End 

3 Common 11 

Initialization 76 Day 
Begin/End 

1 

IVP 5 Initialization 1 

KVP 24 IVP 5 

MIS 17 KVP 22 

NSC 25 MIS 13 

NSS-92 20 NSC 20 

PPF 19 NSS-92 16 

RD 23 PPF 17 

Report 15 RD 20 

SB 36 Report 15 

SCSS 19 SB 30 

TD 17 SCSS 12 

ECS 2 TD 15 

Project 
Arrow 

8 ECS 4 

NSC-IX  25 Project Arrow 8 

- - NSC-IX  20 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sanchaya 
Post 

Total 371 Total 265 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

636 

Total Screens used by a Postal Assistant in a day 1277 
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overwork and the capacity to face arduous work are the other qualities expected of a 

clerk in the divisional office. 

 

6:9:3 The Postal Assistants attached to the divisional offices perform the following 

administrative duties. 

Maintenance of the personal files of entire staff, grant of leave, issue of leave orders, 

arrangements of substitutes, maintenance of gradation lists in each categories, 

appointment and confirmation of staff, arrangement for holding departmental 

examination, recruitment, matter relating to GDS, collection of pension papers, rotational 

transfer, leave rosters, reservation roster, grant of advance of pay, GPF, advances like 

cycle, scooter, festival, etc.  Adequate proposals for opening and grading of offices, 

redeployment / relocation of post offices, augmentation of staff on the basis of statistical 

data compiled, review of establishment, revision and fixation of stationary charges, grant 

of cycle allowance etc. 

 

6:9:4 Apart from this, these Postal Assistants have to attend complaints, mail arrangements, 

follow up action on inspection reports, the issue of sanctions relating to SB / SC claims, all 

matters relating to surcharge / supply of articles of stock / forms, sanction of all bills etc. 

planning, preparation of budget estimates etc.  The duties performed in this divisional 

office are more skilled and highly responsible while comparing the work in the other 

administrative offices. There is enormous work due to Business Development and 

Technology for which no proper training is imparted. Besides all, they are looking after 

the building maintenance, Tender related works, etc., which are arduous in nature. 

 

6:9:5 The complaint section in the divisional office has to maintain a very great vigilance and 

extreme efficiency.  A perusal of the list of duties performed by the Postal Assistants in 

the divisional office will speak for itself. Now on the introduction of the Right to 

Information Act, the complaints clerk work is not only confined to the postal services to 

the customer, but also involves a wider ramifications of work and knowledge consuming a 

lot of time to trace, consolidate and present the information required by any members of 

the public, not necessarily the consumer. Sometimes, the information required under RTI 

Act relates to many decades back and the work cannot be completed within the assigned 

date as enshrined in the Act. Officials try to avoid a transfer to the divisional office all 

along because they are denied compensation for shouldering such a heavy responsibility 

and further they have to move to a station where the cost of living is high since the 

divisional offices are located only in bigger towns. 

 

6:9:6 It is pertinent to mention that many items were not covered under the norms and no 

incentive or extra duty allowance has been paid to them since they are not being granted 

Overtime Allowance.  
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6:9:7 Recently, the PLI/ RPLI work has again been decentralized, involving more and more 

workforce at divisional level. It is further decentralized at Head Post office levels. Even in 

the existing circumstances, the RPLI work and other newly introduced financial services 

are handled by the officials drafted from operative work force without provision of any 

special establishment and budgetary allotment etc. 

 

6:9:8 The present formula for clerical strength of Divisional office is being evolved on the basis 

of SIU standard of 1986.  While computing the workload of complaints relatedto form 

Cpt. 21 and search bills relating to Registration, Parcels and Money Orders are taken into 

account. The following items are omitted for inclusion. 

 

(a) Inward references relating to Money Orders, Registration, Parcels. 

(b) Audit objections. 

(c) Allotment of Post Boxes and renewal. 

(d) Recall of articles. 

(e) Mail arrangements and schedules. 

(f) Buildings and wirings. 

(g) Work relating to service union matters. 

(h) Dealing with public complaints. 

 

6:9:9 In respect of recruitment at divisional level, since its introduction so many recruitments 

have been taken place without provision of any additional manpower.  Apart from this, 

the bulk of SBCO staff and its administration have been transferred under the control of 

the divisional office and the staff clerks being very much overloaded are unable to release 

even normal leave orders, resulting delay in settlement of personal claims like pension 

etc. 

 

6:9:10 The following items of work are not covered under SIU Formula consequent on 

decentralization of works to divisional level. 

1. Recruitment of Postal Assistants since 1979; 

2. Dealings relating to SDPAs / RTPs 

3. Triennial revision of allowance to GDS; 

4. Sanction of PCO allowance to BPMs; 

5. Review of workload of EDBOs; 

6. Split Duty allowances; 

7. Authorisation of Payment of DCRG and Commutation of Pension; 

8. Process of IR; 

9. Investigation of loss or fraud consequent to enhancement of limit; 

10. Work relating to SB claims consequent to the raising of the limit; 

11. Sanction of honorarium to IVP discharge, MIS work & MGNREGS, Speed Post etc. 

12. Claims relating to NSS/MIS work; 

13. Franking Machine work; 
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14. Registration of newspapers; 

15. Sanction of GPF to all officials; 

16. Sanction of all kinds of advances; 

17. Sample mails survey; 

18. Reimbursement of Tuition fees; 

19. MACP scheme work relating thereto convening of DPC etc. 

20. Best Postman award, Meghdoot award work; 

21. Encashment of Leave Salary; 

22. Absorption of ED outsiders and Casual Labour Problems; 

23. SBCO staff matters; 

24. Speed Post dealings like BNPL, Franking Machine & Calculation of Rebates etc. 

25. FRAC conduction for enhancement of rent or shifting of building; 

26. Group Insurance Scheme, including GDS; 

27. Cash Allowance for SPMs; 

28. Statements for all financial activities like Western Union Money Transfer, Money 

gram, e-trading, Mutual Funds, Unit Trust, Micro Credit loans etc. 

29. Retail services work; 

30. Supply of information under RTI Act, 2005. 

31. Dealing of Court case/CAT and Consumer forums 

32. Promotional activities of Rashtra Basha. 

 

6:9:11 Apart from above, various new services were launched and resultantly the Dealing 

Assistant has to collect daily statistics on each and every item and submit a bundle 

number of returns / statements every day, weekly, fortnightly and monthly.  The work is 

very cumbersome and with all difficulties, they are attending such returns. The Postal 

Assistants deployed in divisional offices have not been paid with any special pay or 

incentive and as such the Postal Assistants deserve higher pay as recommended by the 

Department earlier to the Fifth Pay Commission. 

 

6:10 EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION – UPWARD ENHANCEMENT 

 

6:10:1 This is most pertinent to mention that the department in its submission to the 5th Pay 

Commission observed inter alia:- 

"The minimum educational qualification for the post of Postal Assistant is Higher 

Secondary (10+2).  In practice, it is found that a suitable number of direct recruits have 

higher qualifications, many of them being graduates or above." (Para No. 5.3) 

 

6:10:2 In the bulk recruitment made since 2009, more than 95% of the Postal Assistants are 

engineering graduates, Post Graduates and Graduates. As such, we are also of the firm 

opinion that the minimum educational qualification for the Postal Assistant may be 

enhanced as graduation with computer knowledge and the Postal Assistants may be 

granted in the existing pay band of Rs. 4200 Grade Pay as if applicable to Executive 
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Assistants since the post requires more knowledge, skill & talent to tackle the situations 

after the face lift the Department of Posts was changed from the traditional service. 

This will be equal to the pay scale demanded by the Staff Side JCM in their 

memorandum to the extent of minimum entry pay of Rs.56,000  with annual increment 

at the rate of 5% every year. 

 

6:11 GRANT OF QUALIFICATION PAY 

 

6:11:1 After the computerization of the post offices, the nature of the job of the Postal Assistant 

has been changed thoroughly and his work is more or less equal to EDP personnel. The 

Department of Posts in its report to the 5th Pay Commission while recommending higher 

pay to Postal Assistants, requested the Pay Commission to consider for the payment of 

'qualification pay' for handling computers at an attractive rate. The following is the 

extracts from the report of the postal department on the issue. 

 

6:11:2 "The operation in post offices, RMS offices, Stores Department and Administrative offices 

is undergoing a qualitative change and Postal and Sorting Assistants handling 

computerized operations are performing the higher skilled job rather than conventional 

clerical work." 

 

6:11:3 "To encourage employees to acquire the appropriate technical skill either through 

departmental training or from outside by personal efforts and to motivate them for 

computerized operation, appropriate incentive may be provided.  It is suggested that for 

acquiring necessary qualification to handle computerized operations, an employee should 

be paid qualification pay as it is admissible to some categories of staff. 

 

6:11:4 "For example, an employee, after qualifying in the Junior Accounts officer examination in 

Accounts organisation like CGA, CGDA etc. is entitled to get a special pay of Rs. 80/- p.m. 

in the first year and Rs.140/- p.m. from the second year onwards till he gets his 

promotion as Junior Accounts Officer. The provision of such an incentive will motivate 

employees to acquire technical qualification and upgrade their skills.  Once these 

employees are posted in the positions to handle computerized operation they should be 

paid a special pay.   

 

6:11:5 But to our dismay, the Postal Assistant works in computerized counters earlier paid with a 

special Allowance of Rs. 100/- p.m. has been taken away by the department thereafter by 

citing the Fifth Pay Commission report which had not granted any proficiency pay but not 

declared to withdraw the special allowance of Rs. 100/- being drawn to counter 

Assistants. This allowance may be revived and may be appropriately enhanced to make it 

attractive to the operative staff.   
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6:11:6 In addition, the special pay should be made applicable to all the staff handling 

computerized operation in the post office.  The employees acquiring EDP qualification 

should be paid qualification pay.  In addition, trade allowance should be paid to the 

personnel who actually handle the computerized operations." 

 

6:11:7 However, the 5
th

 Pay Commission did not consider about the grant of qualification pay.  

But the computerization to the extent of cent percent has taken place vastly in the 

Department of Posts and almost all the offices are now computerised. 

 

6:12 SELECTION/RECRUITMENT PROCEDURE AND PRE-APPOINTMENT TRAINING 

 

6:12:1 The selection to the posts of postal assistants is made through a highly competitive 

examination more or less to the standard of examinations conducted by the Staff 

Selection Commission. Only the candidates who possess high talent and computer skills 

can come through the competitive examination. Out of those qualified a short list is 

prepared and they are again subjected to further tests relating to computer operations. 

After the selection they are imparting intensive training both theoretical and practical 

training for 75 days at the renowned postal training centers by the professionals. 

 

6:12:2   In the last recruitments made for about 8000 vacancies, there were more than 32 lakhs 

applications were received and the majority of the candidates are possessing post 

graduates and engineering degrees etc. The selection was made with tough examination 

and among the participants around 32 lakhs, around 35% vacancies have not been filled 

up for wan t of successful candidates. This will exhibit the standard of the examination 

and the selection. 

 

6:13 WE DEMAND 

 

6:13:1 It is therefore requested to consider the following based on the facts and figures 

furnished above. 

 

1. Considering their multifarious duties with higher skills and responsibilities, 

including the nature of supervising duties vested which are unique only to Postal 

Assistant, the Postal Assistants may be granted higher pay scale in the existing 

pay band of Rs.4200/- Grade Pay in Pay Band II which is equivalent to the basic 

pay of Rs.56000/- as demanded by the Staff Side (JCM). They should have the 

nomenclature as ‘Executive Postal Assistant’. 

2. The Postal Assistants shall be granted with 'qualification pay' as recommended 

earlier by the Department to the 5th Pay Commission for skill, talents being spent 

on computer operations. The 'qualification pay' may at least be equal to 10% of 

the basic pay plus Grade Pay.  
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3. As the Fourth CPC has rightly observed that reintroduction of Special Pay for 

various nature of special duties apart from pay will motivate the employees and 

thus, it shall be considered in respect of Postal Assistants performing different 

kinds of specialized jobs. The special pay proposed to be granted shall not in any 

way less than 10% pay plus Grade Pay. 
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CHAPTER VII 

 

JOB EVALUATION – SORTING ASSISTANT 
 

JUSTIFICATION FOR HIGHER PAY TO SORTING ASSISTANTS 
 

 7:1 Accepted Principle 
 

7:1:1  The Department has ventured various new mail services and there is a sea change taken 

place in its functioning. The Government’s initiation under the ‘Mail Network Optimization 

Project’ has changed the working condition of the RMS. Many of its branches were already 

modernized and role and responsibilities are in increase. 

 

7:1:2   At the outset, in general, the Pay & Allowances of the Sorting Assistants are being equated 

with that of the Postal Assistants working in the Postal Department. They are also 

supposed to have a thorough knowledge of all the rules and regulations as mentioned for 

the postal assistants and are performing more technically skilled and unique job of sorting, 

transmitting and carry the mails from the post offices to the destination office at delivery 

point. This is the fair comparison and we desire the same to be continued. Whatever the 

pay prescribed for Postal Assistants, this may please be made applicable to the sorting 

assistant also. 

 

 7:2   Job Profile 
 

7:2:1   The category called ‘sorting assistant’ exists only in R.M.S. There is no such similar post in 

any other department or industry inside the country. There is, therefore, difficulty of 

evaluation with any such similar category of posts elsewhere. 

 

7:2:2  The job of Sorting Assistants is skilled operative-cum clerical category. They have to 

perform manual operations in the course of performance of the job. They are constantly in 

motion and have to be mobile as well. Their nature of work cannot be clubbed or treated 

as performing a sedentary nature of the job.. 

 

7:2:3  The Fair wages Committee applied the following criteria for higher wage differentials: 

(a) Degree of skill 

(b) The strain of work 

(c) The experience involved 

(d) The training required 

(e) The responsibility undertaken 

(f) The mental and Physical requirements 

(g) The disagreeableness of the work 

(h) The hazard attendant to the work, and 

(j) The fatigue involved. 
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7:2:4  It will be more appropriate that on the above criteria, comparison shall be made with 

similar categories of clerks and allied employees. Our contention is that there is variation in 

the nature of job content on the above criteria between operative worker inside the postal 

and outside. We shall give below the various job contents to indicate the arduous and 

hazardous nature of work justifying enhanced pay and allowances to these categories of 

employees. 

 

 7:3 THE DEGREE OF SKILL 

 

7:3:1   The recruitment to the cadre of Sorting Assistants is done from amongst the candidates 

securing the highest number of marks in the higher secondary/+ 2 Examination and by the 

conduct of tough public examination in which the selected candidates on merit will alone 

be offered the appointment of sorting assistant. Actually candidates having higher first 

Division or Graduates and double Graduates, are recruited. Thus the department takes the 

best of the qualified candidates from the market. Computer knowledge is essential for the 

recruitment. During the last recruitments made since 2009, 90% of the Sorting Assistants 

are Graduates, Post Graduates and possessing engineering graduation. 

 

 7.4       THE STRAIN OF WORK 

 

7:4:1    A Sorting Assistant has to perform multifarious jobs, unlike other clerks and office-

assistants in other departments. The major part of the job, has to be done while standing 

and this physical and mental exercise drive on for eight hours continuously. This is too 

strenuous and fatiguing. He cannot rest or pause and he gets completely exhausted.  

 

7:4:2 Computerization of Sorting offices have taken place. In respect of CRC, Speed Net, Parcel 

Net, etc., the officials are being posted in Computer Operations sitting before computers 

continuously for eight hours or more. They are working on different modules and screens 

and the job is very arduous. 

 

7:4:3 Now-a-days, women are also being recruited in large numbers and they are also required 

to stand and keep moving to do the hard job of sorting as well as sitting before the 

computers for continuous eight hours at a stretch. 

 

7:4:4 The sorting of letters in a standard size of sorting table of minimum of 88 pigeon holes or 

more requires constant and regular motion of his hands and eyes. On one hand, he has to 

hold a bunch of letters while the other hand drives on doing the work of sorting for a full 8 

hours. This also is too exacting and exhausting an exercise, both physically and mentally. 

 

7:4:5 The Sorting Assistants shall have full geographical knowledge of the country and complete 

knowledge of sorting pattern. In the course of sorting, he has to come across different 

patterns of writings and has to carefully decipher. 
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7:4:6 While working in the Registration and Parcel branches, he has to lift hundreds of heavy 

bags to take out registered and parcel articles. He is responsible for the safe custody of the 

Insured and valuable articles. Even after safely dispatching the articles, if there are any 

complaints from the destination office about the difference in weight of Insured articles or 

non-receipt of registered bag or insured article, he is hauled up and also will be proceeded 

under the CCS Conduct &CCS (CCA) Rules. 

 

7:4:7 Similarly, in the Mail Department, the work is full of risk and exhaustion. Whether, while 

exchanging mails with running sections on the platforms or at the mail office, he has to 

check the seals, cards, labels and condition of all bags. Here too, he is hauled up even for 

the slightest mistake. 

 

7:4:8 Computerization has been introduced in registration branch, Mail branch, parcel branch 

and accounts branch. Track and trace system is also introduced in speed post and express 

parcel service. 

 

7:5     SUPERVISION AND GENERAL WORK IN THE OFFICES 

 

7:5:1 The Sorting Assistant also works as Head Sorting Assistant Supervising other’s work in 

addition to his portion of the work. 

 

7:5:2 He is required to work as a Sub Record Officer in charge of the unit in an office, as OA in 

Record and Head Record Offices, as Accounts Assistants in Head Record Offices and as OA 

in the office of the Divisional Superintendent. 

 

7:5:3 He is required to work in RMS booking counters to book regd., speed and Parcel articles. 

 

7:5:4 There is no separate set of staff recruited for office. The sorting assistants alone are 

required to work on rotation. 

 

 7:6      WORK HOURS 

 

7:6:1 He has to work for eight hours a day and equivalent to 8 hours in the night. He is working 

round the clock, i.e. morning, day and whole night. He is cut off from all social life. In 

running sections, he has to perform long hours of duty. He remains continuously engaged 

in work all over the beat. The Sorting Assistant has no Saturday off and he works all the 

days except the weekly offs in lieu of Sundays and holidays. In fact, they are working more 

than 300 hours per year viz. 52 days extra work as enumerated in Chapter VI under para   

6-5 without any extra remuneration or higher pay while comparing the other categories. 

Thus, they are supposed to perform more working hours rather than other Central Govt. 

Employees which itself justify the higher pay scale to them. 
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7:7     EXPERIENCE, TRAINING AND RESPONSIBILITY 

 

7:7:1    No candidate is recruited and posted straightway on the job. If he is a direct recruit, he has 

to undergo training. If he is a departmental employee, he must have put in five years of 

service and then pass a competitive examination. He too has to undergo training for three 

months to become a Sorting Assistant. 

 

7:7:2    In the course of training, he has to obligate to memory Head Offices all over India, Sub 

offices of the Circle he is posted and also Sub-offices of neighbouring circles and branch 

offices of the region served by the office. Thus, he has to commit to memory the names of 

thousands of post offices and has to accurately know by memory under what Head or Sub 

Office these branch offices are located. He has to study and acquire the knowledge of 

operational rules of the department, which are contained in Postal Manuals Volume V, VII, 

Postal Guide, and the Foreign Post Manual.  He has to learn by memory the sorting and 

due mail bag lists. He has to study the routes of Air Mails as well as Rail and Road routes. 

Only after passing this rigorous examination, he is being offered the job. 

 

7:7:3    Of late, the sorting pattern has been changed and the sorting assistants have to sort letters 

district-wise using pin code. It has rather created more confusion and delay. The sorting is 

linked to the nearest available mail line or the route to reach the destination expeditiously. 

The frequent bifurcation of the existing revenue districts has also undone the scheme of 

District pattern of sorting. 

 

 7:8       JOB CONTENT SKILL AND RESPONSIBILITY 

 

7:8:1 The skill and knowledge that a sorting assistant should possess has been aptly described by 

a Senior Member (Posts) in the following words in an article appearing in all daily 

newspapers during the P& T week published on 12.11.1967. Shri M. Dayal, retired Senior 

Member (Posts) said: 

 

“In the good old days, a sorter (now called sorting assistant) was only required to possess a 

fair knowledge of hinterland arid of the connecting rail and road services for the efficient 

disposal of mails”. 

 

“To put it in postal parlance sorting was done on a directional basis. As a direct 

consequence of the carriage of mails by Air, the P & T Department had to evolve new 

techniques and procedure for the sorting of mails, some of which have to be transmitted 

by Air while others have to be forwarded by surface route.” 

 

“No longer is it sufficient for a sorter to merely know the geographical locations of the post 

towns, but he has to master the circulation arrangements so that mails are forwarded in 

the right direction either by air or surface. This has given rise to a number of problems. 
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“For example, a sorter working in a running section on the Frontier Mail from Mathura to 

Delhi would during the good old days send a letter for the south to a section working in the 

opposite direction. Now he has to forward it to the Delhi Airport Sorting Office, even 

though it may be intended for Bhuj in Gujarat or Thanjavur in Madras. So that it can be 

dispatched by air. Further, since sorting cannot, for obvious reason, be done in aircraft 

direct bags have necessarily to be exchanged between various air centers. 

 

“In consequence a sorter is now required to possess a detailed knowledge of sorting 

patterns of places hundreds of miles away. Needless to say, all this requires a highly 

specialized staff with not only ‘good knowledge of geography but of the sorting patterns of 

distant air centers” 

 

7:8:2   The above observations clearly bring out the fact that a Sorting Assistant has to acquire 

highly technical skill in routing and sorting of letters not only within India but also should 

have  a broad outline of world map so as to enable him to sort out and route mails for 

foreign countries both sea and air mail. 

 

 7:9       RESPONSIBILITY 

 

7:9:1 A sorting assistant has to deal with bags containing valuable articles. If any bag is received 

with mutilated seals or bag with wrongly addressed labels, etc., he is held liable for the loss 

of bags containing valuables. Inside the Registration and Parcel branches, he deals with 

insured articles and an article which he has handled is later found to have been tampered 

or found to be of less weight though the outward condition may be good, he is held liable 

for any loss of articles. 

 

7:9:2 Hundreds of cases occur and not a day passes without some case or other. In such cases he 

has to pay to the tune of thousands of rupees under the contributory negligence factors as 

prescribed in the disciplinary rules. 

 

7:9:3 The working condition is so bad that sorters have to work in extremely congested areas. 

The Mail Bags containing valuable articles are stacked outside for want of accommodation 

and no wonder theft or loss occurs and the officials are constructively responsible, huge 

recoveries are made. Similarly, in mail van, lights get dim or no light exists. Many a sections 

are working in 2nd class compartments instead of regular accommodation. In such 

circumstances, the officials are not able to work as per the rules and any mishap occurs, he 

is to pay through his nose. He has to follow meticulously the rules and even though he may 

not be committing any crime, but on the ground that he did not implicitly follow the rules, 

hundreds and thousands of rupees are being recovered from his pay for the alleged loss of 

articles. Thus the job of a sorting is onerous and of high responsibility. 
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 7:10    DISAGREEABLENESS, FATIGUE AND OTHER FACTORS 

 

7:10.1 The disagreeableness of the work will be evident from the following. 

 

i. The RMS work has to be performed by standing or squatting on the floor. The work is to 

be carried on in posthaste for fear of misconnection of mails subjecting to detention for 

long hours. He has to work under such a nervous state. Similarly the present state of 

computer works is too laborious and arduous. 

 

ii. The duty entails leaving hearth and family members as a regular measure causing 

neglect of their wards and domestic work necessitating service of private tutors and 

attendants involving extra taxation on his purse. 

 

iii. The nature of work in mail offices and mail vans is such that they have to work in the 

midst of dust, dirt and the pungent smell of molten wax. This affects the lungs of workers 

and naturally the incidence of T. B and other fatal diseases are greater in R.M.S which can 

be verified from the frequency of sick reports in the RMS Divisions throughout India. 

 

iv. The sectional staff (working in running trains) is exposed to the vagaries of climate of 

different stations and different states at all hours of the night and day and they have to 

work with the doors and windows closed. In the summer, the van becomes a furnace. 

 

v. The RMS operative work differs from office to office and section   to section. A Sorting 

Assistant has to be a learner throughout his service. Even at the end of his service when 

normally his memory fails, he has to cram classified lists and sorting lists and commit to 

memory changes in connection with the sorting arrangements and has to maintain a 

maximum standard of physical fitness to stand the strain of his arduous work. 

 

 7:11     JUSTIFICATION OF HIGHER PAY SCALES AND WE DEMAND, 

 

7:11:1 The facts enumerated above will conclusively indicate that the sorting assistants in the 

Railway Mail Service have to undertake comparatively more skilled and physical job with 

strains, risks, responsibility and disagreeableness than a clerk in Bank, Insurance or for 

that matter, any sedentary worker in other departments. 

 

7:11:2 In the bulk recruitment made since 2009, more than 90% of the Sorting Assistants are 

Engineering Graduates, Post Graduates and Graduates. As such, we are also of the firm 

opinion that the minimum educational qualification for the Sorting Assistant shall be 

enhanced as the Graduation and they may be equated with the Executive Assistants with 

the Grade Pay of Rs.4200. 
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7:11:3  The Sorting Assistant shall be granted with ‘Qualification Pay’ as recommended earlier by 

the Department to Fifth Pay Commission to promote the skills, talents, etc. This must be 

equal to the extent of 10% of the Pay and the Grade Pay. 

 

7:11:4  We plead that this process should be considered on each factor of arduousness, fatigue, 

risk, responsibility, strain, day and night duty, denial of holidays, being away from hearth 

and home, coupled with skill and training, all these factors should find reflection in his 

pay. 

 

7.11.5  Considering the arduous nature of jobs, skills and responsibilities, the Sorting Assistant 

shall be fixed with higher pay with the existing Grade Pay of Rs.4200 which is equivalent 

to the basic pay of Rs56000 as demanded by the Staff Side (JCM). The fair comparison 

hitherto has been maintained with that of the Postal Assistants of the same Postal 

department shall be upheld and the pay scales of the Sorting Assistants may be fixed at 

par with the Postal Assistants. 
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CHAPTER – VIII 

 

JOB EVALUATION – LSG/HSG II IN POs& RMS 

 

8:1 JUSTIFICATION FOR HIGHER PAY TO LSG, HSG II & HSG I 

 The following is the justification for granting of higher pay to norm based LSG, & HSG II 

Posts. 

8:1:1 The LSG, HSG II & HSG I, norm based promotional cadres of the Postal/Sorting Assistants 

mainly consists of Postmasters, and supervisors. Even though it is termed as hierarchical 

promotions, the officials who completed 30 years of service and acquired MACP III 

drawing 4600 Grade Pay shall alone be offered LSG promotion with Grade Pay of Rs. 

2800/- which is nothing but a farce and in effect it is a demotion. These cadres are not 

met justice since the Fourth Pay Commission and the details are furnished in the ensuing 

paras. The duties of Postmasters and supervisors headed by LSG, HSG II & HSG I cannot 

be compared with any posts of the Central Government organizations and are unique 

with higher responsibilities and risks. 

 

8:1:2  The incumbents in the LSG and HSG.II Posts are the supervisors, group leaders, guides 

and motivators at the ground level with added responsibility, risks and skill with 

assumption of higher grades i.e. from LSG to HSG.II. The responsibilities and skills are 

being equal to that of Senior Postmaster in Group 'B' class, except the number of staff in 

roll in such bigger offices. 

 

8:1:3  The 3
rd

 Central Pay Commission observed in Para 97 at Page 50 Chapter V, Vol. I of its 

report that "The responsibility of an employee also depends upon the degree of 

supervision exercised over him and the consequences of his action.  In framing pay scales, 

we have gone primarily by the existing duties and responsibilities attached to the post 

under consideration." The LSG, HSG.II and HSG.I officials provide proper supervision as 

group leaders and supervisors over the staff including Postal/Sorting Assistants, Postmen, 

MTS and GDS. 

 

8:1:4  The LSG, HSG.II and HSG.I are the practical leadership in the execution of various schemes 

and functions. They are unparalleled in maintenance of public relations. They have the 

maximum accountability to the public and experts in personnel management and better 

utilization of staff. 

 

8:1:5  These cadres arose forward to implement the various new schemes in SB and Certificate, 

Speed Post, metro Mails, Hybrid Mails, ‘e’ MO, Express Parcel Service, Corporate Money 
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transfer Business Mails & other Business activities, etc. The success of all the new 

schemes introduced by the Department could only be feasible due to proper motivation, 

leadership and guidance provided by the ground level supervisors of LSG, HSG.II and 

HSG.I officials by suo motto upgrading their skills & experience. 

 

8:1:6  Functional responsibilities, on the spot supervision, personnel utilization, accounting 

liabilities, day-to-day supervisions in functions and accounts of subordinate offices, cash 

and treasury functions and liabilities, quality control and utilization, public complaints and 

on the spot settlement by the supervisors are unparalleled.  No other official works at any 

level with such liabilities, risks and responsibilities. 

 

8:1:7  The LSG, HSG.II and HSG.I officials have equal share of responsibilities with each Postal 

Assistant under their control.  After the introduction of the technology, they are now 

functioning with the skills of EDP Managers to supervise and guide their subordinates. 

The supervisors should be thorough on more than 58 software/modules, around 200 

screens in the Computer operations.  

 

8:1:8  They are the appointing and disciplinary authorities to Postman, MTS  and GDS staff in 

the office which are the recruiting units and discharge regulatory / statutory functions.  

They are the custodian and guardian of efficiency, discipline and productivity of the 

department.  They serve as the link between the other staff and higher-level authorities. 

 

8:1:9  The duties, responsibilities, skills, leadership, motivation and supervision exercised by LSG 

are of higher calibre and more arduous than those of IPOs / IRMs and of HSG.II staff are 

higher than those of ASPOs / ASRMs and of HSG.I is equal to those of officers in PSS 

Group 'B' who are in the administrative side whereas the supervisors must perform all the 

works apart from the administration of his office. 

 

 8:2 Role & Responsibilities of Postal Supervisors 

 

8:2:1 A Head Post Office is the primary accounting unit and responsible for controlling and 

regulating the accounts of sub offices under its jurisdiction.  This office is being 

maintained by HSG.I / HSG.II Postmasters.  Their responsibilities and duties can be 

described as below:- 

 

1) He is responsible for drawing funds from the Bank and remitting surplus cash to Banks 

involving huge Financial responsibility; Actually a Head Postmaster is a local treasury 

officer (vide P&T FHB Vol. I) for the Department of Post. 
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2) He is the drawing and the disbursement officer for drawal of pay and allowances of all 

staff working under his accounts jurisdiction; 

3) He is maintaining service records of the entire staff of his jurisdiction; 

4) His prime responsibility is to render Accounts in consolidation to the General Manger, 

Postal Accounts; 

5) He is in charge to monitor the supply of funds, including stamps to the sub offices and 

branch offices and remove surplus cash from those offices; 

6) The Head Postmaster is personally responsible for controlling all the functions in a 

Head Post Office; 

7) He has to exercise supervision over 40 to 200 staff consisting of various categories like 

HSG.II, LSG, PA, Overseer, Sorting Postman, Postmen, MTS, GDS in his office; 

8) His personal duties as listed in Financial Hand Book Volume II under Chapter IV and 

the following are most important:- 

 

(i) To check up the Daily Accounts of sub offices; 

(ii) To check up the Daily Accounts of branch offices; 

(iii) To check up SO and BO summaries and maintain transit entries of cash and 

stamps with SOs / BOs; 

(iv) To check up the excess cash retained by sub offices; 

(v) To check all vouchers in support of payments at various offices and head office; 

(vi) To check the Treasurers Cash Book and HO Summary; 

(vii) To write to the Postmaster's Balance Sheet in the HO Cash Book; 

(viii) To carry out physical verification of cash and stamps at the close of each day; 

(ix) To exercise the financial powers delegated; 

(x) To see that the works are carried out by different branches as per rules; 

(xi) To see that due returns are submitted to the Audit / Accounts; 

(xii) To assist / carry Administrative, Audit, Internal Check Organisation (SBCO) 

Inspection / Verification; 

 

9) He is the Joint Custodian of cash and stamps and other valuables with the Treasurer 

involving several lakhs; 

10) As administrator, he is the appointing authority in respect of Postmen and MTS 

officials and also the leave sanctioning authority for other staff also; 

11) He is the Disciplinary authority vested with powers to impose a minor penalty; 

12) Now he is the complete authority for processing PLI/RPLI proposals, claims and 

maintenance of records. 

13) He is incharge of various new activities under I.T & Business activities. His duty has 

been enumerated in detail in the Blue Book of Project Arrow offices. 

14) In a nutshell, he functions as a Manager, Public Relation Officer, Bank Officer, 

Treasury officer, Welfare Officer and also a good administrator.   

15) He has been vested with many powers and duties for that he requires to acquaint 

himself with all Departmental Rules and Procedures. 
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8:2:2 Similarly, the duties and responsibilities of LSG officials are very arduous in nature.  The 

following are very few:- 

 

8:2:3 The LSG / HSG.II officials have been posted to work as Supervisors in post offices and RMS 

sorting offices, Sub Postmasters in the offices like LSG, HSG II & Head Post offices and 

they are shouldering more responsibilities while working as Head of the office like 

Postmasters. They are the pillars of the department and are to excel in man-management 

so that the image of the department is well maintained. 

 

8:2:4 These officials should be well versed with the up-to-date rulings and P&T Manuals, so 

that they could guide not only their subordinates but also the members of the public.  

The customers' satisfaction is supreme in the Department of Posts where public utility is 

more, in which case the part of LSG officials should be very high. 

 

8:2:5  Daily Checks to be carried out by a Postmaster as per project Arrow Blue Book. 

 

1. COC web application for complaints check/print/reply/transfer/updating. 

2. e-Post login every hour prescribed for printing, e post messages for delivery. 

3. e-Mail login at frequent intervals to check/reply/circulate mails received from HO 

4. Run e payment/R net/e MO client/Speed Net Communication periodically. 

5. Send Account MIS to central server. 

6. Reports through email on New Accounts Opened for the day/sales report of Retail 

post items. 

7. Clearing and updation of cheques received under e payment 

8. Sending DPF files to the Technology section of the circle. 

9. CBS office file updation in CBS web and CBSMON file to the dop monitoring section of 

tech branch. 

10. Daily check in MIS/emo/epayment/speednet other web applications to check 

transfer of office data and updation for the previous day 

11. Any other daily reports prescribed by the concerned Divisions. 

12. Daily Data entry is CBS site relating to SB accounts and File transfers. 

 

8:2:6  Weekly/Fortnightly/Monthly duties 

 

1. Submission of Annexure II, Business Development consolidated for the month with 

screen shots of all the supporting figures. 

2. Submission of Sub Postmaster Monthly report 

3. MNOP Speed Post Delivery report monthly 

4. Speed Post missent consolidated report (varies from division to divisions) 

5. Speed Post extension counter report (where the extension counter is provided) 

6. A consolidated monthly report relating to retail products sold at the office 
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7. Updation of DB analyser and clearing to discrepancies 

 

The above are not exhaustive and vary from region to region or Circle to circle 

 

8:2:7 The duties to be supervised by these officials are as below:- 

 

1. Supervision over the opening / closing of mailbags / regd. and parcel bags.   

2. Taking special care in closing / opening insured letters / parcels.   

3. Regulating funds for his office and other sub offices. 

4. Supervising SB, MIS, RD deposits / withdrawals, including time deposits. 

5. Supervising both issue and discharge of all kinds of savings certificates 

6. Supervising MO issue / payments. 

7. Supervising Deficiency of postage paid. 

8. Supervising Sorting Work. 

9. Supervising Delivery work – booking / delivery of registered letters, parcels and 

VP articles. 

10. Supervising premature closure of RD accounts. 

11. Supervising his subordinates such as PAs, SAs, Postmen, Mailguard, MTS and 

GDS work as an administrator to grant leave to his subordinates and acts as a 

disciplinary authority in disciplinary cases. 

12. Supervising the I. T oriented services and various business tie up work 

introduced by the Department. 

13. Supervising settlement of public complaints. 

14. Supervising settlement of audit objections. 

15. Supervising settlement of objections made by SBCO. 

16. Supervising issue of duplicate passbooks. 

17. Supervising settlement of claim cases (deceased) in respect of SB / MIS etc. 

18. Joint custodian of cash and valuables. 

19. Acquaint him to the new schemes implemented by Government of India such as 

IVP/KVP/MIS/SCSS and MSY. 

20. Resetting of franking machines. 

21. Supervising over prepaid articles. 

22. Maintenance of stock registers. 

 

8:2:8 Apart from the above, there are many more works now entrusted after attempting into 

business activities by the Department of Posts. When the department is venturing 100% 

Computerization, the role and responsibilities of these supervisors are increased 

manifolds to have a thorough knowledge of more than 58 software/modules and 1200 

screens to guide the staff working under them. 

 

8:2:9 Supervision in the post office is not nominal.  Every item of work, entries in the various 

books and registers, calculations in various books, etc. have to be actually examined in 
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order to ensure that errors do not go undetected before the close of each day's account.  

Every item of such entries has to be checked and countersigned. 

 

8:2:10 The duties performed and the responsibilities shouldered by the supervisory staff in the 

post office are of a high order which cannot be found in comparable cadres in any other 

department.  Time and again, only in the postal wing the strange anomaly of supervision 

of one category by an official of the same category is to be found (A & B class post 

offices).  In such offices, the Postal Assistant is supervising another Postal Assistant 

without any monetary benefit.  In every rule in the P&T Manuals, the supervisory officials 

are held responsible for each and every transaction taking place in the post office. 

 

8:2:11 It is pertinent to mention that "Unique" means being the only one of its kind, having no 

like or equal or parallel.  The demand of upgradation of the pay scale to LSG/HSG II is 

also unique to the jobs performed by the LSG and HSG.II officials. 

 

   8:3 Denied Justice by Two Pay Commissions 

 

8:3:1 It is nothing but a mockery and also a destiny that the genuine demand of upgraded 

pay scale to LSG, and HSG.II which are unique in the Department of Posts in the scale of 

pay of Rs. 5500-9000 and 6500-10500 in the erstwhile pay scale as per 5th CPC 

respectively has been denied repeatedly till date either on one pretext or the other. 

 

8:3:2 It is most pertinent to place before the commission that the proportion of pay between 

the entry scale and two promotional scales (i.e.) LSG & HSG II prior to the implementation 

of 5
th

 Pay Commission was 142% and 164% respectively. 

 

ENTRY SCALE    - 975-1660 

LSG     - 1400-2300 (142%) 

HSG II    - 1600-2660 (164%) 

 

8:3:3 The 5
th

 Pay Commission did not provide any recommendations for LSG & HSG II, but 

mentioned the pay scales for two ACP promotions in which the proportion was 112.5% 

and 125% respectively. 

 

ENTRY SCALE    - 4000-6000 

I ACP    - 4500-7000 (112.5%) 

II ACP    - 5000-8000 (125%) 

8:3:4 The Fifth Pay Commission did not mention about LSG, HSG II, HSG-I hierarchical 

Promotions and it simply observed that” we do not recommend any change in the scales 

of Pay for the time bound promotions. The scale of Pay of Rs. 1400-2300 will be the first 

ACP scale and Rs. 1600-2660, the second, thus it applied the TBOP & BCR at par with ACP 

I & II and there is no mention about the existence of regular LSG, HSG II promotion as 
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they were equated with TBOP & BCR at that time.  Sixth CPC did nothing and the gap has 

been widened further, due to introduction of Pay band system with Grade Pay. 

 

8:3:5 The above proportion did not reflect or respond to the matching savings offered by the 

staff side surrendering 6% operative & 20% supervisory posts to avail TBOP (LSG) /BCR 

(HSG-II) promotions which require a longer service than prescribed for ACP (i.e) 16/26 

years instead of 12/24 years.  The injustice caused shall be undone which is our main 

prayer before the Seventh Pay Commission. 

 

8:4 PROMOTION SHALL BE THE REWARD 

 

8:4:1 It is most pertinent to submit that the National Labour Commission has rightly observed 

as follows:- 

 

"Promotion means the movement of a worker to a position of higher responsibility and 

consequential improvement in the emoluments.  It is rewarding of his hard work and an 

incentive to give of his best to the employer.  It also serves to maintain the requisite 

morale among the workers.  Promotion provides a stimulus to the employees to cultivate, 

the qualities that are necessary for advancing in life.  While such encouragement is 

important in all employments, it acquires a special significance in the public sector where 

management finds for reasons explained elsewhere that it cannot reward a worker in 

other ways." 

 

8:4:2 In the service carrier, it is a legitimate aspiration for the employees to expect promotion 

to a higher grade at reasonable intervals and if such avenues for promotion are not 

provided, but the employees are made to retire in the same grade at their entry, naturally 

they lose interest therein.  While considering this aspect, the Second Pay Commission 

made the following observation:- 

 

"Where there is an adequate promotional outlet that would provide the necessary 

incentive; and so also would be provision of selection grade.  But where there is neither, 

the employee may feel frustrated and become apathetic." 

 

8:4:3 Accordingly the promotions are the best encouragements to the employees and the 

TBOP, BCR promotions were introduced in the Department of Posts on matching savings 

by staff cut to the extent of 20% supervisory and 6% operative only to accord 

promotional avenues to the frustrated employees who did not get LSG, HSG.II 

promotions even till retirement.  The postal department, all along equating TBOP with 

LSG & BCR with HSG.II suddenly declared that both the TBOP & BCR are only financial 

upgradations. After the Sixth CPC, when the MACP is introduced in the Department of 

Posts, non existence of higher pay to these supervisory cadre is demoralizing the skilled 

employee and this is deplorable. 
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8:4:4 There is a vast change in TBOP/BCR Scheme and now they were termed as Financial 

upgradation and equated with MACP instead of regular promotion as agreed upon on 

30.11.83 in the agreement.  

 

8:4:5 Since the traditional concept of charge allowance has undergone a sea change and 

withdrawal of such charge allowance under TBOP Scheme has no direct nexus with the 

present day increase of additional workload and financial accountability, this shall be 

reintroduced. 

 

8:5 Disturbed Vertical & Horizontal Relatives & unsettled anomaly 

 Apart from the above, the following horizontal and vertical relativities were  maintained 

by the different Central Pay Commissions. 

 

8:5:1 The 1
st

 and the 4
th

 Central Pay Commission recommended the same scale of pay for the 

LSG officials in general line and the IPOs / IRMs.  However, the 2
nd

 and the 3rd Central Pay 

Commission recommended a slightly higher maximum for IPOs / IRMs than the LSG. 

 

8:5:2  The Varadhachariar Commission has recommended that the IPOs / IRMs should continue 

to be graded with LSG in the general line and the recommendation had been accepted by 

the Government. (Para 46, Page 302.Vol. II of the report of the 2
nd

 Pay Commission.) 

 

8:5:3 The following relativities were maintained by the 1
st

, 2
nd

, 3
rd

 and 4
th

 Central Pay 

Commissions 
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  3
rd

 CPC 4
th

 CPC 

HSG.II over 

LSG / IPOs / 

IRMs 

HSG.II and HSG.I were 

created by the 3
rd

 CPC 

----- 14.28% 

ASPOs / ASRM 

over HSG.II 

were in the scale of 

Pay with same 

minimum 

same 

minimum 

2.5% 

HSG.I over 

HSG.II 

HSG.II and HSG.I were 

created by 3
rd

 CPC 

27.27% 25% 

HSG.I over 

ASPOs / 

ASRMs 

---------------------- 27.27% 22% 

 

INCREASE 

OVER THE 

PAY SCALES 

1
ST

 CPC 2
ND

 CPC 3
RD

 CPC 4
TH

 CPC 

LSG over 

Postal 

Assistants / 

Sorting 

Assistants  

166.66% 90.90% 63.46% 43.58% 

IPO / IRM 

over Postal 

Assistants / 

Sorting 

Assistants  

-do- -do- -do- -do- 

HSG over 

LSG 

56.00 59.52 HSG cadre 

reorganised 

as HSG.II 

and HSG.I  

----- 

HSG over 

IPOs / IRMs 

-do- -do- ----- ------ 

ASPOs / 

ASRMs over 

HSG 

Same 

Scale 

Same 

Scale 

------ ------ 
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8:5:4 The 5
th

 Central Pay Commission's recommendations seriously disturbed the above 

relativities horizontally and vertically as detailed below:- 

 

Between LSG & 

PA / SAs  

(+) 12.5%  

IPOs /AIRs & 

PAs /SAs  

(+) 37.5%  

LSG / IRMs & 

PAs / SAs 

(-) 22.00%  

HSG.II & LSG (+) 11.11%  

HSG.II & IPO / 

IRMs 

(-) 10% HSG had all along been 

above the IPOs / IRMs 

and till late 70s had 

been promotion scale 

for IPOs. 

ASPOs & HSG.II (+) 30%  

HSG.I & HSG.II (+) 30%  

HSG.I & ASPOs / 

ASRMs 

Same 

Scale 

 HSG.I is the 

promotional cadre 

for ASPOs / ASRMs 

& HSG.II. 

 

8:5:5 A definition of anomaly was arrived in the Group of Minister and JCM (Staff Side) meeting 

held on 6,7,9 and 10
th

 September 1997. As per the Department of Personnel and Training 

OM No. 19/1/97-JCA dated 06-02-98, the Anomaly Committee should have been 

constituted since the vertical / horizontal relativities have been disturbed as a result of 

the 5
th

 Central Pay Commission report.  The Departmental Anomaly Committee has not 

been set up in the Department of Posts. 

 

8:5:6 The final observation of the Committee’s report headed by Sri. S. C. Dutta vide OM No. 

23-108/98-PE I/PCC dated 17.09.98 & 05.08.1998 is reproduced below as this is most 

pertinent to decide the merits and justification in this case. 

"The staff representatives maintained that with the introduction of technology and 

modernization the supervisory responsibilities of LSG / TBOP & HSG.II / BCR are enhanced 

proportionately.  They reiterated that the LSG / HSG.II officials actually discharge real 
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managerial responsibilities at the grass root level by proper regulation of the personnel / 

utilisation and the functions to match the requirement of the public with an eye on the 

proper financial management of the office and SOs or BOs under them along with 

treasury liabilities of the office which an IPOs / IRMs or ASPOs / ASRM is not required to 

do.  They reiterated that though the promotions under TBOP / BCR schemes were time 

bound, these were on matching cost by surrender of posts in entry and supervisory cadres 

– the entry grade posts which would have been in the scale of Rs. 4000-6000 if not 

abolished.  They maintained that it was on this count that the pre—5
th

 Pay Commission 

scales of entry grade LSG (TBOP): HSG.II (BCR) stood at Rs. 975-1400-1600 which roughly 

works out to 1:1.43:1.64.  With the entry scale now being Rs. 4000-6000 the TBOP and 

BCR scales justify the scales Rs. 5500-9000 and Rs. 6500-10500. 

Recognizing that pay scales are matters for consideration, by pay commission and the 

percentage difference between respective scales getting reduced as a result of exercise 

carried out by the 5th Pay Commission, which may operate adversely in the successive 

higher scales in TBOP / BCR scheme, the committee is of the view that the following scales 

for LSG & HSG.II have merit for recommending. 

   LSG ----   5500-8650 

            HSG.II --- 6500-9500 

HSG.I – The next level of promotion for BCR / HSG.II officials and ASPOS is HSG.I.  With 

identical scales for HSG.I and ASP and considering the functional responsibilities of HSG.I, 

there is complete justification for upgradation of the scale of HSG.I cadre.  The Committee, 

therefore, feels the scale of Rs.7450-11500 for this cadre has merits for recommending."     

 

8:5:7 However, the recommendations of the Dutta Committee had not been implemented by 

the department despite strong persuasions by the staff side as well as the agreement 

signed thereafter due to the rejection of the proposals sent by the Department of Posts 

by the Finance Ministry. It is unfortunate that the Sixth Pay Commission did not deal in its 

report despite our plea and submissions in oral evidences. 

 

8:5:8 However, on account of the proposed restructuring of pay bands, a higher grade has been 

extended to HSG I and others left with the simple replacement. The Sixth CPC has not 

looked after the horizontal and vertical relatives prevailed with ASPOs/IPO and also the 

pay scale prevailed then for TBOP in the Department of Telecom in which they were 

granted the pay scale of Rs. 5000-8000. The uniqueness of the supervisory duties have 

not been dealt by the Sixth Pay Commission in respect of the Postal Department. 

 

8:5:9 The Sixth CPC did not make any distinction between the supervisors and the supervised. 

The MACP-I & LSG were granted in the same grade pay and similar is the case of MACP II 

& HSG II. The reintroduction of graded supervisory allowance for LSG, HSG II & HSG I 

which were snatched at the time of introduction of TBOP & BCR becomes warranted.  
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8:5:10 The Sixth CPC has recommended 10% Pay and Grade Pay to the care takers vide para 

03.08.08 of its report. Similar quantum of supervisory Allowance would have been 

introduced to all LSG/HSG II/HSG I supervisors duly appreciating their responsibilities and 

the most arduous nature of duties. 

 

 8:6 WE DEMAND 

 

8:6:1 Under these circumstances, we respectfully request to consider the entire matters and 

decide on the following demands of our organization. 

 

The Pay Scale of the two supervisory cadre may be fixed as follows:- 

 

1. The nomenclature of LSG may be termed as Supervisor or Manager and the HSG II 

may be designated as Senior Supervisor / Deputy Postmasters or Seminar 

Manager/Deputy Manager if he works under the Postmaster. If he is the 

Postmaster, he may be termed as Postmaster, Grade.II / Grade. I likewise; 

 

2. There is no need to keep the existing two nomenclatures like LSG, & HSG.II as in 

existence today; only two designations with Supervisor & Senior Supervisor will be 

sufficient. 

 

Notwithstanding the Staff Side claim to delete the Grade Pay System, we propose to fix 

the pay scale of LSG ( Supervisor/manager) to the existing Grade pay of Rs.4600 which 

ia equivalent to the proposed Staff side minimum pay of Rs 67000/- and for the present 

HSG II ( Senior Supervisor/ Senior Manager) to the existing Grade pay of Rs.4800 which 

is equivalent to the staff side proposal of Rs.74000/. 
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CHAPTER - IX 

 

JOB EVALUATION – HSG – I 

 

9:0 The Higher Selection Grade officials are Head Postmasters of non-gazetted Head Post 

Offices or Deputy Postmasters in Gazetted / Non-Gazetted offices.  They are also in-

charge of very large sub post offices. The Higher Selection Grade Head Postmasters and 

Sub Postmasters have under their control up to 74 Postal Assistants, 10 Lower Selection 

Grade Supervisors besides scores of Postmen, Group 'D', Stamp Vendors and Gramin Dak 

Sevaks. 

 

9:1       QUALIFICATION OF A POSTMASTER 
 

The qualification sets down for a Postmaster in the departmental volume runs as follows 

and is correctly summarized below. 

 

9:1:1 "The Postmaster should be a man of business habits and understand account keeping.  He 

should be thoroughly acquainted with the rules of the post office as laid down in the 

volumes of the P&T Manual and also with the rules of the public as published in the P&T 

Guide.  He should be familiar with the objects and use of all the forms prescribed for the 

post office.  He should be able efficiently to supervise the work done by the clerks and to 

maintain strict discipline in his office.  He should be energetic and intelligent and able to 

act with judgment and promptitude in cases of robbery, fraud, etc.  He should show tact 

and courtesy in his dealings with the public transacting business with the post office." 

 

9:1:2 The Postmaster's duties relating to accounts are mentioned in Chapter IV of P&T Financial 

Hand Book Vol. II 

 

9:2        DUTIES ASSIGNED TO HEAD POSTMASTER 
 

9:2:1 Supervision over drawal of cash and stamp from Bank and Treasuries, supply to 

subordinate offices under his accounting jurisdiction and supply to Head Post Offices in 

non-treasury stations are some of his important duties. 

 

9:2:2 With a large contingent of staff, he is personally responsible for the management of the 

men under him and for efficient service to the public.  He is jointly responsible with the 

treasurer of his office for holding cash and stamps including certificates, Indian Postal 

Orders and other stocks, etc.  He has to sanction and pay bills in a number of cases.  He 

has to decide the claims in respect of Savings Bank Accounts and cash certificates 

standing in the name of deceased persons. 
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9:2:3 As per the existing orders, the Postmasters have to submit returns for Income Tax/Central 

Excise Department. Due to internal issues, the returns could not be submitted in time, 

resulting imposing fine on Postmasters vary from Rs.200/- to lakh of rupees, These are all 

the additional responsibilities now imposed on HSG-I officials. 

 

9:3       CONTROL OVER STAFF 
 

9:3:1 He has to exercise full administrative control over the Postman and Group 'D' staff in his 

office.  He is expected to possess the management technique and supervisory skill in 

conducting the affairs of his office.  As Head of Office he has to look after the 

management of staff, attend to enquiries by members of the public, guide the 

supervisory staff working under him and perform all the personal duties for himself.  It is 

a common sight to see the Head Postmaster in the Higher Selection Grade working late in 

the office checking cash, stamps and insured articles in the safe custody. 

 

9:3:2 This Higher Selection Grade-I is recruited from the HSG.II / LSG Grade officials only when 

they have a handful of years of service for superannuation from the department.  Some 

even declines this promotion because they are liable to transfer to any station outside 

and there is no hike in the remuneration as the official would have got the third MACP 

and drawn the salary earlier at par with HSG I and also to cover two establishments one 

at the former headquarters and the other at the station to which they are posted.  The 

arduous responsibilities shouldered by this cadre did not receive a fair and just 

dispensation so far in previous pay commissions.   

 

9:4 DISTURBING RELATIVITIES 

 

9:4:1 The following table brings out how the relativity has been very much eroded by the 5
th

 

CPC from the earlier CPCs. 

 

 1
st

 CPC 2
nd

 CPC 3
rd

 CPC 4
th

 CPC 5
th

 CPC 

Clerks 

(PA) 

60-170 110-240 260-480 975-1660 4000-6000 

HSG.II --------- --------- 550-750 1600-2660 5000-8000 

HSG.I 250-325 335-425 700-900 2000-3200 6500-10500 

 

(i)  After the 1
st

 Pay Commission, the ratio between the initial pay of the Postal 

Assistant with the basic pay of HSG.I in the minimum scale of pay 1:4.5 (Rs.60/- & 

Rs.250/-) 
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(ii)  Whereas in the 2
nd

 Pay Commission it was 1:3 (Rs.110 & Rs.335) 

(iii)  In the 3
rd

 Pay Commission, the relativity was maintained at the ratio of 1:2.6 (Rs. 

260 &Rs.700) 

(iv)  The relativity in the 4
th

 Pay Commission was in the ratio of 1:2.05 (Rs.975 &Rs. 

2000/-) 

 (v)  The ending of ratio since first to fourth pay commission has further been eroded to 

the worst since 1:1.6 (Rs.4000 &Rs.6500) 

vi After the Sixth CPC the difference between HSG II & HSG I is just Rs. 400/- in Grade 

Pay. 

 

 9:5: WE DEMAND 

 

9:5:1 At least, the average relativity maintained by the earlier pay commissions brings some 

solace to the much affected officials in the selection grades. 

 

9.5:2 Since the functional difference between HSG.I post and ASP has been taken away from 

upgrading scale of ASP (from 1640-2000 to 2000-3200 pre-revised), they are made 

interchangeable with no fixation benefit, all such HSG.I posts may be earmarked for 

general line officials.  The present day experience is that as mostly senior most officials 

in ASP cadre are posted to HSG.I postmaster, Group 'B' superintendents find very 

difficult to exercise proper administrative control over these ASPOs working as HSG.I 

postmasters.  Hence the demand for 100% earmarking of HSG.I to general line officials 

is justified on administrative angle also which has been agreed in the JCM (Dept.) 

Council but could not be implemented due to non approval of revised HSG I 

Recruitment Rules which is being tossed over from – Ministry to Ministry over seven 

years. 

 

9:5:3 Thus the Pay scale of HSG-I shall be determined in the Gazetted Group ‘B’ with the 

existing Grade Pay of Rs. 5400/-  (Gazetted) in the Pay Band III which is equivalent to 

the proposed minimum pay of Rs.78000 as demanded by the Staff Side (JCM). They 

shall have the nomenclature of Chief Postmaster if holding Post of Postmaster or Chief 

Supervisor/Manager while holding the supervisory posts or under the Head 

Postmasters. 
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CHAPTER – X 

 

JOB EVALUATION – POSTMASTER CADRE 

 

10:1     Carving out of the Postmaster’s Cadre 

 

10:1:1 The Secretary, Department of Posts while carving out a separate Postmaster Cadre 

observed, “A learned Scholar rightly said,” When it comes to getting things done we need 

fewer architects and more bricklayers”. The brick layer materializes the vision of the 

architect and ensured that the building is built strong. The Postmaster is to the Post 

office what the brick layer is to the building – strategic, significant and valuable”. Much 

publicity was given and motivated the official as if the cadre is something special at the 

initial stage whereas the present position is entirely different. 

 

10:1:2 The Department issued orders for the creation of Postmaster's cadre vides its order No. 

13-2/2010 - PE I dated 03.02.2010 without considering the entire proposals on cadre 

restructuring proposed by the Staff side. 2097 LSG Postmasters, 511 HSG II Postmasters, 

and 495 HSG I Postmasters Posts have been identified as Postmaster Grade I, II & III 

respectively. 116 PSS Group B senior Postmaster posts have also been brought under this 

Postmasters cadre. In the initial constitution of various grades of Postmasters shall be 

filled up by inviting applications/ options among the existing incumbents of LSG, HSG II, 

HSG I in post offices. In future, all the vacancies in Postmaster Grade I shall be filled up 

through a limited departmental competitive examination from amongst the Postal 

Assistants with five years regular service in the grade. 

 

10:1:3 All the vacancies in Postmaster Grade II shall be filled up by promotion amongst 

Postmaster Grade I with six years regular service in the grade including the regular 

service in LSG, if any. All the vacancies in Postmaster Grade III shall be filled up by 

promotion from amongst the Postmaster Grade II with five years regular service including 

HSG II service, if any. 25% of vacancies in the grade of Senior Postmaster will be filled up 

by promotion from amongst Postmaster Grade III with two years of regular service in the 

grade, including HSG I service, if any, and 75% by the Inspector of Post offices with six 

years regular service in the grade on the basis of limited departmental competitive 

examination. The officials in PS Group B and Senior Postmaster (Gazetted) would be 

eligible for induction into IPOs Group A on the basis of a consolidated eligibility list. 

 

10:2     Discrimination among the equals and the practical difficulties 

 

10:2:1 After carving out the Postmaster cadre I, II & III from the LSG, HSG II & HSG I, a clear 

discrimination has been arisen between the two equals of Postmasters cadre and the 

norm based supervisory Posts.  
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10:2:2 When the issue of cadre restructuring was taken up with Postal Department, the Postal 

Department is reluctant to upgrade the Postmaster Grade I Posts to the level of HSG II, 

whereas the supervisory posts in the same level of LSG are being agreed to be elevated 

to the standard of HSG II. There is a clear indiscrimination shown to this cadre. Similarly 

the Postmaster cadre officials are being denied to write Inspector Posts & Group B 

examination.  

 

10:3 The nature of duties prescribed to the Postmasters are furnished hereunder. 

 

10:3:1 All the duties and responsibilities of Postmasters narrated in earlier chapters are equally 

applicable to Postmaster Grade officials also. But the selection of Postmaster Grade I is 

made through a tough competitive examination and only those possess higher merits are 

selected as Postmaster Grade-I.In order to motivate the younger generation to take up 

the responsibilities of supervisory works in the changed scenario, this cadre deserves 

better pay. 

 

10:3:2  Assurance and Appreciation by the DOP about the  Role of Post Masters 

 

Further, the Secretary to the Govt of India, Director General, Posts &Chairman, Postal 

Services Board sent one letter videoD.O.No.1-28/2010-Trg. dated August 11, 2011 to all 

the Postmaster candidates in which the following veracities and assurances are explicitly 

expressed. They are as follows:- 

 

10:3:3 “I take this opportunity to congratulate all of you who are successful in coming into the 

newly created cadre of Postmasters (Grade-I) either through a process of selection or 

through examination. Postmasters are the front runners of this Department. The image 

of the Post Office rests on their shoulders. Postmasters are the best person to know the 

expectation of the customers and are in a position to fulfill them. Traditionally in this 

country Postmasters command a great respect from the people of the neighbourhood 

because of their involvement in the public work and because of their integrity. 

Presently, we are passing through a phase of transition as household mails are 

declining. Post Office, today, is being perceived more as an organization retailing the 

financial and other public services. I am sure, you will be able to rise to the occasion to 

satisfy the changing perception of the customers and bring the Post Office back into the 

center of the community again.” 

 

10:3:4 “The Postmasters' Cadre was designed with great care and expectation. You have a 

career profile with lots of responsibilities and challenges ahead of you. As a postmaster 

(Grade-l), you have to manage a big office, immediately on completion of your training 

to be held shortly at the Postal Training Centre. As Head of the Office, you have to set 

an example to others in the matters relating to the cleanliness of the office, punctuality 

and in extending courtesy to the customers. You need to know the institutions that are 
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coming under your delivery jurisdiction, need to monitor personally the delivery of 

mails in your office, you will need to develop leadership skills, patience and prudence. I 

am sure, with all these efforts you all will be able to bring back the past glory of this 

organization. 

I wish you all the best in your new exciting career.” 
 
10:3:4 All the above observations are of the own words of Director General, Department of 

Posts. 

 

10:3:5  The career of Postmaster Cadre is so designed to meet the challenges of the present 

scenario encounter by the Department of Posts from various corners such as the issues 

related to technology implementation, customer delight, marketing management, 

effective carrying out of strategies and policies of department to reach out the targeted 

groups in a desired and fruitful manner, speedy implementation of new products at root 

level etc. The need for the creation of the new Postmaster Cadre is established from the 

above description and proves its essentiality. Thus the Postmaster cadre deserves an 

enhanced pay in commensuration of the weight it ordered to be shouldered. 

 

10:3:6 Even after the lapse of around three years from the date of introduction of Postmaster 

cadre the Grade III posts not been carved. Similarly the Post of Gazetted senior 

Postmasters has not been offered to this cadre. The cadre is being neglected and the 

personnel are in frustration due to a protracted delay in settlement of their genuine 

demands. 

 

10:4 WE DEMAND 

 

10:4:1  That the Postmaster Grade I, II & III posts shall be considered for the pay at par with 

HSG II, HSG I & Group B Posts in the existing pay band of Rs. 4600, 4800 & 5400 which 

are equivalent to the staff side proposal of Rs.66000, Rs.74000 and 78000 respectively. 

This will alone mitigate their present grievances. Further, they should be permitted to 

write PSS Group B and IP Examination along with their counterparts working as 

Postmasters in the general line, thus ending the discrimination. Instead of Grade I, II 

and III, they may be called as Executive Postmaster, Senior Postmaster, and Chief 

Postmaster respectively. The Present PSS Group ‘B’ Postmasters shall be brought under 

the Postmasters cadre. 

 

 

10:5 CARE TAKING ALLOWANCE FOR POSTMASTERS 

 

10:5:1 The Care taking duties and responsibilities of the Postmasters as enumerated in the 

Project Arrow Blue book and subsequent instructions are furnished hereunder. 
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Duties and Responsibilities of the Postmaster 

  The Postmaster must ensure: - 

 

1. Outside campus cleaned and garbage removed. 

2. Watering of plants/trees/lawn 

3. Cutting of hedges and trimming of trees whenever required. 

4. All the campus lights and back lit boards in working order. 

5. Cleaning and mopping of office floors with disinfectant. 

6. Cleaning and mopping of counter area twice a day or more as per the customer 

traffic and emptying of waste paper baskets in a public hall/office hall. 

7. Dusting of furniture/counters. 

8. Cleaning of window glass panels/counter glasses with water/spray. 

9. Cleaning of toilets after every two hours with phenyl disinfectant and availability of 

water. 

10. Cleaning of wash basin and availability of naphthalene balls. 

11. Punctuality of staff. 

12. Availability of soap/liquid soap in toilet 

13. Mopping of drinking water area every half an hour. 

14. Availability of sufficient cash at the counters. 

15. Fans/Tube lights/roof/walls to be cleaned at least once in a month. 

16. Free availability of forms used by the customers at the place identified in public hall. 

17. Genset is in working order. 

18. Availability of sufficient diesel. 

19. UPS in working order – water level of batteries checked. 

20. Availability of sufficient office stationary 

 

10:5:2 It is very clear that the duties of the Postmasters of Project Arrow Post offices are not 

only limited to the duties illustrated in the various volumes but also the work undertaken 

by the caretaker of the building. Even though all the SPMs/Postmasters are doing the 

caretaking work inbuilt with their normal duties, very particularly the work of the 

caretaker is entrusted to the Postmasters of the Project arrow offices by the Directorate 

vide its letter above cited. Now, caretaking duties are becoming part and parcel of the 

duties of the Postmaster authenticated apart from their usual prescribed in various 

volumes and directorate instructions thereon. 

 

10:5:3 Considering the arduous duties and responsibilities and upkeep the office with alert 

round the clock besides his duty hours, it is requested to consider the grant of Care 

Taking Allowance to the extent of 10% as of now granted in other departments in the 

Central Government Service. 
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CHAPTER – XI 

 

JOB EVALUATION – PO & RMS ACCOUNTANTS 

 

 

 11:1 ACCOUNTS BRANCH – A PROFILE 

 

11:1:1 In all the Head Post Offices, there are Accounts branches to consolidate different types of 

accounts done not only at the Head Post Offices but also in the sub and branch offices 

placed in account with them. The Head Post Office is the controlling, administering, 

supervising and maintenance base of the entire financial transactions in the postal 

branch. 

 

11:1:2 The Head Post Office compiles its own accounts and the accounts of each and every sub 

and branch offices in its jurisdiction and submits the periodical returns to the postal 

accounts and postal audit. 

 

11:1:3 Most of the duties of the Head Postmasters relating to financial matters as enumerated in 

the Financial Hand Books and other P&T manuals are performed in the Accounts branch.  

The Head Office in fact performs the initial audit, which is an important as the final one.  

 

11:1:4 The Head office is also entrusted with the responsibility of interpreting the various 

financial rules and orders to the sub and branch offices and also offers interpretation to 

the postal accounts and audit. 

 

11:1:5 The Head Post Office accounts branch prepares and compiles the data necessary for the 

postal budget.  The onerous responsibilities of preparing the pay bills, maintaining the 

service books, leave accounts, security bonds, health certificates, etc. of the hundreds of 

employees of the Head Post Offices in the accounts jurisdiction of the Head Post Office 

rests with the accounts branch. 

 

11:1:6 In a nutshell, it functions as a drawing, disbursing, accounting and auditing unit of the 

postal branch. The PO and RMS Accountants are the main pillars upon whom the entire 

structure of Postal Accounting System rests.  They play pivotal roles in management of 

postal finances from the micro level to the top level by incorporating monetary 

transactions with proper classifications, apart from maintaining accounts of revenue 

receipts and expenditures and also monitoring the overall state of financial health of the 

departmental offices like HOs, SOs  & Branch offices.  There are many more items of work 

performed by the accounts branch. 
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 11:2      DUTIES & STANDARDS OF PO & RMS ACCOUNTANTS 

 

11:2:1 The Accountants and APM Accounts are the in charge of the Accounts branch and they 

are solely responsible for the accounting works, returns, and also the settlement of 

personal claims like pay, allowance, leave, pension etc. of the officials. They are the basic 

advisors on the matter of postal finances and the architects of the preparation of 

budgetary proposals of the department. 

 

11:2:2 The Accountants posts were also created for the Divisional offices since 1
st

 April 1967 to 

manage the Budget section.  The very important work of scrutinising and passing of TA 

bills, OTA bills, CEA, OSA bills, Night Halt Allowance bills, medical bills, contingent bills 

etc., checking of memo of disbursement of pay and allowances received from the Head 

Post Offices, preparation of revised and budget estimates, anticipated final grants, 

statements showing the variations between the budget grant and expenditure etc. is 

being performed by the Accountant of the divisional office besides the other work of 

routine nature assigned to him.  

 

11:2:3 The special officer appointed to go into the question of "duties and standards' for the 

accounts branch in the Head Offices and Head Record offices in the RMS has rightly 

observed in his report as follows:- 

 

"Accounts branches dealing as they do with the pay and allowances of the staff are 

subjected to great disturbance in their work by enquiries from officials regarding leave 

due, drawal of increments, arrears etc.  Though not officially the Accountant and his staff 

are also disturbed on various matters regarding rules and their interpretation even though 

their branch may not be concerned. It is due to the fact that these officials are better 

informed in rules and procedures." 

 

11:2:4 The Postal Assistants / Sorting Assistants who qualify in an examination of the tough 

nature in Accounting duties and functions are alone posted as accountants in the 

respective HPO / HRO.  Their duties are of a very high order.  Nevertheless, they have so 

far received a raw deal and placed them in the doldrums with a bundle of dealings. 

 

11:2:5 The syllabus for the PO and RMS Accountants Exam is so tough rather than IPO and other 

departmental examination.  The syllabus broadly comprises:- 

 

(i) Fundamental Rules; 

(ii) Supplementary Rules; 

(iii) Leave Rules; 

(iv) Pension Rules; 

(v) Rules relating to Pay & Allowances; 
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(vi) Budget Estimates and Control (P & T Manual Vol. II) 

(vii) P&T Manual Volume IV. 

(viii) Sub Account and Accounts in Sub Post Offices (P&T Manual vol. VI-Part III) 

(ix) P&T Financial Hand Book – Vol. I 

(x) P&T Financial Hand Book – Vol. II and 

(xi) All other Accounting rules issued from time to time. 

 

11:2:6 After the computerization of the works and changing environment, these officials 

upgraded their skill to the requirement for the accounting work due to various business 

activities, etc. and work as a leader and guide to the Postal Assistants working in Accounts 

Branch. 

11:3 PLIGHTS & DENIAL OF DUES TO PO & RMS ACCOUNTANTS 

11:3:1 It is a paradoxical to note that, except in the case of PO and RMS Accountants, all other 

cadres who upgrade their skills by qualifying exam like IPO, JAOs etc. have been elevated 

to the highest scale of pay. 

 

11:3:2 Unfortunately, the Accountants have not been given a scale despite the fact that the 3
rd

 

Pay Commission recognized the higher skill and responsibilities but did not recommend a 

higher pay (Chapter 23, para 101 of the 3rd CPC report page 49). 

 

11:3:3 It had granted special pay of Rs. 45/- to Accountants and Rs.35/- to Assistant 

Accountants.  The para is reproduced hereunder:- 

 

"We anticipated practical difficulties in the formation of a separate cadre for the 

category.  The number of posts in each division being few, only a circle cadre will ensure 

reasonable promotion prospects. This will, however, involve transfer liabilities over a 

wider area.  Also, as a corollary the Accountants would have to forego the common 

promotional avenue now available to them to LSG / HSG general line supervisory posts. 

Their promotional opportunities to HSG grade would be very limited and there would be 

none at all to gazetted grade”.   

 

11:3:4 “During evidence the departmental witnesses informed us that it was proposed to take 

over the postal accounting work of the audit department and the entire future set up of 

the account organization in the postal branch was likely to undergo a structural change. 

They thought that it was inopportune to consider any changes in the existing 

arrangements at this stage.  We agree with the view and accordingly do not recommend 

any change in the existing position.  As regards demand for abolition of the distinction 

between Accountants and Asstt. Accountants on the ground that their duties are more or 

less identical, we understand that the Accountants do shoulder higher responsibilities.  In 

the circumstances, we think that the present two levels should remain.  We recommend a 

special pay of Rs. 45/- p.m. for Accountant and Rs. 35/- p.m. for the Asstt. Accountants." 
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11:3:5 The Department, after discussions with the Staff Side, granted an upgraded new pay scale 

to the PO and RMS Accountants in the scale of Rs. 380-12-440-EB-15-560-EB-20-620 w. e. 

from 01-11-1978 without any special pay. 

 

11:3:6 This new pay scale become defunct after the introduction of Time Bound One Promotion 

(LSG) scheme w.e. from 30-11-83 and most of the Accountants opted to Time Scale in 

order to avail the LSG promotion (TBOP) on completion of 16 years’ service in the basic 

cadre. 

 

11:3:7 The Comparative Pay structure of Accountant Posts in different Department / Ministry / 

organised sector are detailed below for perusal. 

  

Name of the Dept                                       Designation                            Existing pay scale     
after 5th CPC/ 
Revised pay scale 

Indian Audit & Accounts              (a)Auditor/Accountant  4500-125-7000 

Department   subsequently revised to  5000-150-8000

     (b) Sr Auditor/ Accountant  5500-175-9000 

(Para 7.56.4 6
th

 CPC)  (c) Section Officer   6500-200-10500 

 

Railway Department  (a) Accountants Assistants  5000-150-8000 

(Para 7.56.6 6
th

 CPC)  (b) Divisional Accountant  5500-175-9000 

 

Ministry of Consumer Affairs (a) Accountant cum cashier  5000-150-8000 

Food & Public Dn               (b) on promotion   5500-175-9000 

(Para 7.1.14 6
th

 CPC)  (c)      -do-    6500-200-10500 

 

The Survey of India Land & (a) Accountant    5000-150-8000 

Development Office  (b) On Promotion   5500-175-9000 

(Para 7.46.41 6
th

 CPC)  (c)       -do-    6500-200-10500 

Indian Tourism Office  (a) Accountant    4500-125-7000 

(Para 7.44.7 6
th

 CPC) 

Postal A/Cs & Finance  a) Auditor / Accountant  5000-150-8000 

(Para 7.56 6
th

 CPC)  (b) Sr. Auditor/Accountant  5500-175-9000 

                (c) Section Officer   6500-200-10500 

11:3:8 When the PO & RMS Accountants are performing similar duties to that of organized 

accounts; there is every justification for granting of equal pay. 
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11:4 JOB PROFILE & JUSTIFICATION TO TREAT THEM AT PAR WITH ORGANISED ACCOUNTS 

AND EXTEND SIMILAR BENEFITS 

 

11:4:1 At this juncture, this union desires to submit that the accountants performing similar 

duties in Railways, Audit and Accounts and Postal Accounts were granted higher scale of 

pay with effect from 01-01-96 vide Government of India OM No. F. NO. 6/82/E.III (B) /91 

of Ministry of Finance & Company Affairs dated 28-02-2003.  However, the said order has 

not been implemented in the case of Accountants working in Head Post Offices and 

Divisional Offices in the Department of Posts.  

 

11:4:2 It will be most apt to mention that the following works performed by the post office / 

Divisional office Accountants are one and the similar of the works performed by the 

Junior / Senior Accountants working in other departments including Postal Accounts and 

Audit and accounts:- 

 

1) Maintenance of Service book and service rolls; 

2) Maintenance of Leave Accounts; 

3) Preparation of Increment Certificate & Absentee Statements; 

4) Maintenance of cash book and cash abstracts; 

5) Issuing Last Pay certificates; 

6) Assessment of income tax and submission of income tax returns; 

7) Maintenance of security bond register; 

8) Processing of Pension in respect of Group 'C' and Group 'D' officials; 

9) Maintenance of GPF ledger, calculation of interest and final settlement of GPF 

accounts in respect of Group 'D' officials; 

10) Scrutiny of NPC bills, acquittance rolls, memorandum of pay and allowance; 

11) Drawal of pension to those who have opted for payment at HO and subordinate 

offices; 

12) Processing of all personal claims such as TA, LTC and medical for submission to 

Divisional Superintendents for further disposal; 

13) Verification of service with pay bills; 

14) Work related to GDS SDBS Scheme, Group insurance, Severance amount, Gratuity 

etc. & GDS related issues. 

15) Maintenance of registers of drawings from bank and remittance to the bank and 

watching the receipt of bank scrolls; 

16) Maintenance of establishment registers;  

17) Preparation of budget estimates and revised estimates and control over 

expenditure under various heads; Quarterly Statement of expenditure for budgets. 

18) Attending ICIR / audit paras; 

19) Processing of RTF claims, leave encashment cases, CGEGIS cases, ex gratia and 

severance amount payment to GDS; 
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20) Preparation of statement for payment of P&T pension, Railway pension, and 

Telecom pension; 

21) Deals with Audit objections and submit replies to DAo/OTDAo objections. 

22) Fixation of pay on promotion under TBOP / BCR/LSG/HSG.II and HSG.I etc.; 

23) Preparation of pay fixation memo consequent on implementation of pay 

commission report and drawal of arrears thereafter; 

24) Transfer of pension payment order from one office to another within circle and 

outside circle; 

25) Preparation of cash account; 

26) Submission of audit returns to accounts office; 

27) Preparation of compliance report, monthly statements, Quarterly statements to 

GM (Finance), Bonus statement, Returns on NDC Bills etc. 

28) Dealing with ICIR Para and submission of replies to Audit and corresponding 

statements. 

 

11:4:3 After the introduction of deduction of Income Tax at source, and also the deduction of 

Income Tax from the officials, the following additional works have been assigned to the 

PO & RMS Accountants. 

(i) Assessment of Income Tax and submission of Income Tax Returns includes the 

following steps. 

(ii) To calculate Estimated income for next financial year in the month of February, so 

that income tax can be deducted monthly and correctly. 

(iii) Maintenance of record of monthly recovery of Income tax 

(iv) Obtain PAN No. of employees and ensure correct submission of PAN no. while e-

filing. 

(v) E-filing of quarterly returns through the authorized agency/CA. 

(vi) Obtain Form 27 A from CA and submission to CA duly signed by sr. Postmaster. 

(vii) To issue sanction of bill of e-filing and effect payment. 

(viii) Obtain Acknowledgement & keeping records up to date. 

(ix) The final calculation of IT is to be done in the last quarter and IT should be deducted 

correctly in last quarters. As most of the incentives and claims are sanctioned in the 

month of March to ensure proper and full utilization of Funds, IT have to be 

deducted from other bills also. 

(x) Gathering the information of IT deducted from all the bills against each employee 

and prepare data for Form-16. 

(xi) Supply of collected data to CA/agent for e-filing. 

(xii) Download Form-16 from IT website. 

(xiii) Sort all Form-16 office wise, supply them under proper acknowledgement. 

(xiv) If found incorrect file revised returns repeating all the procedure of e-filing. 

(xv) Give reply to the Income Tax Department against their notice. 

(xvi) Submission of monthly statement of 24 G to DA (P) and obtain BIN details from DA 

(P) quarterly before e-filing. 
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11:4:4 PRIMARY DUTIES OF SERVICE TAX:  The Union Government has focused on revenue 

received different service areas through taxes.  The service means the act of helping or 

doing work for another or for a community. The amount charged for such service is the 

remuneration of the person rendering such service. As per the Act the collected service 

tax shall be promptly paid/ book adjusted to concerned ministries regularly.    

 

a. Statutory Provisions: The Finance Act, 1994[Chapter V] read with the Service Tax Rules, 

1994 provides the statutory scheme for levy and collection of service Tax.  

 

b. Registration: Every person/institution/offices gets registered from the Local Service tax 

authorities and hence all the Head Post Office in the country gets registered as per 

instruction of the department vide No.PA/BOOK/-I/SERVICE TAX/2006-07/73 TO 174 

DATED 29/05/2006. This is required to file e-filing of quarterly/half yearly returns to the 

concerned and which is tallied to Circle book adjustment figures furnished by PAO. The 

entire work has now been entrusted with the accounts branch and the Accountants and 

APM Accounts are solely responsible for the deduction of service tax and its prompt 

remittance. 

If any delay after the due returns date, a sum of Rs.200/- per day is levied by the Central 

Excise Department as late fee which is statutory power of the union government and can’t 

be waived.  Non filing of returns will attract legal penalties.    

 

c. The following type of service tax activities done by the department are as OM 

PA/BOOK-I/06- 07 DATED 02/06/2006. 

i. Courier services [Speed Post]  

ii. Banking and financial services   

iii. Business Auxiliary services   

iv. Life insurance services   

v. Sale of time or space for advertising services.  

All these major works are being performed by these Accountants apart from their routine 

other works. 

 

11:4:5 PRIMARY DUTIES OF CENVAT:   Basic principle is that Cenvat credit is available only when 

excise duty is payable on final product or service tax is payable on output services [Rule 

6(1) of Cenvat Credit Rules]. The Cenvat available could be utilized for payment of any 

duty of excise on any product or service tax on output service subject to the certain 

conditions. It is revenue to the department and strictly accounting and deduct while 

making payment/ book adjustment. The following type of service tax activities done by 

the department are as OM 56-4/2007-08-PA [TECH-I dated 15/11/2010. 

 

i.  Purchase of Capital goods  

ii.  Office telephone bills  
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iii. Annual maintenance charges of computers, peripheral, printers, and other electronic 

equipment of the department.   

iv.  Purchase of stationeries.   

 

Preparing of e-filing returns statement is a very unique job and in other Departments, this 

job is being done by Accounts Officers or Chartered Accountants, whereas the same is 

maintained by these Accountants without any reasonable salary or perks for such arduous 

and responsible works. 

 

11:4:6 Apart from the above, the following additional works and responsibilities have been laid 

down on them with regard to deduction of service tax, professional Tax etc. 

 

1. Service Tax 

(i)   Prepare monthly statement called CENVAT and submit to DA (P) along with the     

returns. 

(ii)   Maintain a monthly register 

(iii) e-filing through (A) half yearly. 

(iv) Issue sanction and effect payment. 

(v)   Correspondence if any, with Central Excise Department. 
 

2. Professional Tax 

(vi) Ensure monthly correct deduction. 

(vii) Credit amount of PT to bank through Challan. 

(viii) E-filing of PT through CA by supplying information &Challan monthly. 

(ix) Issue sanction & effect payment. 

 

11:4:7 In addition to the above, the following additional works have been performed by the 

Accountants. 

(i)      Submission of Accounts Returns twice in a month on 1
st

 and 16
th

 of every month 

along with ‘A’ statement, BD/Non BD and CENVAT credit statement. 

(ii)     Submission of Cash Expenditure and other due instalments monthly. 

(iii) Submission of pension cases to D. O. along with LPC, Leave Encashment, 

Government Dues, Annexure ‘C’ in r/o CGEGIS 1980, VCF certificate. 

(iv) Prepare advance schedule in respect of NPS/SDBS before 15
th

 of each month. 

(v)     Tally the recovery of NPS/SDBS made from bills with Advance Schedule. 

(vi) Additional charge of APM Accounts when he is on leave/retired. 

(vii) Supply of Income certificate if demanded by the employee. 

(viii) Cases of Financial implications in respect of court cases, also handled by the 

Accountant. 

(ix) Calculation of interest on HBA/Scooter Advance & submission to DA (P) for 

correctness. 
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11:4:8 NEW PENSION SCHEME [01/01/2004]:  New pension System or Scheme came into effect 

from 01/01/2004.  The official appointed after 01/01/2004 are compulsorily brought 

under this scheme and they are not governed by Pension Rules 1972.  The following 

activities are done in respect of the scheme:  

 

i. Obtaining registration from the official in S1 form  

ii Monthly recovery of official contribution   

iii. Preparation of Government contribution   

iv. Submission of monthly statement to audit and their accounting.  

v. Miscellaneous correspondence in r/o the scheme.  

 vi. Collection and submission of discharge scheme benefits.   

 

11:4:9 MEMBER of LOCAL PURCHASE COMMITTEE: PO & RMS Accountants and APM accounts 

are made as the member of Local purchasing committees regularly.  The committee is 

headed by the SPOs consisting ASPOs and accountant / APM Accounts.  The following 

activities are done in local committee.  

 

I. Purchase Computers   

ii.  Purchase of Computer peripherals  

iii.  Purchase of Stationeries.  

iv.  Purchase of furniture’s  

v.  Purchase of bulk mail bag to MBC/BPC  

vi.  Auction for sale of old items   

 

11:4:10 DIVISIONAL OFFICE ACCOUNTANT: The Accountants posts were also created for the 

Divisional offices since 1st April 1967 to manage the Budget section. The work of DO 

Accountants broadly consists the following items:  

i.  Preparation of Revised estimate and Budget estimate and controlling the budget.  

ii.  Consolidating the expenditure of Head Post Offices under various heads of accounts.  

iii.  Calculation of Pension, DCRG, Commutation, Leave Encashment, CGEGIS and other 

retirement benefits.  

iv.  Processing of Pension cases of Departmental Officials including MTS and forwarding 

Pension papers to Audit for authorization of Pension.  

v.  Sanctioning of TA bills, LTC bills, ROMC bills, OTA bills, OSA bills etc.  

vi.  Maintenance of Service books of HSG I Postmasters.  

vii. Scrutiny of NPC bills and memorandum of pay and allowance.  

viii. Sanctioning of CEA and Hostel subsidy bills. 

ix.  Sanctioning of GDSGIS amount, Ex-gratia amount and SDBS amount.  

x.  Sanctioning Arrears of Pension amount to the claimant of Deceased pensioners.  

xi.  Sanctioning of EL encashment on LTC.  

xii.  Acts as Financial Advisor to SPOs.   
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11:4:11  Now, after the swift over to electronic disbursement of pay and allowances and other 

services etc. it requires more and more modern skilful knowledge not only as per the 

written manuals but also on computer unit software’s.   

 

11:4:12  The nature of the job of the Accountant is so arduous and they are not being 

remunerated adequately.  The examination pertaining to this cadre is so tough comparing 

the other departmental examinations having enormous volumes, FHBs and practical 

solutions. 

 

11:4:13  The above work done by PO & RMS Accountants is similar in nature to the work done by 

Accountants in PAO/Audit offices. Moreover, PO & RMS Accountants/APM Accounts are 

solely in charge of the Accounts branch, whereas the Junior/Senior Accountants with 

PAO/Audit offices are only case workers who are looking after specific works like GPF, 

Pension etc. and more over they are guided by JAOs/AAOs/AOs/Sr. AOs etc. The 

responsibility on the shoulder of PO & RMS Accountants is greater as compared to that 

Junior/Senior Accountants in PAO/Audit offices.   

 

11:4:14  The DO Accountants are called as Divisional Financial Advisors to SPOs and APM Accounts 

holding an LSG post is made the member of Local Purchase committee and has 

responsibility equal to SPOs or ASPs in this committee. The Accountant who is ranked in 

clerical cadre is functioning as a Financial Advisor to a Gazetted Officer like SPOs and an 

LSG official is equated to ASP in a committee. The PO & RMS Accountants and APM 

Accounts are required to carry heavy responsibilities but not having any higher Grade Pay 

or status.  

 

 

11:4:15 In fact, several items of work performed by the officials working in the account’s 

branches of Head Post Offices are not brought into the norms either by the Madan 

Kishore Committee and also the subsequent S.I.U. revision conveyed vide DG (P) No. 31-

25/84-PE.I dated 06-07-93. The following works which are performed in routine are not 

given any time factor so far. 

 

(i) Cash Account; 

(ii) The work relating to drawal, remittance and allied works; 

(iii) All schedules like UCR, UCP, OHO, PLI payments, CD, PL, CDL, Post Box, Bulk Bag etc. 

(iv) Non payable contingent Bills; 

(v) FHR, Electricity charges, etc. 

(vi) All kinds of pensions like GF, GR, QF, Railway EPF etc. 

(vii) Works relating to Budget Estimate, Revised Estimates, Fixed and fluctuating charges 

statement etc. 

(viii) Forwarding returns to Audit. 

(ix) Works relating to ICIR & Audit Objections. 
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(x) Schedules and works relating to franking machines, post boxes, post bags, Earnest 

Money Deposits and Refunds; 

(xi) Works relating to casual labour, part time casual labour, contingent staff and 

canteen staff; 

(xii) Works relating to SAS, Authorised Agents Commission. 

(xiii) In respect of APM A/C. (Supervisors) the work relating to cash book posting has been 

omitted to be taken into account while assessing workload. 

(xiv) Dealing with court attachment cases, recovery and remittance of court attachment 

amounts/correspondence and preparation of related statements. 

(xv) Various new businesses & tie up activities & their accounting procedures. 

(xvi) In respect of newly appointed NPS staff, obtaining of S1 forms and obtaining PRAN 

numbers from competent Authority. 

 

 11:5 DENIED JUSTICE SINCE FOURTH CPC 

 

11:5:1 The DG, P&T vide his letter No. 9/4/80-SPB.II dated 21-01-80 had categorically mentioned 

that since examination for the appointment of PO & RMS Accountant is competitive, 

merit list should be prepared only against the actual vacancies notified in each division.  

Now this order has been sidelined and ignored.  The PO and RMS Accountants are totally 

denied of their dues. 

 

11:5:2 The 5
th

 Central Pay Commission had dealt a body blow to the PO and RMS Accountants.  

It had eclipsed all the concessions, though at nominal rates, given by earlier pay 

commissions to this cadre.  The commission had altered the nomenclature of special pay 

as special allowance of Rs. 180/-. It viewed the PO and RMS Accountants only as a little 

elevated PA and failed to recognize and acknowledge the services, which are at par with 

the accountants working in other departments and also in the postal accounts.. 

 

11:5:3 One of the fallouts of these negative recommendations was that many officials had 

deserted the accounts line and opted to general line at the time of TBOP (LSG) 

promotion. Now the department could not find suitable hands to man the posts 

throughout the country.  Fresh candidates are not appearing in the PO and RMS 

Accountants exam as it has lost its identity.  Resultantly, the department is now recalling 

the officials who had opted out from the accounts line and deploying them compulsorily 

as Accountants.  All these had resulted in the demoralisation of the staff working in the 

accounts branch which in turn had affected the quality of the accounting work. 

 

11:5:4 LDCs working in the postal accounts and audits and accounts departments with the Grade 

Pay of Rs.2000 when posted as a Junior Accountant on their passing the qualifying 

examinations which is similar to the examination prescribed for this cadre are placed in 

the Grade pay of Rs.2800 which is equivalent to the LSG scale in the Department of Posts. 
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11:5:5 Whereas the Postal Assistant drawing in the Grade of pay of Rs. 2400/-, after passing the 

Accountant examination has given only Rs. 360/- extra as special allowance and no 

enhanced pay is provided.  They have to satisfy with the Rs. 360/- for qualifying such a 

tough examination and adoring more responsible duties and on promotion, the same is 

not taken in consideration for the fixation of pay.  This is a clear injustice met out to the 

PO and RMS Accountants.  The PO and RMS Accountants had clear justification to place 

them in the Grade Pay of Rs. 4200/-. 

 

 11:6 DENIAL OF FIXATION BENEFITS FOR SPECIAL ALLOWANCE ON PROMOTION 

 

11:6:1 While enhancing the Special Allowance by 5
th

 CPC, the Government issued orders in 

which it is stated that the special pay would henceforth be termed as special allowance as 

recommended by the V CPC in Para 109.5 of the report and would be granted hitherto 

fore subject to the same conditions as are stipulated in FR 9 (25)”. 

 

11:6:2  As per Para (d) it is clear that “The special pay would henceforth be termed as special 

allowance as recommended by the V CPC in Para 109.5 of the report and would be 

granted hitherto fore subject to the same conditions as are stipulated in FR 9 (25) (i.e) 

special pay (including the one granted to PO & RMS Accountants which was granted prior 

to V CPC) has only been termed as special allowance. But, the conditions for granting the 

same or taking it for fixation of pay have not been changed. 

 

11:6:3  Rule FR 9 defines the terms which are used in the FRs & SRs-Rule FR 9 (25) defines special 

pay as addition to pay of the emoluments of a post or Government servant in 

consideration of  

 

(a)   Specially arduous nature of duties 

Or 

(b)   A separate addition to the work or responsibilities. 

 

11:6:4 The special allowance granted to PO & RMS Accountants when called as special pay with the 

same conditions & definitions was taken into account for fixation of pay on promotion & 

protected under FR 22 (c) now FR 22 1 a (1) vide G. I. MF. OM No. 6 (1) – E II/B DT 8/01/1968. 

 

11:6:5  Neither FR 9 (25) nor the G. I. has been deleted from Fundamental rules. In turn, they have 

given a decision that ‘ the special allowance enjoys the same position as the special pay had 

earlier prior to issue of Directorate’s order dated 04.05.1998 and that the special allowance 

granted to PO & RMS Accountants shall be under the same conditions as laid down under FR 

9 (25). Under the above pretext, the order of the Government itself, being very clear that the 

special pay has only been termed as special allowance, but enjoys the same position & 

conditions as laid down under FR 9 (25). 
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11:6:6  Whereas it is pertinent to mention that the special allowance granted to JAO qualified 

officials has now been taken into account for pay fixation on promotion vide Department 

of Posts letter No. 8 (1) 2004/PA-Admn/501 to 544dated 29-10-2006. This order was issued 

by the Department after getting concurrence from the Department of Personnel and 

Training and to our dismay the case of the PO and RMS Accountants is still hanging and not 

disposed so far. 

 

11:6:7 At this juncture, this union desires to submit that the accountants performing similar duties 

in Railways, Audit and Accounts and Postal Accounts were granted higher scale of pay with 

effect from 01-01-96 vide Government of India OM No. F. NO. 6/82/E.III (B) /91 of Ministry of 

Finance & Company Affairs dated 28-02-2003.  However, the said order has not been 

implemented in the case of Accountants working in Head Post Offices and Divisional Offices 

in the Department of Posts.  

 

11:6:8  The Department of Post while submitting a proposal to Sixth CPC vide its D. O. Letter No. 4-

3/2006-PCC dated 27.04.2007, explained the view to take Special Allowance for fixation of 

pay on promotion which is furnished inter alia: - 

 

“PO & RMS Accountant: - PO & RMS Accountants who are qualified Accountants were 

entitled to Special pay of Rs.180/- PM in lieu of higher pay scales and in accordance with Rule 

15 of Appx-8 of FR & SR this special pay was being taken into account for fixation of pay on 

promotion to the higher post. w.e.f 01.08.1997 special pay has been termed as Special 

Allowance due to which, it is not being taken into account for fixation of pay on 

promotion/placement in higher pay scale under Departmental are effecting reduction in 

their emoluments. No special Allowance is attached to the promotional post. Their Special 

Allowance is recommended to be taken into Account on regular promotion to a higher grade 

as well as on placement in higher pay scale under Departmental Time Bound promotion. 

 

But the Sixth Pay Commission did not have any mention of the subject in its report. 

 

11:6:9  In the meantime, the CAT Bangalore, held its OA No. 296/2002 that the Pay fixation made 

by taking special Allowance as per G10 28 a (ii) appendix 8 of FR General Rule taking into 

the consideration of Special Pay drawn in the lower post continuously for a minimum 

period of three years on the date of promotion treating the Special Pay (Special Allowance 

after 1996) as part of basic pay was correct and ordered to stop recovery of over payments. 

The order of Hon’ble CAT was challenged in the Hon’ble High Court by filing a writ petition. 

The Hon’ble High Court Bangalore has dismissed the W.P. on merit. Even though the CGSC 

in High Court has opined that it is not a fit case to file any appeal, the Department went on 

appeal against the High Court WP no. 7593/2003 in the Supreme Court of India by filing SLP 

No. CC 10080/2012. The same was dismissed by the Hon’ble Supreme Court. 

 

11:6:10 After the dismissal of the SLP, the Department has caused orders to allow the fixation on 

promotion in cases where the special pay/Allowance of Rs. 90/- has drawn continuously for 
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three years before 22.04.1998 for the periods from 01.08.1997 but before 22.04.1998. 

When the special allowance is being taken for pay fixation as per FR 9 (25), the same shall 

be extended to all the cases from 23.04.1998 also. It cannot be restricted. The injustice 

caused to these categories may be undone and parity in treatment of Special Allowance 

shall be ensured. 

 

11:7 THEREFORE, WE DEMAND 

 

11:7:1 It is our firm opinion that the Accounts line in the Post Office should be declared as a 

separate cadre and the total number of such posts will not be more than 6000 

throughout the post offices in the country.  They should be given a fair deal.  The 

Accountants should be placed at par with the Junior Accountants working in the Postal 

Accounts / Audit and Accounts of the department and the APM Accounts should be 

treated at par with the Section Officers. 

 

11:7:2 With similar designations as Jr. / Sr. Accountants as available in the organized accounts, 

the minimum academic qualifications as graduation, suggested for Postal / Sorting 

Assistants will meet the basic condition of Recruitment Rules. There is every 

justification to declare the PO & RMS Accountants at par with an organized cadre of 

Accountants. 

 

11:7:3 Multifarious financial activities recently introduced and proposed to be introduced 

requiring skills for more object classification and control and HPO as a primary 

accounting unit can be managed by highly skilled resource personnel like Accountants. 

Now electronic disbursement of pay and allowances and other services, etc. require 

more and more modern skilful knowledge not only on written manuals but also on 

computer unit softwares. 

 

11:7:4 Notwithstanding with our claim to treat the PO & RMS Accountants at par with 

organised accounts cadre and equated with the Senior Accountant in the Postal 

Accounts, the PO and RMS Accountants should be declared equal to LSG and their pay 

scales be fixed to the present Grade Pay Rs.4600/ which is equivalent to Rs.66000 as 

demanded by the Staff Side as minimum basic pay- Similarly, further promotion to the 

Accountants can be under the ratio of 50:30:20 in three grades and granted the scale of 

pay applied to HSG.II and HSG.I and Group 'B' depending upon the nature of the charge 

held by the Accountants.  A separate channel for the advancement of their carrier 

should be considered and opened.  

 

11:7:5 Notwithstanding our claim to open separate channels of promotion for accountants, 

the injustice rendered to this cadre in the past after the 5th Central Pay Commission 

should be set right. 
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(i) The Special Allowance granted to the PO and RMS Accountants may be taken as 

Special Pay and counted towards fixation of pay on promotion with effect from 01-

01-96 and set aside the anomalies existing; 

 

11:7:6 This union requests that separate channel of promotion for accountants will motivate 

them for better efficiency and the advancement of accounting work etc. 
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CHAPTER – XII 

 

SYSTEM ADMINISTRATORS 

 

12:1  COMPUTERIZATION OF POSTAL WAS POSSIBLE DUE TO SYSTEM ADMINSTRATORS ONLY 

 

12:1:1 The face of the postal department has been vastly changed with the introduction of new 

technology and computerization of postal operations. The department has computerized 

all the Head Post Offices and also Sub Post Offices since 2000 and full I. T. Modernization 

project is under progress. 

 

12:1:2 Even though the computerization has been made in most of the post offices, the 

required posts for the persons for handling the software and hardware problems have 

not been created so far in the Department of Posts.  The existing Postal Assistants of 

the post offices who know very well about the systems operations were designated as 

System Administrators and are being entrusted with a lot of responsibilities and duties 

for which no extra remuneration is paid so far. 

 

12:1:3 The designation of System Administrator has been devised and created unofficially and 

came into existence by the multi-national companies for the person who takes care of the 

hardware, operating systems and software problems etc. of their organisations. 

 

12:1:4 The same nomenclature has been christened to the Postal Assistants who are deploying 

for the same purpose in the post offices, but with less quantum of such operations 

without any extra remuneration.  It could be seen from various circulars / orders, the 

department has prescribed that each division should have one Dy. Systems Manager and 

each HO at least two Systems Administrators.  The Systems Managers main 

concentrations are:- 

 

(i) Overall techno supervision of the division; 

(ii) Warranty / AMC details with stock of every electronic peripherals  

(iii) Getting periodical backups and to keep them in secured places 

(iv) Local purchase of electronic items within the powers of the divisional Head  

(v) Assisting inspectorial officers with regard to electronic transactions; 

 

12:2     JOB PROFILE AND NATURE OF DUTIES 

 

12:2:1 The sphere of duty also tends to expand in proportion to the expansion of electronic 

functions of the department.  Whereas the Systems Administrators are at each HO, the 

primary accounting and control unit for his own office as well as SOs under it their main 

sphere of duty is time to time attending faults arising during the operational work mass 

generation of daily reports schedules etc. obtaining electronic files from computerized 
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SOs by way of CD / floppies attending smaller rectifiable faults at computerized POs. At 

regional / circle level  System Managers are there to control over all the general activities 

like:- 

I. Procurement of peripherals  

II. Getting a preservation of periodical backups 

III. Maintenance of stock 

IV. Follow up warranty and AMC work 

V. Centralised purchase of consumables and spares 

VI. Coordination among Dy. System Managers and Systems Administrators 

 

12:2:2 The broad description of duties as performed by the Systems Administrators are 

enumerated below:- 

 

(i) They are maintaining the particulars of AMC and its records. After having AMC, the 

System Administrators need to do the job first AID work of Hardware and then only 

call the AMC to carry out checks. 

 

(ii) They are in charge of all operating system problems which require a high level skill 

set in the server operating systems (e.g. Windows server 2000, windows server 

2003, 2007 etc.) & client operating systems (e.g. Windows 2000 professional, 

windows XP, 2007, Windows 7, 8 etc.) The problems require detailed 

troubleshooting and in turn require in depth knowledge in both the operating 

systems. 

 
 

(iii) They are in charge of all the software used in the department. There are 11 

modules used in the Meghdoot Millennium Software, Sanchay Post for SB LAN, 

SBCO Software, MIS for divisional offices, HOTPS Software for RPLI, 'E' Payment 

Software, Speed Net, etc. Under different platforms such as Windows based, DOS 

based Fox Pro, Oracle, etc. Approximately, there are around 50 software modules 

being used in the department and the Systems Administrator should have an in-

depth knowledge in all these software.  Every software has separate modules for 

supervisors and operators, but the Systems Administrators need to have a thorough 

knowledge of both the modules in each and every software. There are hundreds of 

patches issued so far for the software & they are being maintained by these system 

administrators. 

 

(iv) They are also functioning the duties of TESTERS. The software released after a 

thorough testing by the developers has to put into on site testing where the tester 

is present at the point of implementation for a week or so to check the 

performance of the software using live and real data.  The software, thereafter will 

be put into use.  As the above process could not be adhered in several post offices 
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due to practical difficulties and installed directly, all the problems being faced / 

expected to be faced by the testers are now being tackled by the System 

Administrators with the added responsibility of securing the live data as well. 

 
 

(v) They are also in charge of maintaining all the databases in the office. There are 

around 40 databases in Head Post Offices and around 10 databases in the sub 

offices.  The responsibility of the System Administrators includes backup, shrinking 

and the total maintenance of all the above said databases.  This requires in depth 

knowledge of RDBMS (Microsoft SQL Server) used in the systems.  Many times it is 

required to write small programmes in the form of stored procedures and queries in 

the back-end i.e. server in the occurrence of errors.  This is the exact job of a DBA 

(Data Base Administrator) which is a separate job profile. 

 

 They are in charge of all the network problems encountered in offices which 

requires a thorough knowledge in the networking, which is also a separate job 

profile which includes maintaining physical connectivity devices such as switch, 

cables, patch cords, etc., and software, networking parts such as configuring 

Internet Protocol Addresses (address given for identifying a computer on the 

network) installing protocols etc., and enabling and ensuring network securities.  

The above said job profile comes under the designation as Network Administrator. 

 

(vi) They are maintaining the security of the network in the office by providing 

adequate passwords to the operating system, to the databases and enabling 

tracking tools for any mischievous activities in the offices which will have an adverse 

and serious impact on the carrier of System Administrator. 

 

(vii) They are in charge of all the installations.  This includes installation of operating 

systems, RDBMS packages and all the required prerequisites and of course all the 

departmental software.  This is also a separate job profile known as Installation 

Engineer. 

 
(viii) They are also in charge of imparting training in computers as well as the 

departmental software.  This again may be split into two where the training is 

imparted in the workplace training centers in the regions and on site training in the 

offices while implementation. 

 

(ix) The CBS Finacle the user champion training is being imparted by S.A. He becomes a 

user champion over the end user which is allotted to PA in the counter. The work of 

EOD is also allotted to PM with the assistance of System administrators. 
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(x) They also need to engage themselves in the so-called ergonomics of the working 

environment such as installation of Modular Counters, fixing UPS and other 

electrical points for computers, etc. 

 

12:2:3 From the above, it could be apparent that the job profile of the Systems Administrators 

of the postal department includes the job profiles of Hardware Engineer, Systems 

Administrator, Database Administrator, Network Administrator, Installation Engineer, 

Programmers to small extent etc. 

 

12:2:4 The Systems Administrator Job is highly responsible consisting of operating system 

maintenance, departmental software maintenance, RDBMS packages and the networking 

tools, etc. They have to clear all the doubts of the officials over the phone even while on 

leave with the lost privacy. 

 

12:2:5 After the implementation of Finacle for CBS and Macammish for PLI/RPLI, the works 

related to them have been entrusted to the System Administration. The responsibilities of 

creation of user in Macammish locking/unlocking, the user creation of a password, 

resetting of passwords, Adding documents in Filenet and removal  of documents etc.now 

rest with these System Administrators. The user creation for Macammish contains three 

URLs i.e. for (i) Macammish (ii) Date Card & (iii) Finacle. The work is more responsible. 

 

12:2:6 Furthermore, the System Administrators need to accompany the Inspecting Authorities 

during inspections of computerized post offices and has to assist in the investigation of 

frauds and malfunctioning in the computerized offices to fetch the required data in the 

required format from the server. 

 

12:2:7 At present, in almost all places, the Systems Administrators are maintaining the stock of 

the computers; maintain history sheets even though there are no specific instructions on 

the subject. Besides, they have to maintain records of warranty AMCs for all systems and 

peripherals including gensets, UPS as the Postmasters are not having or expected to have 

adequate technological know how.   As any query relating to technology from the higher 

ups are being straightway referred to these Systems Administrators.  Similarly, they are 

forced to send proposals on technology and obtain quotations for the peripherals.  They 

are ordered to attest all the quotations and bills pertaining to all related to technology. 

 

12:2:8 There is no working hours prescribed so far and the Systems Administrators are working 

more than ten to twelve hours daily.  As most of the problems occur in the closing hours, 

they are to attend the problems in the closing hours and in many days they have to stay 

in the offices at night if the problems occur at Head Post Offices. 

 

12:2:9 If any installation process with regard to upgradation begins, that could be done only 

after office hours and end in the midnight.  No honorarium or no compensation has so far 
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been granted for such work.  Similarly, as the new version is released for the software 

once in four months, and to attend at least 30 software installed in the post offices, and 

also the time involved for the upgradation around five hours for each office, these 

officials are forced to work continuously with heavy risk and responsibility.  No 

compensation has so far been granted for the excess work, they are shouldering all along. 

 

12:2:10 Above all, the System Administrator has to travel a lot, which has become part of his job 

for which no conveyance allowance as entitled has been granted.  These officials have not 

been provided with phone facilities like mobile and they are incurring more expenses 

personally while attending their work. 

 

12:3          NONTRAVERSING OF JUSTICE  

 

12:3:1 As we submitted our Memorandum to the Sixth Pay Commission mistakenly due to the 

nomenclature christened to these cadres in the Department of Post and still in existence 

in creation for System Administrator Posts, the Sixth CPC has made the observation that 

there is no justification for creation of System Administrator Posts in the Department of 

Posts which carries the Grade Pay of Rs. 4800/- in the starting stage. 

 

12:3:2 Whereas in many departments, they are having the Posts called as System Assistant in 

the Grade Pay of Rs. 4200/- and framed recruitment rules for them. Similarly, such type 

of System Assistant Post is the need of the hour. It is pertinent to mention that the 

System Assistants are now imparting training in Systems in Workplace Computer Training 

Centre etc. and they are the pillars now to maintain the systems and the computerisation 

programmes & Training other officials to meet the present day requirements of 

Computer operations. 

 

12:4 WE DEMAND 

 

12:4:1 In a nutshell, the Systems Administrators in the Department of Posts are the exploited 

employees amidst Postal Assistants.  Therefore, this union submits to consider their 

plights based on the facts furnished above and request to cause recommendation on 

the following:- 

 

(i) Augment a new establishment with a nomenclature of 'Systems Assistant'; with 

grade pay of Rs. 4600/- which is equivalent to the staff side proposal of Rs.66000 

minimum pay and further promotions ensured or the posts may be declared as LSG 

Posts considering the nature of supervision in computers. 

(ii) 100% posts should be filled by conducting a competitive trade test among the 

qualified officials working as Postal Assistants and declared as a promotional cadre 

to Postal Assistant. 
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(iii) The Educational Qualification may be fixed according to job like Graduation with 

Computer Applications.  However, the existing System Administrators may be 

declared as Ex. Cadre posts taking into account the practical knowledge, they may 

be considered 3 years of field experience of doing away with any trade test.  

Training for periodical upgradation of skills may be explored.  

(iv) They may please be placed in the existing Grade pay of Rs. 4600/- as if demanded 

by the Staff Side to the minimum pay of Rs. 66,000 considering their arduous 

nature of the job and qualification.   

(v) Their promotional avenues may be fixed in the ratio of 40:40:20. 

 

These higher posts at the ratio of 40, 40 and 20% may be decided considering the 

number of systems as well as the responsibilities they handled during the course of 

the day.   
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CHAPTER – XIII 

 

MARKETING EXECUTIVES 

 

13:1:1 The Business Development and Marketing Directorate was reorganized into Business 

Development and Marketing Directorate in the year 2004-2005 to provide a sharper 

focus on marketing.  Thereafter, similar structures have also been formed at the circle, 

regional and the divisional level. The BD has ventured various marketing activities and 

premium products like speed post etc. 

 

13:1:2 The Speed Post is the premium express mail service of India Post.  It offers a time bound 

and assured delivery service for letters, documents and parcels up to 35 kgs in weight.  

There are many business activities viz., Premailing and Mailing service, Media Post, Bill 

Mail Service, e-payment, Direct Post, Logistic Post, Express Parcel Post, Express VPP, 

Retail Post etc., which earned a total revenue of Rs.2642.82 crore in 2013-14 whereas it 

was Rs.1849.05 crore only in 2010-11. 

 

13:1:3 Thus the postal department has ventured business activities and given a new face-lift for 

the service.  For developing the business activities, a Business Directorate has been 

formed and several JTS / STS level officer posts have been created.  Number of Group 'B' 

posts were deployed for the business activities. 

 

13:1:4 Whereas not even a single post has so far been created for the business activities at grass 

root level.  The Postal Assistants working in other branches were taken for this purpose 

and christened them as Marketing Executives without any remuneration, perks or 

incentives. 

 

13:2        MARKETING EXECUTIVE – THE MEN BEHIND THE SUCCESS 

 

13:2:1 The business expansion in the postal has been established due to the untired work of 

these Marketing Executives.  It requires more skills in canvassing business for speed post, 

business post and media post and the existing Marketing Executives are doing an 

excellent job resulting to earn a sizable revenue to the department. 

 

13:2:2 They are moving to various concerns and mobilizing various business products under 

Retail Post and they are doing more canvassing for Premium Services which has been 

developed manifold during this period. They are working round the clock for procuring 

business by foregoing Sundays and holidays and they present, according to time and 

convenience of the customers. They have to achieve the targets fixed by the 

administration in canvassing the business. 
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13:3 WE DEMAND 

 

13:3:1 Under these circumstances, this union puts forth the following for your kind 

consideration:- 

 

(1) Right now the Postal Assistants academic qualifications in Commerce, Business 

Administration (Diploma / Degree) or AMFI qualified officials may be utilized.  In 

future irrespective of academic qualifications, any officials qualified in AMFI like 

examinations.  Insurance business may be assigned / chosen for the job.  

According to need based level, we can even resort to imparting training by a 

recognized and reputed 'B' schools.  

 

(2) The pay scale of Marketing Executive be fixed with the Grade Pay of Rs. 4600/- at 

par with LSG to the scale of Rs. 66000 as demanded by the Staff side considering 

their qualification, skill requirements for the marketing.  

 

(3) The Marketing Executive may be kept as a separate cadre and promotions in 

higher grades may be granted with the ratio of 40:40:20. 

 

13:3:2 For promoting businesses at counter level, the incentive / honorarium / Allowance may 

be granted to the staff deployed at the counters for the works for which time factors 

have not been assessed like Western Union Money Transfer, Retail Post etc,. Similarly, in 

order to promote the skills and motivation, incentives may be provided in marketing 

activities. They may be reimbursed for the mobile charges and granted with Road 

Mileage Allowances for their journeys. 
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CHAPTER – XIV 

 

POSTMEN 

 

14:1:1 The Postman is the cutting edge of the Department of Posts. He represents the 

department in lanes and by lanes of this vast country and acts as a visible symbol of the 

Department of Posts in the mind of common man. The large majority of customers may 

not be visiting a post office regularly, but they do interact with a postman often. They 

primarily judge the quality of the service rendered by the Department by their 

performance of duties and he is the last man in the production process to hand over the 

end product to the Postal customer. 

 

14:1:2 For a service organization like Department of Posts, he is not only a functionary but an 

image maker too. His area of activity, i.e. door to door delivery of Postal articles would 

necessarily be manual. This is so even in the developed countries like USA, UK and 

Australia too. 

 

14:1:3 A Postman has to take decision to determine whether an accountable article has to be 

delivered to a particular person or not. A considerable degree of trust operates between 

a postman and a customer. The postman has to be skillful in comprehending human 

behaviour, be discreet, decent and also clever. The legal system of the country has also 

reposed great trust in him to the extent that the remarks given by a postman regarding 

the delivery or the reasons of non delivery of an article are taken as conclusive evidence 

in the court of law. 

 

 14:2 Job Profile 

 

14:2:1 Under the prevailing circumstances Knowledge of Departmental rules is very 

indispensable to discharge the duty with efficiency and confidence. To manage this, the 

postmen are required to be more qualified. They must treat themselves bound to P&T 

Manual Volume IV, VI and VII and several other P&T Guide Books. If they fail to adhere to 

these rules on the plea of ignorance, that cannot be considered and punishment will be 

imposed on them due to dereliction of duty. Moreover, some special features of work 

hazards, skill, initiative, responsibility and personal risks are also involved in Postman’s 

day to day functioning. Some examples are appended asunder: - 

  

(i) The duties are fixed at an inconvenient time of the day. 

(ii) Required to attend office on two or three occasions to complete the duty. 

(iii) First attendance to the termination of the last, generally extends beyond ten to 

twelve hours in a day. 

(iv) Due to the later receipt of mails, receipt of unusual mails and late delivery is 

another form of extra attendance. 
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(v) Foreign packets, parcels, photographs and insured articles containing currency 

notes and precious good should be handled with care.  

(vi) Postmen must know all the localities in a city, town and be ready to perform any 

delivery work at any time on any beat. 

(vii) The delivery of articles to the addressee is the final act of Postmen outside the post 

office. Sometimes letters are inadequately or wrongly addressed. The correct 

delivery of those articles mainly depends upon the skill, knowledge and 

effectiveness of the postmen. The postmen are responsible for the correct and final 

disposal of all articles entrusted to him for delivery. His personal supervision and 

check error cannot be corrected and wrong delivery of articles sometimes occur 

loss to the Department. The delivery of postal articles is a hard task of Postmen’s 

work in the places of criss-cross streets, blocks of flats, houses, office premises, 

multistoried buildings, creates many hazards to perform delivery work. Many 

houses are there which are similar in name and style. 

(viii) Before effecting delivery of registered articles, money orders, insured letters, etc. 

required a careful check, accurate and detailed knowledge not only of instructions 

but also actual persons at each address. The recipient must be known as a 

permanent resident of the written address to the Postmen. 

(ix) After the introduction of Project Arrow, 100% delivery on the date of receipt itself is 

being insisted. Even though the rules do not provide any back route in the delivery 

area, postmen has to revisit the area once again to effect delivery of the articles on 

the same day. In some occasions, he must take risk to deliver the letter in the 

premises other than the addressee and if any complaint receives about non delivery 

of letters to the concerned, he is held responsible. In many cases, they are being 

punished severely after the launch of Project Arrow in the Department of Posts. 

(x) Now, the postmen must aware of all computer operations in order to perform the 

duties of the issue and taking returns of articles in the computers. 

 

14:2:2 The performance of delivery of Postal articles by the Postman should not be 

underestimated. Facing all hazards of life and risking everything, Postmen are functioning 

as executors, operators, clerks, supervisors and postmasters upto themselves outside the 

post office and that way they have earned the faith and confidence of the members of 

the public at large on postal service. 

 

14:2:3 The qualities required for a Postman cannot be judged from a simple yardstick of 

educational qualification at the entry point. The skill, memory and reliability in effecting 

delivery of thousands of letters to hundreds of addresses should be taken into 

consideration. The accurate delivery of Postal service is his responsibility. Taking all these 

into consideration, the 7
th

 Central Pay Commission, it is hoped, would do justice to 

Postmen cadre. 
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14:2:4 The nature of work performed by the postmen has undergone a sea change and now 

they are expected to work on the computers with the knowledge of different   software. 

 

14:2:5 The Dept has now revised the norms for postmen by introducing the following new items 

of work, vide its letter No 25-20/2008-PEI dated 25.11.2008. 

(i) Data entries in various modules of Meghdoot software of all mail articles given to 

them for delivery.  This duty will be performed serving the additional 80 minutes 

period on each working day. The department has issued orders extending the time 

factor applicable to this work for PAs to the Postmen also. 

 

(ii)    Assistance to Sorting Postmen/Head Postmen in beat sorting. 

 

(iii)  Delivery of any pamphlets or brochures presented under Direct Post. 

 

(iv)   Collection of surplus cash. 

 

(v) Segregation of missent articles, misdirected articles & Beat sorting. 

 

(vi)   Preparation of special delivery slips for bulk addresses for data entry in the postman 

module. 

 

(vii)  Sorting of accountable articles and money orders beat wise and their entry into the 

computer  system for printing the delivery slips. 

 

(viii)  Entry of undelivered accountable articles/money orders in the Postman module. 

 

(ix) To act as an Agent for promoting PLI/RPLI and Business Development Products. 

 

(x) Assistance to the treasurers in sorting of the currency notes and making bundles 

denomination wise and also escort the treasurers while drawing and remittance of 

cash to the Bank / Treasury. 

 

(xi)  Drawal of revenue stamps from treasury/sub treasury.  

 

(xii) Utilizing the services for data entry of RPI/PLI proposals and generating acceptance 

memos for policies on payment of some incentive. 

 

(xiii) Preparing the beat list and the beat map of the beat and updating the same on a 

regular basis. 

 

(xiv)  Any other duties assigned by the department / head of the office. 

 

14:2:6 After adding all these new items of work as additional duties to Postmen by an order 

dated 25.11.2008, the department has not considered elevation of pay and perks to this 

cadre. 
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14:2:7 Apart from the above, the following additional works are being attended by the Postmen 

for which there is no norms or time factor provided so far. 

(i) Procurement of mails in the beat. 

(ii) Selling of Postal stamps and stationery to the customers in the beat. 

(iii) Collection of Telephone bills, paying the same to the assigned Post Office and 

subsequent return of related TRC receipts to the customers. 

(iv) Verification of address of Landline and Mobile connection holders. 

(v) Verification of firms and companies Verification of Voter list as per the guideline of 

Election Commission of India. 

(vi) Procurement of RPLI business. 

(vii) Procuring of recurring deposit collection in the Post Offices to which they are 

attached. 

(viii) Works related to the deposit of telephone and electricity bills in the post office. 

(ix) Delivery of postal articles in various new exploring areas without any proper briefing 

and training. 

(x) Data entry works and works related to electronic clearing schemes (ECS) 

(xi) Collection of SB withdrawal forms & Payment of withdrawal to the depositors.  

(xii) Pick up duty of speed post articles from the doorstep of customer. 

(xiii) Preparation and servicing of an intimation slip of addresses who are absent when the 

Postmen turns up for delivery at his premises. 

The above are only illustrative and many more additional works have been entrusted to 

postmen. 

 

14:2:8 In the following Paragraphs, the rules and responsibilities, procedure, etc. are described 

elaborately in order to have an idea about the importance and multifarious risky duties 

performed by Postmen. 

 

 14:3 Book of receipts for intimations of notices delivered 

 

14:3:1 The nature of work and responsibilities to the Postmen is enumerated below. He must 

maintain the Book of receipt for intimations and notices delivery. The Procedure to 

maintain the register is as follows: 

 

14:3:2 Every Postman must keep, in Form RP-53, a book of receipts for intimations and notices 

delivered, in which, before proceedings on his beat, particulars and the following 

intimations and notices entrusted to him for delivery will be entered by the Postmaster, 

Registration, Parcel or Money order clerk, as the case may be: - 

(1) Intimation relating to insured articles. 

(2) Intimations relating to VP Articles exceeding Rs. 500/- in value. 

(3) Notices relating to Money Orders, payable to planters. 

(4) Notices relating to articles the contents of which have been damaged or appear to 

be contraband. 
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(5) Intimations relating to registered articles and money orders for residents at hotels, 

clubs, etc. and  

(6) Intimation relating to parcels, weighing above 5 kgs other than EPPS. 

 

14:3:3 The Postmen must himself write the name and address of the addresses or payee in the 

appropriate column and should deliver the intimations and notices with the receipts and 

acknowledgements in the case of insured articles and the acknowledgement and coupons 

in the case of money orders to the addresses and payees, whose signature should be 

taken in the book against the entries concerned. 

 

14:3:4 In the case of insured articles, the value of which exceeds Rs. 500/- and which has to be 

delivered at the window of the Post Office, when the Postman delivers the addressees’ 

receipt, the acknowledgement and the intimation to the addressee, he should ask the 

addressee to sign the addressee’s receipt in form RP-31 or RP-1, as the case may be, in his 

presence who will endorse on the back to the effect that the addressee has signed the 

receipt in his presence. 

 

14:4 Instructions for delivery 

 

14:4:1 He must maintain Instructions for delivery and refer every day whenever any article 

receives in order to delivery to the authorized persons by the addressee. It involves more 

risk and responsibilities in their work. These instructions will contain all changes of 

residence, temporary and permanent authorization for delivery, temporary instructions, 

etc. The onus of responsibility lies with Postmen in case of any wrong in redirecting or 

delivery offices. 

 

14:4:2 Each Postman’s beat is fixed by the Postmaster and he must on no account deviate from 

the beat prescribed. He is required to deliver, if possible, before he returns to the post 

office, all the articles entrusted to him for delivery to persons residing within the limits of 

his beat. 

 

14:4:3 It the addressee of an article cannot be found at the given address, enquiry regarding his 

changed address should be made from the neighbours. If trustworthy information can be 

obtained the Postmen should deliver the articles at the new address, if it happens to be in 

his beat or make a note of the new address on the article so that it may be made over to 

another Postman, as the case may be. If sufficient information regarding the addressee 

cannot be obtained, the article should be returned to the Postmaster as “unclaimed”. 

 

14:5 COLLECTION OF UNPAID POSTAGE BEFORE DELIVERY IS ONE OF THE FOREMOST WORK 

OF A POSTMAN. 
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14:5:1 A Postman is forbidden to deliver any article on which any postage or customs duty is due 

or any sum is to be recovered (As in the case of a V. P. article) until the full amount to be 

recovered has been paid. He is not obliged to give change. If any un-necessary delay 

occurs in the payment of the charges recoverable on the article from the addressee, the 

Postman is authorized to take the article back to the Post office. 

 

14:6 RESPONSIBILITY FOR CORRECT DELIVERY OF ARTICLES & PAYMENT OF MONEY ORDERS 

 

14:6:1 The duties of Postmen are enormous and unique one. He must be aware of all the 

departmental rulings and keep up to date knowledge. He is responsible for any 

mistake/lapse occurred while in delivery. The Postman is responsible for the correct 

delivery of all articles and the correct payment of all money orders entrusted to him. In all 

cases of doubt, the Postman must satisfy himself as to the addressee’s or the payee’s 

identify by making proper inquiries before delivering the articles or paying the money 

order. 

 

14:6:2 In the case of un-insured registered articles of the letter mail and registered parcels, if the 

addressee is not personally known to the postman, delivery should be made in the 

presence of a respectable witness residing in the locality, whose name should be noted 

on the receipt. In the case of insured articles for persons unknown to the Postman, the 

same procedure should be followed, but the witness whose presence delivery is made, 

must also be able to identify the addressee. 

 

14:6:3 Money Orders in favour of persons not permanently residing within the jurisdiction of the 

office of payment of the personality unknown to the Postman should be paid only on 

satisfactory proof of the identity of the claimant with the person named in the money 

order. The information obtained from the person who identified the claimant must be 

such as will enable the officials of the post office to readily find the payee again, in case 

mistake or fraud have occurred and with this object, the permanent address of the payee, 

as vouched for by the person who identified him, must be noted on the money order by 

the identified who should add his own address below his signature under the identifier’s 

Certificate printed on the money order form. If he refuses to comply with the request, the 

Postman should exercise greater care in accepting the identification as genuine. A 

Postman is not authorized to pay money order to anyone personally unknown to him 

unless and until he has been satisfactorily identified by some trustworthy person(s) 

known to the Postman and it must be understood that the statements of such persons 

are not be accepted without full enquiry as to his actual knowledge of the claimant. He 

should always be asked to explain how he became acquainted with the claimant and how 

long he has known him. It should not be considered sufficient evidence of the right of a 

claimant of a money order that the money has been remitted in response to a telegram 

sent by him. 
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14:6:4 In any case in which the Postman is not fully and clearly satisfied to the addressee’s or 

payees’ identity, he should not make delivery of payment, but adopt the safer plan of 

taking back the registered or insured article or money order to the post office at which 

the person who claims to be the addressee or payee should be requested to call for the 

purpose of obtaining delivery or payment. 

 

14:6:5 Whenever an article is delivered or a money  order is paid in the presence of a witness or 

is taken back to the post office because the Postmen is not satisfied as to the identity of 

the claimant, the Postman should report the circumstances immediately to the clerk 

concerned and also to the Postmaster. The precautions mentioned above are especially 

necessary in the case of articles and money orders for persons not very well known, but 

not so much in the case of articles for delivery or money orders for payment at the 

residence of well known persons. 

 

14:7 RETURN OF UNDELIVERED ARTICLES 

 

14:7:1 Postmen are required to return to the clerks concerned, at the hour fixed by the 

Postmaster, all the articles that they have been unable to deliver. A Postman may be in 

no circumstances keep the articles in his possession for more than twenty four hours. 

When a paid un-registered articles or a registered articles of the letter or parcel mail of a 

money order entered in the Postman’s Book (M-27) is brought back undelivered or 

unpaid, remark stating why it was not delivered or paid should be written briefly, but 

legible on the address side by the Postman who should also note under his dated initial 

the number of the articles and copy the remarks in his book or for the next day delivery, it 

may, after examination, be handed back to the Postman 

 

14:7:2 Undelivered unregistered articles of the letter mail must be returned by the Postman to 

the Postmaster or to official to whom this duty of the Postmaster has been delegated. 

 Note: If the address of a VP article refuses to take delivery of the intimation relating the 

articles, when it is presented to him the Postman should note this fact under his dated 

initials as well as its number of the intimation. 

 

14:8 POSTAGE DUE & REALISATION 

 

14:8:1 The postage due on articles of the letter mail returned by each Postman will be entered in 

the Postage account by the Postmaster and the delivery clerk will deduct this amount 

from the amount of postage charged therein in each Postman and strike a balance. The 

postman must pay the amount of this balance at once in cash to the Treasurers who will 

initial the Postage account in acknowledgement of having received the money. 
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14:9 PENALTIES FOR NEGLIGENCE OR ERRORS 

 

14:9:1 There are very strict Penal provisions are laid down in the rules. Either mistakenly or 

inadvertently, any wrong committed while performing duties, he will be proceeded under 

Rule 16 or Rule 14 of CCS (CCA) Rules under class 3 (ii) (iii) of unbecoming of Government 

Servants and dereliction of duties. Extraneous factors are not given any prominence in 

case of delay/non delivery of letters. The postman is expected to complete his work 

before the end of the day. 

 

14:9:2 There are very strict provisions laid down in respect of Postmen during delivery. A 

Postman found guilty of habitually loitering on his beat or employing the agency of 

unauthorized person or persons unconnected with the post office to deliver or otherwise 

neglecting his duty is liable for removal or prosecution in a court of Law under the Post 

office Act. 

 

14:9:3 The Rules reproduced above are only connected with the Money Order disposal. The 

Commission may call for the below noted rules printed in Volume of the Postal 

Department relating to work of Post Office connected with Postman: - 

    

    Vol. VI, Part – I 

 

(a) Chapter -4  -  Delivery Department 

(b) Chapter – 5 -  Deposit Department 

(c) Chapter – 6 -  Registration, Parcel and Insured Department 

(d) Chapter – 7 -  Money Order Department 

(e) P&T Guide Part II -Rulings 

(f) Post Office  Guide -To determine the skill, ranking, Act classification and the  

      Pay of Postman 

 

 14:10 VILLAGE POSTMEN 

 

14:10: In regard to the Village Postman, no doubt the strength rapidly going down, but the 

existing staff who are required to perform duties can be termed as Traveling Post Office. 

The job of village Postmen is very intricate and its full range can be known if the Chapter 

on Sub Accounts, printed in P& T Manual, Volume VI, Rules 649, 650, 651, 652, 653, 654, 

655, 656 and 657 are red carefully. We have not reproduced these rules and expect the 

Commission would obtain the relevant information from the official sources. 

 

14:11 DEPARTMENTAL STAMP VENDOR  

 

14:11:1 As regards Departmental Stamp Vendors, it is not as a separate category, since it has 

been merged with the cadre of Postmen. 
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14.12 We demand 

 

14.12.1   Thus the Postmen is the symbol of hard work, dedication, commitment tohumanism 

and efficiency, simplicity, honesty, devotion etc. They are the pillars of the 

organization. They are the liaison officers between the common public and the 

Department. They are the communicator as a visible symbol with their relativeness 

among the public. The Department designated the postmen as Brand Ambassador of 

the Department of Posts as they played a vital role in the success of the project 

Arrow launched by the Postal department for improvement of delivery performance, 

 

            14.12.2    Keeping in view of the arduous duties and responsibilities shouldered by  the postmen 

staff and the yeomen service rendered by them, they may be considered for the 

higher pay to the extent of Rs.2800 Grade pay as per the existing Pay band system as 

if demanded by the Staff Side in the minimum pay scale of Rs.46000/- and introduce 

the proficiency pay for providing better qualifications besides introducing the 

incentive schemes for the excess work performed by them.  
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CHAPTER – XV 

 

SORTING/HEAD POSTMEN& MAIL/CASH OVERSEERS 

 

15:1:1 The Sorting Postmen, Reader Postmen, Head Postmen, Cash and Mail Overseer in the 

Department of Posts are interchangeable. These Posts are filled up from Postmen staff on 

the basis of seniority cum fitness. Earlier, these posts were equated as LSG posts for 

postmen treating them as promotional posts to the postman cadre. The Third CPC 

recommended a depressed scale of Rs.225-308, after a struggle and negotiation, the 

department revised the pay scale of Rs.260-350 w.e.f 1.1.1978, subsequently the Board 

of Arbitration revised the date and gave effect from 1.1.1975. A special allowance of 

Rs.25/- per month was paid to about 10 percent of the posts of Head Postman/Sorting 

Postmen/Mail overseer etc. But to our dismay, all these special allowances were 

withdrawn at the time of introduction of TBOP scheme in Postal in 1983. Similarly the 

concept of promotional cadre posts to postmen has also been stopped and now these 

posts are treated at par with ordinary postmen only. 

 

15:1:2 A clear injustices are met out to this cadre and it is to be rectified. These posts shall be 

revived as a promotional post in postmen cadre. The job profile and nature of duties of 

these cadres are submitted in the following para. 

 

15:2 SORTING POSTMEN 

 

15:2:1 The “Sorting Postmen” is a misnomer. They may be redesignated as “Beats Sorter”. The 

Beat sorting has to be performed and he has to ensure sorting of letters with maximum 

speed to send the postal articles for delivery in time according to the beats of various 

postmen, mail received for delivery from an office (delivery Post office). He has not only 

to ensure perfect sorting and commit to memory hundreds and thousands of addresses 

and has to maintain maximum speed of movement. Annual tests are held to test his 

memory. The sorting has to be done with high speed to send postal delivery according to 

scheduled timings. He has to leave home in the early hours and stay back in office to 

perform split duties. In short, they are performing more or less the duties equal to the 

postal assistant and that’s why these posts were equated with the postal assistants and 

paid higher pay prior to 1983. Where there is no post of Head/Overseer Postmen in the 

delivery office of Sorting Postmen, they are also expected to convey cash and cheques 

and also escort the Postmen when there is heavy cash for payment. 

 

15:3 OVERSEER POSTMEN 

 

15:3:1 The overseer postmen may be redesignated as “Beat Inspector” in the nature of duties 

assigned to him. The Overseer Postman assists Public Relation Inspector (Postal). He has 

to submit his diary about the work done during the day to the PRI (P) /Postmaster. They 
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should perform the duties prescribed for PRI (P) in Rules 304, 305, 306 and 310 to 314. 

Their Post shall be elevated be placed in the grade pay of Rs. 4600/- which is equivalent 

to the proposed minimum pay of Rs.66000 as demanded by the Staff side considering 

their nature of work in inspections, verification, etc. and shall be declared as the 

hierarchical promotional posts to the postmen cadre. 

 

15:4 HEAD POSTMEN 

 

15:4:1 The duties of Head Postmen are as under: - 

  

  (P & T Manual Volume IV, Part III, Rule 691) 

 

(i) In the larger offices there are usually one or more Postmen designated as Head 

Postmen who are trusted with the duty of paying of TMOs and conveying money to 

and from the Treasury, Sub-Treasury or town sub-offices. Head Postman may also 

be required to take out for delivery of articles that have been returned by the other 

Postmen, as unclaimed or refused and to take up the work of any Postman who is 

temporarily absent.  

(ii) For the sake of greater security, Head Postman may be ordered by the Postmaster 

to accompany the Postman to whom several insured articles or money orders of 

considerable aggregate value have been made over for delivery or payment. 

(iii) Head Postman may be employed to make enquiries into minor complaints, verify 

payment of money orders and test the work of Postmen and Letter Box Peons 

whom they can be spared for such purpose. 

 

15:5 CASH OVERSEER 

 

15:5:1 Cash overseers have to convey in person cash worth lakhs of Rupees unescorted. The said 

cash is collected from the Sub Post offices, Banks and deposited in the nominated Post 

office or in the Bank. In the context of the present vulnerable conditions around, the 

work done by the cash overseer is not only risky but it is awfully terrible. 

 

15:5:2 The duties of a Cash Overseer are very well defined in the Rules. The duties prescribed by 

the Department for Cash Overseer are detailed in Chapter 10 of P&T Manual Volume VI, 

Part III. We are reproducing only one Rule out of many which are relevant to the duties 

assigned to Cash Overseer. The Commission may pursue the rule 583-A of P&T Manual 

Vol. VI, Part III, which will explain the role and responsibilities of these cadres in carrying 

the cash remittances. 

 

15:5:3 For remittance of cash by different modes of transport such as Railways, Motor Vehicles, 

Tongas, Boats, etc. the following (not quoted) limits should be considered normal. These 

limits can be increased where necessary in consultation with the police authorities. The 
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intention is that normally given limits apply unless the Head of the Circle has reason to 

believe that it will not be safe to entrust cash up to the limit or that conditions on the 

route are, such as to permit a higher limit. Ordinarily consultation with the Police should 

be necessary only when it is proposed to go beyond the normal limits or prima facie there 

is reason to feel that due to any special circumstances, such as the route going through 

thick jungle, dangerous countryside or a sparsely populated area, a lower limit may be 

fixed keeping in view the mode of transport used for such cash remittances. 

 

15:5:4 Taking the hard tasks of cash conveyance through thick jungles, dacoits infested areas 

during nights, etc., we expect the commission, will appreciate and give a proper 

weightage to the enormous responsibilities, Risk should by Cash Overseer in performing 

their duties by providing, higher pay with Grade pay of Rs. 4200/-which is equivalent to 

the minimum pay of Rs.56000 as demanded by the staff side 

 

15:6 MAIL OVERSEERS 

 

15:6:1 The duties of Overseers commonly known as Mail Overseers in the Postal Service are 

published in the P&T Manual Volume VIII, Part III, Chapter 7. We have also reproduced 

the entire Chapter 7, containing the duties and responsibilities of this category to the 

Commission. We hope it will appreciate and give a proper weightage to the enormous 

responsibilities shouldered by Mail Overseers in performing their duties. 

 

15:6:2  DUTIES OF OVERSEERS  

 

The Overseer is primarily responsible for the efficient working of the mail line of lines 

under his charge, but he may also, under the orders of  Head of the Circle, he required 

conveying or escorting remittances of cash between two offices either under a regular 

system or as occasion arises. He will be held personally responsible rate of speed. He 

must constantly travel over his beat to supervise the runners, and to satisfy that the 

proper numbers are always present at the different stages when the mail arrives. Where 

the cash conveyance work is heavy, the head Circle may sanction Overseers exclusively 

for such work. They will be designated as Cash Overseer. It is; however, open to  the Head 

of the Circle to specify any other duties to be attended  in addition to Cash Conveyance. 

 

15:6:3 Examination of VP and Insured articles and money orders in deposit in Branch Offices. 

 

Whenever and Overseer visits a Branch Post office for any purpose, he should examine all 

the Insured and Value Payable (VP) articles and money orders in deposit and satisfy 

himself that they agree with the entries in the branch office journal and that no articles or 

money order has been detained without justification and that no article bear any sign of 

damage or tampering. If any VP articles have been delivered before the Overseer’s visit 
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and if the receipts signed by the addressees are in a branch office, the Overseer should 

verify the correctness of the dates of delivery shown in the receipt.” 

 

15:6:4 OVERSEER’S BEAT 

 

The beat of an Overseer will be arranged by the Divisional Supdt. and will comprise the 

main line (main and branch) placed under his charge and the office (if any) that he is 

required to visit in connection with cash remittances. One of the offices situated in the 

beat will be selected by the Superintendent as the Overseer’s Central office and he will be 

required to return to that office regularly at fixed intervals.  

 

The Superintendent will furnish each overseer with a route statement showing the period 

to be occupied by the Circuit of the lines which he has to supervise and the offices (if any) 

which he has to serve in connection with the transport of cash, the date in each month or 

the day or days of week on which he must be at his Central Office in order to begin each 

circuit and the lines and names of the offices (if any) to be visited during the circuit, 

arranged in the order in which they are to be visited. The Overseer will not be required to 

visit each line of office on a particular day, but he will be required to visit in the time 

fixed, all the lines and offices shown in his route statement. It may not be possible in 

every case for the Overseer to complete his circuit within the prescribed time owing to 

his having go proceed to another part of his beat in order to enquire into loss the case or 

make mail arrangements, etc. But whenever this is the case and an explanation should be 

given by the Overseer in his diary.’ 

 

15:7 WE DEMAND 

 

15:7:1 The categories of staff whose duties and responsibilities have been explained in the 

above paras are promoted from the cadre of postman and interchangeable periodically. 

They are at present placed in an almost depressed scale of pay: 

(1) Head Postman 

(2) Sorting Postman 

(3) Overseer Postmen 

(4) Reader Postman 

(5) Cash Overseers 

(6) Mail Overseers 

 

15:7:2 Keeping in view the supervisory interchangeable nature of work of Sorting Postman, 

Head Postman, Reader Postman, Cash and Mail Overseer, it is worthwhile to mention 

that Special Pay/Special allowance is demanded at least Rs. 10% of Pay & Grade Pay per 

month apart from fixing them under supervisory posts with grade pay of Rs. 4200 &4600 

(Rs 56000 and Rs.66000 as if demanded as minimum pay by the Staff side) and convert 

them as hierarchical promotional cadre for postmen. 
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CHPATER – XVI 

 

MULTI TASKING STAFF 

 

16:0   The major portion of the duties of MTS of the Postal and RMS offices is entirely 

different from that of the MTS working in other departments. They are supposed to 

work 52 days extra in a year with more than 300 extra work hours. The nature of job of 

other MTS cannot be equated or treated at par and these categories shall be given 

higher pay considering their arduous and unique nature of work in the Department of 

Posts. 

 

16:1  PACKERS IN THE POST OFFICES  

 

16:1:1  The Sixth CPC has declared the entire Group ‘D’ Posts shall be brought under Group ‘C’. 

Thereafter, the Group ‘D’ was given a nomenclature as ‘Multi Tasking Staff’. All the non 

matriculate erstwhile Group ‘D’ staff after imparting training, were brought under Group 

‘C’ MTS cadre with the Grade pay of Rs. 1800/- in PB-I 

 

16:1:2  After the promulgation of MTS Recruitment Rules, 2012 covering all the 37240 Posts in 

existence in Postal Operative offices earlier having different nomenclature and different 

items of work are now called as ‘Multi Tasking Staff ‘ of Subordinate offices. 

 

16:1:3 The Earlier distinction existed in between the two equals as Test category and non test 

category has been dispensed with totally and now all the MTS are called as Group ‘C’. 

Earlier the Group ‘D’ was designated with many names. 

 

16:1:4 The Department of Posts arbitrarily changed the designation of Test Category of Group 

‘D’ (Packers) Posts vide its administrative letter No. 1-17/2004-PCC dated 27.10.2004 as 

peons and mail peons instead of packer. However, as per the settled law, Statutory Rules 

cannot be overridden by executive instructions (Union of India & Ors. V. Somasundaram 

Viswanath & Ors., 1989 (1) SCC 175; and Vijay Sigh Rao V. State of Haryana & Anr., 1986 

(1) SLR 455), it is only where the Rules are silent that the executive instructions can 

supplement (Union of India & Ors. Etc. V. S. D. Gupta & Ors., JT 1996 (2) SC 643). 

 

16:1:5 However, the packers in the post offices who are having onerous responsibilities and 

duties were converted as peon in Group D Recruitment Rules, 2005 which has been 

deprived to these categories due to change of nomenclature of the posts of packers to 

peons as mentioned below. If the packer nomenclature would have been maintained 

then, they would have acquired the benefits of Rs. 2000/- Grade Pay at the time of 

implementation of Sixth Pay Commission. 
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16:1:6 As the nature of duties are different from peons and packers, the Hon’ble CAT Principal 

Bench held that the packers working in Foreign Post establishment are entitled with the 

higher scale of pay of Rs.3050-4590 as per the Fourth CPC Scales of Pay in the OA 

2724/1992. This has been implemented to all the packers working in the Foreign Posts 

and they are now equated with the Grade Pay of Rs.2000/- in PB-I. But to our dismay the 

packers in the Postal and RMS are denied the same due to the change of nomenclature as 

peon which is not at all suitable to the nature of work performed by the MTS of the 

Postal Department. 

 

16:1:7 Further, the CAT Principal Bench, New Delhi delivered its judgment on 20.11.2006 under 

para 30 of its OA No. 164/2005 held that: 

 “Taking the totality of the facts and circumstances into consideration, we are in 

respectful agreement with the decision of this Tribunal in OA No. 2724/1992 (supra) 

wherein respondents were directed to implement the recommendations of the Fourth 

Central Pay Commission regarding the treatment of packers, as a matter of public policy 

so that each individual Packer may not have to approach this Tribunal for relief 

individually. We, therefore, direct that the applicants in this O.A. shall be granted the 

same benefit as was granted to the applicants in OA No. 2724/1992 (supra). The pay scale 

so granted shall also be revised in accordance with the recommendations of the Fifth 

Central Pay Commission as has been done in the case of beneficiaries in OA No. 

2724/1992 (supra). The applicant will also be entitled to all consequential benefits 

accordingly.” 

 

16:1:8 The S. C. Dutta Committee appointed by the Department of Posts to sort out the issues of 

Strike Charter of Demands in December 1998 observed that the Group ‘D’ Cadre in the 

Department of Posts should not be treated at par with the General Group ‘D’ Pool under 

the Central Secretariat Service, Government of India. As a Group ‘D’ Official in the 

Department of Posts has to perform multifarious (skilled) jobs and as such they can be 

equated as Semi-Skilled Cadre and thereby justifying higher Pay Scale. However, the 

same has not been implemented in the Department of Posts. The Principal CAT judgment 

cited in Para supra has also not been taken in consideration by the Postal department to 

apply the same to all those to all those packers in the Post offices available at the time of 

implementation of the Fifth Central Pay Commission. 

 

16:1:9 The Designation prevailing earlier to the Sixth Pay Commission and its Job profile will 

exhibit the nature of duties performed by the MTS working in the Department. They 

cannot be equated with the peons of the other Central Government Departments and 

they shall be given higher pay at par with their counterparts in Foreign Post with Grade 

Pay of Rs. 2000/- in PB-I to the extent of Rs.33000 as if demanded by the Staff side. 
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16:2 MAIL PEONS 

 

16;2:1 Mail Peons are employed in the Post offices situated at or nearer to the Railway Station 

where there is no mail office for the purpose conveying mails from and to the Railway 

Station, exchanging bags with R.M.S and clearing the letter boxes located at the Railway 

Station. They will be supplied with Postage Stamps for sale to the public. A mail peon 

should be able to recognize the bags made over to him and to check the numbers of bags 

entered in the mail list. He will be solely responsible for the numbers and condition of the 

bags received by him from the Post office, RMS Mail Contractors or from other mail 

carriers. Bags containing return train mails will be made over to the mail peon under 

receipt by the Railway Mail Service (RMS) Sections with the original and duplicate copies 

of the mailing list. On arrival of the train, to which the mails are to be exchanged, the mail 

peon should hand them over with the original and duplicate mail list to the Head Sorter 

of the Section to which they are tag labeled and the latter will return back the duplicate 

copy of the mail list to the mail peon, who will make it over to the mail department for 

record. 

 

16:2:2 The Mail Peon must be present at the platform with the mails at least ten minutes before 

the arrival of the train by which they are to be conveyed. If the train is delayed, he must 

be in the platform till the arrival and exchange of mails. If there is a letter box to be 

cleared by him at the railway station, he will clear it and dispose of its contents in 

accordance with the instructions given to him by the Postmaster. 

 

16:2:3 The Mail Peon should keep a book (Form MS-28) in which he should note the late arrival 

of trains, instance in which the mails miss that train and all other irregularities connected 

with the receipt of the dispatch of mails. 

 

16:2:4 A Mail Peon, specially authorized in this behalf by the Superintendent may receive 

articles of the letter mail tendered at the Railway Station by railway officials and others 

for registration and grant receipts to the senders in the same manner as a Village 

Postman. For this purpose, he will be supplied with a book of receipts in the form 

prescribed for Village Postmen. 

 

16:2:5 Registered articles booked by the Mail Peon should be made over soon after his return to 

the Post Office to the registration clerk. The receipts for the senders, detached from the 

registered journal, will be given to the Mail Peon in exchange for the articles and he 

should paste these receipts to the corresponding counterfoils in his book of receipts. 

 

16:2:6 When Mail Peons are not employed in the duty of exchanging mails with the Railway Mail 

Service, their services may be utilized in the post office as packers and outside of delivery 

work. 
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16:2:7 From the above it is evident, that the nature of work performed by mail peon cannot be 

equated with other peons working in the administrative offices. They are having more 

responsibilities and their nature of the job is arduous. Even though all the Group ‘D’s are 

now called as MTS, the nature of work performed by these categories remain unchanged. 

They require better elevation with pay equal to that of packers. 

 

16:3 LETTER BOX PEON 

 

16:3:1 Letter Box Peons, employed in Post Offices that have a town, sub or branch offices 

attached to them, may be employed in addition to their other duties, in conveying mails 

to and from the town, sub or branch offices. Their services may also be utilized as 

Packers. 

 

16:3:2 The Commission may appreciate the nature, degree of punctuality and responsibilities 

involved in the duties of a Letter Box Peon. They are not unskilled worker or performing a 

sedentary nature work regularly. They may be granted with higher pay scales for MTS. 

 

16:4 POST OFFICE PACKERS 

 

16:4:1 Post office packers are actually behind every operation of the Post Office. The assistance 

provided by these officials helps in closing abstracts, Accounts of all the internal 

branches, be it a Saving Bank, MO Paid/issue, Registered Delivery, etc. The duties are 

prescribed in Rule 735 & 736 of Chapter 13, P & T Manual Volume IV which may be taken 

into consideration to have a reasonable assessment of their work. Packers should 

therefore be treated at par with the Packers working in the Foreign Post since the nature 

of work is more or less similar and identical. 

 

 16:5 PACKERS IN THE POSTAL STORE DEPOT (PSD/CSD) 

 

16:5:1 The Packers in Postal Stock/Store/Stamp Depots are to assist and help in all aspects of the 

functions of the Depots. They are required to stock and also supply, locks, bags, forms, 

books, stationery articles according to periodical and emergent indents. They have to 

store and supply all items like, furniture, maps, stamps, seals, scales, letter boxes, badges, 

arc boards, notice sign boards, sealing stoves, timepieces, carpets, handcarts etc.  Safe 

supply of all types of materials to be issued for computer and several other materials shall 

be ensured. Post Offices are totally depending upon the Postal Store Depots for running 

the office uninterruptedly. The duties of these packers are arduous in nature and they 

cannot be equated with the peons of the administrative offices. They deserve elevation of 

the pay scale at par with the packers of Foreign Post in the Postal Department. 
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16:6 PACKERS IN FOREIGN POST OFFICES 

 

16:6:1 All over the country of India, there are four major Foreign Post offices located at Kolkata, 

Mumbai, Chennai and Delhi with some other Sub Foreign Post Offices in the State 

Capitals like Jaipur, Ahmedabad etc. The establishment & strength of Packer staff in these 

Foreign Post Offices with administrative control is given below:  

   

Name of 

City 

Staff 

Strength 

(Packers) 

Administrative 

Control 

Kolkata  110 Director 

Mumbai  140 PMG 

Chennai 75 PMG 

Delhi 83 Director 

 

16:6:2 The Postal Department is dealing with the packers employed by the Department of Posts 

to work in the Foreign Post Offices allocating in the exchange of Insured parcels, Insured 

letters, letters and Registered Post with about 152 countries who are the members of the 

“Universal Postal Union”. The rules are applicable throughout the International Postal 

Service between the member countries of the world. 

 

16:6:3 The Packers in Foreign Posts are required to work side by side with the Custom 

Department Officials. They are trained to unpack foreign articles. They are trained for this 

work which is of a special quality in keeping up to the International Standards. 

 

16:6:4 Perishable biological substances, such as (i) blood stain on cloth, earth, weapons (ii) blood 

and blood sera, (iii) dried specimen both animals and plants (iv) dried venoms, toxins or 

toxoids, (v) dead bacterial emulsions, (vi) live bacterial cultures and virus including 

plaque, etc., contain in the foreign parcels are being handled by the packers of the 

foreign post. The handling of such items may affect the health and likely to injure officials 

called upon to handle the articles. 

 

16:6:5 The work of the Foreign Post office is more responsible and risky and requires skill as it 

relates to opening the sealed boxes and re-packing all the articles in the same manner. 

The so-called boxes may contain very valuable articles as well as material like acids, 

medicines and other toxic material, which are harmful to health, apart from being 

valuable. The smoke of wax is most injurious to health. After medical checkup, it is found 

that 80 to 90 percent Packers of Foreign Post Offices are suffering from tuberculosis (T.B) 

and ten beds are always reserved for them in the T. B. Hospital at Mehrauli for Delhi 

Circle. It is again averred that the duties of the Packers in Foreign Post Office are 

evaluated as more responsible and skilled, compared to the Packers working in other 

departments. 
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16:6:6 The Commission may further examine the Rule 37, Rule 47and several more rules 

prescribed for special mark up and packing of Foreign Post Articles. Considering their 

arduous nature work, they may be elevated from MTS and placed in the existing Grade 

Pay of Rs. 2400/- with enhanced educational qualification. 

 

16:7 PACKERS IN RETURNED LETTER OFFICES 

 

16:7:1 The nature of duties performed by the packers in RLO is more or less similar to that of the 

Packers in the Post offices. In additions they have to maintain secrecy and also to handle 

prohibited articles. Hence, they deserve higher pay scale than MTS in other departments. 

 

16:8 DAFTRY 

 

16:8:1 Prior to 1.1.1960, the Daftries in the Posts and Telegraphs Departments were in the scale 

of Rs. 35-50 (1
st

 Pay Commission) and the 2
nd

 Pay Commission fixed them in the scale of 

Rs. 75-95. The Daftries are responsible for the proper upkeep of records, stitching of files, 

mending and pasting of the registers found torn. Moreover the Daftries in the Stores 

Department of Railways were in a better scale of payment i.e. Rs. 80-110, recommended 

by the 2
nd

 Pay Commission. The Board of Arbitration under the Joint Consultative 

Machinery, gave an award in March 1972 that the Daftries in Departments other than 

Stores in the Railways should also be placed in the scale of Rs. 80-110. The 3
rd, 

 4
th

 and 5
th

 

Pay Commissions, while admitting all the above facts, have unjustly placed the category 

in the revised scale of pay far below to our expectations. The Sixth Pay Commission did 

not mention anything. 

 

16:8:2 The following items of duties are to be performed by the Daftries of Postal Store Depots:  

(i) To collect forms, publications, articles, etc. in different godowns as indicated in the 

pocket diary/invoice, etc. by the Supply Clerks after noting the quantities collected 

in the records of the respective stock branch. 

(ii) To count the forms/publications/articles, etc. at the time of collection from 

different godowns. 

(iii) To supervise the works done by the packers for removal of stores to the respective 

godowns and preparation/closing of bags of forms, articles and sending thereof and 

also opening of closed bags received from outside. 

(iv) To write down the names of the offices of destination and to affix the office stamp 

on the tag label to be tied at the necks of the bags to be dispatched. 

(v) To make over form bags prepared for the forwarding section with the help of the 

packers. 

(vi) To count the forms, publications, articles, etc. at the time of verifications. 

(vii) To maintain the files and put up files to the clerks, as and when required. 

(viii) To count forms, articles when delivered or received. 
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16:8:3 Besides these, there are also various types of miscellaneous works which are required to 

be performed by the Daftries as and when required Daftry should therefore be treated as 

“Skilled” cadre higher than the MTS Cadre and shall be placed with the Grade Pay of 

Rs.2400/- in the existing PB-I duly recognizing their hard services. 

 

16:9 WE DEMAND 

 

(1) The Categories mentioned above shall not be compared with peons working in the 

administrative offices of other Central Government Departments and the nature of 

work performed by these categories shall be elevated to the standard of Rs. 2000/- 

Grade Pay in PB-I which is equivalent to the minimum pay of Rs.33000 as demanded 

by the Staff Side; except packers of Foreign Post who shall be elevated to be existing 

Rs. 2400/- Grade Pay which is at par with Rs.41000 as demanded by the Staff Side. 

 

(2) The other categories like carpenter, workmen, painters, Form suppliers, etc. 

required a revision of Pay scale which shall be above from the peons of the 

administrative office. 
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CHAPTER – XVII 

 

Savings Bank Control Organization 

 

17:1 COMPLIMENT ON POSTAL SAVINGS BANK BY SOCIAL AUDIT PANEL 
 

17:1:1 While commenting on the functions of the Savings Bank, the Social Audit Panel headed by 

Justice P.N. Baghwati has observed, " After prolonged discussions on the agency functions 

of the postal department, more specifically the savings bank functions, the SAP 

recommendations that the postal department should be allowed to operate its own 

'Postal Bank'.  In fact, SAP wonders why, it has been hitherto deprived of such a privilege 

with all its strength, advantages and merits which Government could allow so many 

others of all sorts……." 

 

17:1:2 The SAP complimented the postal department for providing such complex agency services 

on such a wide scale and relatively on a least service cost basis (as compared to the 

nationalized banking system).  The Panel feels highly about the contribution being made 

by the postal department with respect to the agency services like the National Savings, 

Public Provident Fund, Postal Insurance, and a boast of such savings, which cater to a 

large segment of weaker sections of the public, both in urban and rural India, as well as 

certain taxpayers.  Postal System in the country today has some 100 million accounts in all 

the schemes nearly Rs.56,000 crore as savings in one form or another.  This accounts for 

nearly one-third of total savings through the banking system in the country.  The bonus on 

Postal Life Insurance is even higher than what LIC pays." 

 

17:1:3 The observation of the Social Audit Panel on Postal department is a direct compliment 

and appreciation of the complex work done by the Postal Assistants and Supervisors in 

the Savings Bank and PO Certificates, Postal Savings Bank; the higher investing institution 

of this country at the lowest cost. 

 

17:2 Small Savings Scheme – Government’s Promotion 

 

17:2:1 The collections under all small savings schemes are credited to the National Small Savings 

Fund (NSSF) and the opening balance of the said Fund as per Budget Estimates 2011-12 is 

Rs. 7,99,386.51 crore. 

 

17:2:2 The small savings schemes continue to enjoy investor confidence as the risk-return 

equation of these schemes is favourable with the benefits of liquidity, accessibility, tax 

incentives and implicit sovereign guarantee. The Government has taken the following 

steps to make the small savings schemes more attractive and investor friendly:- 
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17:2:3 The restriction on opening of more than one account during a calendar month under the 

Senior Citizens Savings Scheme has been removed with effect from 24th May, 2007. All 

categories of pensioners have been allowed to open and maintain ‘Pension Account’ 

under Post Office Savings Account Rules, with effect from 11th July, 2007. 

 

17:2:4 The penalty on pre-mature withdrawal of deposits under the Post Office Monthly Income 

Account (POMIA) scheme has been rationalised from 3.5% to 2% on withdrawal on or 

before expiry of three years and 1% on withdrawal after expiry of three years. 

 

17:2:5 The maximum deposit ceilings of Rs.3.00 lakh and Rs.6.00 lakh under the Post Office 

Monthly Income Account (POMIA) scheme has been raised to Rs.4.5 lakh and Rs.9.00 lakh 

in respect of single and joint accounts respectively. 

 

17:2:6 Bonus at the rate of 5 per cent on the deposits made under Post Office Monthly Income 

Account (POMIA) Scheme on or after 8th December, 2007 upon the maturity of the 

deposit had been reintroduced.  

 

17:2:7 The benefit of Section 80C of the Income Tax Act, 1961 has been extended to the 

investments made under 5-Year Post Office Time Deposits Account and Senior Citizens 

Savings Scheme with effect from 1.4.2007. 

 

17:2:8 By extending all these concessions, the Post Office Savings Bank is one of the largest 

savings system in India and it has been more popular in the Rural area. Such schemes and 

the vast infrastructure are not available anywhere in the world. 

 

17:3 S.B.C.O & and its structure 

 

17:3:1 The entire work of the Post office small Savings schemes is carried out across the 

counters in the post offices by the Postal Assistants and supervisors. Whereas the entire 

system of accounting & auditing of the accounts maintained in the Post offices are vested 

with the staff of ‘Savings Bank Control organization’. 

 

17:3:2 The entire system of auditing and accounting was vested with the P&T Audit before 

1.1.1961 and on experimental basis. The P&T Board decided in 1960 to take over the 

control work from the A. G. P&T and abolish duplicate ledger cards maintained in branch 

audit offices. The scheme was tried in 5 Head Post Offices on experimental basis. 

 

17:3:3 Subsequently, the SBCO has been set up in each Head Post office to maintain Control 

Accounts of Savings Bank and carry out day today checks of the work done by the S. B. 

branch. 
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17:3:4 The S.B.C.O in Head Post offices consists of Supervisor and Postal Assistants. The Postal 

Assistants are required to do the work of checking of vouchers, cash and non- cash 

transactions, verification of binder balances, checking of interest calculation, revival of 

the silent accounts etc.,. The Postal Assistants do the posting and listing work in the 

various control registers. 

 

17:3:5 Savings Bank Central Organization (SBCO) functions in accordance with the Postal Manual 

of SB Control, Pairing & Internal check organization issued by the Department of Posts 

and approved by Government of India. SBCO staff is responsible for the entire control of 

Savings Scheme. 

 

17:3:6 The basic elements of Internal Control System depending on complexity of business 

envisaged for safeguarding of assets, prevention of detection of fraud and error, the 

accuracy and completeness of the accounting records and the timely preparation of 

reliable financial information. In fact a system of effective internal controls is a 

management tool to ensure proper functioning of saving bank schemes in all banking 

organizations. 

 

17:3:7 The business of savings schemes is also exercised by the Banking Organisations and they 

have also an internal control system for the smooth functioning, prevention & detection 

of all kinds of irregularities as in the Department of Posts. The internal control system in 

banking organizations is operated by the Officers who always senior in rank having higher 

pay structure and promotional avenues than clerical staff. Thus the same type of work, 

i.e. internal control on savings scheme are entrusted to the Savings Bank Control 

Organization (SBCO) staff in the Department of Posts but they have low pay structure at 

par with clerical staff and promotional avenues despite of higher responsibility likewise in 

Banking organizations. 

 

17:3:8 This organization is under the administrative control of the Senior/Superintendent of Post 

offices/Gazetted Postmasters and functionally responsible to these authorities. If the 

organization is not efficient and not working properly, the Savings Bank Branch will suffer 

and leads to various misappropriations and frauds. 

 

17:3:9 Thus the S.B.C.O is the vital section to check and audit as well as proper accounting of the 

Post Office Savings Bank and allied work. 

 

17:4 Responsibilities & Procedures 

 

17:4:1 The duties of the Postal Assistant (SBCO) are more responsible and arduous in nature.  

The PA (SBCO) has to exercise general check of the vouchers, check all the transactions in 

the HO and its sub offices, verify ledger balances, check non-cash transactions and the 

entries in the register of ledger balances, and also make entries in the consolidated 
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Journal of Deposits and withdrawals.  They have to maintain various registers prescribed 

by the department.   

 

17:4:2 They must also see that the objections raised by them are satisfactorily settled by the 

Savings Bank branch.  Preliminary the LDCs are expected to examine the list of 

transactions, maintain the register of ledger balances, register of non-cash transactions 

and the register of transactions office wise, prepare the list of ledger balances for 

verification and also work as a machinist in the preparation of ledger balances and 

interest statements. 

 

17:4:3 At the time of decentralization of Audit & Accounts and formation of SBCO, it was 

assured to observe the work hours of SBCO as 7 hours at par with the Audit & Accounts 

staff with Saturday holiday.  However, this has not been carried out.  The SBCO staff are 

brought on duty daily 8 hours, whereas their counterparts are brought only 7 hours.  Thus 

the SBCO officials are performing 365 hours extra every year for which they have not 

been compensated. 

 

17:5 Control & Supervision over the PA, SBCOs 

 

17:5:1 As per the transfer is concerned, they are liable to be transferred from division to division 

in the Circle and facing a lot of inconvenience in settling their families.  The SBCO officials 

are shouldering more work while comparing the Audit Staff whereas they have been paid 

lower than the Postal Accounts & Audit. At present the total establishment is around 

4100. There are no proper hierarchical promotional avenues to this cadre .  

 

17:5:2 SBCO functions are devised for auditing and accounting according to the prescribed 

procedures. PAs SBCO belongs to Circle cadre and their Appointing Authority is Director 

of Postal Services. The progress of the work performed by the officials of SBCO is virtually 

reviewed by AO ICO (SB) who is well versed in SBCO procedure. The inspection of SBCO 

Branch is conducted by the AO ICO (SB) every year by this they acquire thorough 

knowledge about the staff and their capabilities.  

 

17:5:3 Since the SBCO is an audit section, it has to bring out the deficits and discrepancies of the 

SB Branch to the Divisional Administration by raising objections and thorough reports. 

This action is not relished by the Administration.  

 

17:5:4 As such, the power of writing of APARs over SBCO Branch staff vested with Divisional 

Heads is counterproductive, and this is being used by the Divisional Administration to 

coerce the SBCO staff from raising genuine objections.  

 

17:5:5 The arrears in RD work accumulated along with the CTD arrears and the staff could not 

manage the work load thrust upon them. This was the position all over India from 1968 
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to till date. The Department tried to wipe out the arrears by granting OTA to the 

existing staff and by forming arrears clearance squads. This did not bring the desired 

result.  

 

17:5:6 Thus, the SBCOs are reduced to performing mere routine duties and there are many 

frauds and misappropriations are being taken place. The no. of Posts as existed in 2000 

had been reduced to the extent of 20% resulting in more accumulation of arrears. This is 

the plain fact that the ledger agreements which is the major role of SBCO is in arrears. 

There is an acute shortage of officials in the basic cadre and struggling very hard to carry 

out the routine works. 

 

17:5:7 Even though there is no augmentation, no OTA has been granted to wipe out the pending 

work resulting in accumulation after accumulation. Since the OTA has been paid in old 

rate as fixed by the Fourth Pay Commission as Rs. 15.85 per hour, no official is willing to 

perform overtime for the meager amount which cannot be sufficient to meet the 

incidental expenses during overstayal. 

 

17:5:8 In a nutshell, the importance of SBCO doesn't take care of by the administration and the 

accounting and auditing work suffers a lot. The ban on creation must be relaxed in these 

cadre as a special case and the required number of Posts shall be augmented. 

 

17:6 SHRINKING IMPORTANCE – SEEKING REVIVAL 

 

17:6:1 The role and responsibilities of the PA, SBCO cannot be equated with that of Postal 

Assistants working in the Post offices. They are supposed to check and Audit the vouchers 

and transactions. They are responsible for the correct accounting of the SB/SC works. 

 

17:6:2 After loosing the identity of auditing/checking and equated with the other Postal 

Assistants, the PA (SBCO) is very much frustrated and they are now having very lesser 

promotional avenues while comparing the other Postal Assistants besides the liability of 

transfer to anywhere in the Circle. 

 

17:6:3 It is their long pending demand that they may be treated at par with the staff of Postal 

Accounts. As the APAR and other administrative powers are now vested with the 

Divisional Head, they are not in a position to raise serious/strong objections in the office 

work against the will of the administrative head. APAR provision may be entrusted to an 

Accounts officer (ICO) SB instead of the Divisional head. 

 

17:7 JOB PROFILE 

 

17:7:1 The broad job profile of PA SBCO is as follows: 
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(i) To maintain control accounts of all the Savings Banks Schemes. 

(ii) To carry out percentage checks of vouchers and other items of work and non cash 

transactions. 

(iii) To verify binder/ledger balances periodically. 

(iv) To keep in its safe custody important records such as vouchers, undelivered pass 

books, lists of transactions, silent accounts lists, interest cum silent accounts 

statements, various control registers, etc. 

(v) To check annual calculation of interest as per percentage prescribed in SB/PPF/NSS 

accounts. 

(vi) Preparation of annual interest cum silent accounts statements. 

(vii) To maintain objection registers for each Ledger Assistant in respect of irregularities 

noticed while checking the vouchers and keep a watch on early settlement of the 

objections. 

(viii) To submit periodical returns to various authorities such as Postal Accounts Office, 

Divisional Office, Circle Office and Internal Check Organisation (SB) 

 

      17:7:2 The main duties and responsibilities of the Supervisor/Senior PA as the case may be in 

HOs are summarized below:  

(i) Supervision over the staff of the Control Organization. 

(ii) Distribution of work among the staff 

(iii) To ensure that the staff performs the duties properly as prescribed in these rules 

and orders issued from time to time. 

(iv) To perform the duties specifically assigned to them in these rules and in the 

orders issued from time to time. 

(v) To ensure that prescribed returns are sent by the staff. 

(vi) To maintain nominal rolls in respect of staff of SBCO and put up the Roll once in 

a week to the Postmaster for the check. 

(vii) To see that that staff under him carry out their functions as prescribed in the 

rules and orders issued from time to time 

           (viii)    Proper checks on day to day functioning are carried out properly. 

(ix)       The register of binder balances is maintained properly. 

(x)    Check various registers and documents prescribed to be maintained are being 

properly and regularly maintained. 

   (xi)   Pending objections are settled without any abnormal delay. To review the 

objections pending over three months for early settlement. 

(xii)       Verification of binder balances is done regularly and properly. 

(xiii)      Annual listing of balances has been completed and forwarded without any delay. 

(i) Various periodical returns & statements – checking & submission. 

(ii) Weeding out of old records 

(iii) Silent account list related work. 

(xvii) Regrouping of binders periodically. 
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17:7:3 It is most pertinent to mention that in the SB 7 withdrawal form, there is a separate 

square box which required to be signed by the SBCO staff in token of auditing the 

voucher. The nomenclature is thus called as ‘Auditor’ only. 

 

17:7:4 The above are in addition to the workload if the branch is supervised by the other PA. 

There are onerous responsibilities and duties apart from the current work related to IT 

Modernization, Settlement of minus balances, maintenance of V2 SBCO software and 

other related works. The nature of supervisory duties is of high risk nature. The SBCO is 

required to subject monthly statement pertaining to the no. of accounts, transactions, 

balance, etc. at the close of the month to the Director of Postal Accounts. 

 

17:7:5 At present, the supervisory posts are being designated with the following nomenclature. 

 

  Old    Existing 

1) LSG Head clerk -  Supervisor 

2) HSG II Head Clerk  -  Senior Supervisor 

3) HSG I Head Clerk  -  Chief Supervisor 

The above nomenclature has been changed with effect from 17.09.1980 vide DG P&T 

letter No. 7-13/76-PE I Dt. 17.09.1980. 

 

17:7:6 The nature & duties of both the PA (SBCO) & Supervisors are in technical nature and most 

arduous in nature. They shall be placed in better pay scales. 

 

17:8 WE DEMAND 

 

17:8:1 There is every justification to place them at par with Postal Accounts Staff as they were 

earlier part and parcel of P&T Audit and grant the grade pay of Rs. 4200/- which is 

equated to pre revised pay scale of the 5th CPC to the extent of 5500-175-9000 at the 

initial stage and also Rs.56000/- as minimum pay as demanded by the Staff Side and 

provide further three promotions in the grade pay of Rs. 4600 to the extent of existing 

in PB-II, Rs. 4800 & 5400 respectively and to the extent of Rs. 66000, 74000 and 78000 

respectively as minimum pay as demanded by the Staff Side by providing adequate 

promotional chances. 

 

17:8:2 Further, we suggest the following: 

 

If the identity of the Audit is to be maintained, the staff of SBCO should be treated at par 

with Audit Staff and they may be equated with Accounts/Audit Staff and granted the pay 

and promotional avenues at par with them. 
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17:8:3 As the promotions to LSG, HSG II & HSG I are very minimum and also the SBCO 

employees are not permitted to appear IP/Group-B/AAO examinations, they are 

stagnating at the entry level only and depending upon only the Financial upgradations. 

 

17:8:4 The Department, in the Cadre restructure meeting held on 28.04.2014 agreed to 

consider that the cadre ratio as per agreed position mentioned for Postal Assistant will 

be worked out and the ration so worked out will be replicated to the PA cadre of SBCO. 

This will not cater the actual requirements and the change of nomenclature at par with 

the Postal Audit/Accounts shall alone exhibit its separate identity. The comparison with 

Postal Assistants is not fair. There shall be more numbers of promotional posts and 

ensure five promotions in one carrier up to the level of Gazetted status. 
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CHAPTER – XVIII 

 

Mail Motor Service 

 

18:1  BRIEF HISTORY OF THE SERVICES 

 

18:1:1 The Mail Motor service is the nerve line of the Postal services. It is responsible for 

transportation of mails between the offices of Railway Mail Service and Post offices. The 

transportation of mails depends upon the functioning of the Mail Motor Service. Apart 

from this, the maintenance, repairs of the Motor vehicles of the MMS and other vehicles in 

use in the Department of Posts including the staff car and inspection vans. The Postal Mail 

Motor Service, (MMS) which was functioning in Calcutta, was expanded from the year 

1947. It started functioning in Bombay, Nagpur, Madras and Delhi. It was departmentalized 

in 1948. 

 

18:1:2 Starting from a modest beginning, the Services grew enormously during the last 66 years 

and today it covers over 98 cities in the country. The Mail Motor Services have grown to 

enormous. Now it is having a fleet of 1283 vehicles of all standards, heavy vehicles by 3 to 

5 tonnes, 1 to 1.5 tonnes, motorcycles, jeeps, three wheeler, scooters, light vehicles and so 

on. The staff includes operative, clerical, technical and traffic cadres. Besides, there is also 

maintenance staff in the workshops with supervising, clerical and ancillary staff 

 

18:2  FUNCTIONING OF THE M.M.S.AND JOB PROFILE 

 

18:2:1 The Mail Motor Service is operating generally within the limits of these towns and cities 

and its main function is to carry mail from Post Offices for RMS Mail Sorting Offices and 

vice versa or to Airports where from mails are exchanged from and to the places served by 

the planes. It also carries mails and cash from post offices to post offices. The street letter 

boxes are also cleared in big towns 

 

18:2:2 In these 65 years, the traffic has increased in all these towns and cities nearly tenfold. The 

work, therefore, has enormously increased. The speed Post service has also been 

introduced with additional vehicles. 

 

18:2:3 The Mail Motor Service has, however, not been expanded as it should have been. In many 

places, mails are still being carried by Private Contractors. In some places, three-wheeler 

scooters, cycle- rickshaws and horse-carts are still in use. Yet at some places mails are 

carried in hand-trucks to the State Transport Bus Stations. 

 

18:2:4 It is, therefore, desirable that an independent Transport Wing of Mail Service (M.M.S.) at 

the Centre under a Deputy Director General should be formed to develop the Mail Motor 

Services. 
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18:2:5 Mail Motor Services (MMS) is the main organization that manages transport service to the 

Department of Posts. This organization is functioning timely deployment of MMS vehicles 

for transmission of mails, cash and other valuable articles etc. between various Post 

offices.  

 

18:2:6 It has the workshop where thorough repair/maintenance works of Mail Vans, Cash vans 

and Inspections vehicles are being done on a regular basis. These workshops may be well-

equipped to undertake body-building of chassis, machines for boring of pistons etc., so that 

the need to go to private workshops is done away with. 

  

18:2:7 Technical Supervisor/Charge hand is the in charges of the Workshop who is responsible for 

all types of maintenance work of vehicles with the help of Skilled Artisans (mechanics, 

Electricians, Welders, Tyreman, Painters, Black smiths, Tinsmiths, Upholsters etc.) 

 

18:2:8 There are 474 posts are available in Mail Motor Services throughout the country. This 

Artisans cadre is badly neglected from their legitimate pay scale/PB since from IV CPC. The 

enhancement of pay as if granted to the similarly situated artisans working in other CG 

departments on the basis of settlement of the anomaly and award of the Board of 

Arbitration has not been extended to the artisans of the Mail Motor Service in the 

Department of Posts. There are 1573 operative MMS Driver posts are available across the 

country. Drivers are the backbone of the MMS organizations and they are about 50% of the 

total staff of MMS. Duties of driver are hazardous with comparison to other Government 

drivers. 

 

18:2:9 The present system of purchases of stores and spare-parts from the local market, running 

into several lakhs of rupees, could also be done away with if these items are purchased 

directly from standard firms and stocked at the centralized workshops. It will pluck the 

loopholes in the system and ensure better and efficient service in the maintenance of the 

vehicles. 

 

18:2:10 Though the Service is being run for the last 65 years, yet no well-regulated rules or 

compendium prescribing the duties and responsibilities of the staff has been framed. 

 

18:2:11 Now the department has introduced long distance schedules Like Delhi to Jaipur, Chennai 

to Bangalore; Hyderabad to Vijayawada and vice versa, without providing adequate 

personnel and arrangements. In all these places the drivers are regularly compelled to 

perform continuous OTA duties which are not practically possible to drive such heavy 

vehicles in long distances. 

 

18:2:12  Logistic post can also be entrusted to MMS. As all the major cities in the country have 

MMS Units, Logistic post centers can be formed wherever MMS Units are available. 

Logistic post chain/ Grid can be formed in the country to develop EPP/Speed Post/ Logistic 
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Post Grid. This definitely will fetch huge revenue to the Department. By developing 

interstate road transport short distance mails can be handled effectively.  

 

18:2:13   These kinds of MMS Garages and facilities are not available with any other Central Govt. 

Organization. MMS can also be made approved workshops for maintenance and repairs of 

other Central Government Vehicles. 

 

18:3 PAY SCALES AND NATURE OF JOB 

 

18:3:1 In the Mail Motor Services, the following categories of staff are working and their scales of 

pay are as under:-  

S. No. CATEGORY PAY SCALE  PAY 

BAND 

GRADE 

PAY 

1. Cleaner 4440-7440 Is 1300 

2. Semi-Skilled 4440-7440 Is 1650 

3. Skilled Artisan Gr.III 5200-20200 PB-I 1900 

4. Skilled Artisan Gr.II 5200-20200 PB-I 2400 

5. Skilled Artisan Gr.I 5200-20200 PB-I 2800 

6. ChargeHand 5200-20200 PB-I 2800 

7 Technical Supervisor 9300-34800 PB-2 4200 

8. Inspector 9300-34800 PB-2 4200 

9. Asstt. Manager 9300-34800 PB-2 4200 

10. Driver Gr.III 5200-20200 PB-I 1900 

11. Driver Gr.II 5200-20200 PB-I 2400 

12 Driver Gr.I 5200-20200 PB-I 2800 

13. Special Gr.Driver 9300-34800 PB-2 4200 

14. Dispatch Rider 5200-20200 PB-I 1900 

15. Office Asstt. 5200-20200 PB-I 2400 

16. Store Officer 9300-34800 PB-2 4200 

17. 

18 

Group `D` 

Group D 

4440-7440 

4440-7440 

Is 

Is 

1300 

1650 

 

18:3:2 As far as clerical and allied staff are concerned; they are akin to any clerical staff working in 

postal Organization. 

 

18:3:3  Then there is workshop staff. Amongst them, one of the most important cadres is the 

Motor Mechanics. They are required to possess a minimum qualification of 8th passed and 

should possess a diploma in Motor Vehicle Mechanism or ITI Certificate with heavy 

vehicles driving license. The diploma course is of 3 years, including upto-date designs and 

make. They are recruited only on passing a trade test before appointment. Their job is to 

attend to all repairs, open the machines and overhaul them. In short, they should know the 

full mechanism of the vehicle and anything found wrong, they are held responsible. 
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18:3:4  The biggest problem and worry for these mechanics is that in the Department, vehicles are 

run even after they are condemned (i.e. when the vehicle has run its full life) and 

therefore, there are frequent breakdowns. Whenever there is a break-down, these 

mechanics have to go out and repair the vehicles on the road. Inside the workshops, they 

have to attend to these worn-out vehicles and maintain the services. He works round the 

clock also. 

 

18:4 FAIR COMPARISONS 

 

18:4:1 In other Departments of the Government of India, the motor vehicle mechanics get more 

pay than drivers. It would, therefore, be seen that in Postal, Motor Vehicle Mechanic is 

discriminated against and he is very much low paid. We, therefore, request the 

Commission to appreciate this aspect and the following minimum pay as requested by the 

Staff side is prayed for. 

 

Sl.No. CATEGORY PAY SCALE  GRADE PAY PROPOSED 

PAY 

1. Cleaner 4440-7440 1300 26000 

2. Semi-Skilled 4440-7440 1650 26000 

3. Skilled Artisan Gr.III 5200-20200 1900 46000 

4. Skilled Artisan Gr.II 5200-20200 2400 51000 

5. Skilled Artisan Gr.I 5200-20200 2800 56000 

6. Charge Hand 5200-20200 2800 66000 

7 Technical Supervisor 9300-34800 4200 74000 

8. Inspector 9300-34800 4200 74000 

9. Asstt. Manager 9300-34800 4200 74000 

10. Driver Gr.III 5200-20200 1900 46000 

11. Driver Gr.II 5200-20200 2400 51000 

12 Driver Gr.I 5200-20200 2800 56000 

13. Special Gr. Driver 9300-34800 4200 74000 

14. Dispatch Rider 5200-20200 1900 46000 

15. Office Asstt. 5200-20200 2400 56000 

16. Store Officer 9300-34800 4200 74000 

17. Group `D` 4440-7440 1300 26000 

18. Group `D` 4440-7440 1650 26000 

 

18:4:2 Proposal regarding change of qualification in Recruitment Rule 

 

EXISTING QUALIFICATION PROPOSED QUALIFICATION 

Middle School Standard 10 + ITI Pass from recognized Institute by 

Govt. + Sound Computer Knowledge from 

recognized Institution. 
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18:4:3 Reason behind the proposal 

(a) As per existing recruitment rules of MTS Group ‘C’ the minimum educational 

qualification is Class X pass/ITI and entry Grade Pay of this cadre is Rs. 1800/- However 

entry Grade Pay of the Skilled Artisan is Rs. 1900/- with below qualification, though 

they are performing the duties of higher responsibilities. So, the minimum qualification 

of Skilled Artisans must be higher than MTS Group ‘C’. 

 

(b) Due to fast growing technological changes in the automobile Industry, adoption of 

electronic control system, electronic sensor, diagnosis electronic instruments, gadgets 

and maintenance of electro mechanical engines, etc, the Skilled Artisan is expected to 

have sound technical knowledge and qualification. As the detection of defects of new 

models of vehicles is sensor based and through LAPTOP the Skilled Artisans are also 

expected to have sound computer knowledge. 

 

18:4:4 The lVth CPC pay scale for skilled Artisans Grade-lI was Rs.1200- 1800 and Grade-I pay scale 

was 1320-2040. Vth CPC clubbed both scales of pay of Artisans Grade I and Grade-IL in to 

one Pay Scale of Rs.4000-6000.  

 

18:4:5 Since, it was a promotional post for Artisan Staff Amalgamation of both the scales of pay 

was not justified. This anomaly was rectified in respect of Artisans staff of Railways and 

Defense with Rs.4000-6000 for Grade-II and Rs.4500-7000 for Grade-I w.e.f. 01.01.1996 

itself. Artisans’ staffs of MMS numbing about 168 are discriminated against, still they are 

placed in a combined pay scale of Rs.4000-6000. They have experience huge financial loss. 

We would therefore urge upon the 7th CPC to extend the pay scales already implemented 

for Railways / Defense for Grade-lI& Grade-I Artisans of MMS of the Department of Post 

from 1 January, 1996. 

 

18:4:6 It is reported that in Railways and Defense Departments, the Semi-Skilled tradesmen 

promotion to higher GP is allowed. Staff side requested that similar model may be 

adopted in the Department of Posts for the MTS (Technical) cadres.  This would entail an 

increase of GP at the entry level.  As this would affect the VI CPC GP hierarchy of Artisans 

& Drivers, the Committee did not agree to this suggestion.   

 

18:4:7 We pray the Seventh Pay Commission to consider all these facts and render justice to 

these aggrieved categories, treating them at par with the similarly situated persons in the 

other departments in such categories. 

 

18:5 MMS DRIVERS SHALL NOT BE EQUATED WITH STAFF CAR DRIVERS: 

 

18:5:1 The MMS Drivers are driving heavy duty vehicles in most of the cases. Further, they are 

exchanging valuable mails such as Mail bag, Parcel bag, Cash bag, Stamps bag, Speed Post 

bags, BPM and BPC from post offices and having over the same to RMS under 
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acquittance. MMS drivers are responsible for transportation of mails between the offices 

of RMS and Post Offices. 

 

18:5:2 In many cases, no Mail Peons are arranged for the receipt and delivery and the MMS 

drivers are responsible for the same. The variable and horizontal probabilities in carrying 

their job with that of postmen have been disturbed in the last two pay commissions. The 

finalization of anomaly in the departmental committee for granting them at par with 

Postmen with Grade pay of Rs.2, 000 has been simply turned down. A clear injustice had 

been met out and they shall be equated in the Grade Pay of Rs.2400 considering their 

arduous and laborious duties and the responsibilities. 

 

18:5:3 Proposal regarding change of qualification in Recruitment Rule 

 

 EXISTING QUALIFICATION PROPOSED QUALIFICATION 

a. Class VIII Standard Pass desirable. 

b. Age:21-28 years as on 1
st

 July of 

Recruitment year for DR quota 

a. H. S. Pass + Heavy Motor Vehicle License. 

b. Age: 22-30 years as on 1
st

 July of Recruitment 

year for DR quota 

 

18:5:4 REASONS BEHIND THE PROPOSAL 

 

i) As per existing recruitment rules of MTS Group ‘C’ the minimum educational 

qualification is Class X Pass/ITI and entry Grade Pay of this cadre is Rs. 1800/- entry 

Grade Pay of the Skilled Artisan is Rs. 1900/- with below qualification, though they are 

performing the duties of higher responsibilities. So, the minimum qualification of MMS 

Drivers must be higher than MTS Group ‘C’. 

 

ii) Nomenclature of MMS Driver may be changed as MAIL PILOT 

 

iii) Duties of driver are hazardous with comparison to other Government drivers. 

 

iv) MMS drivers (HMV) drive on an average 100-120 kilometers per day carrying heavy load 

of mails in busy traffic throughout his working hours. They have to receive and deliver 

the mail bags to Post Offices, to the customers/Public. With the introduction of logistics 

service, Drivers are required to undertake long distance driving for 2-3 days. 

 

v) As the driving license by the MV Department (RTA) not before the age of 18 years 

eligibility criteria of 4 years driving experience (3yrs LMV + 1yr HMV) will be achieved 

by the candidate after 21 years. 

 

18:5:5 A clear injustice has been met out to drivers and they can be equated with Rs.2400/- 

existing Grade pay considering their arduous and laborious duties and responsibilities. 

We pray the Commission to render justice to this exploited category. 
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18:6 PROMOTIONAL  AVENUES 

 

18:6:1 In the Mail Motor Service, there are no well-defined and regulated promotional avenues 

with the result that a large number of officials are stagnating at the maximum. In some 

cadres, the promotional posts are almost nil. 

 

18:6:2  The scheme of Two Promotions introduced in the Postal has not been extended to the staff 

of the Mail Motor Service, except for the clerical cadre. This has been denied to them as 

they have been bracketed with “Common Categories”. Now they are entitled for MACP 

which is the only promotion available to these categories of staff. 

 

18:6:3  The duties and responsibilities of none of the categories of staff are similar to those of the 

staff in other Departments. Moreover, the pay and allowances and other benefits 

applicable to the staff of other Departments have not been extended to the staff of the 

Mail Motor Service. 

 

18:6:4 We, therefore, urge that the scheme of promotion should be extended to all the categories 

of the Mail Motor Services and, if need be, by changing the nomenclature of the posts. 

 

18:6:5 Amongst the Skilled Categories, there are tradesmen with different names. The Motor 

vehicle Mechanics amongst them are quite numerous. The only promotional post open to 

them is of the Chargehand. One post of Charge hand is created for 10 skilled tradesmen. 

The standard is too rigid. The post of Chargehand should be created for every 5 skilled 

tradesman. 

 

18:6:6 Even for promotion to the post of Chargehand, officials are selected through a trade test. 

We plead that the post of chargehand should be filled by seniority cum fitness and all 

direct recruitment to the post of Chargehand should be stopped. 

 

18:7 DISPATCH RIDERS 

 

18:7:1 There are about 25 Dispatch Riders at Delhi and Nagpur MMS. They are driving Auto 

Rikhsa. They possess the qualification for Recruitment of Drivers. Pay scales of Dispatch 

Riders are also on par with Drivers. Moreover, they are utilized for plying Mail Motor vans 

and other heavy vehicle. We would propose to merge them with the cadres of Drivers in 

MMS and dispense with the cadre of Dispatch Rider. 

 

 18:8 FOREMAN 

 

18:8:1 In the Workshop, where there is no officer in charge, the Chargehands are supervisory 

official in charge of their sections. Above them is the Manager. We feel that to look after 
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the Workshop exclusively, there should be a post designated ‘FOREMAN” in the scale of 

Higher Selection Grade. The promotion to this post should be made from the Chargehands. 

 

18:8:2 The Traffic side is supervised by the Traffic Supervisors who are promoted from Clerks arid 

other grades by an examination. Since their work has been increased a great deal with aid 

to executive and administrative work, we feel the portion of work relating to booking the 

officials for duties, their attendance, attending to preliminary enquiries concerning 

accidents, breakdowns etc., should be entrusted to general line staff from amongst the 

drivers category. At present the drivers have one channel of promotion namely selection 

grade drivers posts but they have to do the driving job till the date of retirement, 

Therefore the senior amongst them should get the posts of Traffic Supervisors, at least 

50% of them, to manage the affairs of internal traffic arrangements. 

 

18:9 HEAD CLERKS IN THE OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER AND MANAGER MMS 

 

18:9:1 At present in some smaller offices, the post of Head Clerks are not created on the plea of 

lack of justification. The result is that the clerks who are working in Postal Mail Motor 

Service offices have no promotional avenues at all. The only channel that has been opened 

is the Inspector MMS by examination. Even for this, possession of Driving licence for three 

years is being insisted. 

 

18:9:2  We suggest that there should be selection grade posts of Head Clerks so that a channel of 

promotion by seniority is opened to the clerks. Regarding insisting on holding of driving 

license for three years for eligibility to appear in the Inspector, Mail Motor Services 

examination, we plead it should not be insisted as a pre-condition However, on being 

selected, the Department should permit him to learn and acquire the license within one 

year. 

 

18:10  POSTAL MACHINE REPAIR ORGANIZATION. 

Revision of pay scale/grade pay of Postal Machine Assistants (now redesignated as 

Technical Postal Assistants) 

 

18:10:1 Most of them are now working to coordinate in computer systems of post offices as well 

as servicing & repairing of Franking machines and Stamp cancellation machines. 

 

18:10:2  PMA (TPA) Grade-I  

 

As the minimum recruitment qualification of PMA Grade-I is Diploma in engineering 

(similar to the Technical Supervisor of MMS), it should have been revised to the pay scale 

of Rs5000-8000/- as per general recommendation of the 5
TH 

CPC.But neither the post of 

T.S. nor the PMA Grade-I was considered by the Department after 5
TH

 CPC and they were 

deprived since then. The 6
TH

 CPC had corrected this anomaly and revised the pay 
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scale/Grade pay of Tech. Supervisors only as there was no representation from 

PMAs/TPAs. This injustice should be corrected by revising the grade pay of PMA Grade-I 

from Rs2400/- to Rs4200/-.The revision of pay scale/grade pay should be implemented 

retrospectively from 1/1/1996 at least for the purpose of fixation of pay as like 

recommendation of 6
TH

 CPC in para 7.39.22. 

 

18:10:3  PMA(TPA) Grade-II 

 

As the job of PMA Grade-II, is highly skilled in nature, the recruitment qualification is 

Matric + 2yrs post matric I.T.I. course in instrumentation/mechanical and desirable 

qualification Diploma in engineering. Now with the option of desirable qualification, the 

Department had recruited diploma engineers in PMA(TPA) Grade-II, with lower pay scale 

depriving them the pay scale of Rs5000-8000/-,which is again created a massive injustice 

and exploitation. More over at par qualification of 10+2yrs I.T.I., atleast it should have 

been revised to the pay scale of Rs4000-6000/- after 5
TH

 CPC as per general 

recommendation of 5
TH

 CPC in para 50.37(i) that there should be identical pay scales with 

identical recruitment qualification and as such 5
TH

 CPC had revised pay scale of postal 

assistants in para 62.11 for raising rectt. qualification of P A from 10
th

 to 10+2,by the 

Department of Posts. The pay scale for 10+2 qualification also reflects in para 50.37 (v), 

51.34 of 5
TH

 CPC report. 

 

18:10:4  Again artisan Grade-II and driver Grade-II of MMS are in the grade pay of Rs2400/-, 

whereas incumbents of PMA Grade II, with diploma in engineering are placed in the grade 

pay of Rs1900/-only, which is below the status of postman.  

 

18:10:5  Now as the PMA Grade I & II are working identical work, these two grades should be 

merged and revised to the grade pay of Rs4200/-,considering the recruitments of diploma 

engineers in both the grades and to remove anomalies as they have been deprived so far 

from their legitimate right. The revision of pay scale /grade pay should be implemented 

retrospectively from 1/1/1996,at least for the purposes of fixation of pay as like 

recommendation of 6
TH

 CPC in para 7.39.22.   

 

18:11        MMS CADRE REVIEW COMMITTEE:-   

 

18:11:1 A committee comprising the following was constituted to consider the Cadre Review of 

MMS Staff by the Department vide letter No. 01/01/2011-SR  dated 20
th

 Jasnuary,2012:- 

 

1. Ms Sandhya Rani PMG (BD) AP Circle - Chairperson 

2. Director (MV)    --  Member  Official Side 

3. Sh. Giri Raj Singh  --  Member Staff Side 

4. Sh. D. Theagarajan  --  Member Staff Side 
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18:11:2 The Committee meetings were held on 12
th

& 13
th

 March, 2012, 3
rd

 to 4
th

 April, 2012, 11
th

 

to 12
th

 June,2012, 13
th

 to 14
th

 August, 2012 and 4
th

 September, 2012. The Committee 

discussed in detail about the cadre issues relating to the Technical and Non-Technical 

cadres:- MTS, Artisans, T.S., TPA, Drivers, Dispatch Riders, P.A., Store Officers and 

Assistant Manager. 

 

18:11:3 The said Committee has submitted its report to the Secretary Posts for consideration. 

Some consolidated recommendations which were submitted  by Ms. Sandyha Rani PMG 

(BD) & Chairperson  of Cadre Review Committee are as under:- 

 

18:11:4 Consolidated Recommendations relating to Technical Cadres  

 1. Cadre: MULTI – TASKING STAFF (TECHNICAL) 

  Recommendations of the committee in case of Recruitment: 

RECOMMENDATIONS –  

MULTI TASKING STAFF (TECHNICAL)DIRECT RECRUITMENT QUOTA 

CATEGORY EXISTING RULES RECOMMENDED RULES 

Education Middle School Pass 1O+ITI PASS 

Age 18-25 YEARS FOR DR 

50 YEARS FOR GDS&TSCL 

21-30 YEARS FOR DR 

40 YEARS FOR GDS&TSCL 

Scale of pay & 
GP(Rs.) 

5200-20200 & 1800 5200-20200 & 1800 

Quota 
under DP & DR 

As per the Gazette of India extraordinary 

Part-II Section-3 Sub section(i) dated 0-12-

2010 and directorate letter no 45-2/011 

SPB-I dated 27
th

 Jan 2011. 

100% Under DR. 

Mode of 
recruitment 

     By Selection By Selection 

1. Existing MACP applicable. 

2. MTS (Technical) are eligible for posts of DRIVERS and ARTISANS under DP Quota as per 

R.R. 

2.  ARTISANS: DEPARTMENT QUOTA 

The following are the recommendations of the committee in case of Recruitment: 
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 ARTISANS – RECOMMENDATIONS – DEPARTMENTAL QUOTA 

CATOGARY EXISTING RULES RECOMMENDED RULES 

Education Qualify the test Equal to Middle 

School Standard. 

10+ITI in respective trade 

Age No age limit No age limit for department 

candidates 

Scale of pay & GP 
(RS) 

Rs.5200-20200(PB-I) & 1900 Rs.5200-20200 (PB-I) & 1900 

Departmental 
Quota 

100% recruitment under DP failing 

which by DR. 

50% for DP Quota. 

Experience 4 years experience as MV Cleaner 

OR 1 Year as Semi-Skilled. 

Min. 3 Years experience as 

MTS (Technical) 

For Mechanics 
additional 
requirement 

Possession of Heavy Motor Vehicle 

(HMV) License 

Possession of Heavy Motor 

Vehicle (HMV) License 

  

  RECOMMENDATIONS - ARTISANS-DIRECT RECRUITMENT: 

CATEGORY EXISTING RULES RECOMMENDED RULES 

Education A certificate in the respective Trade 

from any Technical institution, 

recognized by the Govt. or 8
th

 Std. 

10+ITI Pass recognized by 

Govt. 

Age 18-30 Years as on 1
ST

July of the 

Recruiting year. 

21-30 Years as on the 

Recruiting year. 

Scale of pay & 
GP (RS) 

Rs.5200-20200(PB-I) &  1900 Rs.5200-20200(PB-I) & 1900 

Experience One year experience in the 

respective trade in a reputed 

organization if does not possess ITI. 

Min. 3 years experience in 

the respective trade in a 

reputed organization. 

For Mechanic Trade 
additional 
requirement. 

Possession of Heavy Motor Vehicle 

(HMV) License 

Possession of Heavy Motor 

Vehicle (HMV) License 

Recommended promotional avenues in the cadre of Artisans: 

PERCENTAGE S.NO CATEGORY EXISTING PAY 
BAND AND 
GP 

RECOMMENDED PAY 
BAND AND GP Existing Proposed 

1 Skilled Artisan 
Grade-III 

PB-1 with GP 

Rs1900/= 

PB-1 with GP 

Rs.1900/= 

70% 30% 

2. Skilled Artisan 
Grade-II 

PB-1 with GP 

Rs.2400/= 

PB-1 with GP 

RS.2400/= 

15% 30% 

3. Skilled Artisan 
Grade-I 

PB-1 with GP 

Rs.2800/= 

PB-1 with GP 

Rs.2800/= 

15% 25% 

4. Master 
Craftsman 

PB-2 with GP 

Rs.4200/= 

PB-2 with GP 

Rs.4200/= 

-- 15% 
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Skilled Artisan Grade –III should have completed minimum 9 years of regular Service in 

the Ordinary grade to get the eligibility for Skilled Artisan Grade-II. 

Skilled Artisan Grade-II should have completed minimum 6 years of regular Service in the 

Grade II or a combined service of 15 years in Grade II and ordinary grade put together to 

get the eligibility for Skilled Artisan Grade-I. 

Skilled Artisan Grade-I should have completed minimum 3 years of regular Service to get 

the eligibility for Master Craftsman. 

Promotions for Grade-III, II and  I will be on the basis of prescribed test and for the Master 

Craftsman on the basis of Seniority cum fitness. 

Artisans may be allowed to appear in the PAs examination subject to fulfillment of eligible 

criteria as per Recruitment rule 

3.  CHARGEHAND: RECOMMENDATIONS 

RECOMMENDATIONS - CHARGEHAND: DEPARTEMENT QUOTA 

 

CATEGORY EXISTING RULES RECOMMENDATION 

Education Pass in Middle School The Chargehand 

Post is proposed to 

be upgraded to 

Master Craftsman 

post with matching 

savings 

Age No age limit 

Department quota(DP) 100% under DP* 

Scale of pay & GP(RS) PB1 5200-20200 &2800 

Experience One year experience in the 

grade. 

 

*33.33% by seniority cum fitness amongst Skilled Tradesmen who have put in not less 

than five years’ service in the grade on the 1
st

 of July of the year of recruitment in the unit 

concerned.66.67 % by selection from skilled Tradesmen of the unit concerned who 

possess the requisite qualification failing which by direct recruitment. If no suitable 

candidate is available, then recruitment should be made directly. 
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CHARGEHAND - DIRECT RECRUITMENT RULE 

 

CATEGORY EXISTING RULES RECOMMENDATION 

Education Pass in matriculation or an 

equivalent examination. 

Age 18-30 Years as on 1
st

 July of the 

Recruiting year. 

DR quota If no suitable candidate 

available, then only recruitment 

should be made under DR 

Quota. 

The Chargehand Post is proposed to be 

upgraded to Master Craftsman post with 

matching savings 

Experience One year experience in the 

grade 

  

By taking the above facts into consideration, the committee recommends to upgrade Charge 

hand posts in lieu of creating some Technical Supervisors in the units. The Basis for creation of 

the Technical Supervisor Post is one Technical Supervisor for every 15-30 Vehicles in the Unit 

in accordance with Directorate letter No.50-10/82-PE.I dt.19.08.1985. The creation of 

additional posts of Technical Supervisor Posts is further subject to matching saving in 

surrendering the Charge hand posts. 

4. Technical Supervisor: DEPARTMENT QUOTA 

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE IN CASE OF RECRUITEMENT 

 

RECOMMENDATION - Technical Supervisor: DEPARTMENT QUOTA 

 

CATEGORY EXISTING RULES RECOMMENDED RULES 

Education Matriculation Pass. 10+ITI. 

Age No age limit for 

Departmental candidates. 

No age limit for Departmental 

candidates. 

Scale of pay &    
GP (RS) 

Rs.9300-34800(PB-II) 

&4200. 

Rs.9300-34800(PB-II) &4600. 

Department 
Quota 

33% 33% DP Quota. 

Experience 5 years departmental 

service. 

At least 5 years experience in HSA-I 

or 7 years of experience in HSA–II or 

20 Years of experience in HAS Grade 

III for Master Craftsman. 

Mode  of 
Recruitment 

By Selection By Selection 
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Technical Supervisor: DIRECT QUOTA. 

RECOMMENDATION - Technical Supervisor: DIRECT QUOTA 

 

CATEGORY  EXISTING RECRUITMENT RULES RECOMMENDE RULES 

Education A Degree or Diploma in Mechanical, 

Automobile Engineering from any 

recognized institution or Passed 

Matriculation with practical 

experience of at least 5 years. 

A Degree or Diploma in 

Mechanical, Automobile 

Engineering from any 

recognized institution. 

Age 22-30 Years 21-30 years 

Scale of pay 
& GP(RS) 

9300-34800 &4200 9300-34800 &4600 

DR quota 100% 67% 

Experience At least 2 years experience  in an 

automobile firm or repute or Govt. 

workshop 

At least 2 years experience  

in an automobile firm or 

repute or Govt. workshop 

Mode of 
Recruitment 

By Selection. By Selection. 

RECOMMENDATION OF THE COMMITTEE IN CASE OF PROMOTIONS: 

Technical Supervisor may be granted one promotion in PB-2 with GP. 4800/=after 

completion of 6 years’ service and in PB-2 with GP RS.5400/= after completion of   4 years 

regular of service.  

5. Technical Postal Assistants (TPA): 

Committee recommends merging TPA posts in PA Cadre of MMS. 

6. Consolidated Recommendations relating to Non Technical Cadres 

MTS (NON-TECHNICAL): 

MTS non technical may be allowed to appear for the recruitment of PA, Driver and Artisan 

posts under DP quota 

The above issues and grievances raised by the staff side may be forwarded by MV 

Section of Postal Directorate to the CRC, for further examination 

7. DISPATCH RIDERS: 

The Committee recommends merger of Dispatch Riders post with the Driver post. There is 

no additional expenditure to merge Dispatch rider post with Driver post. 

8. DRIVERS: 
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE IN CASE OF RECRUITMENT (DEPARTMENT 
QUOTA): 

MMS Drivers may be allowed to appear for PA/SA examination subject to fulfillment of 

eligible criteria as per Recruitment rule 

CATEGORY EXISTING RULES RECOMMENDED RULES 

Education VII Std pass desirable 10
th

 class Pass as per MV act. 

Age No age limit No age limit 

DP Quota 50% 50% 

Experience 3 Years exp for  Group D Min 3 Years experience as MTS 

(Technical). 

Driving license Should possess light and Heavy 

vehicle license. 

Should possess Heavy Motor Vehicle 

driving license. 

Mode of 
selection 

By Selection By Selection. 

DRIVERS: DIRECT RECRUITMET 

CATEGORY EXISTING RULES RECOMMENDED RULES 

Education VIII Std Pass desirable 10
th

 Pass mandatory. 

Age 21-28 Years as on 1
st

 July of 

Recruiting year 

21-30 Years as on 1
st

 July of Recruiting 

year 

DR Quota 50% 50% 

Experience At least 4 Years in driving light 

and heavy vehicles provided 

they should have at least one 

year experience of driving 

heavy vehicle and must 

possess valid driving license to 

that effect 

At least 4 Years in driving light and 

heavy vehicles provided they should 

have at least one year experience of 

driving heavy vehicle and must 

possess valid driving license to that 

effect 

Mode of 
recruitment 

By selection By selection. 

RECOMMENDATIONS IN CASE OF PROMOTIONS: 

PERCENTAGE S.NO CATEGORY EXISTING PAY 

BAND & GP(Rs.) 

RECOMMENDED PB 

& GP Existing Proposed 

1. Driver Grade-

III 

PB-1 with GP 

1900/= 

PB-1 with GP 

1900/= 

30% 30% 

2. Driver Grade-

II 

PB-1 with GP 

2400/= 

PB-1 with GP 

2400/= 

30% 30% 

3. Driver Grade-I PB-1 with GP 

2800/= 

PB-1 with GP 2800 35% 25% 

4. Special Grade PB-2 with GP 

4200/= 

PB-2 with GP 

4200/= 

5% 15% 
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• Driver in Grade-III should have completed 9 years of regular service in Ordinary Grade to 

get the eligibility for Grade-II. 

• Driver in Grade-II should have completed 6 years of regular service in Grade-II or a 

combined service of 15 years in Grade II or Ordinary Grade put together to get the 

eligibility for Grade-I. 

• Driver in Grade-I should have completed 3 years of Service in Grade-I to get the eligibility 

for Special Grade. 

 The method of Promotion to Grade-II and Grade-I will be by promotion on selection basis 

and will be further subject to the passing of a Trade Test of appropriate Standard and to 

Special Grade will be on the basis of Seniority-cum- fitness. 

9. Traffic controller: 

 The drivers of Mail Motor Service are operative one entrusted with the tough, hard duties 

as compared to Staff car drivers; they need more attention particularly at the stage of 

their superannuation retirement. 

 There are total 1573 operative drivers’ posts. It is proposed to create 1% of total posts of 

operative drivers i.e. total 16 no. additional post of “Traffic controller “ in all MMS units 

having a fleet of more than 20 vehicles in PB-2 with Grade pay of Rs. 4200/- + special 

allowance of Rs.1000/month. 

 The method of Promotion to the post of ‘Traffic controller’ will be by promotion on 

(Seniority-cum-fitness basis amongst available Special Grade driver.) 

10. POSTAL ASSISTANTS IN MAIL MOTOR SERVICES: 

i. The Committee recommends forwarding the request for giving fast track promotion 

and upgrading to higher GP for MMS PAs to the Cadre Restructuring Committee of 

Directorate by the MV Section. The issue of creation of HSG-I and HSG-II posts 

may also be forwarded to the CRC. 

ii. The Committee strongly recommends that the MMS PAs should be allowed to appear 

for eligible for IPO and PSS Group B. 

RECOMMENDATIONS for MMS PAs 

 

RECOMMEND NO OF 
YEARS SERVICE 
REQUIRED. 

Sl.No. CATEGORY EXISTING PB 
AND GP 

RECOMMENDED PB 
AND GP 

  

1. Postal 

Asst.(MMS) 

PB-1 with 

GP.2400/= 

PB-1 with GP.2400/= -- 
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2. Postal 

Asst(MMS) 

NIL PB-1 with GP.2800/= 8 years service as PA in 

GP Rs.2400 

3. Postal 

Asst.(MMS) 

NIL PB-2 with GP.4200/= 7 years service as PA in 

GP Rs.2800 

11. ASSISTANT MANAGERS: 

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE IN CASE OF RECRUITMENT: 

CADRE: ASSISTANT MANAGER UNDER DEPARTMENTAL QUOTA. 

CRITERIA  EXISTING RULES RECOMMENDED RULES 

Education Not applicable 10+2 or equivalent. 

Age Not applicable 45 years. 

Scale of pay 
& GP (RS) 

Rs.9300-34800/=(PB-2) With 

GP.4600/= 

Rs.9300-34800/=(PB-2) With 

GP.4600/= 

Quota 
under DP & 
DR 

100% DP 100% Under DP. 

Mode of   
recruitment 

By Seniority cum fitness from 

Inspectors/Head Clerk of MMS having 

not less than 3 years in the Grade. 

By Selection/ Competitive 

examination equivalent to 

Inspector of Post Offices. 

Assistant Manager may be granted one promotion in PB-2 with GP. 4800/=after 

completion of 9 years service. As per Para 7.6.14 of VI CPC Recommendations Assistant 

Manager drawing GP 4800/= in PB-2 on completion of 4 years of Service should be placed 

in the same pay band with GP RS.5400/-. The committee recommends the same (Para 

7.6.14) in this case. 

12. Store Officer: 

Recommendations of the committee in case of recruitment: 

CRITERIA EXISTING RULES RECOMMENDED RULES 

Education Not applicable 10+2 or equivalent. 

Age Not applicable 45 years. 

Scale of pay 
& GP (RS) 

Rs.9300-

34800/=(PB-2) 

With GP.4200/= 

Rs.9300-34800/=(PB-2) With GP.4200/= 

Quota 
under DP & 
DR 

100% DP. 100% Under DP. 

Mode of 

Recruitment 

By Seniority cum 

fitness from 

Inspectors/ Head 

Clerk of MMS 

having not less than 

Permanent employees of MMS in the Pay 

Band`5200-20200 GP `2800 having rendered six 

years regular service in the grade as on 1
st

 July 

on the year in which recruitment is made.  

Preference will be given to those officials who 
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3 years in the 

Grade. 

have experience for atleast five years in Store 

keeping, in identifying the automobile spares 

for various types, makes and knowledge of 

procedure for procurement of spare 

parts through DGS&D on Rate Contract and 

locally after observing formal procedure. 

By promotion, transfer on deputation(period on 

deputation in another ex-cadre post held 

immediately preceding this appointment in the 

same or some other organization / department 

of Central Govt. shall ordinarily not exceed 

three years). 

13.  Other related Recommendations: 

The committee suggested that the structures of promotions to all cadres should be made 

effective from 01.01.2006 as in the case of Railways and Defence. 

Public mail is contributing about 40% revenue for the department. To sustain its position 

as the largest postal network in the world touching lives of every citizen in the country, it 

is necessary to strengthen MMS for future growth of mail and logistics to provide mail, 

parcel, logistics post with speed and reliability. 

Mail movement in the many cities of the country suffers heavily due to poor connectivity 

and unreliable outsource transport system. There are serious constraints in terms of 

transport in the many regions. Because of transport bottleneck, mail transmission 

(collection and delivery) has always concern; speed, punctuality, and reliability are solely 

dependent on the means of transport. 

The mail volumes in the department had been going down, an efforts is now on to take a 

multi-pronged action to revive the mail business. One of the main activities in this regard 

is ensuring reliability in the mail services. The major weakness in this regards is the 

unreliable transport system, which suffers from the fact that the transmission vehicles 

(Buses, Train and passenger aircraft) move according to the convenience of passengers 

and not to the requirement of expeditious transmission of mails. 

To provide basic facilities i.e. collection and delivery of mails within easy reach (1.5 Kms) 

of all people and business, it is necessary to increase growth in traffic of mail volume and 

logistics. The major source of revenue in the coming years are expected from parcels and 

logistics posts. To achieve future growth of public mail and logistic, it is necessary for the 

department to develop its own transport network. Empty shops do not attract the 

customer to associate with department for doing business which is solely depending on 

outsource agencies. It is therefore necessary to strengthen the Departmental MMS units 

by cadre re-structuring of staff of MMS. 
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18:11:5 The above recommendation is pending with the Postal Board for approval.  This is the 

first cadre review exercised for the MMS staff but the same has not been implemented. 

At present there are no proper promotional avenues available in these posts. The pay 

commission while fixing may also consider the above points. 
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CHAPTER – XIX 

 

MAILGUARD AND MTS IN RMS 

 

19:1:1 In respect of MTS working in the RMS, the nature of work and job profile submitted in the 

chapter relating to Job Profile of MTS in Postal will apply mutadis mundadis and the 

additional duties being performed by them are being narrated in this chapter. 

19:1:2 The duty includes, the job of RMS & MMS MTS is a skilled operative category. They are 

performing manual operations. They are constantly in motion and have to be mobile as 

well. We are giving below the various job contents to indicate the arduous and hazardous 

nature of their work. 

1. Opening and closing of mail bags, Register bags, parcel bags and insured bags and 

sealing of bags with stamps and change of date of stamps etc. 

 2. Loading and unloading of mail bags in Trains/Buses/Airports loaded hand trolley are 

to be taken by crossing Railway lines. 

 3. Segregating mail bags for opening and forwarding. 

 4. Facing of letters mails and transfers them to respective sides for sorting. 

 5. Bundling of letters mails with respective check slips. 

 6. 8 hour duty in sets of mail offices. 

 7. Performing round the clock duties includes cleaner in Main Motor service who is a 

technical hand. 

 8. In the mail vans transshipping mail bag as mail peon the MTS official has to 

accompany mail. 

 9. The MTS in the Department of posts have duties linked with the working of the 

Group C employees and possess the knowledge of working procedure with the 

introduction of new services, like metro-mail, speed post, v-sat and express parcel 

services etc. whereby a change in the work culture has taken place.  

 10. The MTS staff of the Department of Posts also performs duties outside the offices 

environment and at odd hours where they have to undertake extra responsibilities 

involving exercise or judgment. Considering the special nature of duties where this 

category of staff has to have knowledge and distinction be aware of different 

technical terminology and working procedure. 
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19:1:3 MTS is now placed in 5200-20200 scale the successive pay commission held that MTS in 

the Department of Posts comes under the common category. We are disagreeing with 

the stand of the Government and conclusion of the earlier Pay Commission that MTS 

officials in RMS and MMS cannot be compared to an MTS in other central Government 

Departments. They are working more than 300 hours extra in a year, while comparing the 

other employees. There is no Saturday holiday and the nature of the job cannot be 

equated with that of peon in other offices. The duties performed in the RMS are more or 

less similar to that of Foreign Post packers and a reasonable comparison shall be made 

and place them with the grade pay of Rs.2000 in the Pay band I as on date which is 

equivalent to the minimum pay of Rs,33000 as demanded by the Staff Side.  

19:2 Mail Guard:  

19:2:1 Mail guards belong to the erstwhile Group C category prior to the Sixth pay Commission 

and they have parity with LDC in pay scale. But duties discharged by the Mail Guards are 

more responsible and hazardous when compared with LDCs. They are having the parity 

with the Postmen and considering their arduous nature of duties and responsibilities, 

they shall be placed in the existing Grade Pay of Rs.2400 which is equivalent to the 

proposed minimum pay of Rs.41000 as demanded by the Staff side in the entry scale 

19:2:2 Mail guards are a promotional post for MTS and GDS. The Mail guards are posted in 

Transit Mail Offices and Transit Sections (Trains). In fact, they are not having adequate 

promotional avenues. At least 20% of the Sorting Assistant post shall be allotted to them 

for promotion on the line of seniority cum fitness. 
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CHAPTER – XX 

 

MODIFIED A.C.P SCHEME & FIVE PROMOTIONS 

 

20:1:1 Systematic career advancement with a pre- determined residency period in each cadre is 

what every employee aspires to.  Vacancy based promotions had been the system 

prevailing in almost all Government departments until the Railways introduced the 

periodical cadre review.  

 

20:1:2 Even though the 4th CPC recommended to have the scheme adopted by all the 

departments, this was not heeded to. The Postal department introduced a time bound 

promotion scheme in 1983 in which the first promotion was offered after 16 years and 

the second after 26 years.  The scheme had the distinct advantage of having promotion 

without the prerequisite of a vacancy in the higher cadre. Subsequently, it is also termed 

of Financial upgradation and discontinued the scheme and brought its employees under 

the MACP scheme after the Sixth CPC. 

 

20:1:3 The ACP promotions was replaced with Modified ACP scheme after the Sixth Pay 

Commission in which three financial upgradations viz. 10, 20 & 30 years has been 

provided. There are bundles of anomalies which were discussed in the anomaly 

committee and nothing was sorted out. The following are the issues remaining pending.  

 

20:2:1 The earlier ACP which was in vogue till the advent of MACP had been on promotional 

hierarchy, the Government cannot unilaterally change it, especially when employees do 

not consider it as advantageous. Even the suggestion of the staff side to provide an option 

for each individual employee to choose either the ACP or MACP whichever is beneficial to 

him has not been acceded to. 

 

20:2:2 Even though it was agreed to examine to count 50% of service of Temporary status/casual 

labourers for the purpose of the MACP, the Government did not issue any orders so far. 

Many workmen and wiremen in the Department of posts have not been accorded the 

MACP promotion due to non count of half of the service they rendered as temporary 

status casual labourers. This is the same in the case of MTS who have been regularized 

from the temporary status. 

 

20:2:3 The plea of the Staff side that wherever examination oriented promotions, the service 

rendered by such employee in lower post must be ignored and such promotion shall be 

treated as the first appointment in the cadre and fresh MACP promotion shall commence 

from the date of such promotion. The CAT Jodhpur vides its Judgment confirmed the 

request of the staff side by citing various Supreme Court judgments which has been 

appealed in the higher courts. The Court has ruled that an appointment on promotion to 

a higher post after passing an examination should be treated as fresh appointment and 
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the service for the grant of MACP shall be counted from the date of such promotion. The 

above position was maintained in the grant of earlier financial upgradation (TBOP & BCR) 

existed in the department. 

 

20:2:4 The provision of stepping up of pay of the senior incumbent with the junior as a 

consequence of ACP/MACP has not been considered and the seniors are deprived due to 

this position of denial of stepping up to pay. If two employees working on identical posts 

and same cadre and juniors are drawing higher pay in MACP more than the seniors is 

nothing but against to the principles of natural justice. 

 

20:2:5 MACP shall be accorded only on seniority cum fitness and there is no requirement at least 

up to Pay Band-II levels to apply benchmarks. The Government’s orders not to apply the 

benchmark provision to the seniority cum fitness promotion shall be extended to all 

promotions on selection basis also upto the level of Pay Band-II. 

 

20:3:1 If the regular promotion and the financial up gradations are in identical grade pay, one 

increment shall be granted on regular promotion in such cases. This has been partially 

implemented only for those merged in the pay scales as per the Fifth and Sixth Pay 

Commissions. As this is the general demand, it shall be considered to grant on increment 

at the time of regular promotion even though the official draws the Grade Pay as 

applicable to the promoted post. 

 

20:3:2 MACP to the extent of five shall be granted to the C. G. employees due to heavy 

stagnation. Due to lack of promotional posts, many would get their first promotions on 

completion of 20 years of service or more. The existing principle of cadre review once in 

five years has not been implemented in many C. G. Departments. In the absence of 

regular/periodical promotions, there should be five financial upgradations on 

completion of 8 years, 7 years, 6 years, 5 years and 4 years (during a span of 30 years 

service) in the departmental promotional hierarchy instead of Grade Pay hierarchy.The 

present systems of next grade pay shall be dropped and modified. 

 

20:3:3 MACP shall be granted on promotional hierarchy. The Supreme Court dismissed the SLP 

No. 7467/2013 filed by the Government against the CAT order which was upheld by the 

High Court, Chandigarh in CWP No. 19387/2011 that MACP, the financial upgradation 

shall be granted in the promotional hierarchy. This has been implemented by the 

Government only in respect of the individuals approached legally and not applied to the 

similarly situated employees vide DOPT order dt 04.04.2014 which is nothing but a farce 

and tantamount to the denial of implementation of the spirit of the orders. 

 

20:3:4 The training period of the Government employees has been taken as qualifying service 

for drawl of increments. The present condition of not counting the Training period, 

adhoc promotion etc. for MACP is unfair and this provision shall be deleted. All the 
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training period, officiating arrangements, adhoc promotion etc shall be taken for 

calculation of the qualifying period for the grant of MACP promotion. 

 

20:4 ANOMALY IN MACP IN POSTAL 

 

20:4:1 The DOPT vide its OM No. 35034/3/2008-Estt (D) Dated 09.08.2010 clarified under para 

11  inter alia: - 

“Since the pay scales of Group D employees have been merged and placed in the Grade 

Pay of Rs.1800/- Whether they are entitled to grant of increment @ 3% during pay 

fixation at every stage. 

 

Clarification:-  “Yes, on the analogy of point 22 of Annexure I of MACPs the pay of 

such Group D employees who have been placed in the Grade Pay of Rs.1800/- w.e.f. 

1.1.2006 shall be fixed successively in the next three immediate higher Grade Pay in the 

hierarchy of the revised Pay Band and Grade Pay allowing the benefit of 3% Pay fixation 

of every stage.” 

 

20:4:2  While clarifying MACP provisions vide Directorate letter No. 1-20/2008-PCC (Pt) Dt.    

18.2.2011 under para 4, it is mentioned about the grant of Grade Pay, but did not 

clarify about the fixation of 3% for every stage as stated in the OM in para supra. 

              20:4:3 On receipt of orders from DoPT, the pay fixation for MACP has been refixed by 

allowing 3% for every stage, which has been irregularly objected by the Audit in respect 

of West Bengal Circle and Andhra Pradesh Circle. Huge recovery is being ordered which 

is against the orders of the DoPT. The anomaly has not been settled so far. 

 

20:5:1 The pay increase in MACP is by virtue of holding the same grade pay for more than 10 

years. It is an alternate measure providing respite who are starved for career 

progression for want of promotional avenues. This is ubiquitous   for all employees 

irrespective of the post they work against.  But when the senior officials are promoted 

against the post (under the seniority cum fitness) carrying higher responsibility is 

deprived any benefit and are equated with even the junior most who got the most 

recent up gradation under MACP. The worst part of this scheme is they are doomed to 

forgo the next MACP once they decline the promotion with no monetary benefit. But 

however their immediate juniors who could to get chance of promotion can continue 

with next MACP. 

 

20:5:2 The question of identifying the post with similar grade pay was found to be amiss in the 

department ever since such a condition was imposed as late as in the year 2010.With a 

net result even wire man in GP of 2400 on his promotion to PA cadre is deprived of the 

fixation for the reason that both the wire man and postal assistant carry the same 

grade pay in the same pay band. The irony is that the work natures of the both posts 

are entirely different – the former is blue collared while the latter is white collared 
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20:5:3 This Federations are endorsing all the views and prayers submitted by the Staff Side in 

their memorandum on this subject and in order to place the importance of the same, 

we have also submitted those items in the preparas and we pray that this may please 

be considered with top priority. 
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CHAPTER XXI 

 

POSTAL ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES 

 

23:1   Functions of Circle Administrative Offices 

 

23:1:1 The Circle Administrative Offices have to enforce and execute the policy and program ofthe 

central government pertaining to the Postal Services. The Circle administrative offices have 

to ensure and supervise the efficiency of the postal services in the state. It has to discharge 

all administrative and financial responsibilities now delegated to the head of the circles. It 

has to regulate recruitment of staff or the services of the entire circle. It has to ensure 

proper public relations at the state level. It has to regulate and supervise savings bank 

account schemes and issue the circulars for the smooth functioning of the schemes and 

monitoring over the successful implementation of the schemes. Thus, it has to act as the 

Head of the state of the largest savings bank of India. 

 

23:1:2 It has to regulate and supervise the entire postal life insurance work and also rural postal 

life insurance work introduced in 1995. Thus the Circle Office has to analyze and critically 

examine the works of insurance business like Life Insurance Corporation of India. It has to 

regulate and supervise the railway mail service with in the territorial jurisdiction of the 

circle. It has to control the budget for all wings of services. 

 

23:1:3 It has to function as a quasi judicial institution being the appellate authority in the matter 

of departmental proceedings. The circle office is a clearing house for rulings and 

clarifications on rulings. It is co-ordinating the activities of all branches to help and to 

ensure better services. The circle office has to conduct investigation of loss or fraud cases 

of the department and due to complexities in technical operations; the importance of 

investigation has been increasing day by day. 

 

23:1:4 The Circle administrative offices and office of the Director Postal Life Insurance under the 

control of Principal/Chief Postmaster General /Manager, Postal Life Insurance. The Chief 

General Manager, PLI have to act like Life Insurance Corporation of India as they have to 

perform effectively like the Insurance Organization- LICI. Circle administrative offices have 

to ensure the welfare of the employees working in the Postal & RMS Divisions and also for 

circle & regional Administrative offices, including scholarship, compassionate 

appointments, medical reimbursement and organizing sports events. 

  

23:1:5  The Circle Administrative offices have a significant role in the implementation of 

Information Technology and other projects in Post offices/RMS offices. Performances of IT 

projects are monitored by arranging workshops, Training and personal interactions and 

productivity of various software are reviewed by the Circle Administrative Offices. The 

Circle Administrative offices are playing a key role in implementing the fulfillment of the 
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targets laid down in annual program of the Department in all respects i ncluding promotion 

of official language-HINDI in all offices, including RMS/Postal Divisions. Thus, it is through 

the Circle Administrative offices, The Post offices and RMS offices are energized and 

influenced to fulfill the objectives. It is more or less like the functioning of the Central 

Secretariat. 

 

21:2      Personnel in the Circle Office 

 

21:2:1 TheAdministrativeOfficesinPostalhadLowerDivision/UpperDivisionCadreofstaffingtill25-06-

1993.On and from2 6-06-1993,the said cadres were merged in to a single cadre ofPostal 

Assistant (CO) with the much lesser financial scaleofpayofRs.975-1660/- whereas the same 

forUDCswasRs.1200-2040/- and the staffs were brought within the ambit of TBOP and BCR 

and instead of promotion, financial upgradation in the form of TBOP/BCR Scheme was 

introduced. 

 

21:2:2 After the 6th CPC, MACP Scheme of financial upgradation in place of TBOP/BCR Scheme has 

been introduced, although the number of promotional posts like LSG, HSG-II and HSG-I 

have not been increased nor the scale of those norms based posts were upgraded, creating 

gross discrimination and  injustice  to the  staff of administrative offices. The following is 

the cadres in existence in the circle administrative offices in the clerical and supervisory 

cadres. 

 

Designation PresentPayBand GradePay 

PostalAssistant, C.O(PACO) Rs.5200-20200/- Rs.2400/- 

Section Supervisor(LSG) Rs.5200-20,200/- Rs.2800/- 

Supervisor(HSG-II) Rs.9300-34800/- Rs.4200/- 

Supervisor(HSG-I) Rs.9300-34800/- Rs.4600/- 

 

Section Office Superintendent 

(One Section Post                    Rs.9300-34800/-                      Rs.4600/- 

 

21:3   Postal Assistant, Circle Office (PACO) 

 

The previous system of entry in PA Cadre was through direct recruitment on the basis of 

marks in 10+2 (Higher Secondary) examination, which was the minimum qualification and 

with knowledge of computer examined by the Department of Post. Thus, the mode of 

recruitment in this cadre was through merit rating only. With effect from27th January, 

2014, a new recruitment rule for PACO Cadre has been framed after the year 1996. 

Present pattern of examination is through a merit rating competitive examination 

conducted by an autonomous body in the pattern of Banks, LIC, UPSC, etc. through which 

75% of vacant posts are being filledup. Lower Grade officials of administrative offices are 
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also eligible to become Postal Assistant, Circle Office (PACO) through a Limited 

Departmental Competitive Examination for the rest 25% of vacant posts. 

 

21:4  Lower selection Grade (LSG) in Circle offices and Regional offices in the Pay Band of 

Rs.5200-20200 Grade pay Rs.2800/-: 

It is a promotional post. Postal Assistants working in circle office/DPLI office in Pay Band of 

Rs.5200-20200+Grade Pay Rs.2400 with five years of regular service in the Grade are given 

LSG promotion. As number of LSG posts through out the country is very  meager i.e.250 

(Subject to variation),only a few senior most postal Assistants after rendering after 

30years of service are getting LSG promotions just prior to few years of retirement. 

 

21:5  Higher selection Grade-II in Circle offices/ Regional offices, DPLI office in the Pay Band of 

Rs9300-34800 Grade Pay Rs4200/- : 

It is a promotional post. Lower Selection Grade officials in Circle offices/Regional 

offices/DPLI office with Six years regular service in Pay Band-I of Rs.5200-2000 plus grade 

pay Rs.2800 who have successfully completed Departmental Training of two weeks 

relating to duties and responsibilities of the higher post will get HSG-II promotion. Number 

of HSG-II posts in circle Administrative offices including DPLI office throughout the country 

is only 57 (Subject to variation). Only a few people will get promotion. Until recently only 

3year in the feeder posts of LSG was the basic criterion for HSG-II. This rule has been 

modified to the extent of 5 years which is effective from 02.01.2014. Naturally, many senior 

most people will now be deprived and leave the department only with LSG promotion of 

even have to be satisfied with Assistant Cadre only.  

 

21:6  Higher selection Grade-I in Circle offices/Regional offices, DPLI office in the Pay Band of 

Rs.9300-34800 Grade Pay Rs.4600/-:   

Only a few posts are there in the entire country and very few people are being benefited. 

Naturally, as a result of marginalization of possibilities of regular promotions to 

LSG/HSG-II/HSG-I, a feeling of demoralization has gradually been intensified and deep 

rooted.  Promotion to HSG-I cadre has become a forlorn hope. 

 

21:7 Office Superintendent 

 

According to SIU one post of offices Superintendent is to be provided in each Circle Office. 

In postal Circles the Office Superintendents are placed in the pay band of Rs.9,300- 

Rs.34,800 with grade pay of Rs4,600. The post of office superintendent filled up by 

promotion of senior most HSG-1 official on seniority cum fitness basis. 

 

21:8 Duties and responsibilities of the Assistants and other cadres in the Administrative Offices 

 

This is the most important cadre of CO/RO. In Co/Ro this cadre is holding the major 

responsibility. The Assistants (PACO) and Supervisory cadres of the Circle Administrative 
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Offices have to work through a systematic office procedure. The procedure itself signifies 

the gravity of their work. The items of work and the style of functioning in the assistance 

of supervisory cadres prove that those cadres have to acquire knowledge regarding the 

vast areas of postal operations, service conditions and disciplinary proceedings besides 

their specialized knowledge of control and functioning in banking affairs and insurance 

business. 

 

21:9   The Postal Assistant of Circle Administrative Offices function in the following manner:- 

In the Central Registry the postal assistants, circle office have to work sincerely and 

intelligently. They have to sort out the communications sectionwise. Naturally, they require 

thorough knowledge regarding the items of work in every section. They have to maintain 

co-ordination among the sections as on many occasions the receipts are linked with many 

sections. The Postal Assistants, C.O have to deal with care the communications received 

from the Ministry of Communication and other ministries, the Director General of Posts, 

Parliamentary Members, recognised unions and Associations and other distinguished 

personalities. On most of the occasions the draft replies are prepared by the Postal 

Assistant of C.O are approved in to by the Section Officers and other senior officers. The 

PAs, C.O have to satisfy the General members of Public also. All information regarding 

Parliament questions and even the draft replies against P.Os are prepared by the Assistants 

of the C.Os. The Postal Assistants, Circle Office play a very significant role in formulating 

departmental rules and framing suggestions for amendments of the departmental rules. 

 

21:10  The Postal Assistants of C.O/R.O have to contribute in a significant manner in issuing 

various forms of correspondence. They have to prepare the drafts of 

a)  Letters 

b)  D.O Letters 

c)  By Name communications  

d) Office memorandum 

e) Memorandum 

f)  Inter Departmental Reference 

g) Endorsement 

h) Notification 

i)  Press Note 

j)Resolution  

k) Internet 

l)  Savingram  

m) E-Mail 

n) Fax message 

o)  Office Order 
 

Thus the Postal Assistants of Circle Office require not only the thorough knowledge of 

various items of works done by different sections but also the complete idea about the 

various types of correspondence. 
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20:11  The Postal Assistants of the Circle Administrative offices examine the cases marked to 

them by the Section Supervisors or Officers and have to deal with the cases in the 

following manner:- 

 

a)  They have to recapitulate from memory whether raffle or papers containing previous 

policy decisions on the subject exists. 

b)  They have to collect material for taking necessary action on the receipts. 

c)  They have to collect other files or papers of any reference so on the records. 

d) They have to collect to suggest appropriate action as per rules and order applicable to 

the cases. 

 e)   They have to put up the drafts in most of the cases. 

f)   They have to prepare a note very carefully. Notes are prepared in brief and on specific 

points. 

g) In critical cases postal assistants have to prepare and put up a note keeping the 

following points:- 

i)  To see whether all notes are checked and correctly presented. 

ii)  To point out any mistakes or misstatement of facts. 

iii)To draw attention of precedents ,rules and regulations. 

iv) To supply relevant facts and figures and to put up the guard file. 

v) To bring out clearly the question and consideration and suggest a course of action 

wherever possible.  

vi) To draw the attention to the statutory or customary procedures. 

 

20:12   For writing notes and preparing drafts the assistants of the Circle Office have to consult 

the Indexes, Sectional Note books of important decisions and other relevant books, acts 

and Rules and Regulations etc. For which they have to make extensive studies. Postal 

Assistants of Circle Office have to discuss many matters with the Group Officers, 

Directors, PMGs and even the CPMG. They have to take note of the discussions, even 

have to record necessary circumstances. Accordingly, they have to act and prepare 

notes and drafts. 

 

20:13  Postal Assistants of the Circle Administrative offices have to maintain standing guardfile 

for each suitable “TYPEDSUBJECT” dealt with the section. In a guard file the Postal 

Assistants of Circle Administrative offices have to record the following matters:- 

 

a) A running summary of the principles and policy to subject. The numbers and dates of the 

decisions or orders against each reference 

b) Full copies of the decisions or orders referred to are placed in chronological order. 

c) Whenever any decisions taken on the subject it is to be incorporated in the relevant 

parts of the standing guard file. 
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Thus the postal assistants play a very significant role in the functioning of the Circle 

Administrative Offices. 
 

20:14 Duties and responsibilities of the section supervisors/LSG,HSG-II, HSG-I 

ThelowestsupervisorylevelintheCircleAdministrativeofficesissectionsupervisor.Thusatprese

nt the section supervisors have to supervise the works of the Postal Assistants, MACP-I, 

MACP-II & MACP-III officials. A section supervisor is the incharge of a section which is the 

primary unit functioning in the Circle Administrative offices. In his capacity as in-charge he 

is generally responsible for all items of work transacted in the section. 

 

20:15 Some of the important duties to be performed by the section supervisor are indicated 

below:- 
 

1)  Disposal of important receipts having special features, other personally or by giving 

specific instruction to the PACO (Postal Assistant Circle Office) officials. 

2)  Scrutinize the notes and drafts put up by PACOs so that no important point is left out. 

        3)  Maintenance of a note in his personal note book orders calendar of important is 

requiring prompt action or on which action is required to be completed by a particular 

date. A special watch on the progress of important cases, this note is kept. 

4)  Maintenance of memo of distribution of work in the section. 

5)  Scrutiny of Assistants Diaries in order to see that all receipts given to them are being 

entered in them promptly. 

6)  Up-to date maintenance of sectional note book in which entries of important decisions 

and ruling are made in alphabetical order. 

7)  Examination of the tables of the postal assistants at Circle Office to check whether the 

cases are dealt expeditiously. 

8)  Scrutiny of monthly statement of cases pending disposal for over three months and 

ensure that the latest position of each case been settled. 

9)  Maintenance of the register of cases in which the Minister and the Secretary Posts 

have called for are port and watching their disposal. 

10) Distribution of Director General�s  Dak and maintaining Director General�s  Dak Register. 

11) Reading  of News paper and making extracts for different sections. 

12) The Section Supervisors have to ensure that inward returns are received from the 

Divisional Offices in time and outward returns are sent in time. 

13)  Maintenance of calendar of outward and inward returns. 

 

20:16  In fact the Section Supervisors have the omnibus task of O&M works, management, 

guidance and supervision are the three important fields where the Section Supervisors 

have greater contributions. A supervisor is the in-charge of a section of ten Dealing 

Assistants or more. The Section Supervise or requires experience knowledge and 

competency to perform their duties. They are the pillars of the Circle Administrative 

Offices. They play a vital and significant role in running the administration at the Circle 

level efficiently and smoothly. 
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20:17   Office Superintendent 

According to SIU norms one post of Senior Supervisor (senior most HSG-1 official at the 

respective Circle level) is to be provided in each Circle Office. In Postal Circles the office 

superintendents are at present placed in the Pay Band of Rs9,300–34,800 with a Grade 

Pay of Rs.4,600. 

  1)  The Office Superintendent has been entrusted with the general administration of the 

office including deployment of MTS, Group C officials. 

        2)  All cases relating to the office or office staff pass through him. Therefore, he has to 

possess an intimate and proper knowledge of the nature of work performed in each 

section. 

       3)  He is the Liaison between the staff and the officers. 

       4)  He has to play an important role in maintaining public relations. 

5)  Preparation of Indent for forms, stationery and uniforms are done under the guidance 

of him. 

       6)  He has to make inspection of sections. 

       7)  In case of any dispute relating to staff matters his expert opinions are sought for. 

 

Therefore, the duties of the Office Superintendent are complex, responsible and of 

arduous nature. 

 

20:18   Types of duties performed by MTS-Gr.„C    (erstwhile Group„D) 

 

They render all possible help for smooth functioning of the sections. They distribute the 

Daks / letters to different sections received from the Central receipt Section and from the 

section Officers and even Senior Officers. They contribute in a significant manner for the 

smooth functioning of the Circle administrative offices. Their work is of arduous nature 

and accident prone. They have to perform work to retain congenial atmosphere. 

They play a key role in maintaining the files in the circle administrative offices, They work 

in the Record Rooms also. Their main functions are maintenance of the files and other 

records of Sections and to keep them properly. 

They act as the proper custodians of the files and they have to act for retrieval of files in 

case of necessity. 

The different categories of staff mentioned above, require presence of mind, 

understanding ability and Knowledge of English to distribute the papers and files properly. 

Most of them have general impression about the functioning of the sections and the 

matter dealt with by the different sections. 

20:19  Consequent upon implementation of 6th CPC recommendations, the duties of the MTS 

Gr.C (erstwhile Group„D) has been defined which are as follows: 

   (a) Maintenance of diary/dispatch/Movement ‘Registers including entry in computer and 

physical maintenance of records 

(b) Submission of periodical statements of routine nature like absentee statement, etc 
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(c) Preparation and submission of indents with the approval of Supervisor 

(d) Photocopying and sending of fax messages 

(e) Delivery of Dak within and outside the building 

(f) Watch and ward/care taker duties, opening and closing of rooms, general cleanliness 

and upkeep of section/unit/office including dusting of furniture, 'cleaning of building, 

rooms, fixtures; upkeep of parks, lawns, potted plants, etc. 

(g) Other non-clerical work in the section/unit 

(h) Driving of vehicles, if in possession of valid driving license 

 (i) Sale of Postage Stamps /Stationery, Assistance in booking of Registered/ Parcel and 

Speed Post Articles, Receipt and Dispatch of Mails including preparation of 

Mail/Registered/Parcel lists, Preparation of delivery lists for registered articles/Money 

Orders. 

         (j) Scanning Speed Post Bags/Articles and its uploading on the Speed net or any other 

software dealing with the processing of Speed Post articles or similar other activity. 

(k) Assistance in sorting of Mails, exchange of Mail, Letter box clearance etc.  

(l)  Handling customers’ enquiries. 

  

20:20 MTS employees of the Circle administrative Offices have to possess certain additional 

qualities and their nature of service is not like the MTS Group„C� employees of other Central 

Government Departments they have to deal with the direct officers besides all gazetted 

officers, require knowledge of more than two or three languages, read the mind of the 

officers, apply presence of mind with intelligence and a sound memory. As such all the 

MTS-Gr.C officials of Circle Administrative offices should be treated as skilled employees 

with specialties and should be compensated differently for the sake of justice. 

 

20:21 In view of the above duties and responsibilities, we request the Pay Commission to 

recommend the pay scales at par with the Central Secretariat staff and not with the 

postal assistants of the Postal department.  
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CHAPTER – XXII 

 

POSTAL CIVIL WING STAFF 

 

 

22:1     Postal Civil Wing – An introduction 
 
22:1:1 The present civil wing structure was in continuation of the erstwhile Department of Posts & 

Telecommunications.  When the Dept. of Posts and Telecommunications was bifurcated, 

the P&T Civil Wing was continued till 31.03.1996 as common for both the department and 

all the staff members were either opted to Telecommunication or Postal Department with 

the cadre pay and service conditions then available for Telecom Department and Postal 

Department.  

 

22:1:2  But the Postal Department have decided to recruit and place officials under the Civil Wing 

Administration since 01.04.1996 and accordingly by inter-departmental transfers from 

various ministries/departments the staff were recruited on the permanent transfer basis in 

the grades of Works Clerk Grade-II (equivalent to LDC) and Grade-I (equivalent to UDC) and 

50% of vacancies were filled up.   

 

22:1:3 Till the recruitment of staff on transfer basis, these posts were carried higher pay scales 

than the LDC/UDCs since 1996 as an initial appointment scale of 4000-100-6000.   As such, 

a high discrimination to the cadre of Civil Wing Ministerial Staff has occurred in the 

Department of Posts since 01-01-1996. The vertical and horizontal relativities maintained 

earlier in the composite civil wing has been disturbed and the postal civil wing is now 

exploiting. Even the Postmen cadre which was drawing lesser pay than these staff are now 

drawing higher pay than the cadres of the Civil Wing on initial appointment itself. 

 

22:2 JUNIOR ENGINEERS (Civil & Electrical) 

 

22:2:1 The actual executors of the works are being these categories of employees and the 

number of posts are very less in the Department. Therefore, their jurisdiction spread over 

approximately 200 square kilometers.  Wherever the works are being carried out, these 

category staff has to run almost once in every day in each site.  As such they cannot 

depend upon the public transport system for each travel as they may not reach the sites at 

the required time.  Most of the officials are maintaining their own vehicles and they have 

to meet the expenditure from their pockets every day.  Even though they are eligible for 

the traveling allowances as per actual, their expenditure runs beyond the eligibility criteria 

fixed by the Government.  Considering their loss, it is proposed to grant road mileage 

allowance or at least an ex gratia petrol allowance of `3000/- per month over and above 
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the present transportation allowance for meeting their expenditure which may increase 

their output in the service.  

 

22:3 DRAUGHTS MAN GRADE-I & II 

 

22:3:1 As per the norms of the Government, in each every Divisional Office there should have a 

draughtsman.  Their responsibility is to help the Executive Engineers/Superintending 

Engineers in discharging their duties effectively in the office and sites.  The Vth and VIth 

Pay Commissions have made clear cut recommendations for the appointment of 

Draughtsman cadre by direct appointment/promotion from Group-D officials of the 

Departments.  But the Postal Department has not made any effort to recruit/promote the 

eligible candidates to the grade of Draughtsman resulting in vacant of 99% of the 

sanctioned posts, deteriorating the services with irreparable loss. Unless the vacancies are 

filled up, the due promotion entitled to the MTS could not be availed. This kind of neglect 

of the main section will never exist in any other departments. 

 

22:4 OFFICE SUPERINTENDENTS: 

 

22:4:1 The office superintendent category is available now in the Civil Wing being posted in the 

office of Chief Engineer/Superintendenting Engineers and they are responsible for 

maintaining the cadre and administrative matters of the Civil Wing Staff including the 

Class-I Engineers and the ministerial/technical posts.  But they are placed now in the PB-II 

with grade pay of `4200/- which is unjustifiable.  As per higher responsibilities held by them 

the posts of Office Superintendents should have at least be placed in Gazetted Rank with 

the existing Grade Pay of Rs,5400. The same may be considered. 

 

22:5 ASSISTANTS/HEAD CLERK 

 

22:5:1 The Assistant and Head Clerks categories available now in the Civil Wing are being posted 

in the office of Executive Engineers and they are in-charge of office.  But they are placed 

now in the PB-II with grade pay of `4200/- which is unjustifiable.  As per higher 

responsibilities held by them the posts of Assistants should have at least be placed in 

Gazetted Rank with a grade pay of `4800/-.  The same may be considered. 

 

22:6 WORKS CLERK GRADE-I & II 

 

22:6:1 These posts should be combined and placed equivalent to the post Postal 

Assistants/Sorting Assistant and placed at entry pay scale as demanded by us with the 

existing Grade Pay of Rs.4200.  For the justification it is stated that in to 5
th

 Pay 

Commission the Postmen cadre which required only eighth class qualification were placed 

at `875/- and on acceptance of the VI the Pay Commission recommendation the Postman 

cadre has been placed in the pay scale of 3050-75-3950-80-4590 and the Works Clerk 
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Grade-II was also placed at the same pay scale and the action of the Department was 

highly discriminatory as the qualification for the appointment for Works Clerk Grade-II is 

required as +2 pass and to qualify All India competitive Examination conducted by Staff 

Selection Commission.  Hence, they should be placed with a respectable pay scale in the 

Department.   

 

22:6:2 At present, these categories of staff are having the transfer liabilities of interstate and very 

frequently disturbed. They are not gazetted but used to be transferred once in four years 

out of state. These categories of staff should not be placed under the inter-state transfer 

liability considering their lower pay and their difficulty for maintaining two or three 

establishments. 

 

22:7 STENOGRAPHERS: 

 

22:7:1 The stenographers in the Civil Wing are attached to the sensitive posts like Chief 

Engineers/Superintending Engineers/Executive Engineers as such, they are dealing with 

highly sensitive matters and as such they should be rewarded with a better pay package 

and promotional aspects.  The initial appointment to the Stenographer should be at PB-II 

with grade pay of `4800/- and on completion of six years they should be placed at PB-2 

with grade pay of `5400 with effect from 01.01.2006.  The post attached to the Chief 

Engineer is justified to be equivalent to the Private Secretary in PB-3 with grade pay of 

`Rs.6600/-  

 

22:8 MULTI TASKING STAFF – GROUP-C 

 

22:8:1 The multi tasking staffs attached to Civil Wing are placed in the sensitive offices. Therefore, 

there is every justification that they should be placed accordingly with PB-I with grade pay 

of `2000.They may be equated with the packers working in the Foreign Post department of 

the Postal. The same may kindly be considered by the Commission favourably.  

 

22:9 Electrical Wing Cadre officials in Civil Wing  

 

22:9:1 The following cadres are available in the electrical wing, which are working for Department 

of Post like Technician, Wireman, Mechanical Workman. However, these cadres are yet to 

be included in the cadre list of the Department of Post and all these posts are in existence 

without any specific recruitment rules in the department as required by the Govt of India 

notifications. 

 

22:9:2 Nature of work performed by Technician/ Wireman/ Mechanical Workman. 

 The work includes the following nature like, maintenance of Lights, Fans, Genset operation, 

A/C unit operation, Motor Pump operation of Department building Post Offices, Rented 

building Post Offices, Staff Quarters, Inspection Quarters, Officer’s Quarters, and Training 
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Centre is being carried out by the all three categories and they were paid with the Grade 

pay equivalent to MTS and Postmen. They have not been paid by the justified pay as per 

the nature and risk of their jobs. They shall be granted with the Grade pay now existing to 

the extent of Rs.2800 considering their arduous and skill duties. 

 

22:9:3 Cadre restructures of Mechanical workman. 

 The existing cadre of Mechanical workman needs to be changed as Assistant Wireman 

since he also performs the duties like, maintenance of Lights, Fans, Genset operation, A/C 

unit operation, Motor Pump operation of Department building Post Offices, Rented 

building Post Offices, Staff Quarters, Inspection Quarters, Officer’s Quarters, and Training 

Centre. In fact, all three posts may be amalgamated and shall be placed with the existing 

Grade Pay of Rs.2800. 

 

22:9:4 Cadre wise Promotions for Technician/ Wireman/ Mechanical Workman. 

 Since the cadres of Technician, Wireman, Mechanical Workman are performing technical 

and risk job, there is no promotion existing other than MACP. Their case has not been 

taken in the cadre review of the Department of Posts. Percentage wise promotions under 

the cadre review shall be provided to these cadres considering their jobs, etc. which shall 

be run concurrently with MACP as in the case of the Drivers in the Department of Posts. 

 

22:9:5 Automatic Promotions for Technician/ Wireman/ Mechanical Workman without 

examination 

 If any official retires as Technician the next cadre of Wireman staff, according to 

eligibility/Seniority, willingness the vacant post of the retired Technician need to be filled 

up automatically, likewise for Wireman that is the next cadre of Mechanical Workman staff 

according to eligibility/Seniority, willingness the vacant post of the retired Wireman need 

to be filled up automatically. This will provide the promotional avenues to the existing 

staff. 

 

22:10  Risk Allowance for Civil/Electrical Maintenance staff - Technician/ Wireman/ Mechanical 

Workman. 

 

22:10:1 Work performed by the civil/electrical maintenance staff which involves risk in the 

following duties like maintenance of high raised buildings, Lights, Fans, Genset operation, 

A/C unit operation, Motor Pump operation of Department building Post Offices, Rented 

building Post Offices, Staff Quarters, Inspection Quarters, Officer’s Quarters, and at 

Training Centre need to be appreciated by provision of risk allowance which is equal to the 

10% of the proposed pay. In case of any major accident or death on duty the Department 

need to give a sum of Rs.15 Lakhs as compensation separately for which a separate 

insurance scheme may be evolved. 
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22:11 Provision of Traveling Allowance to Electrical Maintenance staff - Technician/ Wireman/ 

Mechanical Workman 

 

 As the Electrical maintenance staff duties which involves outdoor electrical maintenance 

duties of Post Offices, Staff Quarters etc, their claim of TA (Traveling Allowance bill need to 

be sanctioned without any restriction. At present, they have not been compensated fully. 

 

22:12   We Demand 

 

THE EXISTING AND PROPOSED PAY BANDS FOR THE CIVIL WING NON 

GAZETTED STAFF IN DEPARTMENT OF POSTS 

 

NAME OF POST EXISTING PAY BAND PROPOSED MINIMUM PAY  

   

Junior Engineer (Civil & Elect) `9300-34800 + `4200 `56000 

DRAUGHTSMAN  

GRADE-I & II  

(PROPOSED TO BE 

COMBINED) 

 

`9300-34800 + `4200 

 

`56000 

OFFICE SUPERINTENDENTS 

(PROPOSED FOR GAZETTED 

POST) 

`9300-34800 + `4200 `66000 

ASSISTANT/HEAD CLERK `9300-34800 + `4200 `56000 

WORKS CLERK GRADE-I & II 

(PROPOSED TO FOR 

COMBINING AT PAR WITH 

POSTAL ASSISTANT 

`5200-20200 + `2400 

(Works Clerk Gr.I) 

`5200-20200 + 1900 

 (Works Clerk Gr.II) 

 

`41000 

STENOGRAPHER `9300-34800 + `4200 `56000 

MULTI TASKING STAFF 

INCLUDING TECHNICIAN, 

WIREMAN, MECHANICAL 

WORKMEN (PROPOSED TO 

BE COMBINED) 

 

`5200-20200 + `1800 

`5200-20200 + 1900 

`5200-20200 + 2000 

`5200-20200 + 2400 

 

 

`41000 
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CHAPTER – XXIII 

 

TBOP BCR ARE NOT FINANCIAL UPGRADATION - ONLY PROMOTION 

 

23:1 FINANCIAL UPGRADATION – TBOP, BCR & ACP 

 

23:1:1 The Department of Posts introduced a promotional scheme called ‘Time Bound one 

promotion scheme’ in the year 1983 after reaching an agreement in the JCM held on 

19.12.83 and the TBOP has been equated with the LSG almost in all the references made 

subsequently by the Department. Similarly w.e.f 1.11.1991, the Department introduced 

BCR Scheme, which was also equated with HSG II and the officials acquired BCR were 

granted HSG I promotion. These promotions were granted to the officials after reducing 

the staff strength to the extent of 20% in Supervisory and 6% in Operative Cadres as 

matching savings as per the agreement made with the Staff Side in the JCM Departmental 

Council. They were introduced only as next promotion with time frame and not as a 

financial upgradation. There were more than 52 orders issued by the department 

equating the TBOP as LSG and the BCR as HSG II. The HSG I promotions were accorded as 

per the BCR seniority. 

 

23:1:2 Meanwhile, the 5
th

 Pay Commission recommended Assured Career Progression scheme 

(ACP) for all Central Government employees guaranteeing two promotions to Group ‘C’ 

employees on completion of 10 and 20 years of service without any matching cost and 

the same has been accepted by the Government after 12 and 24 years of service 

retrospectively for 1
st

 and 2
nd

 ACP financial upgradation. The ACP scheme was introduced 

as Financial upgradation and not as a promotion. The difference between the schemes 

existed in Postal (TBOP, BCR) and others (ACP) are two distinct. 

 

23:1:3 Thereafter, the 5
th

 Pay Commission under Para 62-11, did not recommend any pay scale 

for TBOP/LSG and BCR/HSG.II in the Postal department but suggested as inter alia: - 

 

“We have recommended the implementation of the Assured Career Progression Scheme 

which is in tune with the present two time-bound promotions. The schemes of One Time 

Bound Promotion (OTBP) and Biennial Cadre Review (BCR) will accordingly be replaced by 

this scheme in its general applicability. We therefore do not recommend any change in 

the scales of pay for the time-bound promotions. The scale of pay of Rs. 1400-2300 will 

be the first ACP scale and Rs. 1600-2660 the second.” 

 

23:2 ANOMALIES ARISEN AFTER 5TH CPC 

23:2:1 There was a glaring anomaly that has been rising after the department has extended only 

ACP pay scales to TBOP & BCR in the new pay scales on the following reasons:- 
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(i) ACP I and II are Assured Career Progression on completion of 12 and 24 years 

respectively. Whereas TBOP & BCR are LSG & HSG-II, respectively, which are the 

Supervisory posts required more skill for effective supervision; 
 

(ii)  ACP I and II are granted to officials on completion of 12 and 24 year as Financial 

upgradations, whereas the TBOP (LSG) is accorded on completion of 16 years as 

promotions and BCR after 26 years.  As such this cannot be equated with; 
 

(iii)  ACP has been granted without any Matching Savings.  Whereas for the grant of TBOP 

(LSG) & BCR (HSG.II), the staff cut of 20% in Supervisory and 6% in Operative in the 

total establishment had been implemented as Matching Savings; 
 

(iv)  The 5
th

 Pay Commission had not dealt about LSG, HSG.II posts which are carrying 

higher responsibilities and the importance of its functions in post offices. 
 

23:2:2 The recommendations of the 5
th

 Pay Commission have seriously disturbed the long 

existing relativities, both horizontally and vertically, leading to grave dissatisfaction, 

despondency lowering the morale of the LSG and HSG.II and HSG.I officials.  The anomaly 

arisen after the 5
th

 CPC has not yet been resolved and the anomaly was unfortunately not 

considered by the Sixth CPC and it was silent on this in its recommendations. 

 

23:3 TIME BOUND PROMOTIONS & FINANCIAL UPGRADATIONS – NOT ONE AND THE SAME 

 

23:3:1 The concept of financial upgradation is a misnomer for TBOP and BCR schemes which 

amount to promotion and not a simple financial upgradation as in the case of ACP.  TBOP 

/ BCR schemes are not substituted / alternative schemes for ACP. Whereas the concept of 

financial upgradation and ACP is a novel concept introduced by the 5
th

 Pay Commission, 

the schemes of TBOP / BCR are unique obtained on matching savings basis.  Though these 

schemes (TBOP / BCR) were not reasonably discussed simply advising to opt for ACP by 

the 5
th

 Pay Commission, the issues are not properly addressed by the nodal departments 

and the Department of Expenditure.  When they considered these schemes are unique 

one compared to other departments, then there is every justification to treat them 

uniquely.  Rather, it is very paradoxical to note that promotion orders are issued to BCR 

officials to a lower pay scale of LSG.   

 

23:4 we demand 

 

The TBOP & BCR were not financial upgradations and they were promotions by 

matching savings. All those officials who are now in TBOP/BCR shall be treated as LSG & 

HSG II. The benefits available in those supervisory posts shall be extended to those 

officials also thus ending the discrimination created by the wrong interpretation of this 

scheme at a later date by the Postal Department. 
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CHAPTER – XXIV 

 

FOREIGN POST ADMINISTRATION 

 

24:1:1 Foreign Post Exchange Administration is a special organization functioning within the 

inland postal service, unlike the overseas communication services. There are four major 

foreign post offices functioning at Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai with smaller 

offices in a few other places.  All postal articles, parcels, postal orders and money orders 

coming into the country by sea, air for land from foreign countries and despatches made 

to foreign countries from India are dealt with in those offices. 

 

24:1:2 With the growth of commerce and industry and development of tourism, the importance 

of the Foreign Exchange Postal Administration has also grown.  The Department has 

introduced changes in the set up and organization to keep abreast of the requirements.  

Previously, the foreign exchange offices were part and parcel of the Presidency Post 

Offices of Kolkata, Mumbai, Chennai and Delhi.  To meet the growing requirements and 

to specialize the work connected with foreign exchange of mails, these have been 

constituted into independent organizations.  From time to time changes in the operations 

have been introduced in conformity with the conventions of the Universal Postal Union 

and with bilateral agreements with foreign countries. 

 

24:1:3 The Foreign Post offices have not only to ensure the proper handling and disposal of 

mails received from and despatched to foreign countries, but also to work fully 

cooperating with the Customs Department in checking goods and materials prohibited 

from export or import and also in assessing duties on postal articles containing diamonds, 

gold ornaments, cheques, currency notes, postal orders, most sophisticated and 

complicated miniature machinery parts either to personal use or for aviation research, 

defence, etc. They have to correspond with all countries with which we have agreements 

for exchange of postal articles. 

 

24:1:4 The Foreign Post office is also required to handle the mails for diplomats and foreigners in 

the country.  Special process has to be adopted in handling these mails and particular 

care and attention is necessary as it will have a reflection on the country and its postal 

service.   

 

24:1:5 India has concluded separate bilateral agreements with many countries in respect of the 

value payable systems for both the letter and parcel post and agreements concerning the 

cash-on-delivery system also with some commonwealth countries.  A special procedure 

has been prescribed for dealing with Foreign Post which is of a high order. 

 

24:1:6 The service rendered by the Foreign Post organisation is different and wide in 

repercussion. The staff working in these offices have not only to be efficient, judicious 
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in handling the articles, watchful, but also possess high integrity, considering these 

factors and some special consideration by nature of work or additional responsibilities 

entrusted with, the officials handling these branches may be paid with special pay 

which is not less than 10% pay and Grade Pay. 

 

24:2 (I) PARCEL AND LETTER ARTICLE ASSESSMENT 

 

24:2:1   It is the rule and an accepted fact that even unregistered, ordinary foreign letters, parcels 

and packets are to be treated as quasi – insured articles since considerable portion of 

these articles have been found to contain valuable articles, currency notes, etc. on 

examination, some of these articles contain diamond and gold.  Even though there are 

prohibitions sending or receiving certain goods and articles through foreign post, yet even 

explosives, matches and acids are being sent through the parcels.  These have to be 

detected and separated with risk.  Because of long transit parcels containing inflammable 

goods or dangerous acids get damaged and they have to be handled with care, opened 

with caution, packed with meticulous attention and transmitted.  The Postal Assistants 

working in these departments have also to face grave health hazards when parcels 

containing old and soiled apparels for distribution to the poor.  Whenever such parcels and 

letter mail articles are opened, a complete inventory of the contents has to be prepared to 

help the customs authorities to assess duties and then treat such unregistered articles as 

registered ones. If the contents of the said articles require insurance compulsory, then 

such articles are being insured for further disposal.  

 

24:2:2 Considering the responsibilities and health hazards, we propose that the Postal 

Assistants working in the Parcel and Letter Mail Article Assessment branch in the Foreign 

Post be granted a special pay of minimum to the extent of equivalent to 10% Pay plus 

Grade pay per month proposed in the Postal Assistant cadre in addition to the pay scale 

as demanded in the Grade pay of Rs.4200/.. It is most pertinent to mention that the 

Group ‘D’ called as the ‘Packers’ are now placed in the Grade Pay of Rs. 2000/- in Foreign 

Post and there is every justification to place these specially skilled officials in the Grade 

Pay of Rs. 2800/- plus special allowance as decided by the Pay Commission. 

 

24:3 (ii) Parcel and Letter Mail Articles Opening and Closing   

 

24:3:1   The work in the Import and Export sections of the parcel and letter mail departments 

entails the opening and closing of the Foreign Bags containing parcel and letter mail 

articles. In the process, so much of dust and dirt emanate that the staff working in these 

branches is coated with dust and dirt and they have also to inhale the dust causing a 

deleterious effect on their health.  The officials working in these departments are liable to 

contract any occupational disease such as sines and fall sick.  In the performance of their 

duties, the Postal Assistants have to watch for the various documents such as despatch 
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notes, customs declaration forms, Bank guarantees and PP forms that should accompany 

the parcels for despatch to foreign countries. 

 

24:3:2 Articles received damaged have to be separated, contents sorted out and re-packed in 

such a manner as to be fit for onward transmission.  In such cases a complete inventory 

of the contents has also to be prepared. Whenever there is any irregularity or omission, 

verification note should be prepared which require timely and follow up action.  In case 

of delay or failure, the loss sustained to the department may be fixed against the official 

as his responsibility.  The work in these departments is not only strenuous, but also of 

higher responsibility and with hazards to health. 

 

24:3:3 In respect of returned parcels, the foreign administration claims return charges in SDR 

(Special Drawing Rights) earlier which was equivalent to Rs. 70/- approximately.  The 

same SDR should be calculated and returned on the returned parcel for collection of the 

amount from the sender.  If any lapses, in these processes, the onus of responsibilities be 

fixed on the PA who attended the work. 

 

24:3:4 In consideration of these factors, we suggest that the Postal Assistants working in these 

departments be granted a special pay equivalent to 10% of Pay plus grade pay in 

addition to the pay with grade pay of Rs. 4200/- as proposed to Postal Assistants. 

 

24:4 MAIL DEPARTMENT 

 

24:4:1  The nature of work in Foreign Mail Department is of a different nature than the work 

performed in the mail department of the inland post offices.  The receipt and despatch of 

mails are irregular, depending on the arrival and departure of streamers at the port. 

 

24:4:2   Some times, number of streamers arrive at the same time at different wharfs and 

discharge heavy load of mails. At times, mails will be discharged by the streamers berthed 

out the moorings of the harbour and the Postal Assistants of the mail department have to 

receive them even at odd hours and irrespective of the weather at the convenience of the 

shipping agents. They have to work at the Harbour and on board the vessels to receive 

the mails and sometimes stay overnight. 

 

24:4:3 They have also to be alert and tactful in moving with the officers in the vessel and move 

with courtesy and persuasion.  In case of damage to mail bags or seals of the bags or any 

other condition which may create suspicion either to their condition or their contents, 

they should be alert and careful to make suitable reports to the concerned officers, 

otherwise the liability for the damage or loss of contents will be theirs. 
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24:4:4 Considering this, we suggest that the Mail Assistants doing multifarious work should be 

granted a special pay equivalent to 10% of pay plus grade pay. Apart from the elevated 

pay scale in the Grade Pay of Rs. 4200/- as proposed to Postal Assistants. 
 

24:5 STRONG ROOMS 

 

24:5:1 All letters and parcels containing precious stones, currency and other valuable goods and 

articles are kept in deposit in the strong rooms till they are despatched. Letters and parcels 

worth lakhs of rupees are in their custody. The PAs working in such branch are responsible 

for the safe custody of such articles. 

 

24:5:2 They have to keep account of the articles received, issued and in deposit.  The act of any 

miscreant will lend them in trouble and the nature of the job is very risky and responsible. 
 

24:5:3 In view of the heavy responsibility, all the Assistants deployed in strong rooms may be 

granted with special pay to the extent of 10% of pay plus grade pay in addition to the 

proposed pay of Grade Pay of Rs. 4200/- in PB II for Postal Assistants. 

 

  24:6      ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 
 

24:6:1   Apart from routine functions as required for the administrative set up of Department of 

Posts, the following additional works are being carried out by the staff deployed in the 

administrative office at Foreign Post:- 

 

(i) The dealings with regard to Foreign enquires and claims; 

(ii) Settlement of all claims; 

(iii) Maintenance and settlement of accounts with various Foreign Postal administrations; 
 

24:6:2 Some kind of special pay or incentive may be paid to the officials who deals such type of 

most important and specialized duty. 

 

24:7 NO NORMS FOR ADDITIONAL WORK 

 

24:7:1   It is pertinent to mention that after the introduction of Computers, there are lots of new 

works not brought under the norms. All registers and paper documents are prepared on 

the basis of the Foreign Post Manual. Moreover, after the introduction of the computers, 

more than 21 items have been processed in addition to Manuals & Mumbai formula. 

They are listed below apart from the computerized work now being done in addition to 

normal work. 

1. RP – 14 Prepared in respect of Foreign Articles and Parcels 

2. Duplicate customs declaration/D notes are used to be prepared as and when required 

3. Handling of Customs Duty and D notes in connection with assessment of preservation. 

4. Preparation of Ackt cards and entry of Ackt in respect of delivery of persons. 
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5. Correspondences are also used to be made in connection with Error Entry with Post  

office and other office and exchange of  periodical statements. 

6. Placing the C.R parcels to customs authorities for assessing. 

7. Scanning of the direct mail bag received from Foreign country. 

8. No of Parcels weight, PIN code, mode of transmission and category of parcels entered 

in the I.P.S at the time of placing in the customs. 

9. The same is further entered in the I.P.S at the time of the return of the parcels from 

the customs authority at the day's end. 

10. The same is entered at the time of dispatch from Central dispatch section for onward 

transmission. 

11. One systems assistant must be deputed for web-based complaints and track and 

trace. 

12. All EMS/SPEED Post (in bound and out bound) business item of work with specific 

time factor. 

13. Pre parathion of bill/assessment memos/check slips/RP-14/Ackt Cards etc. with time 

factors. 

14. Outer covers repairing whenever officially opened and repacked. 

15. Transfer from one section to another section under receipt 

16. Cash deposited in Post Office, on account of customs duty etc collected at window 

delivery counter. 

17. Updating of date in the computer IPS system of each and every processing of business 

or letter post EMS items. 

18. Computering track and trace article handled stage by stage. 

19. A website based complaints for all articles, parcels, letter mail, EMS business. 

20. Barcode introduce on the article. 

 

24:7:2 It is mentioned here that coefficient for the calculation of staff of Administrative office 

and     accounts branch of Foreign Post  is very meager and impracticable. Therefore, it 

must be increased considering the following which has been newly introduced as such ; 

A) Child care leave, children education allowance, leave encashment 

B) Calculation of Income Tax for all staff 

C) Web based complaints for all articles and Money order 

D) Voluntary weight in the case of deficiency (issue memo to Post office) 

 

24:7:3 The Department has not in depth reviewed their work which validate more no. of 

augmentation and there is ample justification to enhance their basic pay considering the 

arduous nature of the job. 

 

24:7:4 The MTS of Foreign Post after the Fourth Pay Commission obtained orders from Delhi 

High Court and their status was elevated in the pre revised pay seals of Rs. 750-12-940 

as per Fourth CPC and after the Sixth Pay Commission they are entitled to Rs. 2000/- 

Grade Pay in PB-I. As such there is every justification to elevate the pay scale of Postal 

Assistants considering the above responsibilities to the extent of Rs. 4200/- Grade Pay. 
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CHAPTER – XXV 

 

RETURNED LETTER OFFICES 

 

25:1:1 The Returned Letter Offices which were earlier called as 'Dead Letter Offices' are 

functioning under the direct control of the Head of the Circle but considered as 

administrative – cum-executive units.  They are independent units. 

 

25:1:2 The functions of the RLO are two fold.  Firstly, it functions as an inquiry office and deals 

with articles, the delivery of which to the addresses, it is possible to effect.  Secondly, it 

deals with articles which cannot be delivered to the addressees or the senders 

functioning as a deposit office. 

 

25:1:3 Articles remaining undelivered by the post offices are forwarded to the Returned Letter 

Offices for disposal. Such articles may be broadly classified into three groups, viz.      

 

(i) Articles, the delivery of which is possible to effect by due / subsequent enquiries; 

(ii) Articles, the delivery of which is possible while on retrial after close examination; and 

(iii)  Articles, the delivery of which is impossible and have, therefore, to be kept in deposit 

pending lodging of claims or complaints by the concerned parties, and are eventually 

treated in the prescribed manner. 

 

25:1:4 The staff working in the RLOs is required to put in their best to ensure delivery of articles 

to the addresses by securing all obtainable details from various books of references.  They 

should open the closed articles, examine the contents, read the communications and with 

the knowledge they gained due to the above process, dispose the articles for effecting 

delivery.  It is only as a last resort, that articles are to be returned to senders. 

 

25:1:5 The staff working in the RLOs is bound by the Act of Secrecy in accordance with Section 

38 (i) (b) of the Post Offices Act.  They are, as a matter of rule, required to commit to 

memory, the list of Indian Post Offices in the circle. 

 

25:1:6 Besides having knowledge of all the rules in the various P&T Manuals, the staff working in 

the RLO are required to consult Directories, Army Lists, Civil Lists, Distribution Lists and 

several other publications brought out by the states containing information which can be 

of help in the disposal of postal articles.  

 

25:1:7 As per Rule 415 of Vol. VIII, the staff in the RLOs are expected to know many languages as 

possible. With a view to enthuse the employees of the RLOs to learn Indian and Foreign 

languages in the interest of quick disposal of articles, a language allowance at the rate of 

Rs. 50/- p.m. Per additional language (barring the English, Regional and Hindi) was paid to 
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RLO employees. The staff should be trustworthy and should possess a good knowledge in 

English. 

 

25:1:8 For the effective discharge of the functions, the RLO has to remain as an Information 

Bureau.  The RLO is supplied with all books of P&T references.  Directories, Guides, 

Sorting Orders, etc., Army List, Civil List, yearbooks, Guides and reference books etc. 

published by various public and private authorities.  As far as the information so gathered 

is maintained in a readily accessible codified form for frequent references. 

 

25:1:9 As the "Public Information" is a too vast field and the compendium in the RLOs is not up 

to the mark. Resultantly, the staff deployed in RLO has to keep themselves equipped with 

current events in all fields of activity in public life and apply their knowledge frequently 

while discharging the duties. 

 

25:1:10 The duties (operative and supervisory) in RLO are performed by the Assistants and 

Supervisors in LSG, HSG.II and HSG.I.  By far the most important duty performed and 

responsibility shouldered by the staff are of a very high order with regard to final disposal 

of articles treated as undelivered. 

 

25:1:11 Unregistered articles undelivered have to be sorted in an alphabetical order in 

accordance with the name of the addressee and after the expiration of one month 

following the month of receipt have to be destroyed by burning.  The supervisor has to 

take care that articles likely to be delivered are not destroyed.  Cash and currency notes 

after entry of all particulars in RLO records are to be made over to the post office at 

Headquarter for credit  under 'unclassified receipts' and accounted for.  Postage stamps, 

court fee and other stamps have to be affixed to error books after entering full 

particulars, and obliterated. 

 

25:1:12 British and Indian Postal orders have to be forwarded to the Audit office after preparing 

relevant records.  Hundis, Bank Drafts, and cheques have to be destroyed by being burnt 

after preparing the necessary documents of particulars for records.  All other articles of 

value must be disposed of by public auction through recognised agencies and duly 

accounted for. 

 

25:2 OUR DEMAND 

 

25:2:1 In order to improve the efficiency in the functioning of RLOs, where promotional 

avenues are at present meagre, the following proposals are made 

 

(i) All posts of Managers should be in HSG.I; 
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(ii)  Considering the strength and to have effective supervision, at least two / three 

posts of Dy. Manager in HSG.II be created; 

 

(iii)  The Time Factor for sanction of Postal Assistant in RLO should be liberalized taking 

into consideration the actual time required for the performance of several items of 

work; 

 

(iv)  The staff shall be adequately augmented considering the statistical figures provided 

in the rules and not as per the observation made by the officers from the circle 

office; 

 

(v) The language allowance be revived and improved at least with the minimum 

equivalent to 10% of Pay plus Grade pay. 
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CHAPTER – XXVI 

 

POSTAL STORES DEPOT AND STAMP DEPOT 

 

26:1 Based on the recommendations of the P&T Forms Committee of 1957, Regional Postal 

Stores Depot were established in July 1962 as separate units placed under the charge of 

Superintendent of Post Offices, and, the functions of the Stock Depots and Forms Stores 

were transferred to the newly established "Postal Stores Depot". 

 

26:2 The main function of the PSD is to procure, store and distribute more than 1200 types of 

forms which are being used in the post office and also to maintain stock of stationeries, 

and equipments. There are 46 Postal Stores Depot in existence. 

 

26:3 Similarly for procuring stamps and postal stationeries (printed in Government Security 

Presses) and for their distribution to different post offices, Circle Stamp Depots were 

established at circle level.  There are 22 such stamp depots.  The main duties of the Postal 

Assistant in the stamp depot are to supply stamps and stationery in closed bags / sealed 

bags, account for the supply and submit statements.  Crores of rupees worth of stamps, 

etc. are handled.  The special pay granted to them is meager and considering the heavy 

responsibilities, risk and arduous nature of the job, the cash handling allowance may be 

paid equal to double the rate prescribed for cash handling allowance by the Pay 

Commission. 

 

26:4 It is most pertinent to submit that no recruitment has so far been made in the stores 

depot / stamps depots exclusively.  Postal Assistants from neighbouring divisions are 

being drafted on deputation resulting shortage in their parent divisions.  Originally, 

separate, independent recruitment for Group 'D' had been made for PSD and in respect of 

clerical cadre required officials had been drafted from the headquarters division which 

used to notify vacancies inclusive of staff requirement of PSD.  Then all of a sudden, an 

order for drafting officials from various postal divisions to work at PSD / CSD was issued 

by the Postal Directorate, resulting without any recruitment, the requirements of PSD / 

CSD are fulfilled.  The postal divisions also spare such officials from their own 

establishment of staff strength.  Resultantly the sufferings of every such division with 

more and more shortage of staff are visible.  Hence status-quo ante by drafting officials 

from headquarters division may be restored and also ensure to add the staff strength in 

the establishment strength of the Head Quarters’ Division. 
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26:5 The nature of work and responsibilities to the staff drafted to the Postal Stores Depot 

and Postal Stamp Depot are more in nature and arduous and therefore, it is requested 

to consider for the grant of special pay to the extent of 10% of the pay drawn by the 

officials drafted to take such responsible positions.  
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CHAPTER – XXVII 

 

COUNTING OF PAST SERVICES OF R. T. P 

 

27:1:1 With a view to meeting the shortage of staff due to absentees and other causes and also 

to manage the increased flow of traffic and also to curtail expenditure on overtime, the 

P&T Department has introduced the RTP (Reserved Trained Pool) Scheme vide its No.60-

36/80-SPB dated 30.10.1980.  

  

27:1:2   The Main criteria and the condition of the scheme was as follows: - 

 

 "At the time of each recruitment, after the select list is drawn up, an additional list of 

candidates know as Part 'B' or Part II is prepared for each recruiting Unit. The Part 'B" or 

Part II list is meant for filling the dropouts in the main selection list'. In addition, a further 

list of candidates up to 50% of the number of candidates in the main list, is to be drawn 

up which is called Reserved Trained Pool.  

 

27:1:3 All these candidates will be imparted 'training and after training, they will be utilized for 

maximum of 8 hours per day on daily wages (on an hourly basis). Their eventual 

absorption as regular staff will, however, be in the order of merit and they will be 

absorbed in regular vacancies after the absorption of the select candidates at the 'main 

list' of the batch. The RTPs  will  be given priority of absorption  against vacancies for next 

recruitment. Thus, the main select list subsequent recruitment will be listed below the 

'RTP's of the previous recruitment.   

 

27:1:4 The P&T Department has subsequently caused orders restricting the RTP selection vide its 

letter No.60-31/81-SPB I dated 13.6.82 in which the additional list  of RTPs to be drawn 

was restricted to 15% of clerical sanctioned strength of the Division. 

 

27:1:5 Later this 'scheme' was extended to LDC and Postman cadres in August '82 and March '85 

respectively. Ultimately the 'RTP' scheme was discontinued in March 1986 vide DG P&T 

No.60-31/91-SPB-I dated 4.3.1986. 

 

27:1:6 Thus the P&T Dept. stood to gain by utilizing the RTP services at a cheaper cost though 

they were recruited as per the PA /SA Recruitment rules and full-fledged trained staff and 

performing their duties and responsibilities on par with regular Postal Assistants / Sorting 

Assistants but without any other normal benefits, as for regular staff. 

 

27:1:7 They were paid at the hourly rate for not exceeding 8 hours duly per day on a monthly 

basis. Between 1980 and 1983, there were six half yearly recruitment.  In 1983, the 

department has taken one policy decision of granting one Time Bound Promotion to the 

operative cadres resulting in a reduction of 5% in the total strength of clerical and 15% in 
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the supervisory cadre with immediate effect, vide its order No. 31-26/83-PE.I dated 17-

12-83. 

 

27:1:8 Similarly, the department has started abolition of running RMS sections and also 

concentration of mail handling in Stationary Mail / Sorting Offices by Day-sets, almost 

eliminating Night Sorting Offices in 1983, in the same year resulting surplus staff in the 

RMS.  This resulted in reduction of posts of Sorting Assistants in great numbers. The 

sudden implementation of these two decisions by Government and consequent ban on 

recruitment, non-filling of vacancies including existing, future, retirement and 

promotional adversely affected the prospect of regular absorption of the RTPs for a long 

time.  But they were utilised as Short Duty Staffs continuously, virtually affecting the 

absorption of RTPs as SAs in RMS Divisions. 

 

27:1:9 The position of permanent absorption caused to some extent in 1986 and they could be 

absorbed as Postal Assistant / Sorting Assistants in small numbers and final batch of 

about 2900 RTPs were absorbed in January 1990 on the directions of the Supreme Court. 

 

27:1:10 In effect, such RTPs had become the victim.  Most of them had become over aged and the 

orders of the competent authority viz. DG (P) were obtained for relaxation of age limit for 

their appointment. 

 

27:1:11 A random check of the Service record of the erstwhile RTPs thus appointed as Postal 

Assistants / Sorting Assistants will show that about 50% of them would be ineligible for 

Full Gratuity benefits like DCRG as their qualifying service would be less than 33 years at 

the time of their superannuation.  

 

27:1:12 Therefore the staff side places the demand time and again and in all the Periodical 

Meeting to count the past services of RTP for the limited purposes of promotion and 

pensionary benefits which would not be detrimental to the interest of any other staff. 

 

27:1:13 The said demand is being rejected on the following grounds regularly. 

(i) In the meeting held with Minister on 23-10-2001, Member (P) informed that the 

demand could not be accepted since the RTP Recruitments were made outside the 

Recruitment Rules. 

(ii) The Directorate in its letter NO. 10-7/2003/SR dated 04-11-2003, while 

communicating the state of progress of various demands, it is informed that the 

demand of the union being contrary to the judgment of the Apex Court (S.C. 

Judgment dated 01-08-1997 in OA Nos 30-123 of 1996) is not acceptable and the case 

closed. 

(iii) In the periodical meeting of JCM (Departmental Council) held on 18-11-2003, while 

discussing this issue under item No. 9, the similar reply citing S.C. Judgment was given 

to the staff side. 
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27:1:14 The department has closed its mind on this issue without minding various developments 

taken place after the issue of Supreme Court judgment on 01-08-97. 

 

27:1:15 The Supreme Court judgment pertains mainly to the absorption of all erstwhile RTPs and 

against various pronouncements in CATs in favour to RTP Personnel. 

 

27:1:16 In the said judgment the remark passed on the counting of past services is restricted to 

appear in the departmental examination only.  There was no mention for Promotion & 

Pension benefits.  The extract portion is furnished inter alia:- 

 

"In C.A. Nos. 127-130 of 1996, the RTPs who have been regularly absorbed in the year 

1988 have been given the benefit of counting their services as RTPs for the purpose of 

their eligibility to appear for the departmental examination.  The relevant rules provide 

that the candidates must have put in at least 5 years continuous satisfactory service in 

one or more eligible cadres before they can appear for the examination. 

 

27:1:17 The eligibility is related to five years service in the cadre.  Any service which was, 

rendered prior to regular appointment in the cadre cannot count for the purpose of these 

rules because it cannot be considered as a service in the eligible cadre. The Tribunal was 

therefore wrong in granting RTPs the benefit of service rendered by them prior to their 

regular appointment, for the purpose of their eligibility to appear for the departmental 

promotion examination". 

 

27:2 JUSTIFICATION 

 

27:2:1 It is pertinent to place before the Seventh Central Pay Commission about the correct 

position and justification of our demand for kind consideration. 

 

27:2:2 The RTP candidates were recruited only on observing the recruitment procedures 

outlined in DG P&T letter No. 60/36/30-SPB.I dated 30-10-1980, as applicable to regular 

employees and utilised as Short Duty Staff and ultimately given appointment as Postal 

Assistants/ Sorting Assistants. 

 

27:2:3 The Apex Court's judgment in the O.A. Nos. 80-123/1996 etc. is quite different except the 

above observation stated in para supra and mainly dealt with the claim of all privileges as 

was extended to casual labourer.  The above was the casual mention and not relation to 

main O.A. 

 

27:2:4 Under Article 368 of CSRs (Rule 14 of CCS (Pension) Rules 1972), periods of service paid 

from contingencies do not count as qualifying service for pension. In some cases, 

employees paid from contingencies are employed in the types of work requiring the 
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services of a whole time worker and are paid on monthly rates of pay or daily rates 

computed and paid on a monthly basis and on being found fit, brought on to regular 

establishment. In pursuance of the recommendations of the council, it has been decided 

that half the service paid from contingencies will be allowed to count towards pension at 

the time of absorption in regular employment. 

 

27:2:5 Such being the case for contingent staff, the RTPs utilized as 'SDC' performed all the 

duties and responsibilities as Postal Assistants / Sorting Assistants with their duty period 

extended upto 8 hours per day and wages on prorata to PA cadre for the period of duty 

computed and paid on monthly basis, are therefore, on a much worse footing than the 

contingent staff, and extending the benefit of the period spent by them as 'SDC' to count 

for 'Qualifying Service' would be fair, reasonable and justified. 

 

27:2:6 Similarly extending the benefit of their duty as RTP towards qualifying service also 

deserves consideration on the analogy of 

 

(i) Rule 22 of CCS (Pen) Rules 1972 Period spent on training 3 months 

(ii) Rule 48-B of CCS (Pen) Rule 1972 On voluntary retirement Up to 5 years 

(iii) Rule 21 of CCS (Pen) Rules 1972 EOL on MC Maximum at  

a  time 5 years 

 

(A period of shortfall in maximum qualifying service of 33 years, subject to a maximum of 

5 years) 

 

27:2:7 When Rules 48B & 21 provide periods not covered by actual performance of duty as a 

qualifying period for pension, etc., non-extending similar concessions to RTP who actually 

performed the work of the department is against natural justice. 

 

27:2:8 During 1960s, officials with the designation as "Learner' were recruited and subsequently 

regularized as Postal Clerks. Their past services as Learner were taken as Qualifying 

service in the department.  The similar analogy may be applied to this RTP personnel also. 

 

27:2:9 The S.C. Judgment pronounced in R.K. Pande & Others Vs. Steel Authority of India & 

Others (1994-4. Sec. 304) may be applied to the RTPS also by regularising their services 

from the date of joining. 

 

27:2:10 Hon'ble Principal Bench of CAT ordered to extend service, pensionary benefits to the 

Non-Statutory Departmental Canteen employees in OA Nos. 572/96 & 2136/98.  

Resultantly the benefits of entire past service prior to the declaration of Departmental 

Canteen employees (as Government servants) for counting towards pensionary benefits 
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have been given to them vide the Do P&T in its OM No. 12/9/2000-Dir (C) dated 08-11-

2000. 

 

27:2:11 Such being the case, the service rendered in private canteens were taken as qualifying 

service, why not the service rendered as RTP when similar to Postal Assistant be extended 

to them for Pensionary & other benefits. It is most pertinent to mention that they were 

recruited as per the recruitment rules applicable to the Postal Assistants and there was 

no separate recruitment rule for the RTP. 

 

27:2:12 Hon'ble CAT, Ernakulam Bench adjudged in the OA No. 1410 of 1995 in favour of RTPs to 

count the period of service as Qualifying service for promotion, Pension and Back wages. 

 

27:2:13 Even after the Supreme Court casual observation in the OA No. 127-130 on 01-08-1997 

the CAT, Hyderabad pronounced a judgment ordering to count the past services of RTP 

for all purposes in its OA No. 798/97 & RA No. 83/98. 

 

27:2:14 All the Postal Federations in order to mitigate this issue which is prolonged over one 

decade, has included the demand as one of the item in the charter of demands in the 

proposed strike w.e.f. 15-03-2005.  During the conciliation meeting, the Secretary, 

Department of Posts agreed to re-examine the issue as per rules and also keeping in view 

the judgment of the Apex Court in such cases. 

 

27:2:15 The Secretary has agreed to review their plight only in consonance with the Apex Court 

judgment pronounced in the favour of P & T Canteen employees and their past service in 

private employment has now been taken for the calculation of the pensionary benefits. 

 

27:2:16 Based on the same, the Secretary, Department of Posts has referred this matter and 

recommended to the Department of Personnel and it was once again rejected by the 

Department of Personnel. 

 

27:2:17 The extract portion of the JCM Departmental Council Meeting for the meeting held in 

2004. 

Item No. 9: Treating the services rendered as RTP 

 

Reply: The matter was taken up with the Department of Pension & Pensioners 

Welfare, Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions requesting to examine 

the matter regarding the counting of the service rendered as RTP at least for Pensionary 

Purpose. The Department of Pension and Pensioners Welfare, Ministry of Personnel and 

Public Grievances and Pensions has informed that it is evident that the RTP was a 

standing pool of trained reserve candidates for the Post and RMS offices to meet short 

term recruitment needs relating to shortage of staff due to absenteeism and other 

reasons.  They were engaged, according to the needs subject to a maximum of eight 
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hours per day and were to be paid wages at hourly rates fixed from time to time.  They 

were given priority against the vacancies for subsequent recruitment.  In view of above, it 

is very clear that RTP was a pool to keep a list of candidates for short-term needs and 

who were paid on an hourly basis. Service rendered on hourly basis cannot be equated 

with regular or even adhoc service.  Further, these employees have already agitated their 

case up to the highest court of the country and there does not seem to be any case to 

agree to their demand, which is totally against the laid down rules, which are applicable 

uniformly to all employees of the Government of India.                                                                 

(F.No. 37-19/2003-SPB.I)   

 

27:2:18 The Department of Personnel while disposing the recommendation of department at 

least to include the service for pensionary purpose has not considered the various 

precedence, court verdicts etc. and only with the closed mind, it disposed the life of the 

50% employees who could not get full pensionary benefits due to want of qualifying 

service. 

 

27:2:19 All the attempts through the Departmental Council (JCM) and other discussion forums in 

particular from 2009 to 2013 become futile and the Department of Posts arbitrarily 

rejected our plea without any consideration of the submissions narrated above merely a 

technical ground that the Supreme Court was once rejected in 1996 ignoring the 

subsequent judgments delivered on the same issue. 

 

27:2:20 Having rendered service almost identical to regular Postal Assistants / Sorting Assistants 

but on daily wages only and ultimate lesser pensionary benefits because of such a long 

prolongation for their actual absorption, their cause is reasonable and justified deserving 

for consideration as one time settlement. 

 

  27:3 WE DEMAND 

 

27:3:1 We request the 7th Central Pay Commission to consider and render justice to the 

deserving genuine case of RTPs only taking their past RTP services as Qualifying services 

for all purposes. 
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CHAPTER – XXVIII 

 

CREATION OF JUSTIFIED POSTS BY RELAXING THE BAN ON CREATION OF 

POSTS 

 

28:1:1 The Sixth Central Pay Commission observed inter alia with regard to relaxation of the ban 

on creation of Posts, which is in existence since 1983 under para No. 06-03-10. 

 

“This instruction (ADR) has resulted in aging bureaucracy which does not easily adapt 

itself to technology. An active and younger profile in Government employment is the 

need of the hour. Further, strengthening of the cutting edge for efficient delivery is 

required. New guidelines, where reduction in manpower and levels of freshman power 

intake would be assessed and prioritized by the individual Ministry or Department 

keeping its work processes, service delivery and functional requirements and budgetary 

savings at center stage should therefore be issued. 

 

28:1:2 Neither the recommendation is honoured nor rejected. There is no action taken in the 

Postal Department to identify the areas where the Posts have to be created. There are 

many such requirements of creation of the posts, particularly in the Department of Posts. 

 

28:1:3 There is an enormous increase in the volume of mails and other areas of postal 

operations.  The work in SB & RD has been increased manifold, which the present staff 

could not cope up with the backlog and arrears of work, therefore, become inevitable 

with an indirect impact of frauds going on undetected besides unsatisfactory service to 

public. After the introduction of MNOP in the RMS, the unsorted mails are heaped in 

bounds due to inadequate staff strength in the RMS. 

 

28:1:4 It is therefore requested to consider and recommend to lift the ban on creation, etc.  

Adequate number of Postal Assistant posts based on the requirement be ensured by due 

augmentation.  This will alone improve the service and relieve the personnel toiling from 

dawn to dusk in the absence of adequate manpower despite peak growth of postal 

business. 
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CHAPTER – XXIX 

 

PROMOTIONS 

 

29:1 Cadre Review 

 

29:1:1 Promotional avenues in the Postal Assistant cadre in the Department of Posts is not 

attractive as in the case of other Central Government departments like Railway, Central 

Excise & Income Tax, Customs etc. The Department is having the establishment of about 

83,696 Postal Assistants and promotional Posts are available is less than 10% (LSG 6904, 

HSG II 1624 & HSG I 1624). Similarly, in the RMS, there are 14728 sorting assistants in 

which 1197 LSG and 415 HSG II and 415 HSG I posts are available which construe around 

12% only. There was no proper cadre review exercised in the past by the Department of 

Posts to enhance the Promotional Posts and motivate the employees in their career. 

 

 The Fourth Pay Commission in its report vide Para 10.47 observed that” we feel that 

instead of a piece in meal and fragmented approach, cadre restructuring should be 

comprehensive to take care of all relevant aspects and safeguard, as far as possible, the 

career interests of those who are already working in these cadres, in respect of their 

prospects of promotion etc. 

 

29:1:2 At the best, a Postal/ Sorting Assistant begins his career with the existing Grade pay of Rs. 

2400/- could get his first promotion after 10 years of service in the Grade pay of Rs. 

2800/- and second promotion after completion of 20 years of service  in the Grade pay of 

Rs. 4200/- and on completion of 30 years, he will get Rs. 4600/- Grade pay.  Only a few 

officials could be elevated to the third promotion of HSG.I. 

 

29:1:3 The issue has been discussed in a separate meeting held for Cadre review and the 

following decision have been arriving on 28.04.2014. 

(a) The post of SPMs in Single Handed Post Offices and Double Handed Post Offices will be 

placed in the Grade Pay of Rs. 2800/- in the Pay Band PB-I. 

(b) The post of Sub Postmasters in Triple Handed Post Offices and all other existing norms 

based LSG Posts in Post offices will be placed in the Grade Pay of Rs. 4200/- in the Pay 

Band PB-II. 

(c) All existing posts in HSG-II will be placed in the Grade Pay of Rs. 4600/- in the Pay Band 

PB-II along with the existing HSG-I Posts. 

(d) After the implementation of the above restructuring, the officials in the Grade Pay of 

Rs. 4600/- who have completed 2 years of regular service, will be granted the Grade 

Pay of Rs. 4800/- in the Pay Band-II on non-functional basis after following the usual 

procedure of non-functional upgradation(s). 
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(e) Cadre ratio as per the agreed position mentioned at (a) to (d) above, will be worked 

out and the ratio so worked out will be replicated to the SA cadre of RMS, PA cadre of 

Circle & Administrative offices as also to the PA cadre of SBCO. 

(f) In respect of Postmaster Grade I, Grade II and Grade III Posts, once the 

recommendations of this Committee are implemented; the matter will be examined 

in the light of the same. 

(g) In the light of the peculiar situation of Postman/Mail Guard cadre where the work for 

the bulk of the cadre continues to remain the same; as a special case the Committee 

recommends the ratios as worked out in pursuance of (e) above may be considered 

for implementation for these cadres as well and that the cadre so restructured may 

concurrently get the benefit of MACP also. 

(h) MTS being a common cadre in all Central Government Ministries/Department will be 

extended the same benefits as commonly decided for them. 

 

29:1:4 If the above agreement on Cadre review is cleared, there will be some promotional 

avenues provided on functional justification to these cadre. However, the plights of PO & 

RMS Accountant cadre and Postmasters Cadre have not been considered as mentioned in 

the respective chapter. Similarly the creation of System Administrator Posts have also not 

been agreed but continuing the System Administrators posts officially without any 

creation by christening the name of Postal Assistants as System Administrators is nothing 

but a farce and sheer exploitation.  

 

Thus, the Postal Assistants have not been provided adequate promotional avenues even 

after the said agreement. 

 

29:2 GROUP ‘B’ PROMOTION 

 

29:2:1 Before the 4
th

 CPC, for general line official promotion to the PS Group ' B' (Gazetted) was 

available.  With the implementation of 4
th

 CPC, these promotions to Group B have been 

made examination oriented and 6% of the Group 'B' of superintendents were earmarked.  

Later on, the IPO & IRMs have also been allotted 19% of examination oriented promotion 

to Group B.  Till 2003, a considerable number of general line officials in TBOP / BCR were 

able to get promoted by duly qualifying in the Group B examination.  The Department of 

Posts, all of a sudden without any rhyme and reason has stipulated that TBOP & BCR 

officials are not eligible to sit for Group B examination. 

 

29:2:2 The Staff Side had submitted its proposal as far back as in February 2008 referring the 

pending item in the Postal Departmental Council JCM and communicating the opinions of 

the internal staff side for discussions. But, thereafter there was no discussion taken place. 

The following was the staff side's proposal. 
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29:2:3 In 1993, the Staff side was asked to surrender 1/3
rd

 of IPO vacancies from the general line 

promotional quota at the time of consideration of cadre review to IP/ASPOs and 

introduce direct recruitment to facilitate higher scales of pay to IPO/ASPOs and during 

the course of discussions it was assured that in lieu of this, the share of General Line in 

Group B might be improved. Though the share of PA/SA cadre in the IPO was reduced by 

1/3
rd

 as stated above, the re-apportionment of the Group ‘B’ did not take place. 

 

29:2:4 Proposal 

 

a) Our proposal is that 62% of PS Group B vacancies shall remain on seniority-cum-fitness 

to the IP Cadre and 19% on merit exam basis amongst the IPO line; 

 

b) Remaining 19% of PS Group B should be for all clerical line officials (Postal, RMS, SBCO, 

and Admn). Similarly, the Postmaster cadre officials shall also be permitted to write 

the examination in case if the 100% of the Senior Postmasters posts are not brought 

under the hierarchical cadre of the postmaster. Exclusively among which 25 percent 

of senior Post Master posts shall be apportioned for LDCE to provide opportunity for 

lateral entry of lower grade postmasters. 

 

c) Since PS Group ‘B’ tough competitive examination, there need not be any restriction 

that only from LSG and above would be permitted. This condition required to be 

reconsidered for liberalization for the following reasons also. After the fifth Pay 

commission, the department, unmindful of the amendment of the recruitment rules 

by due notification with the approval of the nodal ministries, has plunged into action 

to the controversial decision in permitting only those officials holding standard LSG 

post on a regular basis. As such a sudden switch over to standard LSG criteria has 

caused a concern. It is therefore requested to permit all the officials having 10 years 

(Ten Years) of clerical service irrespective of the fact whether they are LSG or MACP to 

write the PS Group B exam. 

 

d) The Department has carved out a separate Postmaster Cadre right from LSG to Senior 

Postmaster and declared it as a separate hierarchical cadre. After carving out a 

separate cadre of Postmaster from General & IP line, 100% of the senior Postmaster & 

Chief Postmaster Posts should be declared to the hierarchical cadre of Postmaster and 

the IPOs shall not be allowed for the Senior Postmaster examination. Otherwise 

creation of a separate Postmaster cadre becomes meaningless. 

 

29:2:5 The Department has neither considered nor decided the proposals. There is a strong 

frustration among the new entrants possessing with Post Graduate Qualifications and 

above to deny their fair chances to write competitive examinations in Group B Posts. This 

may please be considered and recommended as above mentioned. 
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29:2:6 Now, with the opening of direct recruitment to the extent of 1/3
rd

 for Inspector posts / 

RMS, the Postal Assistants who have hitherto enjoyed the full cent percent of the 

inspectorial cadres by writing the examination after earning a minimum qualifying service 

of five years is deprived of the percentage of post earmarked for direct recruitment in the 

Inspector Posts cadre. 

 

29:2:7 Since more and more graduates and postgraduates are getting recruited for Time Scale 

clerical posts, they will have the opportunity to write the examination conducted by the 

Department for the Inspector of Posts.  In the changed scenario as discussed above, they 

may not be any bar to the Time Scale clerks to appear for examination based promotions 

for PS Group B or Inspectors. 

 

29:3 AAO PROMOTION 

 

29:3:1 In respect of promotion to AAO cadres, the same has been frozen to the Postal Assistants 

and it is restricted only to the Postal Accounts causing a great injustice to the general line 

officials. There may be chances for many more examination oriented promotions.  In this 

way, to some extent we can meet the aspirations of the younger generations.    

 

29:3:2 In short, the promotional avenues available are very meager and the youth now joined 

the Postal Department in abundant with Post Graduate qualifications are becoming 

frustrated due to the non provision of adequate higher promotional avenues. The skills 

and zeal among such Postal Assistant shall be utilized properly by providing more 

promotional opportunities for them. 

 

29:4 INADEQUATE PROMOTIONAL  AVENUES FOR MTS /POSTMEN 

 

29:4:1 There are no proper hierarchical promotions ensured for the MTS or Postmen Cadre. 

Unless they have written the LGO exam and come out successful in merit, they shall 

utilize only the existing three MACP financial upgradations. 

 

29:4:2  The Posts of Mail overseer, Cash overseer, Sorting Postmen, Head Postmen numbering 

around 10000 Posts were earlier upto 1984 called as hierarchical promotional posts to 

postmen. Similarly, Jamedar Posts were termed as Selection grade promotions to 

erstwhile Group ‘D’s. Unfortunately, now all the said posts were equated with basic 

cadre. 

 

29:4:3  When the issue of Cadre review was discussed and decided at departmental level, it was 

decided that MTS being a common cadre in all Central Government 

Ministries/Departments will be extended the same benefits as commonly decided for 

them. But there is no proposal in other departments to have a common cadre review. It is 
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also pertinent to mention that the natures of duties performed by the Postal MTS are 

entirely different as narrated in the earlier chapters. 

 

29:4:4  With regard to Postmen cadre, the Cadre review committee has decided that “in the light 

of the peculiar situation of the Postman / Mail Guard cadre where the work for the bulk 

of the cadre continuous to remain the same, as special cases the committee recommends 

the ratio as worked out in pursuance of PA cadre may be considered for implementation 

for these cadres as well and that the cadre so restructured may concurrently get the 

benefit of MACP also.” 

 

29:4:5  We are agreeing to the above proposal, but at the same time we sincerely request to 

declare the cadres stated in pre paras as promotional posts so that the seniors will get 

the prestigious posts. Similarly, in the existing ratio of 50% Quota in LGO exam in PA 

vacancies, 20% shall be allotted to the Postmen who possess requisite qualification on 

seniority-cum- fitness which will provide a boost to the seniors who possesses the 

qualification plus the practical knowledge. 

 

29:4:6 After the introduction of the MACP, the postmen who appeared LGO exam to become PA 

are getting equal pay to those who have not appeared the LGO exam. This has ill 

motivated and frustrated the budding postmen youngsters, the MACP shall be 

determined only in the cadres and the ex-service in the previous cadre and financial 

upgradation shall not be taken for MACP in higher cadre.  
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CHAPTER – XXX 

 

OTHER CADRES IN POSTAL 

 
30:1 PUBLIC RELATION INSPECTORS 

 

30:1:1 The posts of Public Relation Inspectors are attached to Head Post Offices and other bigger 

HSGII & LSG offices in big cities and towns.  The officials promoted to LSG are being 

appointed to work as PRI (P) for a tenure of four years. 

 

30:1:2 While the work of exercising supervision over the delivery staff, when they are inside the 

post offices, is done by the Postmaster / Assistant Postmaster, the work of exercising 

supervision over them, when they are actually on their beats, is entrusted to the Public 

Relation Inspectors of the post offices. 

 

30:2 JOB PROFILE 

 

30:2:1 In addition to the work of exercising supervision over the delivery staff viz. Postmen and 

LB peon, the PRI (P) is required to attend to the following items of work:- 

 

(i) He has to post test cards / letters to verify punctual clearance of street letter boxes in 

the area under his jurisdiction; 

(ii) He has to maintain a schedule of clearance of street letter boxes and to exercise 

supervision over the movements of letter box peons.  This work is of great 

importance to avoid public complaints regarding early or late clearance from street 

letter boxes; 

(iii) He has to inspect the condition of each and every letter box in his area and suggest 

to the postmaster whether any repairs, etc. are called for in respect of any letter box, 

he has to watch the repainting of letter boxes in his area; 

(iv) He is required to re-set the franking machines supplied by various manufacturing 

companies to the firms etc. under a proper license.  This is an important item of work 

connected with the collection of the revenues of the department; 

(v) He is required to promptly inquire into the complaints from the public, made over to 

him by the postmaster or the divisional head; 

(vi) He is required to verify the stamp balances with the stamp vendors by exercising 

surprise checks; 

(vii) He is required to verify cash and stamp balance of 'C' class SOs as frequently as 

possible; 

(viii) He should assist / carry with the duties of carrying out of inspection of post offices 

allotted to him by the Superintendent of Post Offices; 
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(ix) He has to verify payment of at least 100 money orders in a month by way of 

exercising, check over payments of money orders by the paying postmen; 

(x) He is required to collect competitive estimates for local purchases of articles etc. 

(xi) He has to attend to the work of transferring excess cash lying in post offices to the 

cash offices or Head Office; 

(xii) He is to attend the work of conveying cash bags from HO to sub post offices in cases 

of emergency; 

(xiii) He has to attend to the work of delivery of special bags of VIPs; 

(xiv) He is expected to be able to take charge of any post office at a short notice; 

(xv) He has to contact mercantile people and firms for procuring business to speed post, 

and also bulk mails; 

(xvi) He has to attend to all the instructions of the divisional head of procurement of 

business like RPLI, Media Post, E-Post etc. 

(xvii) He has to verify all heavy withdrawals in Savings Accounts (at present it is Rs. 

5000/- and above) carried out in single handed and branch offices. 

(xviii) He is required to verify the Death claim & Personal claims like Split Duty Allowance 

etc. Of officials and claimants in the POSB Schemes. 

(xix) He is to verify all the claims of the official like ROHSC, Honorarium etc. and send his 

report. 

(xx) He is now entrusted to verify the cable TV addresses before issuing license to them. 

(xxi) He is asked to verify the genuineness of the persons applied for the Postal Identity 

cards. 

(xxii) He is now supposed to verify the death certificates of the claims. 

(xxiii) He is fully entrusted with the work of public examination answer papers and even 

effecting delivery of Examination parcels. 

(xxiv) He is now ordered to attend court cases, consumer forums, almost all such cases. 

(xxv) He is now verifying the genuineness of PLI/RPLI claim and most times getting the 

forms unfilled up in respect of RPLI policies. 

 

30:2:2 From the above, it could be seen that the Public Relation Inspector is a Mobile 

Executive who maintains a liaison between the Postal Administration and public in 

general.  They should possess a proper knowledge of the character of delivery staff and 

exercise vigil over the outdoor staff. The PRI (P) s are not entitled to earn any overtime 

even if they have to remain on duty for longer hours on many occasions. Their duties are 

thus so arduous. 

 

30:3 WE DEMAND 

 

30:3:1 The special pay paid considering their nature of the job has been discontinued after the 

Third Pay Commission and now the post is brought under LSG.  They should be equated 

with the Public Relation Officer in the Central / State Government organizations. 
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30:3:2 Their nature of the job is so risky, arduous and hard in nature requiring more skill and 

abilities, there is every justification to restore the special pay granted earlier.  At least a 

special pay equivalent to the minimum 10% of pay plus grade pay may please be 

recommended as special pay to the PRI (P) in token of recognition of their hard nature 

of the job. 

 
30:4 CARE TAKER 

 
30:4:1 Caretakers are appointed in the Circle Administrative offices from amongst Postal 

Assistance, MTS-Gr.’C’ of Circle Administrative Offices depending on the area of the 

building, number of people working duties and responsibilities involved. The norms and 

level of caretaking posts to be as indicated below : 

 

FLOOR AREA OF 

BUILDING 

PAY BAND NO. OF POSTS 

a) Upto 2000 Sq. Mts - No.Post to be sanctioned , Gr.’C’ or 

MTS-Gr.C staff may be deployed on 

part time basis and allowed 

caretaking allowance @ 10% of basic 

pay. 

b) above 2000 Sq. 

Mts and upto 7000 

Sq. Mts 

5200-20200 

(GP=1900) 

 

One Post 

c) above 7000 Sq. 

Mts and upto 14000 

Sq. Mts 

5200-20200 

(GP=2400) 

 

One Post 

d) above 14000 Sq. 

Mts and upto 20000 

Sq. Mts 

9300-34800 

(GP=4200) 

One Post. 

Scale to be decided depending on the 

complexity of the task. 

e) above 20000 Sq. 

Mts 

9300-34800 

(GP=4200) 

One Post. 

+ additional post in lower grade as per 

these norms. 

 

30:4:2 At present, the incumbent posted in the care takers post are being paid by 10% of pay 

plus Grade pay. Owing to onerous responsibilities, duties and vigil the Care Taking 

Allowance shall be enhanced to the extent of 15% of Pay plus Grade Pay. 

 

30:5 GESTETNER OPERATOR  
 

30:5:1 There are two grades of Gestetner Operators as given below:  

  

 Senior Gestetner Operator : Basic Pay = Rs 5200 -20200 & Grade Pay = Rs 1900. 

 

 Junior Gestetner Operator : Basic Pay = Rs 4440 -7440 & Grade Pay = Rs 1900. 
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30:5:2 The nature of work done by both the cadres is both the same. The higher grade is 

provided only in Large Offices based on the work Load. The posts are filled up from 

among the MTS Gr.’C’ Staff. 

 

The Junior Gestetner Operator suffers stagnation in' the cadre as there is no opportunity 

of promotion to the higher cadre. The Gestetner operator must be included in the better 

promotional scheme. 

 

30:5:3 In some Circles due to ban on creation of Posts etc. they are not provided with the 

Gestetner operators. We suggest that in such cases the men who will be working as 

Gestetner operators should be allowed to draw special pay to the extent of 10% of Basic 

Pay plus Grade Pay. 

 

30:6 DEVELOPMENT OFFICER OF PLI 

 

30:6:1 At present the post is in the pay band of Rs 5200-20200 & G.P. Rs 2800 / pay band Rs 

9300-34800 & G.P. Rs 4200. The post which is held on tenure basis, is of no benefits, to 

the present incumbents. In comparison to the onerous responsibility they discharge and 

the constraints they face for the expansion of PLI business, the financial benefits 

extended to them, is too meager. The Development officers are doing a commendable 

job in the PLI business and that is why they should be awarded with Special Pay to the 

extent of 10% of Basic Pay plus Grade Pay. 

 

30:7 WELFARE INSPECTOR 

 

30:7:1 The post is held on tenure basis. Welfare Inspector has to look after the sports activities 

of the Circle also as sports is a part of Welfare activities. They are placed in the scale of 

Pay Band Rs.5200-20200 & G.P. Rs.2800. They are selected by DPC. 

 

30:7:2 The duty assigned to this Cadre is purely supervisory involving various field duties which 

are of organizational nature and required strenuous efforts. Not only that even in case of 

eventualities like sickness or death, they have to coordinate. Even in odd hours they are 

forced to go and provide service. In comparison to their arduous nature of work, they are 

having very poor pay structure.  Considering the demand of Rs.4200 Grade Pay at 

present, the Welfare Inspectors shall be placed in the Grade Pay of Rs.4600/- 

 

30:7:3 The other Post like Cashier and Postal Training Inspector etc., which are held on tenure 

basis may also be judged in the same light as in Para Supra. 
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30:8 HINDI TRANSLATOR  

 

30:8:1 The Post of Senior translator and junior translator have been created mainly for 

translation work. Their work is connected with the implementation of officials Language 

policy. They have to comply the directions/instructions issued by the Department of 

officials Languages from time to time. On special occasions - (like the meetings of the 

Hindi Salahkar Samiti, the official language implementation committee) the help of junior 

translator/Senior translator are sought. Senior translator is asked to help the 

implementation work. The translator helps the administration in promoting the 

progressive use of Hindi as Official Language by their active participation. They help in 

publishing literature and organizing Hindi Workshops. In spite of the same recruitment 

rules, qualifications and the same nature of duties, the junior and senior Hindi Translator 

are getting different pay scales in different Central Govt. Departments. This is grossly 

unjust and unfair. There should be uniform pay scales for the posts of Junior and Senior 

Translator in all the central Govt. Departments. 

 

30:8:2 The existing pay bands & Cadre pay of Junior and senior Hindi Translator are as follows: 

             Pay Band                                       Grade Pay 

Jr . Hindi Translator:                Rs.9300-34800     4200 

Sr. Hindi Translator:                Rs.9300-34800     4200 

PA. Hindi Typist:                      Rs.5200-20200     2400 

 

This may please be revised to the extent of Rs.5400/- Grade Pay in respect of Jr. & Sr. 

Hindi Translator and Rs.4200/- Grade Pay in the case Hind Typist. 
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CHAPTER – XXXI 
 

SPECIAL PAY, ALLOWANCES& INCENTIVES 
 

31:1 CASH HANDLING ALLOWANCE TO PO TREASURERS - ANOMALY REFERED TO SIXTH CPC 

AS ADVISED BY FINANCE MINISTRY, BUT NOT EXAMINED 

 

31:1:1 The Postal Assistants with not less than ten years of unblemished record of service and 

integrity only are posted as Treasurers and Assistant Treasurers on tenure basis. They 

have to furnish a security of Rs. 3000 during their tenure.  Because of the heavy cash 

handled and stamps responsibility, their tenure has been fixed only for two years. 

 

31:1:2 The Treasurers and Assistant Treasurers working in Head Post Offices and large sub 

offices are saddled with heavy cash and stamp responsibilities as can be ascertained by a 

perusal of the duties performed by them.  Some of their very important duties alone are 

enumerated below:- 

 

(i) To hold Joint Custodian / Charge with the Postmasters and Sub Postmasters not 

only for cash, stamps, but also for the insured articles of the letter and parcel mail 

in deposit and also keep secured of Indian Postal Orders, all Cash Certificates and all 

saleable items under his custody. 

(ii) To effect payment of all sums of money due to the members of the public by way of 

bills, PLI, Policy dues, house rent etc. 

(iii) To effect payment of pension, gratuity, commutation amount, GPF, accumulations 

and advances etc. 

(iv) To remit and receive cash and stamps from the subordinate offices. 

(v) To disburse cash to the postman and GDS MDS for payment of Money Orders and 

collect the cash from them in respect of unpaid money orders. 

(vi) To collect cash from the postman and GDS MD towards the unpaid articles 

entrusted to them and also receive the collections on account of parcel postage and 

customs duty towards inward foreign letter and parcel mail articles. 

(vii) To supply cash to the counter clerks for disbursing payments to the public and to 

clear the cash collections from the counter clerks periodically to ensure that heavy 

cash is not left with the counter clerks. 

(viii) To draw cash from the Bank / Sub Treasuries and remittance of surplus cash in the 

same way. 

(ix) To place indents on the stamp depot for supply of postage stamps and other postal 

stationery. 

(x) To receive from the Postmaster and several departments of the office all the 

treasury and bank receipts and vouchers, receipts forming part of the cash balance 

and all other articles, documents and property to be kept in his charge. 
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(xi) Apart from this the problems being faced due to fake notes by these officials result 

heavy loss every month.  There is no proper training to detect fake notes. 

(xii) Preparation of postmaster cheque for any payment of Rs.20000/- and above by HO 

and all SOs; 

(xiii) Performance of clearing house duties which are time sensitive and financial risky.  

In most of the stations two time attendances are prescribed.  Even otherwise as the 

DG's instructions issued in 1997, two time attendance for clearing house should be 

ensured; 

(xiv) To maintain stock and sale of application forms for UPSC, State Public Service 

Commissions, Universities and Colleges etc.; 

(xv) To stock and sale of CRF stamp; 

 

31:1:3 The cashiers in the Administrative offices and RMS offices whose duty is only to disburse 

cash for the bills were granted special pay as per the Sixth Pay Commission 

recommendations which is inter alia. 

 

Amount of Cash Handled Rate of Special Pay 

Up to Rs. 50,000 Rs. 150 per month 

Above Rs. 50001 and up to 2 lakhs Rs. 300 per month 

Above Rs. 2 lakhs and up to 5 lakhs Rs. 400 per month 

Above Rs. 5 lakhs and up to Rs. 10 

lakhs 

Rs. 500 per month 

Above Rs. 10 lakhs Rs. 600 per month 

 

31:1:4 Even though there was the heavy responsibility on account of cash, stamps, and other 

valuables on the Treasurer and the Asstt. Treasurer in post offices, the department did 

not recognize their hard services and appreciate. 

 

31:1:5 To our dismay, the Sixth CPC recommendations were implemented for the cashiers 

working in Administrative offices and RMS offices, but the Treasurers working in the post 

offices are being remunerated with only Rs.240/- & Rs.320/- by doubling the allowance 

paid prior to the implementation of 6
th

 Pay Commission. The following will exhibit the 

case. 

 

31:1:6 On the demand of the unions, the Postal Department has taken up the case with the 

Ministry of Finance that Treasurers in Post offices are handling heavy cash and they 

require to be paid at the same rate of which cashiers in administrative offices and RMS 
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offices are paid. The Ministry of Finance advised the Department to refer the case to the 

Sixth Central Pay Commission. 

 

31:1:7 Accordingly, the Department of Posts vide its letter D. O. No. 4.3/2006-PCC dtd. 

27.04.2007 has referred this item under No. 8 to the Sixth CPC with the 

recommendations that the Treasurers in Post offices are handling heavy cash and they 

require to be paid at the same rate at which cashiers in administrative offices are paid. It 

further referred that the matter was taken up with MoF who advised to refer it to the 

Sixth Central Pay Commission. 

 

31:1:8 The Sixth CPC under para 7.6.24 while dealing other demands has observed inter alia: 

 

“Certain other demands have been received relating to LTC, allowances, cash handling 

allowance, etc. these demands are considered in the respective chapters.” 

Under para 4.2.81, it was recommended to double the existing rates and there was no 

mention other than this. There was no specific existence of Treasury allowance in the 

Fifth or Sixth CPC report as it was converted as a cash handling allowance in the Fifth CPC 

itself. 

 

31:1:9 The issue was again taken up in the JCM (Deptl) Council held on 23.08.2013 under item 

No. 18 in the standing Committee meeting placed the demand under the justification that 

the cashiers of administrative offices drawing cash only from post office treasury and 

returning the amount after disbursement to PO. For which, the following minutes had 

been furnished. 

 

“It was decided that the detailed proposal will be sent by the staff side and will be 

examined by the Establishment division. If some relevant points are raised by the staff 

side and which help to resolve the issue, the same will be included and proposal will be 

referred tenth time to the Min. of Finance for consideration” 

 

31:1:10 The proposal sent tenth time to sort out the discrimination by the Department of Posts to 

the Ministry of Finance has again been rejected. The discrimination is continuing. The 

nomenclature which is not in anywhere as ‘Treasury Allowance’ is continuing despite the 

Fifth CPC declared as cash handling allowance and apply to all in the Department of Posts. 

 

31:1:11 The irony in this is the cashiers of RMS offices received the remittance of cash required 

for their offices only from the adjacent or nearby post offices.  The Treasurer of post 

offices, thus handles more cash than his counterpart in RMS called cashiers.  This is 

nothing but an anomaly and unjust, which this federations request to quash. There 

should be only one nomenclature as cashier or treasurer, which may please be decided to 

end this discrimination. 
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31:2 CASH HANDLING ALLOWANCE TO SPM IN ‘A’ CLASS POST OFFICES 

 

31:2:1 There is another anomaly existed in the grant of cash handling allowance. The officials 

handling cash at 'A' class offices by maintaining TCB are not being granted with Treasury 

allowance even though those offices fulfil the condition and the requirement of cash 

handling.  The cash handling allowance, thus is to be granted to the officials handling cash 

at 'A' class offices. 

 

31:2:2 Similarly, all the SPMs working in 'B' & 'C' class offices may also be granted cash handling 

allowance if they fulfil the minimum prescribed in the rates of cash handling allowance. 

 

31:2:3 Further present practice of obtaining fidelity / security bond from employees for handling 

cash should be dispensed. The Fifth CPC in its recommendation vide para 62.1.3 stated to 

dispense with the practice of obtaining Fidelity Band as it does not serve any purpose. 

 

31:2:4 It is further requested that the nomenclature of cash handling allowance may be changed 

as special pay and included for all benefits like DA etc. 

 

31:2:5 It is requested that at least the quantum of special pay should be equivalent to 10% of 

the Pay Plus Grade Pay. 

 

31:3 CASH HANDLING ALLOWANCE TO SINGLE/DOBLE HANDED OFFICES SPMS 

 

31:3:1 After the process of arbitration, the Board of Arbitration gave the award in CA reference 

no. 1 of 1990 as below:- 

 

"Having carefully considered the material on the record and the merits of the case and 

having given our careful consideration to the arguments advanced by the parties' 

representatives and having taken into account all other relevant facts bearing on the 

matter in issue between the parties, we give the following award:- 

 

31:3:2 Sub Postmaster in single / double handed post offices responsible for handling / custody 

of cash shall be paid the following special pay:- 

 

Amount of cash handled on an 

average per days (In Rs.) 

Special Pay (Rs. per month) 

10,001 to 20,000 20/- 

20,001 to 50,000 25/- 

50,001 to 1,00,000 30/- 

Above 100,000 35/- 
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 This award shall take effect from 13
th

 Day of May 1989. 

 

31:3:3 The Government accepted the award and has granted a cash allowance to Sub 

Postmasters in single and double handed post offices vide Postal Directorate letter No. 6-

4/80-PAP dated 25-02-92. This has been practically discontinued and there is no revision 

in the quantum of special allowance thereafter. 

 

31:3:4 It is therefore requested to consider to extend the benefits to all Sub Postmasters for 

handling cash at the rate fixed for cash handling allowance to cashiers / treasurers and 

remove the anomaly which is in existence from 1991. 

 

31:4 GRANT OF SUMPTUARY ALLOWANCE TO POSTMASTERS 
 

31:4:1 The Postmasters by virtue of the post they held, have to interact and entertain VIPs 

representing public, professional bodies, institution & service officers for business 

activities in their day-to-day official life. 

 

31:4:2 In order to maintain the prestige of the post, it becomes very essential at least to offer a 

cup of tea / coffee to the visitors as a matter of courtesy and in this way, the postmasters 

are spending huge money ranging from Rs. 500/ - to Rs. 1000/- per month depending 

upon the size of the post office and other factors. 

 

31:4:3 In these circumstances, it is requested to grant a sumptuary allowance to the postmasters 

depending upon the size and grade of the office. 

 

C, B & A Class Rs. 600/- per month 

LSG / HSG.II Rs. 950/- per month 

HSG.I Rs. 1200 per month 

 

31:5 SPLIT DUTY ALLOWANCE 

 

31:5:1     The 2
nd

 Pay Commission made specific observations on Split Duty.  "We, however, feel 

that the case of staff liable to split duty requires special consideration." The matter has 

been taken in the Departmental Council and after disagreement this was referred to the 

Board of Arbitration.  On the basis of the Arbitration Award, the split duty allowance is 

granted @ Rs. 50/- p.m. if the residence is beyond 5 k.m. and the break in attendance is 2 

hours or more from 1990. The rate was revised as Rs. 100 after the 5
th

 Pay Commission.  

 

31:5:2   Even though the Sixth CPC has doubled the existing rate of Split Duty Allowance to Rs. 

200/- P.M, this has not been implemented in case of Postal employees as it was not 

approved but rejected by the Ministry of Finance. Still a sum of Rs. 100/- is being paid to 

Postal employees. Even the 25% increases on reaching 50% DA twice have not been 
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implemented in their case. A clear discrimination is prevailing in respect of Split Duty 

Allowance being paid to Postal employees. 

 

31:5:4   The condition of living within the same municipality may be relaxed and the villages close 

to the cities in short, when an official brought on split duty who lives in any place for 

which city HRA is applicable may be construed  as falling within the city / working place 

and split duty allowance may be paid. Split Duty Allowance may please be fixed 

retrospectively as per the Sixth CPC rates and consider revision by three folds due to 

increase of hike in fuel and fare charged by public conveyances. 

 

31:6 OUT STATION ALLOWANCE 
 

31:6:1 The R.M.S. Staff working in traveling Sections are granted Out Station Allowance to meet 

the expenses on food, snacks, conveyance, transport of personal effects, etc., when they 

leave their residence for duty to work in the R.M.S. sections and till they return home. The 

trips per month may range from 1 to 5 and in rare cases four in a month. 

 

31:6:2  Whenever there was an abnormal rise in the cost of living, resulting in heavy expenses at 

the out-station, staff unions has demanded revision of rates  of Out station allowance to 

the extent of Overtime allowance which has not been considered. Despite the fact the 

Board of Arbitration has given an award which is still pending in the state of neither 

accepted nor rejected by the Parliament. 

 

31:6:3  The OSA should be linked to the daily allowance granted to the touring officials. It is 

therefore urged the OSA be revised upward, once in 3 years, commensurate with the 

increase in the cost of living index on the same percentage of D.A. increase. 

 

31:7 CASH HANDLING ALLOWANCE TO POSTMEN 

 

31:7:1 It was granted on the basis of the Board of Arbitration Award in CA Reference No.14 of 

1981. The Board of Arbitration Awards operative for 3 years as per JCM Scheme, as such, 

this benefit was available only up to 30.11.1986. However, various Circles continued this 

till orders were issued by the Departments of Posts for withdrawing the payment of cash 

handling allowance to postmen with effect from February 2001 after the demand was 

raised by the Union in the Departmental Council for the restoration of this  allowance. 

 

31:7:2 It was agreed to take up the matter with the Department of Expenditure. Accordingly, the 

matter was referred to the Ministry of Finance (Department of Expenditure). On their 

advice, the matter was taken up with the Department of Personnel and Training (DoP&T). 

They considered the case, but did not agree for restoration of this allowance. Thus the 

postmen are aggrieved in non continuation of Arbitration Award and it shall be restored, 

considering the risk and nature of job involved and the rates be revised accordingly. 
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31:8 FIXED MONETARY COMPENSATION in lieu OF OTA 

 

31:8:1 The orders issued vide letter No. 10-7/2001-PE.II dated 28-1-03 for enhancing the double 

duty allowance as follows to the Postmen staff. 

 

1.When Postmen performing the duties of another Postmen – Rs.29/- per day. 

2. When the beat of the postmen is divided – Rs.14 per person 

3. Holiday duty Rs.43/- per person. 

  

31:8:2 The amount fixed for carrying out the full duty of another Postman is just Rs.29/- which is 

nothing but exploitation. For performing duties on holidays, the amount has been fixed at 

Rs.43/- which is not even compensating the conveyance or incidental charges. This shall 

be enhanced to Rs.300 & Rs.600/- respectively 

 

31:9 S. B. ALLOWANCE 

 

31:9:1 In recognition of the special skill and responsibility required to work in the Post Office 

Savings Bank (POSB), the department sanctioned Savings Bank Allowance to the Postal 

Assistants working in POSB branches in accordance with Ministry of Finance I.D. Note No. 

F2/23/88/NS II dated 09-03-1999.  At the time of introduction, the rate of SB allowance 

has been fixed at Rs.60/- & Rs.30/- per month depending on whether a Postal Assistant is 

fully or partly engaged in the Savings Bank work. 

 

31:9:2 As per the scheme, the Postal Assistants who are selected for SB work after qualifying in 

an Aptitude Test are entitled to such allowance. However, there is no sufficient number 

of volunteers who have passed the SB Aptitude Test since the benefits for shouldering 

such extraneous and arduous nature of the job is very meager. 

 

31:9:3 Therefore the issue was earlier taken up with the department in the Departmental 

Council JCM and pleaded that the theme behind payment of SB allowance is strenuous 

and complicated nature of SB work and there is no reason to discriminate between those 

who have passed the aptitude test and those who have not.  Further, they raised that all 

APM in charge who perform supervision work is not paid any allowance and a great 

anomaly arises at the time and the Postal Assistant draws more wages than the APM.  

 

31:9:4 The issue was remitted to the 5th Pay Commission with the recommendations that either 

the scheme of Aptitude Test may be dispensed with so that all the Postal Assistants 

working in SB will be entitled to get the SB allowance or the allowance be made more 

attractive to draw a sufficient number of volunteers to take an aptitude test and qualify 

consequently. 
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31:9:5 In respect of payment of the SB allowance to Assistant Postmasters, the postal 

department's recommendations to the 5
th

 Pay Commission are reproduced inter alia:- 

 

"The Staff Side has requested for granting SB allowance to Supervisors, who is supervising 

the work of the Postal Assistants.  In this regard, it may be stated that prior to the 

introduction of the SB allowance scheme, the Bonus Incentive Scheme was in operation. In 

the Bonus Incentive scheme, the supervisors were getting a quantitative allowance of Rs. 

30/- p.m. and a qualitative allowance of Rs. 400/- per year, which now stands 

discontinued. Besides, the traditional supervisory allowance which was being given in the 

post office has been discontinued as a measure of matching savings after the introduction 

of Time Bound Promotion for the cadre. 

 

In the above context, the demand of the Staff Side to grant SB allowance to all the 

operative and supervisory staff in Savings Bank and SBCO may please be considered." But 

to our unfortunate that no recommendations were made either by the Fifth CPC or by the 

Sixth CPC even though it was brought to their notice by the service unions. 

 

31:9:6 It is therefore suggested that the Postal Assistant & Supervisors working in the SB / SC 

department should be paid an incentive amount equal to 10% of pay plus Grade Pay. 

The system of aptitude tests which did not serve any useful purpose be dispensed with. 

 

31:10 INCENTIVES TO THE TAFF WORKING IN AMPC 
 

31:10:1 At time of introduction of AMPC in Mumbai there was an agreement that the staff working 

in AMPC will get two increments in their grade. The officials drawing a rate of Increment of 

Rs.100 in Grade pay of Rs.2400 was paid Rs.200 per month. But when he was promoted   to 

the Grade pay of 2800 there is an anomaly where he is entitled to get Rs.200 not 250. It is 

urged that two increments in the grades as and when they were promoted should be 

granted. 

 

31:10:2 There is no Incentive for the staff working in Computerized Registration Channel and Speed 

Post concentration Centre. Their working conditions are similar to AMPC. The CRC staff, 

SPCC staff should also be granted to the extent of 10% of pay plus Grade pay. It is urged 

that all the RMS staff working on the computer should be granted machine allowance. 

 

31:1:1 JUSTIFICATION FOR GRANT OF SB ALLOWANCE TO SBCO STAFF 

 

31:1:1 When SB allowance was introduced to the PAs of the SB branch, the staff of SBCO 

remained in LDC/UDC cadres. Since 1991, the nomenclature of LDC/UDC was replaced as 

PA SBCO and there is no difference in pay scales between PA and PA SBCO. Considering 

the similarity in cadre, pay scales and increase of work load owing to addition of much 

new type of works, grant SB allowance to the staff working in SBCO should be considered 

in earnest. 
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CHAPTER – XXXII 

 

OVER TIME ALLOWANCE 

 

32:1:1 Overtime Allowance is seldom granted to the Government employees in case of 

emergency and in the contingency in which the work cannot be postponed. 

 

32:1:2 The Third, Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Central Pay Commissions had recommended for the 

discontinuance of Over Time Allowance except in the case of Industrial employees, Staff 

Car drivers, and operational staff. However the Government continued to pay over time 

allowance calculated on the basis of notional pay in the pre revised basic pay of the IVth 

Central Pay Commission. There is no change in the rates, in spite of the fact two wage 

revisions took place after 1986. 

 

32:1:3 The matter was referred to the Board of Arbitration in C. A. reference No. 2 of 2004. On 

06.09.2005, the award was given to the effect that overtime allowance to all employees 

entitled thereto shall be calculated on the basis of actual pay in the Fifth CPC revised Pay 

scales and not on the basis of notional pay in the pre revised basic pay of the IVth CPC 

with effect from 06.09.2005. At the time of award Sixth CPC wage revision was not 

implemented. The award has not been implemented so far and the Government has 

approached the Parliament for the rejection of the award unilaterally and without merit 

or valid reasons. The matter has not yet been placed in the form of a resolution in the 

Parliament so far and not it is implemented 

 

32:1:4 Despite the fact that the employees won the case before the Board of Arbitration, they 

are continuing to be compensated only on the notional pay as in 1986. The Government 

must accept the award of the Board and issue instructions linking the allowance to the 

actual pay of the employee drawing at the time of ordering over time. 

 

32:1:5 In particular, the Postal Department and other operative departments (other than 

Railways & Defense) where the work could not be postponed, ordering OTA is inevitable. 

The employees are now being paid OTA at the rate of Rs.15.85 per hour, which is ten 

times lesser than the rates being fixed in Railways & Defense. The Postal, being operative 

shall also be treated at par with industrial establishment. 

 

32:1:6 We propose that over time allowance shall continue to be paid and calculated on the 

basis of actual Pay, DA and Transport Allowance from time to time. The proposed rate 

shall not in any case lesser than 1½ times of the hourly rate per one hour OTA consisting 

of Pay, DA & Transport Allowance and it shall be two times in case of Sundays and 

holidays. The rate of Overtime Allowance shall be refixed as and when the DA is 

increased. 
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32:1:7 There is a general grievance amidst the staff about the delayed payment of OTA bills for 

which separate funds allotment is required in Postal department. This shall be dispensed 

with. The OTA bills shall be paid along with the pay bills, or at least before the 10th of the 

following month. 

 

33:1:8 The maximum pay ceiling for OTA eligibility may also be removed and OTA is to be 

granted when an official is ordered to work on overtime, irrespective of his pay. 
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CHAPTER – XXXIII 

 

LEAVE RESERVE 

 

33:1:1 The existing sanctioned strength of Leave Reserve Clerks for post offices to the extent of 

10% is found to be quite inadequate.  Consequently the inconvenience caused to the 

operative staff to manage the shortage of staff prevailing to the extent of more than 30% 

and in the matter of timely relief whenever they need leave on any kinds for even 

emergencies and also to the administration in arranging relief are indescribable. This has 

been further aggravated after the grant of Child Care Leave for the women employees 

after the Sixth CPC and many of them could not avail CCL due to the inadequacy in LR 

Strength. 

 

33:1:2 All LSG, A & B classes are kept short handed over the years and the existence of leave 

reserve had lost its significance.  This throws additional work not only on the rest of the 

staff, but also on the postmaster and supervisory staff who are obliged to do the duties of 

the Postal Assistants at the counters every day, leaving their legitimate duties to be 

attended to at late hours. 

 

33:1:3 It is the fact to be admitted that on account of the inadequacy of the staff, the services 

rendered to the public cannot be maintained at the peak level of efficiency and this will 

ultimately result in the prestige of the department being lowered. 

 

33:1:4 More and more influx of women employees in the department demands with more and 

more social obligations with a better environment.  Availment of leave with or without 

pay is on the increase.  With the heavy shortage of staff, it is impossible to go for 

combination of duties to carry out the absentees' work.  Hence there is a clear 

justification for increase of leave reserve to 20%. 

 

33:1:5 It is most pertinent to mention that the Fifth Pay Commission in its recommendations 

stated that 'all the ministries having a higher concentration of women employees may 

consider to provide for higher leave reserve'. But this has not been carried in the 

Department of Posts. 

 

33:1:6 The percentage of leave reserve in post offices was fixed many decades ago. With the 

expansion of postal services and ventured various business activities and works, it is not 

possible to cope up with the increased workload. 

 

33:1:7 It is therefore suggested that the percentage of the Leave Reserve Postal / Sorting 

Assistants in the Postal Department should be raised at least to 20 percent. 
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CHAPTER – XXXIV 

 

MATTERS MERIT CONSIDERATION 

 

34:1 Indoor and outdoor Medical treatment to Postal Pensioners in CGHS hospitals 

 

34:1:1 Even though all the pensioners are brought under the issue of plastic cards for availing 

Medical treatment in CGHS hospitals and approved hospitals on demand, the Postal 

Pensioners are denied such facilities. Only the pensioners who were CGHS card holders 

prior to retirement alone permitted to continue the Medial treatment after retirement. 

This is a clear discrimination among the equals. Despite various judicial pronouncements, 

the Government implemented the decision to only those applied and in some cases, the 

Government filed SLP in the Hon’ble Supreme Court. 

 

It is therefore requested to remove the discrimination and Postal Pensioners shall also be 

permitted to avail medical treatment in CGHS hospital and its recognised hospitals. 

 

34:2 WAIVAL OF OUTSTANDING DUES / RECOVERIES LIKE HBA FROM THE FAMILY 

PENSIONERS OF THE DECEASED EMPLOYEES 

  

34:2:1 The loss of the head of the family normally upsets the balance of a family which would be 

engulfed with mental agony as well as financial hardship.  Further eroding their economy 

through a recovery of dues would further push them into doom.  Taking into account of 

this pitiable plight of these families, State Governments like West Bengal have exempted 

them from the recovery from 1981 onwards and such welfare measure is in operation.  In 

states like Tamil Nadu amount of instalment as an element of insurance to offset the 

outstanding loan of the deceased employee. It is suggested to extend similar concessions 

to the deceased officials' family by waival of outstanding dues. 

 

34:3 GRANT OF NAXALIST THREAT AREAALLOWANCE 

 

34:3:1 According to O.M. No. 2003/5/90-E.II (B) dated 27-01-93 of Ministry of Finance, the 

compensatory allowance shall be paid to Central Government employees during which he 

serves the tribal areas and the orders shall remain in operation up to the date of 

withdrawal of such allowance by the State Government.  Accordingly the allowance was 

in operation till 31-03-2002 and the postal officials were paid with Tribal Area Allowance. 

 

34:3:2 After 31-03-2002, the State Governments like Maharashtra discontinued the payment of 

Tribal Area Allowance to their employees working in Chandrapur and Gadchiroli districts 

and granted Naxalite Threat Area Allowance at the rate of 15% of the basic pay subject to 

a maximum of Rs.1500/- per month. 
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34:3:3 The same allowance has not been paid to the postal officials who are working in these 

and inaccessible forests and facing the horrified problems as in the case of State 

Government employees. 

  

34:3:4 The same is the position in respect of Andhra and Telegana and the areas like Guntur, 

Vishakatnam, West Godavari, Warrangal, Karimnagar, Nizambad, Adilabad, 

Mahaboobnagar, Ongole etc., the threat is visible. 

 

34:3:5 In respect of Jharkhand, the areas like Palamu, Singhbum, Giridih, Hazaribag, some part of 

Ranchi and Dhanbad should be identified as Naxalite threat areas and should be granted 

with such allowance. The allowance drawn to the officials to Jharkhand circle has been 

stopped by the Postal administration as the State Government has changed its 

nomenclature. 

 

34:3:6 In Orissa Circle, the areas like Sambalpur, Sundergarh, Koraput should be declared and 

compensated properly. 

 

34:3:7 It is suggested that the Naxalite Threat Area Allowance which is nothing but a replica of 

Tribal Compensatory Allowance may be paid to the officials working in the above places 

throughout the country duly identifying the areas. 

 

34:4 PROFICIENCY PAY 

 

34:4:1 Now, better-educated candidates are taking up employment in the Central Government 

Departments. The promotional avenues for them are very remote. They feel disappointed 

that there is no recognition of their talents. 

 

34:4:2 We are making this proposal, particularly with a view to ensure that the best qualified 

persons do not leave the service after their appointment. The introduction of such system 

will not only stop drainage of the best section of the employees to posts in other higher 

grades (i.e) change of cadre but also induce them to devote their energies in studying the 

work they perform, instill in them a feeling of dedication to the job and pride in their 

work, and help in development of craftsmanship which is necessary for any trade to 

improve the efficiency of the service. 

 

34:4:3 This incentive will inspire the younger section specially to put in their very best for 

improving the efficiency of the service. It is the satisfaction of the personnel in service 

who will rely upon, the services in one way or the other. 

 

34:4:4 Therefore, proficiency pay shall be considered to those possess higher educational 

qualification as if available in some banks and Public sector undertakings. 
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34:5 INCREMENT FALLING DUE ON THE DAY / DATE FOLLOWING THE DATE OF RETIREMENT 

SHALL BE COUNTED FOR THE PURPOSE OF RETIREMENT BENEFITS 

 

34:5:1 In accordance with the provisions of FR-26 (a), a Government Servant earns an increment 

after rendering one (1) year of Qualifying Service, if the same is not affected otherwise by 

way of imposition of any of the statutory penalties. 

 

34:5:2 However, it is quite unfortunate that as per the provision of the existing Rules, an 

increment that falls due on the day / date following the date of retirement is not taken 

into account for the purpose of calculation of Emoluments / Average Emoluments and 

other Retirement benefits.  This is not only unfortunate but also technically quite 

unsound, as the official had already rendered one (1) complete year of service on the 

date of retirement from that date of last increment. 

 

34:5:3 The increment falling due on the day / date following the date of retirement shall be 

counted for the purpose of retirement benefits by way of treating the said increment 

'drawn notionally' on the first day of the last month of service rendered by the official.  By 

way of this relaxation, not only the retired official is benefited by way of grant of 

enhanced pension, enhanced retirement gratuity, enhanced commutation value, and 

enhanced leave encashment amount, but also his family members will become benefited 

in the future as the same will also result in enhanced family pension fixation. 

 

34:5:4 The Andhra Pradesh State Government employees are getting this legitimate benefit vide 

Government Order number 235 dated 27-10-1998 allowing the said concession to its 

employees based on the recommendation of a committee of officers appointed for the 

purpose. 

  

34:5:5  There are several judicial pronouncements in the Central Administrative Tribunals for its 

effect and it was applied only to those approached for legal remedies. It is therefore 

requested to consider the same and recommend accordingly. 

 

34:6 FUNERAL EXPENSES 

 

34:6:1  This Federations would like to place its demand on record that Funeral Expense 

amounting to one-month's pay (i.e., last pay drawn) or Rs. 20000/- (Rs. Twenty Thousand) 

only, whichever is higher, may be granted to the family members of the deceased official. 

The same is not only to be utilized for meeting up the funeral expenses of the deceased 

official, but also for smooth performance of the last rites of the deceased official by his / 

her family members.  This may perhaps be granted as such kind of expense can easily be 

marked as an unforeseen emergency expense to be incurred by the family members of 

the deceased employee. This shall be granted in addition to the relief granted from the 

Circle Welfare Fund to the family members of the deceased official as the essence behind 
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the grant of the said relief is to provide immediate financial assistance to the family 

members of the deceased official and to save the family from financial hardship. 

 

34:7      ARTICLE 311 OF THE CONSTITUTION OF INDIA - REMOVAL OF CONTRIBUTORY 

NEGLIGENCE FACTOR FROM THE DISCIPLINARY RULES 

 

34:7:1 Under the provisions of the existing statutory rules (Rule 16 of CCS (CCA) Rules 1965) the 

ongoing practice of fixation of responsibility in cases causing pecuniary loss to the 

Government is not quite scientific.  Though it has been detailed in relevant rules that the 

contributory negligence on the part of the offender shall be fixed in a realistic manner, 

giving due cognizance to the extenuating circumstances under which duty is being 

performed, we can narrate numerous cases wherein subordinate officials have been 

made a scapegoat by the administration without such proper assessment. 

 

34:7:2 In case of burglaries also the SPMs / Postal Assistants are ordered with monetary 

recovery instead of pursuing with the police to apprehend the burglar.  The practice of 

punishing innocents on contributory factor should be dispensed with.  The Postal 

Department should halt such practices of resorting to disciplinary action / monitory 

recovery against the innocent officials who are not directly responsible for the loss 

sustained to the department.     

 

34:7:3 We strongly demand that rules should be framed in such a manner so as to compel the 

administration so as to abide by the existing statutory rules in connection with 

assessment of contributory negligence and the existing trend of identifying subsidiary 

offenders for minor lapses should be put to a halt. 

 

34:7:4 Further, it is better to insure the cash and stamp balance of all HOs / SOs and also the 

cash remittances under the insurance coverage so that the interest of both the 

department and the employees will be protected. The above points may please be 

considered and recommended. 

 

34:8 CGHS / MEDICAL – SOME GENERAL DEMANDS REQUIRE CONSIDERATION 

 

34:8:1    The present method of reimbursement of medical bills at CSMA rules 1944 rates, allow 

only a meager amount getting reimbursed.  This deprives the employees of full 

reimbursement in case of hospitalisation.  It is suggested to amend the CSMA rules 1944 

to enable the employees to take treatment in Authorized Private hospitals as other 

employees in non-CGHS area with full medical reimbursement. 

 

34:8:2   Limited specialist doctors are available in the CGHS like ENT, EYE & General Medical. The 

specialist doctors may be brought for heart, ortho etc. at least from recognised hospital 

for selected dates in the week. 
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34:8:3 The CGHS covered area should be expanded in metro cities and all the urban 

agglomeration area of the metro cities should be brought under the CGHS beneficiaries. 

 

34:8:4 Non supply of proper medicines is one of the problems being faced by the CGHS 

beneficiaries.  Most of the medicines are not available & supplied.  This should be taken 

due note of. 

 

34:8:5 The CGHS doctors are directed to refer Government hospitals only for reference.  This 

should be modified and there should be no restriction in referring private hospital also by 

the CGHS. 

 

34:8:6 The construction of CGHS hospitals with all medical / test facilities in urban cities should 

be considered at par with the Railways to provide medical facilities to all the Government 

employees of the concerned city.   

 

34:9 GROUP INSURANCE SCHEME 

 

34:9:1   According to the present scheme, the Group Insurance amount has been fixed as 

Rs.1,20,000 for Group A; Rs. 60,000 for Group B; Rs. 30,000 for Group C and Rs. 15,000 

for Group D.  The amount was fixed as per the recommendations of the Fourth Pay 

Commission.  After the lapse of twenty years, there is no improvement in the scheme.  As 

the pay has been enhanced more than ten times and the money value has been going 

down, the Group Insurance amount of Group C should be revised to Rs.5,00,000. The 

subscription may also be enhanced.  This may please be considered. 

 

34:10 POST ATTACHED QUARTERS 

 

34:10:1 The concept of Post attached quarters was introduced during British regime in order to 

attend night duties for Telegrams & PCO work and the postmasters were provided with 

quarters on a rent free basis. The Postmasters at such offices are supposed to take a bed 

in the office as per the Department rules. 

 

34:10:2 After withdrawal of service pertaining Telegram and Telephone from the post office, the 

system of Post attached quarters are quite meaningless. It is observed that no one is 

willing to work in such quarters’ office in rural areas as many possess own house or 

already residing in rented accommodation.  

 

34:10:3 It is therefore suggested to withdraw the existence allotment of Post attached quarters to 

Postmasters as such the system is nowhere prevailing in other departments. 
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34:11 STAFF QUARTERS 

 

34:11:1 While there is a general problem of quarters for all, yet for driving staff and mechanics, the 

quarters should be provided near the workshop or garage so that whenever their services 

are required, they may be called. 

 

34:12:2 In many centers, the workshops have to carry on their work in the open sun and rain. 

Further, the number of strengths of the fleet is also increasing aridity therefore the 

workshop premises should be enlarged and cover provided. Similarly, the garage should be 

provided to park all the vehicles instead of parking them in the open exposed to sun and 

rain. Therefore, sufficient accommodation should be provided for the needs of the 

workshop and garage. 

 

34:12 PROMOTIONAL AVENUES FOR POSTMEN CADRE:  

 

34:12:1  The Postman who completes 10 (Ten Year) regular service should be considered eligible 

for promotion to the cadre of PA selection for willing postmen and should be 

automatically promoted to the PA’s cadre with a separate quota provided they are 

possessing required educational qualifications. 

 

34:13 SURVEYS OF POSTMEN BEATS:  

 

34:13:1 Survey of beat from length to breadth, number of houses to be served, the number of all 

type of postal articles to be delivered.  It was seen in the past that the survey is done on 

the table not a practical measurement of biometric systems.  This results in justice to the 

postmen cadre.   

 

34:14 COMBINATION OF BEATS/DOUBLE DUTY:  

 

34:14:1 Actually, neither combination of beats nor double duty is possible by a postman in 

addition to his own duty.  Work left with them is taken as dereliction of duty inviting 

punishment despite the extra work performed with sincerity with devotion. Efficient 

delivery is possible only when justified workload with reference to length and breadth of 

beat is assigned. Leave Reserve (LR) posts and unfilled vacancies of postmen are filled up.  

This problem is always let off and no improvement is seen resulting continuous 

harassment with the postmen cadre. 

 

34:15 COUNTING OF TRAINING PERIOD FOR POSTMEN SERVICE 

 

34:15:1 The DoPT issued instructions to count the training period of direct recruits as qualifying 

service for increment and pension. But the training period of the Gramin Dak Sevaks who 

have been appointed under direct recruitment as Postman / MTS (Gr.D) has not been 
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taken as qualifying service. This is against the provisions and also double yardstick has 

been adopted in respect of direct recruitment officials. 

 

34:16  INADEQUATE ACCOMMODATIONS: 

 

34:16:1 Adequate Accommodation should be provided for R.M.S. Offices and sections, according to 

the standards laid down by the Department and prescribed in Rule 588 (A) of P&T Manual 

Volume II. The adequate accommodations have not been provided resulting in health 

Hazards in the midst of dust and unhygienic conditions. This is the position of many RMS 

offices. This has to be ensured by providing good tidy accommodation to RMS offices.  

 

34:17 RMS BUILDINGS 

 

34:17:1 Most of mail offices are situated in Railway Premises. Basic amenities are lacking. 

Railways is not being persuaded to construct new buildings as per the standards resulting 

the staff to work in inadequate and unsuitable buildings forcibly. 

 

34:18 DEPOSIT SCHEME. 

 

34:18:1 The RMS staffs are working in lack of basic facilities, no separate toilets for women 

employees provided in many places. There are no proper tiffin rooms available for the 

officials. There is no privacy for women employees as there is no rest room etc. 

 

34:18:2  We are of the firm opinion that the department should have better own building or shifted 

to good building with good environment. 

 

34:18:3 Similarly Mail offices should be modernized by duly providing lift, hoist and the way across 

the Railway Line for ensuring safety and security to the officials. 

 

34:19 R.M.S. REST ROOMS 

 

34:19:1  The department should review the existing Rest Houses and Rest Rooms to see whether 

they are located in Railway premises or nearby and ensure maintenance of the rest houses 

regarding lights, fan, Utensils, furniture, cots, mattresses, pillows and mosquito nets, etc. 

This has not been taken care in many places and the RMS officials are forced to stay in 

unhygienic conditions in the absence of natural facilities like latrines, water etc. 

 

34:20 BAG CLEANING 

 

34:20:1 The department should ensure regular cleaning of bags, Provision of dust absorber and 

outlets for exit of fumes of wax Heater. This will alone extend the longevity of the RMS 
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employees as many of them are suffering with asthma, TB etc. at the backend of their 

carrier. 

 

34:21 RMS DUTY HOURS 

 

34:21:1 The Commencement/termination of night duty at odd hours should be eliminated. The 

duty should commence before 22:00 hours and terminate at 0600 hours. This suggestion is 

utmost importance taking into the availability of transport facilities etc. 

 

34:22 RMS SPLIT DUTY  

 

34:22:1 Despite clear Government orders that no official shall be brought on split duty more than 

the spread of 12 hours, the RMS officials are being brought on duty to split duty and the 

spread over period exceeds 12 fours. This should be stopped with. 

 

34:23 RMS AMENITIES AND FACILITIES 

 

34:23:1 In the newly opened offices and in some old centers, the mail peons accompanying the 

drivers are discarded or not provided. This brings heavy strain on the drivers besides 

compelling them to undertake more onerous responsibilities. Obviously, the drivers are not 

qualified or trained to undertake the responsibilities of checking the seals, labels, cords, 

condition of bags, to know the classification of bags and verify these bags with the entries. 

To make them responsible is not proper as they have not been trained in the knowledge of 

rules nor it is their job to do. 

 

34:23:2  We therefore submit that mail peons who are presently accompanying the mails should 

continue and wherever they have been discontinued or not provided, should be restored 

or provided. 

 

34:23:3  Similarly, the Dispatch Riders are assigned the job of clearing letter boxes or carry letter 

bags from mail offices to post offices and vice versa. Particularly in clearing letter boxes, 

they have to stop the vehicle, the engine, fill up the bag by clearance and then load it. After 

this they have to start the vehicle. This process is repeated till all the letter boxes are 

cleared. This apart from time consuming, also strains the nerve very much. Therefore, we 

suggest that one class IV employee should accompany so that he clears the letter boxes 

while the dispatch rider does the function of running the vehicle. 

 

34:24 RMS - DORMITORIES, REST ROOMS 

 

34:24:1 The drivers and the dispatch riders who are either off duty or take up duties at mid or odd 

hours require dormitories and rest rooms. In many centers, these facilities are not 

adequately provided. These should be provided. 
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34:25 MMS - HUGE RECOVERIES TO BE STOPPED 

 

34:25:1 At present, in the name of responsibility, huge sums are recovered from the pay of drivers 

the cost of loss caused due to damage of the vehicles on the ground of negligence. For 

example, on the plea that the tire was damaged, the cost of tires is recovered. On the plea 

that some part got burnt, the cost of the part is recovered. On the plea that the damage to 

the external part occurred, its cost was recovered. The poorly paid drivers have to pay 

heavy amount on the ground of negligence. 

 

34:25:2 We feel that this is most unjust and arbitrary. No driver or dispatch rider would cause an 

accident deliberately. The accidents always occur beyond anybody’s control. 

 

34:25:3 Therefore, there should be orders that no recovery should be made unless intentional or 

deliberate rash driving is established and consequent loss is caused. 

 

34:26 INSURANCE 

 

34:26:1 At risk of life or damage to the limbs caused due to accident is attentively with driving, the 

drivers and dispatch riders should be compulsorily insured, the Department paying 50% of 

the insurance charges. 

 

34:27 INSURANCE FOR VEHICLES 

 

34:27:1  Departmental vehicles are not being insured. Consequently, when the MMS vehicles are 

involved in an accident, the drivers are forced to bear the cost of repairs. When cases are 

filed by the Police and compensation awarded, the drivers have to pay huge amounts. 

 We urge upon the Commission to recommend: 

 

1. Compulsory insurance for all Govt. Vehicles. 

2. Coverage of third party insurance also so that the compensation awarded by the Court 

shall be payable by the Insurance Company. 

 

34:28 BAILS FOR DRIVERS 

 

34:28:1 The Drivers ply the vehicles through busy and congested roads. They have to 

collect/deliver mails only during the peak hours. The vehicles are involved in accidents, 

mostly, for no fault of them. When accidents take place the Drivers are taken into custody. 

They have to arrange for bail on their own. The Department disowns responsibility for 

enlarging them on bail. When cases are filed against the drivers for alleged violation of 

traffic rules, they have to defend their cases and also avail their own leave. 
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34:28:2  As a model employer the Govt. should show concern for the drivers when they are 

involved in accidents. We urge upon the Commission to examine and recommend that: 

1. The Department should arrange for bail for the drivers; 

2. The Department should defend the case on behalf of drivers; 

3. The period of absence for court attendance should be treated as duty. 

  

34:29 ENQUIRY COMMITTEES FOR MMS 

 

34:29:1  Since the establishment of a departmentalized Mail Motor Service in the Department of 

Posts way back in 1947, no enquiry has been conducted to go into its working. The working 

conditions, the service conditions of the staff, etc. need also to be inquired into. 

34:29:2  It is therefore urged that the Commission may recommend the appointment of an Inquiry 

Committee headed by a retired Member of the Postal Board to go into the whole gamut of 

the working of the Mail Motor Service and also the problems of the staff. 

 

34:30   Counting of adhoc and short term officiating arrangement period for pay fixation on 

promotion 

 

34:30:1 The promotional pay benefit should be given to both regular promotes as well as those 

who get promotion on adhoc basis or short term arrangement. The pay benefit given  to 

the officials during their adhoc  promotion and  officiating period should be  accumulated  

and added to the benefits on weightage basis, once, regularly promoted just in the 

manner in which in the past officiating pay are regulated under FR 26B. 

 

34:30:2  For those who are officiating in higher promotional posts, one increment can be given to 

those who are drawing GP equal to what the post carries on proportionate basis for the 

period exceeding 14 days as long as he stays in higher post and till he is reverted to the 

original post. Such of these periods of getting promotional incentive increments should 

be clubbed and a weightage should be given for the next fixation. 
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Chapter XXXV 

GRANT OF RISK (CHARGE) ALLOWANCE TO POSTMASTERS 

 

35:01:1 A vast number of Postal Assistants are working as Sub Postmasters in the Sub Post Offices 

with two Postal Assistants, one PA and without a Postal Assistant.  In post offices with 

two Postal Assistants and one clerk, they have definite supervisory work over the clerks 

and other staff like Postmen, Group 'D' and Gramin Dak Sevaks.  Even in respect of an 

office without a Clerk, otherwise called as single handed 'C' class sub office, the Sub 

Postmaster is expected to exercise control and supervise over the work of Postmen, 

Group 'D' and Gramin Dak Sevaks. 

 

35:01:2 Thus the Sub Postmasters working in these offices called 'A', 'B' and 'C' depending upon 

the number of Assistants working under them performing operative duties as well as 

supervisory work.  They are also responsible to the Divisional administration, Head Office 

and the members of the public in the matter of implementing various schemes of the 

department just like the Postmaster of higher post offices.  These A, B and C offices are 

generally located in small towns and as adjuncts to higher offices in cities, the SPMs have 

further to bestow much attention and time in their dealings with the public whose 

demands for satisfaction now-a-days are really challenging. 

 

35:01:3 In fact, the Sub Postmasters have become a part and parcel of the life of the community 

and in fact he is the Public Relation Officer, the liaison between the state and the people.  

They are either jointly or individually held responsible for the cash, postal stationery, 

valuable and other articles of stock in the custody of the post office. 

 

35:01:4 A large numbers of rural post offices called Branch Post Offices are placed under their 

jurisdiction.  Every transaction done in the Branch Offices has to be carefully scrutinized 

by the Sub Post Masters and incorporated in their office accounts.  Effective control over 

the cash and stamp balances held by the Branch Postmasters under him, is one of the 

important duties of the Sub Postmaster.  It is his responsibility to regulate and keep a 

watch over the cash and stamp remittances between the sub office and the branch 

offices and vice-versa. In this regard the SPM should function like HPM with reference to 

cash remittances, consolidation of preparation of BO account etc. 

 

35:01:5 Thus the Sub Postmasters are called upon to perform all the multifarious duties attached 

to all the branches of a post office. 

 

35:02:1 Considering the responsibilities of the Sub Postmaster, the Sub Postmasters were granted 

a sum of Rs. 10/- called 'Charge Allowance' with effect from 01-04-1967 to compensate 

the supervisory duties.  This was subsequently revised as Rs. 20/ & Rs. 25/- after the 

implementation of Third Pay Commission. 
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35:02:2 The Charge Allowance granted to these Sub Postmasters were taken back as matching 

savings for the grant of TBOP (LSG) promotion w.e. from 30-11-1983 apart from the staff 

cut of 5% in operative and 15% in supervisory cadre.  There is a vast change in the TBOP / 

LSG position and now the TBOP has been termed as Financial Upgradation just as ACP 

extended to other Central Government employees.  In the absence of any recognition of 

the extra responsibilities being assumed, now there could not be found enough 

volunteers to man the posts. 

 

35:02:3 In the recent past the whole chunk of RD, MIS & Senior Citizen schemes work has been 

decentralised to SOs level.  Besides in respect of centralised items of work like Savings 

Account, TD etc. more powers have been delegated to SOs.  For example, issue of 

duplicate pass-book, premature closure of RD accounts, the unlimited power of 

acceptance and closure of Senior Citizen accounts etc. 

 

35:02:4 Notwithstanding the clearance of arrears posting of RD and MIS ledgers, the premature 

closure of RD accounts consumes a lot of work and time. With no provision of revision of 

establishments and the addition of time factors for all the above works, the SPMs are 

burdened with not only the additional work, but also additional and sensitive 

accountability which were not in vogue at the time of existence of charge allowances etc. 

 

35:02:5 Even before decentralization of the above categories to SOs from 01-05-2000 onwards all 

SOs were burdened with the payment of commissions to agents at the source and 

deduction of Income Tax at source and maintenance of relevant records for all these 

items. 

 

35:02:6 The hectic popularization of RPLI, involves the preparation and issue of receipts, 

securities, accounting, etc. for which no norms are fixed and most of the time, the SPMs 

are involved to promote RPLI with specific target to accomplish out of their normal 

working hours. 

 

35:02:7 Therefore, since the traditional concept of charge allowance has undergone a sea change 

and withdrawal of such charge allowance under TBOP scheme has no any direct nexus 

with the present day increase of additional workload on financial accountability, we, 

therefore, propose that the Sub Postmasters working in all post offices should be granted 

with 'Risk (Charge) Allowance' which was earlier treated as special pay for all purposes at 

the following rates. 
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Sub Postmasters in HSG 

 

Rs. 1500/- p.m. 

Sub Postmasters in LSG 

 

Rs. 1200/- p.m. 

Sub Postmasters in 'A' class 

 

Rs. 1000/- p.m. 

 

Sub Postmasters in 'B' class 

 

Rs. 800/- p.m. 

 

Sub Postmasters in 'C' class 

 

 

Rs. 600/- p.m. 
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CHAPTER - XXXVI 

 
KIT ITEMS TO STAFF 

 

36:1:1 Quality and quantity of cloth:- 

 

 The cloth of uniform supplied is always about the worst of its quality despite of the 

assurances held out by the department.  This uniform does not last till the next supply.  The 

Duppatta supplied to the female staff and cloth of Pagri is of substandard quality.  In this 

regard the fabric quality of cloth should be assured of superior and impressive in wearing to 

the uniformed staff. The quantity of cloth should be assured according to the size of the 

person. Timely supply of uniforms has not been ensured yet. 

 

36:1:2 Periodicity of supply of uniform: 

 

At present the periodicity of supply of summer uniform is one set in one year and winter 

uniform one set in four years. When staff will wear uniform on duty daily, then it is not 

possible that the cloth of worst quality will last for one year and naturally it would wear out 

sufficient time before it becomes due for next supply.  Similarly the winter uniform made 

from substandard cloth, it would also be worn out sufficient time before it becomes due for 

next supply.   It is suggested to recommend that two sets of summer uniform for one year 

and one set of winter uniform once in two years may be considered. 

 

36:1:3 Washing Allowance:  

 

It is the duty of the uniformed staff that they should be in proper uniform when they are on 

duty. While working on wearing the uniform becomes dirty due to dust and sweating 

oozing out of the body.  It starts giving unbearable bad smell which invites serious skin 

disease, if it is not changed for next duty.  To maintain the uniform, washing and ironing is 

very essential.  Washing Allowance of Rs 60/- granted to the staff is very inadequate. It 

should be enhanced from Rs. 60/- to Rs.150/- 

 

36:1:4 Supply of Shoes and Chappals: 

 

 These items supplied to the staff are made of substandard material and does not go a long 

way as per periodicity prescribed. These items become worn out before the next supply as 

the worth of the price prescribed by the department for Shoes and Chappals as Rs.350/- 

and Rs 200/-need to be enhanced as it does not agree with the actual supply of the item 

purchased, to the extent of Rs.600/- and Rs.400/- respectively.  
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It is suggested to make cash payment instead of items in kind to avoid long and tedious 

processing in purchasing and supply.  It would also avoid delay in supply. 

 

36:1:5 Shoe repairing charges:  

 

 At present rates of shoe repair charges are very less and need to be enhanced to Rs. 200/- 

and the periodicity needs to be revised. 

 

36:1:6 The Umbrella and Rain Coat 

 

 The supplies of the above mentioned items to the eligible staff are made of substandard 

quality as the material used is not worthy, of the price approved for each item by the 

department.  It would be appreciated, if very good quality of folding type of umbrella is 

supplied as the present one is inconvenient to use while on duty. 

 

36:1:7 Supply of postman bag 

 

The item is very indispensable for safe custody of mail meant to be delivered in the beat 

by the postman.  It is a matter of serious concern that the bag in question is not made 

available to the postmen staff since long back.  The mail for delivery is kept at their own 

arrangement and risk.  The supply of a postman bag should be made of the best material 

of convenient size printed with the postal emblem on the front of the bag for long 

duration. 

 

36:1:8 Uniform and Kit Maintenance allowance 

 

 At present there is no provision for providing uniform/kit maintenance allowance for up 

keeping the uniform and other kit items for better get up and long duration like other 

uniform wearing staff such nurses etc. Washing allowance and stitching charges are very 

small amount and don't serve the purpose. 

 

36:1:9 SUPPLY OF SAFETY BOOTS IN MAIL MOTOR SERVICES 

 

 The eligible officials in MMS are supplied with chappals and those who are not entitled to 

uniform, are denied supply of chappals even. The officials working in garages/workshops 

need to be supplied with safety boots to prevent any serious damage/injury to their feet. 
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CHAPTER - XXXVII 
 

HOLIDAYS 
 

37:1:1  The RMS & MMS employees are at present entitled to: 

1. Weekly off 

2. 16 Holidays + 2 Restricted Holidays 

3. Other holidays declared as Public Holidays in special circumstances. 

  

37:1:2  The RMS office work round the clock on all the days. Offices are functioning on holidays. 

The staff are brought on duty on Holidays and compensated by O.T. payment. 

 

37:1:3  It is our experience that adequate staff commensurate with the workload are not arranged 

on Holidays with a view to restrict overtime expenditure. The staff is unable to bear the 

workload. Further, the payment for the overtime duty performed is made after months. 

 

37:1:4  In the circumstances, we urge upon the Commission to recommend closure of all RMS 

offices, like Post Offices, on all Holidays and Sundays to enable the staff to avail of the 

holidays to spend their time with their families. 
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CHAPTER – XXXVIII 

 

GRAMIN DAK SEWAKS 

 

38 :1       GDS IN POSTAL – AN ANACHRONISM 

 

38:1:1 The postal Department employs the largest number of Government employees, next to 

Railways and Defense.   Nearly half of its workforce is called the Grameen Dak Sewaks, 

the new nomenclature given for the Extra Departmental Agents.  The system of EDAs was 

evolved by the British Colonial Government to sustain a postal system at a cheaper cost 

especially in rural areas.   

 

38:1:2 Despite the enactment of very many legislations to prohibit the exploitation of workers, 

the Government continued with this system.  No doubt in the post independence era, at 

the instance and the persuasion of the Unions of regular employees, certain benefits 

were accorded to them. Till 1963, the GDS or the Extra Departmental Agents were 

treated as Government employees and were covered by the service conditions applicable 

to civil servants.     

 

38:1:3 However, the Department of Posts reversed this position thereafter and contended that 

they are not Central Government employees. The Honourable Supreme Court in 1977 

declared that they are holders of Civil Posts.  Justice Talwar Committee appointed by the 

Govt. to look into the issues pertaining to GDS declared that the GDS are holders of Civil 

posts and all benefits similar to regular employees must be extended to them.  However, 

the Government did not accept this recommendation of the committee, which they 

themselves set up.  

 

38:1:4 On the specific suggestion of the Postal Department, the Government set up a separate 

Committee called the Natarajamurthy Committee to go into their service conditions and 

suggest improvement on the lines of the recommendations of the 6th CPC.   The 

recommendations of this Committee were totally disappointing and the GDS in the post 

6th CPC era is worse off. 

 

38:2 Justification to consider the GDS issues by the Seventh Pay Commission 

 

38:2:1 The justification for consideration of their cases by the Seventh Pay Commission is 

narrated below for the kind and favourable consideration of the Seventh Pay 

Commission. 

 

38:2:2 The earlier claim of the Union of India that the relations between Extra Departmental 

Agents and the Govt. was one of principal and agent and not of master and servant has 

been emphatically rejected by the Hon’ble Supreme Court in Superintendent of Post 
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Office V/s. P. K. Rajamma, 1977 (3) SCR 678 and declared that they are holders of Civil 

Post. 

 

38:2:3    The observation of the Fourth Central Pay Commission is furnished inter alia; 

"A letter was received from the Ministry of Communications (P&T Board) for exclusion 

of the extra departmental employees, numbering about 3 lakhs, from the purview of 

our inquiry. It was stated that the system of Extra Departmental Agents was peculiar to 

the P&T organization and was designed to extend postal facilities in rural and backward 

areas where opening of regular departmental post offices was not justified due to 

inadequate workload. The remuneration and the conditions of service of Extra 

Departmental Agents were also different from those of regular Government 

employees. The Third Pay Commission accepted the view that the extra departmental 

agents were not holders of civil posts and decided to exclude them from its purview. 

The matter is, however, beyond controversy after the decision of the Supreme Court in 

Gokulananda Das's case where it has been declared that an Extra Departmental Agent 

is not a casual worker, but 'holds a post under the administrative control of the State' 

and that while such a post is outside the regular civil services, there is no doubt that it 

is a post under the 'State'. In view of this pronouncement, we were unable to accept 

the contention that extra departmental employees were outside the purview of the 

terms of our Commission. They have no doubt, their own peculiar conditions of service 

and, in that sense, their case is somewhat special. We, therefore, could not exclude 

them from our consideration, but we accepted the Government's suggestion for the 

setting up of a one-man committee to look in to their conditions of service as was done 

by the Second and Third Pay commissions.” 

 

38:2;4 From the above observation, it is crystal clear that the Fourth Pay Commission was in 

the conclusion that the ED Agents are civil servants, even though they are kept outside 

the regular civil service and therefore they were included within the purview of the 

said Pay Commission. The above observation postulates that though the ED Agents are 

‘outside the regular civil service’, yet they are civil servants and, therefore, were 

included within the purview of the commission. As per the law of the land laid by the 

Supreme Court, the ED Agents are civil servants as defined under Article 311 (1) of the 

Constitutions. Necessarily, therefore, they come within the purview of Article 309 as 

well. The Govt as a model employer, shall not create class within the class of the term 

of Central Govt employees after the clear verdict of the Supreme Court that the GDS 

are holders of civil post. 

 

38:2:5 The Savoor Committee appointed at the time of the Fourth Pay Commission in its 

report  under Para 11.4 also observed inter alia: 

“The Supreme Court judgment in Civil Appeal No. 1313 of 1976 enunciated the 

principle that ED agents are holders of civil posts, but outside the regular civil service. 

The specific issue before the court at the time (Civil Appeal No. 1313 of 1976) was the 
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validity of the orders of the appropriate authority of removal and dismissal of certain 

Branch Post Masters. Consequently the ED agents, being holders of civil posts would be 

entitled to the benefit of security of service conferred on Government Servants by the 

provision of Article 311 of the Constitution.” 

 

38:2:6 The Central Civil Service (Classification, Control & Appeal) Rules 1965 are rules made 

under Article 309 of the Constitution of India and govern all persons who are members 

of any service or who hold a civil post under the Union of India. Rule 2 (A) of the said 

Rules defines the term “Government Servant” as a person who is a member of a 

service or holds a civil post under the Union. Accordingly the Govt should have brought 

the GDS under the CCS (CCA) Rules 1965 but applied the provisions only for removal 

and dismissal of ED agents then. 

 

38:2:7 The Govt. of India appointed a committee headed by Sri Charanjit Talwar, Retired High 

Court Judge, Delhi to consider the service condition of the Extra Departmental 

employees in the year 1996 after the formation of the Fifth Central Pay Commission for 

the regular departmental officials. After a detailed study with regard to the system and 

its present existence, the Committee has recommended to treat them at par with 

regular civil servants by according them the civil status. 

 

38:2:8 The observations of the Justice Talwar in his report on this subject are most 

appropriate. The following are few of his recommendations in this issue. 

 

"The Extra Departmental Agents have to be included within the overall class of civil 

servants, being holders of civil posts. They can be grouped as ' additional' to the 

departmental employees, but they cannot be classified as a class apart from the civil 

servants. At any rate they cannot be classified with the sole object of not granting them 

benefits which accrue to a departmental employee." 

 

"The plea taken by the Department before the Second and Third Pay Commission and 

also before the various learned Tribunals that ED Agents are a class apart is entirely 

misconceived. It is violative of Article 14 and 16 of the Constitution." 

 

38:2:9 Justice Talwar Committee in its recommendations in the concluding observations held 

that “they have been held by the Apex Court to be civil servants. Therefore, these 

employees are required in future to be included within purview of the Pay 

Commission.” Further, it asserted as follows: 

 

“It is, therefore, recommended that whenever it is required to review the service 

conditions and wage structure of the employees of the Department of Posts, ED Agents 

be bracketed along with the departmental employees. There is no need to set up a 

separate committee or commission for the extra departmental agents.” 
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38:2:10 Even though the Justice Talwar Committee had recommended that there will be no 

more separate committee for the GDS as well as the existence of earlier 

recommendations of the Fourth Pay Commission for inclusion of GDS issues into Pay 

Commission duly declaring them as holders of civil posts, the Govt did not include the 

GDS into the terms of reference of the Sixth Central Pay Commission. The Postal Joint 

Council of Action (PJCA) issued indefinite strike notice demanding the remittance of 

GDS into Sixth Pay Commission or appoint another judicial committee as if appointed 

at the time of Fifth Pay Commission headed with the former Judge of Delhi Justice 

Charanjit Talwar as 90% of his recommendations were simply rejected particularly in 

not grant of civil status to the GDS. The indefinite strike was deferred after reaching an 

agreement which is furnished inter alia: 

 

“Appointment of Judicial Committee/ Commission for GDS and grant status and 

pension to GDS employees” 

 

Staff Side was apprised that in view of the special status of GDS, they were out of the 

purview of JCM scheme which also takes them beyond the scope of 6
th

 Central Pay 

Commission. However, the Staff Side insisted on another attempt to be made for 

consideration of GDS issues by the 6
th

 CPC set up for Central Govt employees. The 

request of the Staff side that the matter may be referred to 6
th

 Central Pay Commission 

by the department has been considered. The Department will make the request to the 

Government that 6
th

 Central Pay Commission may look into GDS also. 

 

38:2:11 The Department unilaterally constituted a committee headed by Sri. R. S. 

NatarajaMurthy, a retired officer of the Department despite strong resentment and 

objections raised by the staff side of the Department of Posts. The said committee has 

endevoured to set aside all the positive recommendations of the earlier justice 

committee and justify the exploitation of the GDS by declaring them not the holder of 

civil post and cannot claim any service conditions at par with regular Government 

servants. 

 

38:3 PLEADINGS BY THE STAFF SIDE JCM NATIONAL COUNCIL 

 

38:3:1 As we had the bitter experiments last time, the Staff Side of the Postal Department 

insisted the Staff Side, National Council JCM to include in the terms of reference for the 

Pay Commission about the consideration of GDS to be remitted to the Seventh Pay 

Commission and the Staff Side has included this item in the staff side proposal as one 

of the terms of reference for the ensuing Seventh Pay Commission. 

 

38:3:2 During the Sixth Pay Commission, the Government has set aside our request as the GDS 

are not under the purview of the JCM Scheme. Now the Govt during the informal 
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discussion held with the staff side on finalisation of agenda items for the next JCM 

National Council has accepted the request of the Staff Side of the JCM National Council 

and agreed to discuss the GDS demands in the ensuing National Council JCM. 

 

38:3:3 In the meantime, the National Federation of postal employees conducted two days 

strike on 12 &13
th

 Feb 2014 demanding to remit the GDS issues to the Seventh Pay 

Commission. The Postal department based on the demand has referred the case to 

DOPT to clarify the 4
th

 Central Pay Commission’s observation in para 1.10 that the 

expression of Central Govt employees has not been defined based on which a final 

view over the inclusion of Gramin Dak Sevaks within the purview of 7
th

 CPC becomes 

possible. The Department has communicated to National Federation of Postal 

Employees that our demand for inclusion of GDS in the 7
th

 Central Pay Commission has 

been referred to DOP&T for a decision in the matter. 

 

38:4  We Pray 

 

38:4:1 Under these circumstances, we are submitting that the issues of the GDS may please be 

considered by the Seventh Pay Commission itself and render justice to this poor 

plighted category as if Justice Talwar Concluded his report with the observation that’ 

“the weak and Down trodden need protection. 

 

38:4:2 Detailed memorandum regarding the revision of wages and service conditions of the 

Gramin Dak Sewaks will be submitted by the GDS unions of NFPE & FNPO. 
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CHAPTER – XXXIX 

 

WOMEN EMPLOYEES 

 

39.1:1  As per the census of Central Government Employees, 7.53% of total Central Government 

Employees are women. In respect of Postal, it is 12.20%. Based on international Labour 

Conference decisions of 1919, the Govt. of India reviewed the problems in depth and 

suggested its opinion before ILC in 1921. 

 

39:1:2 Pursuant to the decision of Royal Commission Recommendations of 1930, Maternity 

Benefits Act was promulgated in our country. Thereafter the Govt. of India extended 

certain benefits to working women employees. Nowadays, the percentage of women 

employees have increased steadily in Govt departments by virtue of their merits and 

qualifications.  

 

39:1:3 The following recommendations of the Fifth CPC providing special facilities to women 

employees were not so far been considered by the Government so far. 

 

(a) "Introduction of a voluntary system of option for serving women employees to work 

half time for a maximum period of six years in a career when the children are young 

and family commitments are of the maximum.  This half time working may be 

accompanied with half of the Pay and Allowances, but not detract from other benefits 

like housing, LTC, Pensionary entitlements, etc.  The Government should work out the 

scheme in detail." 

 

(b) "The Government has set up day-care centers and crèches in some places, but their 

number is far below the requirement. The Government should consider setting up 

more day-care centers on Government land, construction of buildings being financed 

by Government Welfare Funds.  More crèches in offices or major residential areas may 

be set up by the Government. 

 

(c)"The age of recruitment for women employees may be enhanced to 35 years." 

 

(d)"Government may earmark funds separately for construction of more single women's 

hostel. There should also be some scheme to assure housing for married women 

employees." 

 

(e)"Arranging charted 'ladies-special' buses in bigger cities." 

 

(f)"Where husband and wife are both Government employees the creation of an earned 

leave bank to be availed of by either spouse may be considered only for the period 
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needed for rearing very young children (such period not exceeding six years in all), 

provided the women employee has exhausted the earned leave at her credit and there 

is earned leave to the credit of her husband" 

 

(g)"The ministries having a higher concentration of women employees may consider to 

provide for higher leave reserve." 

 

Most of the above-said recommendations are not implemented.  We request to examine 

and reiterate the recommendations for implementation. 

 

39:2 CHILD CARE LEAVE 

 

39:2:1  Even though every women employee is entitled to avail 730 days Child Care Leave during 

their entire service, in practice, it is not being granted owing to shortage and reluctance to 

undertake additional work and other reasons. Unless the LR strength is enhanced, this 

cannot be settled. Women employees should exercise their privilege as they require 

without any hurdle.  

 

39:3 CRÈCHES: 

 

39:3:1 The Department has issued orders to subordinate offices to provide Crèches under certain 

condition. There require liberalization. However the number of employees is small, the 

Department may on payment, enter into arrangement with crèche houses opened by 

other Department like Telecom etc. to enable the Postal Women employees to leave their 

Children under the care of trained matrons when they proceed to work. 

 

39:4 TRANSFERS: 

 

39:4:1  Though Government have issued orders that women employees should be transferred to 

the stations where their husbands are serving etc., at field level, there appears to be much 

delay to concede their request. This should be avoided. 

 

39:4:2 The women employees should not be posted where basic facilities are lacking. On 

promotion, the women employees are to be accommodated nearer to their native place. 

 

39:4:3 It is further requested to entertain transfer cases to their native places as requested in 

respect of unmarried women employees and to the places where their husbands are 

working in respect of married employees without putting any restrictions, reservations or 

rejections. 
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39:5 HOSTELS: 

 

39:5:1 The Fourth CPC recommended under Para 25.5 that “the Government should construct 

single working women’s hostel in all major centers of employment. Priority may be given 

to women in allotment of residential accommodations. Similarly, it is recommended vide 

para 25.06 that special transport facilities including aborted buses on payment wherever 

possible may be provided to women employees. This has not been implemented in major 

urban cities so far. 

 

39:5:2 Keeping in view that women employees, both married and unmarried have to serve away 

from home-stations due to circumstance beyond their control, the following are 

suggested. 

 

1. That women hostels may be constructed if the number of women employees is large 

and 

2. Rooms may be reserved for women employees in hostels which may be constructed in 

other Department of Government. 

3. Allotting staff quarters earmarking for women employees who are working in those 

places out of their native places. 

 

39:6 DEPUTATION 

 

39:6:1  In the case of Leave Reserve period, the women employees are indiscriminately subjected 

to deputations to single handed offices and other offices where basic amenities are not 

available and offices which are beyond 8 KM radius resulting in change of Head Quarters. 

This should be avoided. 

 

39:7 GRANT OF SPECIAL LEAVE:  

 

39:7:1  A large number of the women employees are facing problems like removal of uteruses, 

etc. after attaining age of 40 or more which requires special rest.  The women employees 

may be granted one month special leave in case of the removal of uteruses etc. The above 

suggestions on the working women Postal Assistants may please be considered and 

recommended accordingly. 

 

39:8 FLEXI WORK HOURS 

 

39:8:1   According to the survey conducted by the National Sample Survey office during 2009-10, 

the share of females employed on the usual status basis was 26.1% in rural areas and 

13.8% in urban areas. This share was 29.9% in rural areas and 13.9% in urban area during 

1999-2000. There is a decline in the women's employment. In rural areas, 79.4% women 

are mainly working as cultivators and agricultural labourers. In urban areas, 34.6% of 
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women are working in other services such as public administration, education and 

community service etc. 

 

39:8:2   The Home Ministry introduced Flexi working hours to its employees, which provides that 

the duration of late arrival or early departure can be compensated by devoting extra 

hours of work so as to ensure 40 hours work schedule for the entire week. Similarly, late 

coming between 15 and 30 minutes can be relaxed, keeping in view transport problems, 

traffic congestion in the city or any other unforeseen eventually subject to the condition 

that the duration of late arrival is compensated by sitting late in the evening, preferably 

the same day or any other day of the week according to the order. Similar kind of Flexi 

hours shall be introduced in all departments which will provide relief to the employees 

particularly women employees. 
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CHAPTER - XXXX 

 

POSTAL DISPENSARIES 

 

40:1:1 Posts and Telegraphs Dispensaries are responsible for health care of P&T employees at 

major stations where the facilities of Central Government Health Scheme (CGHS) is not 

available. Group ‘C” employees numbering 349 and Group ‘D’ employees numbering 210 

attached to 56 P&T Dispensaries now available. 

 

40:1:2 These employees work in small number in different P&T Dispensaries and though they 

perform similar job as the employees of that category elsewhere, they are rather 

neglected in respect of Pay scale and other allowances in comparison to employees of 

similar category in other establishments, 

 

40:1:3 The promotional avenues of such employees are also very scarce. We feel that time% 

bound promotions at par with other employees is also due to them. 

 

40:1:4 The following categories of staff normally constitute the Group ‘C’ employees. 

 

(a) Auxiliary Nurse/Mid-wife: They perform similar works as the staff of this category 

elsewhere. 

 

(b) Staff Nurse: They perform the duties as prescribed for this category of work. 

 

(c) Nursing Staff Supervisor: The duties are similar as elsewhere. 

 

(d) Para-medical staff:  

 

(i) Pharmacist (Grade-III) 

(ii) Senior Pharmacist (Grade-II) 

(iii)  Pharmacist (Grade-I) 

(iv) Laboratory Technicians 

(v) Medical Storekeepers 

 

The duties of these staff are onerous and risk prone. We suggest that the pay scale and 

other allowances as extended to the categories in other organizations/ 

industries/departments may be extended to these staff. 

 

40:1:5 The clerical staff of the dispensaries may be treated for all-purposes at par with other 

Clerks/Assistants in the Postal Department. 
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40:1:6 In order to facilitate the promotion of the staff of P&T Dispensaries, it is requested that 

the VIth Central Pay Commission may recommend the preparation of a combined grade 

list on Circle basis. 

 

40:1:7 The condition of service, nature of duties etc. of the staff working in the P&T Dispensary, 

including para medical staff are identical to those who are form on the establishment of 

CGHS. But it is pointed out that all the avenues of promotion, special pay, patient care 

allowance, etc. which are now available for the CGHS  employees should be extended to 

staff of P&T Dispensaries. 
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CHAPTER – XXXXI 

 

PRODUCTIVITY LINKED BONUS 

 

 

41:1 Productivity linked Bonus Scheme is available to the employees of the Department of 

Posts since 1979.  It had been settled with the Department / Govt. through negotiations. 

We would therefore urge upon the 7
th

 CPC to refrain from recommending any formula of 

introducing Productively Linked incentive Scheme in place of the existing ad hoc bonus 

scheme. The matter may be left to be negotiated with the authorities. The artificial cap of 

60 days maximum in respect of postal employees imposed by the Finance Ministry is to 

be removed. In Railways no such cap is imposed. 
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CHAPTER – XXXXII 

 

CASUAL LABOUR 
 

 

42:1:1 At present Casual Labour/contingency paid employees are allowed to count their service 

towards pension @ 50% of the total period falling between acquiring the temporary 

status and regularization and full service thereafter. It has not been applied in many 

services like Postal Department. 

 

42:1:2 The above benefit is also subject to further condition that such employee should be 

regularized and absorbed against a regular post. The operation of this condition is so 

harsh that there are many cases in which the entire service rendered is non-pensionable 

because the employee may be retired/retrenched/die before such regularization. 

 

42:1:3 We, therefore, propose that the 50% of service before acquiring temporary status or full 

service after acquiring temporary status irrespective of whether he was regularized or not 

should count towards pension. 

 

42:1:4 The employees have to remain for long durations without any regularization and are 

deprived of many amenities which a regular employee gets. Not to treat their service 

pensionable for a considerable period leaves them with very meager pension and in some 

cases with no pension. This is against the principle of social justice and therefore our 

above suggestion should be considered by the 7
th

 Central Pay Commission. 

 

42:2 REGULARISATION OF CASUAL/CONTINGENT/DAILY RATED WORKERS 

 

42:2:1 Due to the ban on creation of posts and recruitment of personnel that continued for a 

very long period and the consequent strain on the existing workers, many Departmental 

heads had to recruit personnel on daily rated basis or as casual workers. Thus, almost 

25% of the present workforce in Government organisations are casual workers deployed 

to do the permanent and perennial nature of jobs, contrary to the prohibition of such 

unfair labour practices by the law of the land.  

 

42:2:2 In the Fifties and Sixties, even the casual workers who had been employed to do the 

casual and non perennial jobs used to get priority for regular employment as and when 

the vacancy for such permanent recruitment arises.  Thousands of persons are now 

recruited as casual workers and kept as such for years together.   They are paid pittance 

of a salary with no benefits like provident fund, dearness allowance, other compensatory 

allowances, etc. Even the minimum pay as prescribed by the Sixth CPC has not been 

extended to the casual/part time employees in the Department of Posts.   In order to 
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ensure that they do not get the benefit of regularization, these workers are technically 

discharged in a few days to be employed afresh again.   

 

42:2:3 The modus operandi differs from one department to another.  While in some 

organizations, they are recruited through employment exchanges   in others the functions 

are contracted out.  Not only the quality of work suffers, but it is also an inhuman 

exploitation of the workers given the serious situation of unemployment that exists in the 

country.  While the permanent solution is to sanction the necessary posts and resort to 

regular recruitment,   the Government should evolve a scheme by which these 

casual/contingent/daily rated workers are made regular workers with all the concomitant 

benefits available for regular Government employees.   

 

44:2:4 Pending finalization of such a scheme for regularization, the non regular employees 

recruited for meeting the exigencies of work must be paid pro-rata salary on par with the 

similarly placed regular employees on the principle of equal pay for equal work. 
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CHAPTER XXXXIII 

 

POSTAL ACCOUNTS STAFF 

 

 

 

43:1  Separate memorandum will be submitted in respect of Postal Accounts staff as they 

belongs to organized accounts cadre and most of their demands will be based on the 

demands of the audit and accounts department. 
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CHAPTER - XXXXIV 

 
CONCLUSION 

 

44:1:1   This Memorandum is confined to providing a pen-picture of the problems of the Postal 

Services and the employees. The details of Job Evaluation of various categories of staff 

would be available in the sectional memorandum to be submitted by the different 

affiliates. 

  

44:1:2   In the introduction to this Memorandum, we have expressed ourselves with the major 

service conditions which require liberalization and departed from old moorings so far as 

scales of pay are concerned.  We have pressed for application of the better scale of pay to 

the PO / RMS clerical cadre, application of the better scale of pay to Postmen and 

treatment of PO / RMS Group 'D' as a section sand witched between semi-skilled and 

unskilled categories calling for application of a second level of pay in Group 'D', 

considering arduousness of nature of duties, heavy responsibilities and risks involved in 

almost all the categories of Postal and RMS staff.  The details of such special nature of 

duties would be available in the sectional memorandum prepared and submitted by the 

different affiliates of the Federations. 

 

44:1:3   We would, therefore, urge upon the Seventh Central Pay Commission to consider the 

various issues collectively with the information available in this Memorandum and 

supplemented by the various sectional memoranda of different affiliates and recommend 

suitably and adequately for the amelioration of the service and working conditions of the 

Postal and RMS employees of all categories and recommend the scales of pay, allowances 

and promotional prospects as demanded in this memorandum as well as in the sectional 

memoranda of the affiliates. 

 

44:1:4   We conclude with an earnest appeal to the Commission to satisfy the aspiration of the 

Postal / RMS employees. 
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